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EDITORIAL
Despite the current issue being labeled with no. 3, it is actually the first regular
issue of ComSIS published this year. Due to increasing interest in our journal,
the two previous issues were special issues devoted to publishing extended
articles selected from proceedings of international conferences. Besides
regular papers, the current issue also contains six articles selected for
extension and publication from proceedings of IDC 2009, the Third
International Symposium on Intelligent Distributed Computing. We would like
to use this opportunity to thank the guest editor of this issue, Costin Bădică,
who co-initiated and co-organized IDC, for helping to include high-quality
contributions to this issue of ComSIS. Also, we are pleased to announce that
ComSIS has been included in the Index of Information Systems Journals,
maintained by Deakin University, Australia.
The first of the regular papers in this issue is “The Integration of Learning
Object Repositories and Learning Management Systems” by Krešimir Fertalj,
Nataša-Hoić Boţić and Hrvoje Jerković, which addresses the problem of
integration of content from federated e-learning repositories into courses
included in a Learning Management System (LMS). The article analyzes
current repository frameworks, placing emphasis on Flexible Extensible Digital
Repository Object Architecture (FEDORA), and presents a pilot application
which demonstrated how the interaction between a repository and LMS can
be effectively implemented.
Next, Igor Dejanović, Gordana Milosavljević, Branko Perišić and Maja
Tumbas, in their paper “A Domain-Specific Language for Defining Static
Structure of Database Applications,” present DOMMLite - an extensible
domain-specific language (DSL) for static structure definition of databaseoriented applications. DOMMLite incorporates the model-driven engineering
(MDE) approach, with the language structure defined using the
openArchitectureWare framework, and DSL execution semantics defined
through source code generation for target platforms. The DSL is capable of
generating source code for GUI forms with Create-Read-Update-DeleteSearch (CRUDS) and navigation operations.
In “Prompt System Redesign: Shifting to Open Source Technology to Satisfy
User Requirements,” Igor Svetel, Aleksandar Đurović and Vencislav Grabulov
describes a redesign project undertaken in a short period to adapt a software
system to user needs and shift it to Open Source software, as is was
recognized as the technology that would enable sustainable system
development. The paper chronologically describes all phases of the project
and provides reasons for all decisions taken during the development process.
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Motivated by the observed isolation of testing techniques within specific
lifecycle phases or functional areas, “Software Testing Optimization by
Advanced Quantitative Defect Management” by Ljubomir Lazić presents a set
of best practice models and techniques integrated in optimized and
quantitatively managed software testing process (OptimalSQM) throughout
the software lifecycle. The article also discusses how the Quantitative Defect
Management (QDM) Model can be enhanced to be practically useful for
determining the priority of activities leading to early and cost-effective
software fault detection.
Dragan Mišić, Dragan Domazet, Miroslav Trajanović, Miodrag Manić and
Milan Zdravković, in their article “Concept of the Exception Handling System
for Manufacturing Business Processes,” tackle the issue of exceptions in
predefined workflows, which can appear in many business process scenarios,
and should be handled automatically, if possible, by adapting the workflow to
the new situation. The paper presents a workflow management system MD,
which offers a solution to the problem of handling detected exceptions.
The paper “Reasoning With Linguistic Preferences Using NPN Logic” by
Goran Devedţić, Danijela Milošević, Lozica Ivanović, Dragan Adamović and
Miodrag Manić surveys the basics of negative-positive-neutral (NPN) logic
and relations, and proposes an adaptive approach to causality weights
assessment which involves linguistic models and fuzzy cognitive maps.
Particular attention was paid to modeling possible side effects, since they
were identified as having particular importance for successful decision making
in real-world environments.
Finally, Ţivko Bojović, Emil Šećerov and Vlado Delić, in their article “QoS
Testing in a Live Private IP MPLS Network with CoS Implemented,” describe
testing conducted on a private IP/MPLS network of a Telecom operator during
service introduction, motivated by establishing a basis for defining a
stochastic traffic generator/simulator. Testing involved DiffServ and E-LSP
policies for bandwidth allocation, traffic generation for creating worst-case
scenarios, and measurement of QoS for individual services (voice, video, data
and VPN).
On behalf of the Editorial Board and the ComSIS Consortium, we would like to
thank all authors and reviewers for their high-quality contributions and efforts
expended in preparing this issue of ComSIS.
Editor-in-Chief
Mirjana Ivanović

Managing Editor
Miloš Radovanović
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GUEST EDITOR’S MESSAGE
The increasing complexity of real-world problems demands for special support
for cooperative problem solving in distributed environments. Recent advances
in Multi-Agent Systems, Artificial Intelligence, and Computational Intelligence
set the premises for the development of a new generation of Intelligent AgentBased Cooperative Systems. These systems are composed of autonomous,
non-antagonistic and social agents equipped with suitable interaction
protocols and strategies aimed at improving the social outcome of the system.
IDC’2009, the 3rd International Symposium on Intelligent Distributed
Computing, was held in Cyprus, Ayia Napa, October 13-14, 2009. From 36
accepted submissions, 6 articles that address highly relevant topics for the
advancement of the field of Intelligent Agent-Based Cooperative Systems
were selected and invited for extension and publication in this Journal issue.
The article “Cost of Cooperation for Scheduling Meetings” by Alon Grubshtein
and Amnon Meisels introduces a new measure called Cost of Cooperation
(CoC) for meetings scheduling games (MSG) that is useful for motivating
selfish agents to cooperate. Using CoC, authors define a new game property
called “Cooperation game” according to which participants may be better off
cooperating rather than playing selfishly.
The article “TEAMLOG in action: a case study in teamwork” by Barbara DuninKęplicz, Rineke Verbrugge, and Michał Ślizak presents an application of
authors’ recent formalism termed TEAMLOG for formal modelling of teamwork
in multi-agent systems, to model an agent system for cleaning ecological
disasters.
The article “A Case Study on Availability of Sensor Data in Agent
Cooperation” by Christian Johansson, Fredrik Wernstedt, and Paul Davidsson
evaluates the effects of practical limitations in the availability and quality of
sensor data onto the effectiveness of agents’ cooperative behaviour in a multiagent system for Demand Side Management on the energy market.
The article “A Layered Rule-Based Architecture for Approximate Knowledge
Fusion” by Barbara Dunin-Keplicz, Linh Anh Nguyen, and Andrzej Szałas
proposes a rule-based framework based on a Horn subset of propositional
dynamic logic (HSPDL) for fusing approximate knowledge from distributed and
heterogeneous knowledge sources.
The article “Emergent Properties for Data Distribution in a Cognitive MAS” by
Andrei Olaru, Adina Magda Florea, and Cristian Graţie introduces a data
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management system of cooperative cognitive agents that exhibits emergent
properties for data distribution and replication.
The article “Distributed Parameter Tuning for Genetic Algorithms” by David F.
Barrero, Antonio González-Pardo, David Camacho, and Maria D. R-Moreno
introduces a system of cooperating agents for distributed parameter tuning in
learning regular expressions using Genetic Algorithms.
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Abstract. The systems aimed for manipulating large number of
courses and students are called Learning Management Systems
(LMS). A LMS can have excellent performance implemented through
advanced Web technologies but it is often accompanied by a poor or
rarely used repository of institution’s educational content. It has still
remained. Still remains a problem how to allow users of a LMS to
easily modify and integrate the content from federated e-learning
repositories into their courses. This article presents an analysis of
present repository frameworks and projects. FEDORA (Flexible
Extensible Digital Repository Object Architecture) framework is
explained as an alternative repository solution. A pilot application has
been developed to demonstrate the interaction between a LMS and its
repository.
Keywords: learning object
systems, learning objects
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learning
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Introduction

One globally accepted way to implement e-learning is by using a Learning
Management System (LMS) as all-in-one system for online education, which
covers registration, administering and monitoring of users and content. LMS
also provides other tools such as assessment tools, discussion forums,
grading tools and so forth. Therefore, it has become an irreplaceable solution
for modern universities and other educational institutions. Blackboard is the
leading commercial provider of LMS solutions and Moodle is a widely
accepted open source solution [1]. Generally, LMSs support exporting of
learning content to other systems but collaboration with external e-learning
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repositories is not standardized yet. On the other hand, solutions for elearning repositories are advancing, offering federated sophisticated searches
of learning objects through a network of repositories [3]. The term "learning
object" (LO) is not intended to be restrictive but refers to any digital asset
which can be used to enable teaching or learning [26].
So on the one hand we have intensively used LMSs and on the other hand
there are still poorly used e-learning repositories. Many projects tried to
define integration between LMSs and federated repositories but none has
provided a widely accepted solution.
The main goal of research presented in this paper is to propose an
effective integration between LMSs and e-learning repositories. Realization of
such a project could allow university staff to easily access e-learning
repository, search, create, annotate, share, compose, decompose and modify
content without any special knowledge of web technologies. It is also
important that the repository should not function only at the institutional level
but it should also have the ability to interact with other repositories as a part
of federated network of repositories.
Our principle guideline for research and analysis of projects in the field is
defined by the following question – are the present solutions capable or
useful for the needed complete integration between LMS and LO repository
(LOR) or a network of LORs?
Our research of the projects in the field goes in three main directions:
 LORs and their functionalities
Many e-learning repositories have already joined the federated networks of
repositories so in this paper we shall present the main LORs and analyze
their capability for integration with LMS.
 Projects focused on integration between LMSs and LORs
Projects in this field are mainly focused on creating plug-in applications
that would allow interaction between LMSs and LORs.
 Projects focused on decomposition, reuse and exchange of LO
Diverse projects and existent frameworks have tried to find a way to
successfully preserve data in the form of digital objects that could be easily
imported, decomposed and recreated into a new object. We shall analyze
these projects to see how they can be used for achieving successful
manipulation over e-learning content. An analysis of all the three categories
is presented in Section 2. The last part of the Section 2 also covers a
possible integration of main projects in all three fields mentioned in Section 2.
In Section 3 we propose a proprietary solution by introducing FEDORA [2]
repository framework based on data-service oriented architecture. We show
how FEDORA can serve as a LOR by examining of the core FEDORA
platform features. We explain how it is possible for any LMS to communicate
with FEDORA. We also show possible manipulations over LO stored in
FEDORA.
For demonstration purposes we have built a pilot application for creating
lessons out of LOs stored in FEDORA LOR. In Section 4 we describe the
functionality of our application. Testing and evaluation of our application is
described in Section 5 and conclusion of this paper is given in Section 6.
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2.

2.1.

Research of projects in the field

LO repositories and actual projects in field

MERLOT, PALOMA, EDNA and ARIADNE LOR [3] are some of the
prominent LORs. Since many of them are using different metadata schemes
to describe the content stored in the repository, research in the field of elearning repositories is mainly focused on interoperability between LO
repositories. An Application Program Interface (API) was established for
querying through Simple Query Interface search (SQI) with special focus on
issues related to a common metadata schema and to a common query
language [5]. SQI Registry tried to establish interoperability among different
LO repositories. It is basically an UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and
Integration) [12] registry, which maintains a list of SQI targets (repositories)
that can be queried using SQI. PROLEARN Network of Excellence [13] is
coordinating some of the practical experimentation with these specifications
and many important repositories already became part of SQI Registry. The
GLOBE (Global Learning Objects Brokered Exchange) project is an
international effort to create federated search engine over distributed LORs
for searching e-learning content [24]. Through GLOBE interface, SQI
Registry repositories can be searched with standard web search. An attempt
to integrate LMSs into federated repositories was made by the ARIADNE
group within the GLOBE project through the development of a tool which is a
plug-in for Moodle LMS [4]. The tool allows users just to search, retrieve and
store a LO as a local object.
The main SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference Model) [6] attempt
aimed at providing such shareable LO environment is called CORDRA
(Content Object Repository Discovery and Registration Architecture) [6].
CORDRA is a highly complex system that is still under development and has
not yet been adopted by any of the educational institutions. Basic start up
goal is to connect US government departments and agencies, and ADL
(Advanced Distributed Learning) laboratories in order to create a network of
content which would eventually become widely used.
Another attempt in the field is EduSource Communication Layer (ECL) [7].
The ECL Gateway [7] is a middleware framework that enables building
bridges to other protocols easily. It is used to develop bridges to several other
protocols and networks such as OAI (Open Archive Initiative) [16], SRW/SRU
(Search and Retrieve Web services/ Search and Retrieve URL) [17],
Resource Discovery Network in UK [18], EdNA (Australia), SMETE (USA)
[19], LionShare (Gnutella based P2P network) [20] and also SQI. ECL is one
of the first implementations of the IMS Digital Repositories Interoperability
(IMS DRI) [7] specification. IMS DRI will allow repositories not only to share,
search, and import results but also to gather records, alter each other
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according to new materials and submit new materials in other repositories
[14].
In comparison with SQI, ECL has further broadened its goal, trying to
connect practically every repository that could be found, including those in
P2P networks and private users. Large number of universities and other
institutions are using ECL framework. All connected networks are registered
in the ECL registry and are available to ECL users. ECL registry is
implemented in JUDDI (an implementation of standard UDDI) [21]. All
previously named implementations are focused on interoperability among
LORs but they have poor integration with existing LMS systems. The GLOBE
tool for example does not allow LMS users to change a LO, store it as a new
LO, subscribe to changes in a LO, nor does it provide easy integration with
present content through any form of referencing service. ECL on the other
hand has many of these features but each of them is tied to a certain
exchange protocol upon which a given repository functions, without tools for
integration with LMSs.
There is another institution that is doing a lot of research in the related field
of library archives - Open Archives Initiative has started Object Reuse and
Exchange (OAI-ORE) [9] which defines standards for the description and
exchange of aggregations of web resources. The goal of these standards is to
expose aggregations of rich content to applications that support authoring,
deposit, exchange, visualization, reuse and preservation [9]. The OAI already
produced a protocol very similar to SQI - Protocol for Metadata Harvesting
(OAI-PMH) [9], as a mechanism for repository interoperability. It consists of
Data Providers, repositories that expose structured metadata via OAI-PMH,
and Service Providers that make OAI-PMH service requests to harvest or
manipulate that metadata. OPI-PMH is widely used, highly valued and
continually developed, which cannot be said for the network of LORs based
on SQI and used by the academic community. A large number of frequently
used institutional repositories and projects are based on OAI-PMH, while LO
reuse through LORs is not currently in mainstream focus even among
teachers [10]. While most LORs have been in operation for several years
(MERLOT: 7 years, SMETE: 5 years, ARIADNE: 7 years), the amount of
learning objects indexed in any one of them is small and it is comparable in
number to the amount of learning objects stored in a single medium-sized
LMS [10].

2.2.

LMS-LOR integration

The best solution for users would be if their needs could be met in their native
environment, and that is their own institutional LMS, which should allow them to
access the LOR from the LMS with possibility to create, modify and integrate
the content.
The main effort in this field is undertaken by the EU-funded LUISA [11]
project. The goal of the project was to create a rich flexible infrastructure
supporting the development and reuse of learning materials for both learners
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and educators, and also the integration of LOR with a Learning Content
Management System (LCMS). Therefore, the whole software solution is built
on Moodle, and a plug-in for Moodle is available that allows for searching the
LUISA LOR, based on the ontology (encoded in RDF), which is the core of
the LUISA project. The LUISA solution relies on Semantic Web Services that
can apply user profile, topics and competencies to resolve the required set of
LOs for the given user. Although the LUISA architecture allows for the
integration and interaction with other web applications, these applications are
still not developed. A set of tools should be developed to prove that LUISA’s
services can be integrated into any LMS environment, which has until now
been achieved only for Moodle.
Swiss Virtual Campus project team tried to achieve similar integration
between three types of LMS (WebCT Vista, Moodle and OLAT (Online
Learning and Training LMS)). Main shortcomings of that project were that the
LOR used in the project had not been designed to work as a part of federated
network of LORs and the created applications did not allow modifications of
LO from LMS but only an upload and integration after an object had been
created and imported [25].
ARIADNE, as one of the leading institutions in the field states that “a huge
number of LMSs exists today and institutions often use different kinds of
LMS. Thus, ARIADNE decided to focus on its LOR and to build an API
dedicated to the specific LMS.” So far integration between ARIADNE
Federated network of LORs and LMS is achieved only for Moodle LMS and
for the less used LMS INES [27]. ARIADNE solution cannot easily be
integrated into any LMS environment, besides; every subsequent version of
an LMS might require modifications of application for integration with the
LMS as well.
Obviously these projects have not achieved the practical goal of the LMSLOR integration - to have a set of web service applications accessible from
any LMS for authoring lessons (LOs) on the interface of LOR, or a LOR
federated network.

2.3.

Frameworks for decomposition and reusability of LO

Many repositories store complex and large amounts of data as single LO.
Under these circumstances, LOs are losing their original meaning. Therefore,
a decomposition of LOs for reusability with a proper meta description is the
main goal of projects in this area.
Examples of such projects can be found in [14] where authors propose a
repository of SCORM-described content packages, which are actually
complete courses. On the other hand in [15] is discussed how repositories
can be created by decomposing SCORM content packages in order to create
customizable learning content. It is obvious that propositions are not
satisfactory for users, mainly because complete courses cannot be accessed
and adopted into the new LMS environment easily.
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By decomposing SCORM packages, users can get only basic raw
resources out of them, which then require a special authoring system for
assembling that data into customized courses and another system for the
proper meta description.
This problem had been recognized by the academic community and
therefore a number of projects have started in order to achieve effective
ontology-based decomposition and integration of LO. The main projects in
this area will be discussed further in the text.
RAMLET (Resource Aggregation Model for Learning, Education and
Training) [8] is a project that is focused on retrieving, interpreting,
disaggregating, (re)aggregating and deploying content in LMSs from different
types of structural elements available in specialized repositories. RAMLET
is a conceptual model, expressed as a human readable table and a set of
ontologies that specifies how this aggregation formats map to each other via
a single core model.
Unfortunately, RAMLET’s ontology has aggregating purposes and it is not
concerned with the relationships between sections and chapters or with the
interactive properties of different media types. Also RAMLET is a one way
design offering no possibility for changing LO in the original repository. The
RAMLET model is complete, but has not been implemented yet.
Another project that tried to cover that field is ALOCOM (Abstract Learning
Object Content Model) [8], which provides a generic content model that
defines a framework for LOs and their components. The ontology defines
concepts representing different LO component types and their structure. This
explicit definition of both content and structure enables the disaggregation of
LOs into their components. In [23], the authors explain similar project in
which “the use of the XML technology allows, on one hand, content structures
to be defined at different levels of abstraction, and, on the other hand,
content to be separated from presentation.”
The authors in [24] propose the use of domain ontologies to annotate LO
content as well as content structure ontologies to enable direct access to LOs'
components. Basic goal in this case is that “same LO can be used in different
ways and by different users, that is, it can be repurposed” [24].
It is obvious that there are many propositions and projects that are being
developed by leveraging ontologies as a common knowledge representation
format. As much as the development of new abilities through new ontologies
is welcomed, the problem of interoperability of repositories and applications
grows in case where there is no agreement on the usage of certain ontology.
ALOCOM plug-ins are available for MS Word and MS PowerPoint allowing
users to search for text, graphs, pictures and other elements of decomposed
MS Word and MS PowerPoint documents stored in the ARIADNE repository.
However, ALOCOM ontology is not a part of the ARIADNE core tools and it is
not functional on the whole SQI Registry [8]. In fact ARIADNE, so far, offers
integration of SQI search with GLOBE tool only for Moodle LMS but including
ALOCOM features. Apart from offering search functionality through
PowerPoint, this plug-in offers an automatic generation of presentation out of
objects stored in ALOCOM-based repositories [8]. It is important to note that
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ALOCOM is an abstract data model, not a tool. There are plug-ins developed
on top of this data model. A prototype of a standalone tool was available
before the plug-ins were developed, but it was just for demonstration and
testing purposes.
RAMLET, on the other hand, is focused on allowing users to search
through different structural elements, enabling them to create a new content
base. It can be implemented in different ways, depending on the used
ontology and available metadata. If used with ALOCOM by ARIADNE, it is
obvious that it will be tightly connected to the ARIADNE metadata mandatory
fields as the probable starting point for developing other semantic ontologybased applications.
So it is likely that the RAMLET project will complement the work being
undertaken within and around the OAI-ORE [22]. In our opinion RAMLET can
also produce significant results if combined with ALOCOM in ARIADNE
repositories but ALOCOM ontology is still not widely accepted nor completely
implemented even in SQI federated repositories.
The main goal in our opinion should be to allow a user to retrieve LOs by
searching through federated repositories, with the ability to modify those
objects and compose lessons out of them. But the problem at hand is obvious
- without a common nomenclature and a conceptual model to allow for the
interpretation of these formats and specifications, it is difficult to create
applications that can interoperate.

2.4.

Possible LMS-LOR integration through existing projects

Considering the previously stated, the design of a system will be proposed
that can be built upon all the projects mentioned here. LUISA is a good basis
for LMS-LOR integration but its ontology should be improved through other
projects in this field. For example, the parsing, categorizing and annotation of
LOs could be complemented with OAI-ORE decomposition in combination
with ALOCOM ontology principles.
The conclusion is that the majority of the quality content resides in LMSs.
Simple Automatic Metadata Generation Interface (SAMGI) [10] project shows
that many valuable metadata fields can be extracted from this content. So
SAMGI can be used for metadata extraction and RAMLET could be used for
the composition of LOs from different repositories. SAMGI would be a good
tool to refine results of the searches, whereas the ECL protocol could be the
best solution to achieve interoperability across different federated networks of
repositories. RAMLET complemented with OAI-ORE, with stronger semantic
web services integration points, could allow for the development of a number
of distributed applications for rich user-content and user-user interaction. The
key point at this moment is not the technology but the agreement on usage of
a common ontology, metadata schemas and semantics in applications and
repository implementations.
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3.

Architecture of data-service oriented digital repository

The previous chapter described a number of projects that could offer an
effective solution for LMS-LOR integration but also pointed out many
shortcomings.
The main problems with existing solutions are following:
 Inability to search federated LORs through any LMS.
Present solutions only partially solve this problem: the GLOBE tool
enables searching only through SQI federated repositories; ALOCOM-based
solution facilitates search of decomposed LOs but only with desktop
application not through LMS; ECL connects almost all known types of
repositories but without integration with LMS.
 Inability to modify and directly integrate content in any LMS.
Platforms like RAMLET and ALOCOM exist, but they are not properly
implemented nor do they allow easy implementation of such features in any
LMS.
 Lack of sophisticated authoring tools for creating lessons out of
modified or stored content in federated LORs.
LUISA offered a customized LMS with interoperable platform specialized
for searching LORs, but it still does not have any similar authoring tool
features.
In what follows we explain how FEDORA platform can be used as a web
service oriented platform, integrated with existing solutions or used as an
LMS internal LOR, connected to a network of LORs. We explain the
advantages of architecture like FEDORA over the repositories mentioned in
the previous chapters. FEDORA will be described because it represents an
ideal platform for the development of a LOR that can be easily integrated into
any LMS.

3.1.

The FEDORA Platform

FEDORA is project based on OAI-PMH, so in its core there is an elementary
system of data and service providers. The FEDORA platform enables
flexible, application oriented architecture for the management and delivery of
digital content. It has a powerful digital model for storing objects, which
supports different ways of manipulation, editing and establishing relations
over and among objects. FEDORA is actually designed for archiving of
bibliography records but our goal is to show how such a powerful platform can
be used in an e-learning environment.
The architecture of a FEDORA repository is shown in Fig. 1. Users can
access the LO repository via web browser, client application or a third party
application which communicates with frontend web services. In this way
different functionalities can be achieved like searching, modifying, and
adding
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digital objects, linking objects, retrieving metadata or whole objects etc. An
example of such application is given later in this paper. A LO in FEDORA
platform consists of three main groups of data as shown in Fig. 1.
1. Metadata:
 Description metadata: used for correct description of a LO.
Metadata define the purpose, type, and possible educational usage of the
respective object. Any metadata scheme can be used in FEDORA [5]. XML is
the native FEDORA format for data interchange and services interactions.
Any given metadata schemas and ontology references can be added to
single or multiple LOs inside the repository.
 Relational metadata: definition of relations among objects, relations
between object and external content and definition of parameters needed
for application manipulation.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the system for digital objects storage

Relational metadata is actually a great basis for sophisticated ontology
implementation. Any relations among objects can be stored even if an object
is on another server, so projects like SAMGI can easily complement
FEDORA for the purpose of harvesting metadata from a LMS.
2. Raw data: all stored data supported by a LO repository. Raw data is the
term used for all Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) [10] types of
data or data without metadata attached to it.
3. Dissemination data: used for calling remote or local application for
management of objects stored in LO repository. Examples of applications
that require dissemination are, for instance, application for picture
manipulation and for automatic transformation of certain types of content into
the PDF format. Since most of the applications used by repository are web
applications, dissemination data has to contain the source and format
definitions of the data that needs to be transformed, and also the location and
parameters needed for calling the web service over the REST [6] method or
SOAP [7] protocol.
Web services on the frontend of the system are used for communication
with other services and applications and for calling backend web services for
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transformation of content. Backend service also serves for interaction with
other repositories, for maintaining and indexing of objects.
An advanced example of content manipulation by third party web service
is shown in Fig. 2. [2]. The client requests HTML file of a poem stored in a LO
repository. The repository may contain only an XML version of the requested
file, but the LO which contains the XML data can also contain dissemination
data for calling a web service.
The called web service can be an internal web application, which is usually
the case, but in FEDORA it can also be an external web application from
different web server like in the Fig. 2. In FEDORA, a LO in the repository
does not even have to contain dissemination data but it can refer to another
LO that contains the needed dissemination data for the required type of
transformation (i.e., XSL file which defines transformation, in this case from
XML to HTML). It is obvious that this kind of architecture leaves a lot of
space for integration of the repository into any kind of system without the
need for a specific platform application or plug-ins like it is the case with
GLOBE tool or ALOCOM.

Fig. 2. Calling external Web service for LO transformations

Any given ontology, semantics and application can be applied in FEDORA.
Each LO is actually encapsulated inside the object. Semantic value of the LO
can grow over time because it can store information from every LMS,
repository and system that has accessed or modified it. FEDORA has a
versioning system that allows for saving different versions of the same LO.
From the given information, it is obvious that LOs inside FEDORA are
totally platform independent units. Any information needed for a LO to be
manipulated and retrieved is stored in the LO itself. LO stores in itself
ontology and metadata information but also data needed by the web services
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for exchange, metadata harvesting or manipulation of data stored in the LO.
Therefore looking from technical perspective, the LO is an independent unit
which contains all the data needed for communication with other systems and
programs.

3.2.

Communication of an LMS and a LOR

FEDORA can interact with any LMS. Fig. 3. shows how two widely used
LMSs, Moodle and WebCT, can interact with the same FEDORA LOR.
Moodle and WebCT are taken just as an example. A number of other LMSs
can be connected in this way to the same digital repository. The exact
number depends on the characteristics of the network, server, repository and
workload, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
In Fig. 3, FEDORA LOR can be replaced by a FEDORA network of
repositories which can exchange metadata.

Fig. 3. Example of communication between LMSs and a digital repository

SQI federated repositories can also exchange data with FEDORA over
FEDORA backend services and ECL supports the integration of OAI-PMH
based frameworks so that interoperability with other repositories is achieved.
In the rest of the paper it will be shown how FEDORA LO can be referred
to, modified and combined with another LO without being saved in the local
repository of an LMS. Simple embedding application will be called from
WebCT wrapper in the form of an external URL. Our application will
manipulate LOs from FEDORA through FEDORA web service. The final
product will be a URL with location of the lesson which in our case is a
combination of LOs stored in FEDORA.
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3.3.

Manipulation of LO compositions in FEDORA

Because of the way in which FEDORA LO is defined, LMS objects can be
stored inside LMS repository and can be manipulated through FEDORA. Fig.
4. shows the user interface of the administrator’s backend and one LO stored
with its Learning Object Metadata (LOM) [6] and its content items.
Fig. 4 shows all content items of the PrimjerExample:1 LO. The left hand
side of the figure shows the list of content items and “001slika” (001picture)
JPEG picture is presently the displayed item. Item details are shown for
“001slika”: MIME Type (image/jpeg) and the Fedora URL. Metadata (in this
case LOM-based metadata) can also be stored for a content item and it is
shown just above “001slika” content item. Metadata in this case are added
manually but as described before, there are several ways for automating
metadata descriptions. Each content item can be modified and each
modification can be stored as a new content item accessible (by its own URL)
and available for manipulation by third party web application over Internet.
This also enables for easy storing of metadata from an LMS and harvesting
of the same metadata by other systems

Fig. 4. A screenshot of the administrator’s backend with an example LO

Fig. 5. shows the definition of the dissemination part of a LO. This is not an
end-user application but an administration backend for the definition of web
service handlers for manipulation with a LO. Method definitions are
automatically available according to the type of the content item, in this case
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a JPEG picture. According to the definitions of the chosen method (web
service arguments), different mechanisms (web services) can be used for
different manipulations. The respective URL is then available for calling the
defined web service. For example, URL of web service for picture
manipulation will be available when user is storing a picture.
So in our case Fig. 5 shows a web service connected with picture content
item shown on Fig. 4. This web service (disseminator) is used for seven
possible picture manipulations which are shown in the figure (resizeImage,
zoomImage, brightImage, watermarkImage, grayscaleImage, cropImage and
convertImage). It is important to emphasize that dissemination data (data
needed for calling web services) is an elementary part of a LO just as any
other content item or raw data. Dissemination applications (web applications),
as described before, can be called from other remote server applications.
This kind of architecture provides maximum interoperability for content and
functionalities. Every part of a LO can be changed and stored as a new
version. Users can keep or change old versions. They can also subscribe to a
desired version of a LO, so any change of the LO in repository will also
reflect on all the systems that integrate that LO.

Fig. 5. Definition of web service (dissemination data) for picture manipulation
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4.

Application for creating lessons from LO

Screenshot of our pilot application for creating lessons is shown in Fig. 6. The
figure shows application integrated as a tool inside WebCT LMS. The
application is installed on one web server, WebCT functions on another web
server and FEDORA LOR functions on a third web server, so three
independent web servers are present in this scenario.
Any designer in any WebCT course can start the application via URL from
WebCT. User can define title of the lesson and URL of content item from
FEDORA LOR. A simple lesson was build out of the stored content items of
the PrimjerExample:1 LO. Our application lacks a search engine for
searching and retrieving content item URL from FEDORA LOR or the
network of LORs. That will be implemented in future versions.

Fig. 6. Screenshot of pilot application for creating lessons

At this point, possibilities for the integration mentioned in the previous
chapters will be demonstrated. The URL shown here can be easily obtained
because FEDORA has a built-in search engine for searching of local storage.
The process of creating lessons is simple: a user searches FEDORA for
LO. After finding the desired LO, the user can open that object inside
FEDORA and just copy its corresponding FEDORA URL (see Fig. 4.). In our
application, shown in Fig. 6, the user enters LO’s title in the field “Naslov
objekta” (Object Title) and pastes the corresponding FEDORA URL in the
“URL” field. There is no limitation to the number of LOs that can be added in
described way.
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In our example, the generated lesson takes the form of a HTML page
consisting of three content items from the PrimjerExample:1 LO: ''01tekst''
and “02html” content items (shown on the left hand side of Fig. 4) and
“001slika” picture item (shown on the right hand side of Fig. 4).
After defining the URLs of content items, our application provides the
designer with the URL of the whole created lesson. Final HTML simple lesson
is shown in Fig. 7.
LO “001slika” shown in Fig.7 is a picture resized to 600 pixels, retrieved
from a web service. Parameters and information about that web service are
shown in Fig. 5. So when the user opens LO s/he can click on the
disseminator tab (see Fig. 5.) and see what web services are available for
that LO. After that, the user can define a desired manipulation over the object
through web service interface, see Fig. 8. In our case, the specific
disseminator that is being called is resizeImage with the parameter value set
to 600. When the user sets desired parameters for the picture, and clicks
“Run” next to it, an URL is automatically generated. After that, the user can
just copy that URL, past it into our application and give it a name, just like for
any other LO.

Fig.7. Lesson consisting of three content items reused from an existing LO

The web service used for generating the content for “001slika” is shown in
Fig. 8, where all of its functionalities for picture manipulation are listed. User
interface shown in Fig. 8. gives users the resulting URL with a modified
picture after all the parameters have been defined. Specifically, in the given
example the web service would fetch the original picture, change its
maximum width to 600 pixels, zoom it to 120, change brightness to level 5,
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put watermark in the corner “Software projects lecture 2008”, crop image on
500 x 200 dimension and convert it to the GIF format.
Other similar features are available, for example if the user wishes to
publish the PDF version of a document he or she can store the whole lesson
as another LO and just put a link to the PDF disseminator anywhere in the
LMS. The user can still modify a LO in the database and make new versions
of the LO automatically available.
So when someone calls the PDF version of the LO, the disseminator
application automatically collects the newest LO and makes an updated PDF
document. Functionalities of the PDF disseminator are shown in Fig. 9.
Any other web service can be called and manipulated by user in the same
way.

Fig. 8. Functionalities of the picture disseminator

Fig. 9. Functionalities of the PDF disseminator
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5.

Evaluation and plan for improvements

The presented application is still under development at the Zagreb School of
Economics and Management (ZSEM). Through this project, a part of an Ebusiness elective course has already been developed. The application was
installed on the School’s web server and creating of lessons was tested on
WebCT which is the School’s mainly used LMS. An associate IT professor
and several assistants at ZSEM have evaluated the application. Their
feedback was collected through interviews after tool demonstration.
We have conducted qualitative research with a goal to test the usability of
application in LMS in which users work, to realize advantages and
shortcomings of the application and also to define the main fields for future
development.
Evaluation participants have noted as main advantages of our application
the ease of installation and almost unneeded maintenance because
application doesn’t need database support, ease of embedding in any LMS,
possibility for integration on different portals and sites and not only to
different LMSs.
They also noted that number of users is limited only by memory and
processor power of web server and that application can be used from any
Internet Browser without need for installation of additional plug-ins and also
that data import and export, login and permissions can be implemented
through LMS, LOR or even institutional Student Information System (SIS).
Disadvantages so far that participants have noticed is fact that users have
to seek LO URLs in LOR and than copy-past each LO into application.
Participants proposed an interface to support the following sequence of steps
for creation of lessons:
 User seeks LO from LOR (or network of LORs) through application
interface
 User uses check box option to check LOs that user would like to use
for creating his own lesson.
 After picking desired set of LOs from repository, user will have ability
to: edit, define desired sequence, assemble, and store new composition of
LOs in database as new LO.
 User is offered new LO as complete lesson which can then be
embedded.
Those comments were very useful and they will most probably be main
guideline while developing future version of application.
We are planning to further develop application after the content from the
faculty LMS - WebCT is disaggregated, described and transferred into
FEDORA LOR. Development of the project for transfer of the course content
is in preparation.
The proposed application is not yet suitable for end users. Further plans for
development include:
 Interface for searching and retrieving content items
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 A control panel for deployment of internal and external web services
for multiple LOs in the repository
 User friendly interface for manipulating, modifying, composing and
annotating of LOs through internal and external web services
 Integration of present solutions like SAMGL which will cover
collecting
of metadata from the LMS
 Integration of present solutions like ALOCOM or RAMLET which will
cover decomposing and storing of LO into repository
 Definition of user roles and permissions
 Integration of web applications for user collaboration.
Possible problems may arise in case that a lesson consists of several LOs
and the LMS designer (professor) wants to accept all possible changes of
constituent LO from the repository. In case that LOs really change in time, a
request for its constituent content items is sent every time a user opens the
lesson (i.e. LO) in LMS. That can cause large workload on LO repository and
increase network traffic between LMS and LO repository. Instead of that, the
LMS can make a local copy of every lesson, cache it and periodically check
for updates. In this way the overall network traffic and the LO repository
workload can be more acceptable.
Another problem at the global level is that LMSs today don’t apply the
same rules for defining different user roles within an LMS. Security
procedures should be standardized in the future. Permissions of LMS user
over LO in repository should include strict rules considering authentication,
accessing and modifying LOs from the repository. Otherwise it would become
impossible to define standard communication for different types of users.

6.

Conclusion

This paper presents an attempt to integrate federated LORs into LMSs as
more and more popular e-learning environments of academic community.
Many currently active projects that are covering related research fields are
presented. Our conclusion is that the majority of these projects are not
capable of delivering basic features to end users in any given LMS
environment. We can illustrate this conclusion on a simple example. If a
professor using any LMS environment wants to search for LOs through
networked LORs and easily modify, integrate, annotate, combine and store
them as new learning objects or new lessons, he or she would realize that
there is no available system to allow this kind of interaction.
Another problem is that many federated LO repositories are hardly used,
while at the same time LMSs are storing the majority of relevant LOs. Many
projects in e-learning community are focused on achieving interoperability
among different LORs, on ontology-based search over these repositories and
on decomposition and reuse of LOs stored in such repositories. Therefore,
this paper attempts to demonstrate how the architecture of data-service
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oriented digital repository can allow users to effectively interact through any
LMS with a network of LORs.
We have explained how a LO stored in a digital repository of such
architecture can be modified, combined and stored as a new lesson,
independently of the user’s LMS platform for accessing the repository.
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Abstract. In this paper we present DOMMLite - an extensible domainspecific language (DSL) for static structure definition of databaseoriented applications. The model-driven engineering (MDE) approach,
an emerging software development paradigm, has been used. The
language structure is defined by the means of a metamodel
supplemented by validation rules based on Check language and
extensions based on Extend language, which are parts of the
openArchitectureWare framework [1]. The metamodel has been defined
along with the textual syntax, which enables creation, update and
persistence of DOMMLite models using a common text editor. DSL
execution semantics has been defined by the specification and
implementation of the source code generator for a target platform with
an already defined execution semantics. In order to enable model
editing, a textual Eclipse editor has also been developed. DSL, defined
in this way, has the capability of generating complete source code for
GUI forms with CRUDS (Create-Read-Update-Delete-Search) and
navigation operations [2,3,4,5].
Keywords: DSL; Domain-specific; MDE; MDSD; MDA; CRUD;
Modeling; Meta-modeling; Generator.

1.

Introduction

One of the issues that continues to pose difficulties for computer engineers
and developers is increasing complexity of software and supporting hardware
architecture. A variety of different methods has been employed in an attempt
to overcome these issues, but what they all have in common is raising the
level of abstraction. Although powerful, used abstraction are usually
computer-, i.e. solution space-oriented, as opposed to being application
domain-, i.e. problem space-oriented [6]. Developers still need to perform the
mental mapping of concepts found in the solution domain to concepts found
in the problem domain and to apply these mappings manually during the
course of implementation [7].

Igor Dejanović, Gordana Milosavljević, Branko Perišić, and Maja Tumbas

The use of computer related concepts in solving real-world problems leads
to all sorts of problems:
 Communication issues arise between technology and business
domain experts. They usually have different interpretations of
concept semantics, which leads to errors in early phases of software
development.


Mapping between the application domain and the technology domain
is an error-prone manual process.



A minor change in business domain requirements can lead to huge
changes in the technology domain layer.



Rapid pace of technology changes renders applications out-of-date
and leads to constant need for migration to new platforms, or new
versions of the same platform, which increases maintenance costs.

The importance of using domain-specific concepts in software
development is explained in [8]:
“Perhaps the greatest difficulty associated with software development is
the enormous semantic gap that exists between domain-specific concepts
encountered in modern software applications, such as business process
management or telephone call processing, and standard programming
technologies used to implement them.
...
Clearly, the more directly we can represent concepts in the application
domain, the easier it becomes to specify our systems.
Conversely, the greater the distance between the application domain and the
model, the less value we get from modeling.”
In this paper we present DOMMLite, a domain-specific language (DSL) for
static structure definition of database-oriented applications. The purpose of
this paper is to give an overview of the DOMMLite language and its
supporting tools and to address some issues and choices that have been
made in the design of the language. It is by no means a full specification of
the language; therefore, we provide some insight into the differences
between DOMMLite and other OO modeling languages and consider
common concepts known from other languages. A full specification of the
DOMMLite language is given in [9].
The language has been designed and implemented using model-driven
engineering (MDE) techniques, which are a specialization of DSL engineering
techniques [10]. DOMMLite builds on the concepts of other object-oriented
modeling languages such as UML [11], MOF [12], ECore [13], and concepts
expressed in Domain-Driven Design [14]. It is a declarative language and,
although many of its constructs more or less resemble those found in other
OO modeling languages, there are differences that will be identified in the
rest of the paper; therefore, DOMMLite is not created by mere extension or
restriction of existing languages/meta-models. Having that in mind we state
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that, according to the classification introduced by M. Fowler (see Sect. 2),
DOMMLite is an external language.
The purpose of the language is to enable developers to specify, in a simple
manner, static structure of database oriented applications with enough metadata to generate fully working applications with implementation of CRUDS
(Create-Read-Update-Delete-Search) operations without resorting to the
more heavy-weight modeling languages such as UML. Both the abstract
syntax, defined by a metamodel, and one of the possible concrete syntaxes
have been developed. The implementation of the abstract and the concrete
textual syntax of the language, the model editor and the source code
generator has been carried out using the openArchitectureWare (oAW)
generator framework [1], a metamodel agnostic framework which is well
integrated with the Eclipse Modeling Framework [13]. For the purpose of this
work a textual concrete syntax was created. Although creating a graphical
syntax and a graphical editor is made a lot easier with projects such as GMF 1
and GEMS2, the creation of a fully featured graphical editor in the context of
changing requirements still requires a considerable amount of time. This is
why work on further improvements of the textual syntax will continue until the
language is stable enough. DOMMLite defines the execution semantics by
the implementation of the source code generator for a target platform with an
already defined execution semantics.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives overview of
DSLs as the underpinning technique used in this paper. In section 3 the
abstract syntax of the DOMMLite language is described. Section 4 gives an
overview of the language’s concrete syntax based on the xText [15]
language. Section 5 explains the design and implementation process of the
application code generator. Section 6 points out several issues regarding the
completion of the eclipse editor generated by the oAW framework. Section 7
analyzes related work. Section 8 gives final conclusions.

2.

Domain-Specific Languages

Domain-specific languages, in contrast to general-purpose languages (GPL),
offer, through specific notations and abstractions, the power of expression
focused on, and usually restricted to, a particular problem domain [16].
Some of the advantages of using DSLs over GPLs are:
 DSLs are usually more concise and expressive than GPLs, which
enables programmers to represent their intentions more clearly.


1
2

DSL syntax, both textual and graphical, can be tailored to the specific
knowledge of the domain experts.

http://www.eclipse.org/gmf/
http://www.eclipse.org/gmt/gems/
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Concepts used in DSLs are found in the application domain, so their
use does not require domain experts to have programming skills.



Expressing the domain construct through concepts independent of
the technology used results in a longer lifespan of the application. If
applied correctly, application description needs to change only if
business requirements change and is immune to changes in the
technology layer, which can be handled by the application generator
(DSL compiler).



Using higher- level abstraction leads to the reduced number of lines
of code (LOC) (in terms of textual syntaxes), which has a positive
impact on the development and maintenance. Some researchers
achieved a 50:1 ratio of LOC in favor of DSLs [17]. Software fault
density (number of software faults per one thousand lines of code)
does not significantly depend on the language being used [18].
Therefore, using DSL languages reduces the number of software
bugs, which leads to increased software quality and lower
maintenance costs.



In situations where code analysis, verification, optimization,
parallelization, and transformation techniques are considered to be
very difficult or almost impossible to achieve with GPLs, it is possible
to achieve them in the context of DSLs [19].

Better expressiveness of DSL languages does not come for free. For the
sake of it they give away their generality [19], so DSLs are usually not very
useful outside of the domain they were constructed for.
Some programming languages started out as DSLs, but have evolved
towards GPLs by getting more features. A reverse process has not been
observed in the history of programming languages [10].
There are also widespread languages that are essentially DSLs, although
they may not be known as such. Examples of such languages include HTML the language for describing hypertext documents, which forms a foundation
of today’s global network, SQL - a structured language for querying, updating
and deleting data in relational databases, LaTeX - a language for document
typesetting. Even Spring's3 XML-based configuration file language can be
considered a DSL for expressing application configuration.
Different classifications of DSLs exist. DSLs can be classified in the same
way as GPLs. For example, they can be classified as: object-oriented or
functional, imperative or declarative, visual or textual.
Another classification, by the way DSLs are constructed, is given by Martin
Fowler in [20].
He divides them into two groups:

3

http://www.springframework.org/
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External DSLs - These languages are also called little languages and
are very popular in the Unix community. Representatives include
awk, sed, flex, yacc etc. Their main property is that they are built
from scratch, with their syntax carefully tailored for the domain in
question.
Internal DSLs - In contrast to external DSLs, internal DSLs are built
on top of an existing GPL, extending their syntax to add support for
domain-specific constructs. They are gaining popularity with the
emergence of GPLs which have mechanisms for easy extensibility.
Some of the representatives are Ruby4 [21], Scala5, or Python6 [22].
There are also internal DSLs based on main-stream programming
languages like Java [23]. Using this approach one can get an entire
tool-chain of the host language for free (editors, compilers,
debuggers etc.). Internal DSLs are also called domain-specific
embedded languages [24], or simply embedded languages [16].

Fowler’s classification can also be applied in the context of modeling
languages. An external DSL in the context of modeling technologies and
visual syntaxes is usually referred to as domain-specific modeling language
(DSML) [7]. Similarly, a UML profile-based modeling language is, according
to Fowler’s classification, an internal DSL.
A completely clear distinction between DSLs and GPLs does not exist,
although attempts have been made to construct a method for quantifying
domain specificity [25]. As stated in [19], domain specificity is a matter of
degree: it largely depends upon the notion of a domain.
For the purpose of this paper we will use the definition of the DSL based
on MDE ideas, given in [10], as follows.
A DSL is a set of coordinated models:
 Domain definition metamodel(DDMM) - is a conceptualization of the
domain that introduces the basic abstractions of the domain and their
mutual relations. Once such an abstract entity is explicitly
represented as a model, it becomes the reference model for the
models expressed in the DSL, that is, it is a metamodel. That
metamodel is referred to as the domain definition metamodel
(DDMM).

4
5
6



Concrete syntax - represents a transformation of DDMM to the
“display surface” metamodel. More than one such transformation can
be defined, or to put it simply, for each DDMM multiple concrete
syntaxes can be defined, both textual and visual.



Semantics - A DSL can have execution semantics defined.
Semantics is also defined by a transformation from DDMM into a

http://www.ruby-lang.org/
http://www.scala-lang.org/
http://www.python.org
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DSL or GPL which has an already defined precise execution
semantics.
Using this definition as the basis, the following section defines DDMM, the
concrete syntax and semantics of DOMMLite.

3.

Abstract Syntax

The abstract syntax of the DOMMLite language is defined by a metamodel. A
great deal of DOMMLite is inspired by other OO based metamodels, such as
MOF, UML and ECore, and in many ways it builds on top of the concepts
from these reputable languages. The concrete implementation of DOMMLite
is based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF7), an OO (meta)modeling
infrastructure. The abstract syntax of the language will be presented using
UML class diagram notation. The most important conceptual primitives of the
DOMMLite language are based on well-known concepts described in [14].
The semantics of concepts in DOMMLite is given in the form of
recommendations. The model compiler defines the semantics in detail, so the
language’s full semantics interpretation is left to the compiler developer.
Recommendations for semantics interpretation described in the following
sections have been followed in the implementation of the DOMMLite model
compiler prototype (see Sect. 5). This section gives an overview of some of
the most important conceptual primitives of the DOMMLite language.

3.1.

Data Types

The DataType metaclass (see Fig. 1) defines, in DOMMLite terminology,
simple types of the DOMMLite language. Simple types have no internal
structure, which distinguishes them from complex types (e.g. entities,
services etc) that do. UserDataType and BuiltInDataType are also referred to
as primitive types. Primitive types can be built-in (defined by the language
itself) or user-defined. Built-in types are: void, bool, int, real, money, string,
char, date, datetime. User-defined types can be defined by the modeler and
used troughout the model in the same way as the built-in ones. The
semantics of the types is implemented on the target platform. The semantics
of built-in types is implemented once for the given platform and can be
reused in many projects without change. Following definitions in [26], it is a
part of “the platform”. The user-defined type semantics is specified on the
target platform for the project where it is introduced in the model. If the
source code generator is carefully tailored, it is usually not necessary to make

7

http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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changes to the generator itself in order to support the newly defined type (see
Sect. 5 for an example of the generator prototype).

Fig. 1. The DataType metaclass

3.2.

Model Organization

The DOMMLite language is organized in a structural manner using the notion
of packages (see Fig. 2). The Package metaclass in DOMMLite has the
semantics similar to that of the Package metaclass in UML, but it is
implemented differently. The language elements that are organized in this
way must inherit from the PackageElement metaclass. In order to support
package nesting, the Package metaclass also inherits from the
PackageElement. The model itself is described by the DOMMLiteModel
metaclass. Instances of this metaclass contain zero or more Package
metaclass instances but not Classifier instances (see Sect. 3.3); therefore
DOMMLite forbids creation of classifiers outside of a package. In order to
define a classifer one must enclose it inside a package.

Fig. 2. Model organization
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3.3.

Classifier

The Classifier (see Fig. 3) abstract metaclass represents the superclass of
metaclasses that describe key concepts of the language. Excluding
DataType, these key concepts are, in DOMMLite terminology, also called
complex types. There is a difference in the concept of a Classifier between
the UML language and the DOMMLite language. For the sake of simplicity,
the DOMMLite language unifies notions of type and classifier in the
metaclass Classifier while those notions are separate in UML. There is no
Type metaclass in DOMMLite – Classifier plays the role of the Type
metaclass from the UML language. The classifier inherits the
PackageElement and, consequently, can be nested inside packages. It is also
a NamedElement, so all its descendants have a name, a short and a long
description. The name should consist of letters, digits and underscores, and
should begin with a letter, though these rules are not enforced by constraints
in the current version of DOMMLite. The classifier name is usually mapped to
the programming language identifier during model compilation; to make this
mapping easier, these simple rules should be followed. The short description
(shortDesc) is a description of an entity in a few words and is usually used as
a classifier label in the GUI, or to aid model navigation and search. The long
description (longDesc) can be arbitrarily long and is used to clarify the
classifier’s purpose. It can be used for tool tip generation, or for contextsensitive help support. The NamedElement metaclass, although it has
different properties, represents the same concept from UML language.

Fig. 3. The Classifier metaclass
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3.4.

Feature

Feature (see Fig. 4) is an abstract metaclass which represents properties
(structural features) and operations (behavioral features) of main DOMMLite
concepts with internal structure. Feature inherits the TypedElement
metaclass, so all features have the following properties:
 required – If this flag is set, this feature’s value must be defined.
This serves as a support for NULL constraints in relational databases.
For operations, this can be used as an indication that its return value
is always non-null.
 many – If this flag is set, this feature is a collection (e.g. an array).
 ordered – This flag is taken into account only if the many flag is set
to true. If it is set, this feature’s values are ordered, meaning that
elements of the collection have a notion of an index inside the
collection.
 unique – If this flag is set, all elements of this feature must have a
unique value. This flag is taken into account only if the many flag is
set to true.
 multiplicity – The value of this property determines the multiplicity
of the elements of multi-valued features. If it is set to zero, the
multiplicity is not restricted. This flag is taken into account only if the
many flag is set to true.
 type – The value of this property determines the type of this feature.
The type of a feature can be any classifier, therefore the type can be
simple or complex.
Features, being typed elements, can have a set of constraints (see Sect.
3.9), through which validation rules and tags can be attached to them for their
further specification. Features are specialized into properties (the Property
metaclass) and operations (the Operation metaclass).
3.4.1.

Property

The Property (see Fig. 4) metaclass describes the structural features of the
modeling elements. Property, being a typed element, can refer to other
model elements which conform to the Classifier metaclass. Properties in
DOMMLite can, on the semantic level, be compared to EStructuralFeature in
ECore or Property in EMOF, but it is more similar to EMOF, because ECore
divides this semantic concept into two metaclasses: EAttribute and
EReference.
Property is a TypedElement; therefore it has type. If the type of a property
is simple (primitive type or enumeration), we call it an attribute. If the type of
a property is complex (e.g. Entity, ValueObject etc.), we call it a reference.
References in DOMMLite can be bidirectional. This ability is represented
by the oppositeEnd reference of a Property metaclass, which “points to” the
model element conforming to the Property metaclass. The oppositeEnd
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reference must point to the model object conforming to the Property
metaclass which is contained inside the model object referenced by the type
of a reference. This is enforced by a constraint.
References can be used to represent a containment relationship
(containment property) between model elements. The semantics of the
containment relationship is similar to that of a composite association in UML
or a containment relationship in ECore. Containment references affect the
object’s life-cycle. An object can not exist without its containing object.

Fig. 4. TypedElement and Feature metaclass

3.4.2.

Operation

The Operation (see Fig. 4) metaclass describes behavioral features of
modeling elements. An operation can have parameters and a return type and
can throw exceptions. The current version of DOMMLite deals primarily with
structural properties of the observed systems, as a result of which modeling
the behaviour of operations is currently out of scope of this language. As a
means of supporting the specification of services (see Sect. 3.7) as well as
the introduction of of behavioural model elements in latter versions of
DOMMLite (see Sect. 8) we chose to introduce operations through operation
signatures (name, return type, parameters, exceptions). The behavioural
logic of operations is currently specified on the target platform programming
language. The interpretation of operations and their semantics is left to the
model compiler developer.
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3.5.

Entity

Entities (see Fig. 5) represent objects whose identity does not change
throughout their lifetime. They have the ability to persist their state between
application sessions. The identity of an entity is unique within the boundaries
of a software system and is represented by one or more of its properties. Two
entities are considered equal if their identities are equal.

Fig. 5. Entity metaclass

3.5.1.

Semantic Identifier

Identifier is a metaclass that represents the semantic identifier of an entity.
Exactly one semantic identifier is defined for each entity. A semantic
identifier consists of one or more properties which, together, uniquely identify
an entity instance in the given software system.
In most cases, entities are persisted in relational databases, since they are
still the most widespread storage mechanism. As a result, semantic identifier
is closely related to the concept of a primary key. This concept deserves
closer consideration.
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Semantic vs. Synthetic identifier – There are two approaches in
choosing properties which will represent the primary key of an entity in a
relational database:
 Semantic identifier (natural key) – One or more existing properties
of a business entity are chosen to represent the entity's primary key.
We say that the identifier is semantic because it has meaning in the
application domain. Choosing the right properties for an identifier is
not an easy task, since the invariability of primary key value must be
ensured throughout the lifetime of the entity instance.


Synthetic identifier (surrogate key) – A synthetic identifier
comprises properties without any business domain meaning. Its
values are usually generated by the application or the database and
its type is chosen based on the capabilities and performance of the
database in dealing with such types. A synthetic identifier is a
technical concept and does not need to be a part of the model.

Based on the experience in working with relational databases described in
[27], the authors have come to the conclusion that using synthetic identifiers
in relational databases is a better approach on the long run. On the other
hand, using synthetic identifiers makes the implementation of the zoom
technique [2] for manual data entry of references between entities (in some
systems it is also known as the lookup technique) less efficient. The
application user would have to specify the identifier of a referenced entity,
which does not have any domain meaning. It would be irrational to expect
that users would be able to remember these identifiers; this is why searching
for referenced entities by the value of its other properties is the only viable
option. The downside of this approach is that, in order to make a reference to
another entity, the user would have to activate the search form for every
reference that he or she makes. It is very common for the user to already
know the semantic identifier of the referenced entity (e.g. social security
number or bank account number); hence the need to call the search form
each time a reference is entered, instead of directly specifying the semantic
identifier, would severely slow data entry down.
Having that in mind, we propose a hybrid approach as a solution. On the
modeling level a semantic identifier is always used. This will allow the use of
approaches for automatic generation of the efficient zoom mechanism, which
is used for reference entry and GUI forms navigation. In order to overcome
shortcomings which the use of semantic keys in relational databases
introduces, synthetic keys are generated for this purpose instead, while the
application layer is in charge of mapping semantic identifiers to the synthetic
database primary keys based on the information available in the DOMMLite
model. Of course, DOMMLite does not impose use of synthetic identifier on
the database level; it is only a recommendation. It is up to the developer of
the source code generator to make a decision if the synthetic or the semantic
identifier will be used in the database.
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Global and local entity identifier – We classify unique entity identifiers
into two categories: global and local. A local entity identifier is unique in the
context of its containing entity; it does not need to be unique in the context of
the entire modeled system. In DOMMLite local entity identifiers are modeled
using Identifier metaclass. A global semantic identifier is unique in the context
of the entire software system. It consists of the local semantic identifier of an
entity combined with the global semantic identifier of the containing entity. If
an entity does not have the containing entity, its local semantic identifier is
equal to its global semantic identifier.

3.5.2.

Feature Compartments

The basic idea of feature compartments is to logically group different
features, both behavioral and structural, for easier model navigation inside
coarse-grained entities, as well as to support automatic generation of GUI
forms. In desktop applications compartments are usually used to create
pages on the Tab visual component, which contains of visual components
representing compartment properties. This enables us to generate more
intuitive user interfaces without additional manual customization. For an
example of feature compartment's usage see compartment Contact
Information whose definition is shown in figure 10 and the generated web
form is shown in figure 19.

3.5.3.

Inheritance

Entities support single inheritance model. In the current version of DOMMLite
inheritance is defined only at the level of the abstract and concrete syntax. Its
semantics is left undefined and the model compiler developer is free to
define its meaning. As a recommendation DOMMLite inheritance should
follow the semantics of inheritance in other OO languages.

3.5.4.

Service Dependency

Service dependency can explicitly be stated in the model. This information is
used to support the Dependency Injection design pattern [28], thus making
service reference available for entity operations by the time they get called
without the need for the entity to obtain that reference by itself (e.g. for
Spring framework this can be done by generating XML configuration files
where reference injection is stated declaratively).
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3.5.5.

Entity Operations

An entity operation is described by the Operation metaclass (see Sect. 3.4.2).
A business method that performs operations solely on one instance of an
entity should be specified as an operation of that entity. It is recommended to
model operations that operate on multiple instances of an entity as service
operations.
3.5.6.

Textual Representation

It is useful, if not necessary for entities to have a mechanism that will allow
them to be represented in a textual form. For this purpose the collection repr
of instances of ReprParameter metaclass is defined. The textual
representation of an entity is obtained by concatenating strings (instances of
ReprParameterStr) and textual representation of properties (instances of
ReprParameterRef). This information is usually used for human-readable
entity representation in the GUI. See figure 10 for an example (firstName and
lastName are used for the textual represenation of the Student entity).

3.6.

ValueObject

Fig. 6. ValueObject metaclass

Value (transfer) Objects (VO for short) are transient objects without
identity. They are not meant to be persisted and are usually used to
encapsulate data for interchange between different tiers of multi-tier
applications. VOs can depend on entities (Fig. 6) if properties of a VO are
based on properties of an entity. As with most metaclasses, the semantics of
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VO can further be refined using a collection of constraints (see Sect. 3.9).
Although VOs can have operations [14], in this version of DOMMLite
language they are simple objects with structural features only. Inheritance of
VOs is defined at the syntax level. Its precise semantics is left to the model
compiler developer to define, but it is recommended to follow the semantics
of inheritance defined in other OO languages.

3.7.

Service

The role of the Service metaclass (see Fig. 7) is to describe objects whose
purpose is to provide services to other domain objects. Services consist of
logically interrelated operations that achieve a particular objective. These
operations can query entities and can act on them by changing their state. In
the current DOMMLite version services do not have properties, so their
internal state is not modelled (they are stateless).

Fig. 7. Service metaclass

If necessary, service state can be modelled as an entity but the DOMMLite
language currently has no support for explicitly stating which entity is used for
state preservation of some particular service.
Service operations usually operate on multiple instances of entities or
value objects. Operations that do not operate on a single entity instance, or
do not operate on an entity instance at all should be modeled as service
operations. Operations that query a single entity instance or change its state
are usually better represented by entity operations (see Sect. 3.5). Service,
being a NamedElement, has a name, a short and a long description. To
facilitate model navigation and GUI generation, service operations can
logically be grouped into operation compartments represented by the
OperationCompartment metaclass.
Services can depend on each other. This information is used to implement
the Dependency Injection design pattern. The single inheritance model is
supported at the abstract and concrete syntax level. The semantics of
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inheritance is left to the model compiler developer to define, but it is
recommended to follow the semantics of inheritance from other OO
languages. In the current implementation of the generator, service
inheritance is not used (see Sect. 5). The semantics of services and service
operations can further be refined using a collection of constraint
specifications (see Sect. 3.9).

3.8.

Validators and Tags

DOMMLite models can be augmented by validators and tags that can be
attached to model elements (see Fig. 8). Validators define rules that should
be enforced upon a running system in order to maintain a consistent state.
For an example of validator usage see figure 10. Figure 19 shows a
generated web form with applied validators.
Tags are simple constraints, similar to UML tags and stereotypes, which
are used to alter or further refine the semantics of modeling elements. For
example, the built-in tag plural is used to define the plural name of a
modeling element, while the built-in tag searchBy is used to define properties
of an entity that will be searched during keyword-based searches. The next
section describes validators and tags in the context of extensibility.

3.9.

Extensibility

The technique used to achieve extensibility (see Fig. 8) in DOMMLite is
similar to that used in UML profiles. A modeler can introduce new data types,
validator types and tag types into a DOMMLite model. These elements can
be used in the rest of the model in the same way as the built-in ones.
Main metaclasses, which support extensibility, are UserDataType (see
Sect. 3.1), ConstraintType and ConstraintSpec metaclasses. ConstraintType
represents the definition of the type of a constraint, while ConstraintSpec is a
concrete usage or instance of that type. ConstraintType defines language
metaclasses to which a constraint can be applied (the appliesTo* property).
This information is used to constrain instances of ConstraintType (the
modeling object that conforms to ConstraintSpec) so they can only be applied
to the modeling element specified by the appliesTo* property. The
parameters collection of the ConstraintTypeParameter type defines the list of
formal parameters of a constraint. Their types can be string, int (integer), ref
(property reference) and ellipsis (variable number of parameters). appliesTo
constraint as well as parameter types are checked during model editing and
source code generation by a Check language rules. ConstraintType is
specialized by ValidatorType and TagType metaclasses. ValidatorType
metaclass represents the type of validators and the TagType metaclass
represents the type of a tag, which can be instantiated in the model using
ConstraintSpec metaclass.
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There are two types of validators: BuiltInValidatorType, supplied with the
DOMMLite language, and UserValidatorType, defined by the modeler at the
model level. Figure 10 shows examples of built-in validators (isOnlyDigits and
isOnlyLetters) as well as an example of a user-defined validator (mod). The
mod validator accepts one parameter of the integer type. Validators are
implemented on the target platform and the run-time form validation based
on modelled validators is shown in figure 19. As we can see in figure 19, the
source code generator (see Sect. 5) generates validators that, by default, do
not pass validation (isOnlyLetters validator is undefined and therefore will not
validate). After the implementation of validators on the target platform (see
Fig. 18), it will be ensured that only valid data is stored in the database.

Fig. 8. Extensibility, validation and constraints

Tags can also be user-defined (UserTagType) or built-in (BuiltInTagType).
Tags can be used to help identify a particular model element. For example,
applying the finder tag to an entity operation could mark it as a so-called
finder operation. Finder operation searches for and returns the entity or
collection of entities that match given search criteria. Using this simple
approach source code for this type of operation can automatically be
generated.
The instance of ConstraintType is defined by the ConstraintSpec
metaclass. Objects that conform to ConstraintSpec metaclass can be
assigned to all typed elements, entities, services and value objects, as long
as they respect constraints enforced by appliesTo* property of their
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ConstraintType metaclass. Constraint parameters must conform to the type
and ordinal position of the constraint type specification. If the formal
parameter of a constraint type specification is ellipsis, all its instances can
use any number of parameters of any valid parameter type.

4.

Concrete Syntax

Based on the abstract syntax different concrete syntaxes are possible. In this
section we describe a textual concrete syntax implemented using xText
language and tool, which is part of the openArchitectureWare generator
framework [15]. xText is an EBNF-like language that can be used to specify
textual concrete syntaxes as well as abstract language syntax (the
metamodel) using the same definition. This feature of xText is used in the
implementation of DOMMLite so that abstract syntax described in section 3 is
defined along with the definition of DOMMLite concrete textual syntax. The
rest of this section presents specifications of concrete syntaxes of two main
language concepts: entity and service, as well as the syntax of extensibility
support.

4.1.

Entity Syntax

Fig. 9. Entity syntax rule in xText language
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Figure 9 shows the xText rule, which defines an entity. Definition of an entity
begins with the keyword entity followed by the name of the entity. Entity
inheritance relationship can be defined by the keyword extends followed by
the name of the ancestor entity. Service dependency can be specified by the
keyword depends followed by the list of comma-separated names of services
this entity depends upon. An Entity, being a NamedElement, can have a short
and a long description, which are defined as strings. Curly braces demarcate
the entity body. An entity must define its semantic identifier. Semantic
identifier definition starts with the keyword ident followed by a block
demarcated by curly braces, and consists of a list of one or more properties.
The definition of the string representation of an entity begins with the keyword
repr followed by a list of strings or property names delimited by a plus sign.
Constraints are specified inside square braces. Features are defined on the
entity level or they can be grouped in feature compartments. Feature
compartments begin with the keyword compartment followed by the
compartment name and an optional short and long name.

Fig. 10. Entity in the Eclipse-based DOMMLite model editor

Figure 10 represents an example of an entity Student in an Eclipse-based
editor. The semantic identifier of the Student entity consists of the property
SUI (Student Unique Identifier), which is numeric (validator isOnlyDigits), and
its maximum length is set to 11. SUI is checked by a mod 10 formula using
custom-defined validator mod. On the user interface this property will have
the label Student ID. String rendering of the Student entity (repr keyword) will
be done using first name and last name separated by a space. First and last
names are constrained to contain letters only by a built-in validator
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isOnlyLetters. There are two compartments: priorEducation and contactInfo.
The priorEducation compartment has a long description defined in it, which
will be used to further explain the content of the compartment. The
phoneNumber data type, used in the contactInfo compartment and shown in
the outline view, is user-defined. It is defined at the model level using the
dataType keyword (see Sect. 3.9).

4.2.

Service syntax

Service's xText sintax rule is shown in Figure 11. Service definition begins
with the keyword service followed by the service name. Service inheritance is
defined by the keyword inherits followed by the name of the ascendant
service. Dependency is defined by the keyword depends followed by a
comma-separated list of service names. Service body contains the
specification of constraints, service operations and operation compartments.

Fig. 11. Service syntax rule in xText language

4.3.

Extensibility Features Syntax

Figure 12 shows the syntax rules for extensibility support. User defined data
types are defined by the keyword dataType followed by the name of the new
type.
TagType and ValidatorType have similar syntaxes. Their definition begins
with the keyword tagType (or validatorType) and the name of the tag
(validator). The name is followed by the definition of parameters as a
comma-separated list of type parameters. After the keyword appliesTo
metaclasses should be defined to which this tag (validator) can be applied.
This information is used by the model editor as well as the model compiler to
perform model validation.
The same type of constraint can be applied, if defined in that way, to
different types of modeling constructs. Formal parameters of the constraint
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type definition represent the types of real parameters in constraint usage
specification. The type of a formal parameter can be: _string - string
surrounded by quotation marks, _int - integer, _ref - reference to a property
represented by its name, ... - ellipsis means that parameter types and their
number is undefined.

Fig. 12. Data types and constraint types syntax rules

Figure 13 show the syntax rule for constraint usage. A constraint is defined
by its name followed by real parameters surrounded by a pair of braces. In
order to be used, a constraint must have its type defined in the model as a
built-in or user-defined constraint type or there will be errors during model
validation. The type and the number of real parameters must conform to the
constraint type formal parameter specification.
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Fig. 13. Constraint usage specification syntax rules

5.

Source Code Generator

Details of DOMMLite execution semantics are given in the form of a source
code generator (model compiler) for the chosen target platform. For the
purpose of building the prototype proof-of-concept implementation, Django
web framework [29], which is based on Python programming language as our
target platform, was chosen.

Fig. 14. Xpand template fragment for Django admin class generation
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The model compiler is defined as a set of templates based on Xpand
language, a powerful DSL for defining templates for code generation, which
is a part of the openArchitectureWare framework. Figure 14 shows a
fragment of the Xpand template used to generate a Django admin form class
for every entity in the DOMMLite model.
Figure 15 shows a fragment of a generated, in Django terminology, model.
A Django model is generated for every entity in the DOMMLite model and it
contains meta-data used for creating tables in the database and for
configuring the Django Object-Relational Mapper (DORM). We can see that
built-in types are mapped to Django model fields (e.g. for the firstName,
which is of type char, a model field of type models.CharField will be
generated). Custom types are mapped to custom fields that are specified
manually in the custom_fields python module (e.g. for the phone field, which
is of the user-defined type phoneNumber, a model field of type custom_fields.
PhoneNumberField will be generated).

Fig. 15. Fragment of a generated Django model class

In figure 19 we can see that the phone field will be properly validated.
PhoneField can be used in multiple places throughout the model and the
generator will take care to create the right django model fields, which will
instantiate the manually created custom_fields.PhoneNumberField class.
Therefore, the generator doesn't need to be altered for user-defined types.
Django will create a synthetic primary key (a column called id usually of the
auto-incrementing type if the database supports it) that will be used in the
framework for model/entity identification. This synthetic identifier can be
accessed by the DORM API and used in service and entity operations.
In figure 16 a fragment of a generated django admin form class is
presented. Django uses admin classes to drive the admin application, which
is capable of generating CRUD forms on-the-fly from the information supplied
in the Django model and admin classes (which are generated in this case).
Admin form classes will call validators specified in the DOMMLite model to
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ensure that field values are validated prior to their storing in the database.
Generated validators (Fig. 17) by default fail for every field value.

Fig. 16. Fragment of a generated Django admin class

Fig. 17. Generated default implementation of mod validator

After validator implementation (Fig. 18), the Django admin form will do
proper validation of an entered field value (Fig. 19). In this case, validators
are implemented as protected regions (a feature of oAW generator) to
preserve manual modifications during subsequent generator invocations.

Fig. 18. Validator mod manually implemented in Python language

The execution of the Django admin application generates during run-time
execution Web based forms (Fig. 19) for basic CRUDS operations, without
any manual modifications of the Django application generated from the
DOMMLite model. However, more complex business operations and
workflows must be implemented on the target platform, as they still cannot be
specified in the DOMMLite language.
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The skeletons for entity and service operations can also be generated as
protected regions also or other capabilities of target platform can be used for
mixing generated and manually written source code (e.g. inheritance, or
function override in case of Python) [26].
In the presented generator services are mapped to Python modules and
service operations are mapped to module functions. Dependency information
between services and entities is used to generate the proper import section,
which will only import those Django models (DOMMLite entities) that service
depends upon. Operations are implemented manually in the Python
programming language using the Django framework.

Fig. 19. Django entry form for Student entity with custom validator and field type

6.

Eclipse Editor for DOMMLite Models

Using the specification of a language in the form of xText rules as a starting
point, openArchitectureWare is capable of generating an almost fully
functional Eclipse-based model editor (Fig. 10). In order to achieve full
functionality, additional configuration and completion of the generated editor
should be performed.
First, we have to define modeling constraints, which will be enforced during
model editing as well as during model compilation. For this purpose oAW
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offers a DSL called Check. Figure 20 shows the Check rule, which ensures
that constraint specification is applicable to the given modeling element.

Fig. 20. Check rule for constraint specification

In order to provide support for the outline view, there are operations that
need to be supplemented using the oAW functional language Extend. These
operations are label - for supplying the node label in run-time, and image for
supplying node icon. The outline rule for entity is given in figure 21. The
outline of a model in Eclipse is presented on the right side of figure 10.

Fig. 21. Outline rules for the Entity metaclass

Fig. 22. Extend function for supporting bidirectional reference code completion

Code completion is supplemented by the implementation of the complete*
function. Code completion rule for bidirectional references is shown in figure
22. The rule from figure 22 will ensure that only properties from Classifier on
the other side of relation that reference Classifier on this side of the
relationship will be offered during code completion.
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7.

Related Work

Work related to the topics discussed in this paper includes research on
design and application of domain-specific modeling languages and domainspecific languages in general to different domains.
DSLs have been most successful and are particularly popular in the
domain of embedded systems. In [30] an approach to building embedded
component infrastructures is proposed, which is based on the combination of
component/container infrastructures (including the underlying communication
middleware) with model-driven software development techniques. An
example of a DSL for specifying an embedded application (a simple weather
station) using MDSD is analyzed. The example metamodel is implemented
as an extension of the UML metamodel. DSL concrete syntaxes are UML and
XML based. In [31] a PICML DSML is proposed which simplifies and
automates many activities associated with developing, and deploying
component-based Distributed Real-time Embedded systems. In particular,
PICML provides a graphical DSML-based approach which is used to define
component interface definitions, specify component interactions, generate
deployment descriptors, define elements of the target environment, associate
components with these elements, and compose complex DRE systems from
these basic systems in a hierarchical fashion. [32] presents a Kiosk
Application Generator (KAG), a generator for Kiosk Applications featuring its
own templating language for the description of the generated code, as well as
a declarative DSL for form-flow based application description. Graphics
Adaptor Language (GAL) [33] is a DSL for the generation of video display
device drivers.
Integration of tools, data and services is another domain where DSLs have
been extensively used. In [34] authors investigate the application of DSLs in
the area of tool integration. They have defined a Tool Integration Framework
based on the concept of Domain Schema, which is specified as a Model
Specification File (MSF) written in a declarative DSL that captures the data
model for the various entities and their relationships within a tool. Since it is a
data-structure description language, it is in many respects similar to
DOMMLite. However, its domain of application is quite different. DSL for
MSF, with an aim to be the least-common denominator for different kinds of
tools, has a much simpler abstract and concrete syntax. Another application
of DSLs for integration purposes is presented in [35]. In this paper the
Enterprise-Application Integration approach is described based on predefined
components
configured
with
DSL
programs
(Domain-Abstract
Representation). The concrete syntax used for DAR is XML based.
The ideas, which have been used in DOMMLite to support the generation
of standardized GUI forms, can be found in [2,3,4,5]. The tool for rapid
prototyping of large-scale business information systems presented in [2] uses
UML as a design language. The UML model is then transformed to metadata
kept in the Application repository. Meta-data in the Application repository is
customized by a Form Generator tool, which utilizes this information to
generate application source code. Meta-data in the Application repository,
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although kept in a database and edited by a special-purpose tool, can be
considered to be a DSL for the description of GUI forms. Using DOMMLite
instead of UML makes this additional step of transforming UML to Application
repository and doing further customization unnecessary, since all
metainformations needed by a GUI form generator can be specified in the
DOMMLite model itself.
Intermediate Form Representation (IFR) [5] is an XML-based DSL for the
description of user interface forms, which supports multiple environments for
user interface implementation. IFR files can be customized in terms of
functionality and layout, while multiple iterations of code generation preserve
all manual customizations done in between iterations. IFR files are generated
from the Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) data model using Java introspection,
making it an interesting alternative in the case of reengineering already
existing EJB-based solutions.
In [36] the author investigates using UML as a basis for DSL construction
through implementation of a DSL for modeling applications, targeting an
already existing business application framework. The language described,
although similar in concepts to DOMMLite, lacks support for in-model
extensibility and coarse-grained entities (see Sect. 3.5.2), design time
validation, run-time validation. As concluded by the author, UML, being a
general-purpose modeling language, is not very well suited for the
construction of DSLs.
AndroMDA [37] is an open-source MDA framework capable of generating
source code for different platforms out of models specified in the UML. A
model is defined using UML with stereotypes and exported to XMI format.
From there a maven-driven build process parses it and the source code is
generated by executing so-called cartridges (modules that perform code
generation).
The language most alike DOMMLite, in terms of concepts and tools used,
is Sculptor [38]. Sculptor is developed as a part of the open-source Fornax
platform8. It is actively developed and documented, and is capable of
generating source code for desktop RCP and Web applications with support
for different technologies such as Hibernate, Spring, EJB, JSP, JFC etc.
which is a very good option for teams that need to target different platforms
and do not have time for development of source code generators. Being an
open-source project, it also brings high quality of generated source code, as
the templates are peer reviewed by all contributors and users. Sculptor
follows Domain-Drive Design concepts very closely. As of this writing there
seem not to be any published scientific papers describing Sculptor in more
detail. In comparison to DOMMLite it features out-of-the-box source code
generators for different popular technologies but at this time it does not have
support for coarse grained entities (see Sect. 3.5.2) nor in-model extensibility
(see Sect. 3.9).

8

http://www.fornax-platform.org/
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8.

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented an extensible DSL implemented using MDE
ideas and techniques, which is well suited for database-oriented business
applications. From a DOMMLite model an entire application with navigation,
and CRUDS operations can be generated. By using highly abstract languages
that are based on concepts from the domain at hand, significant productivity
increase can be achieved. The code generator propagates any change made
in the model to all generated files, making the implementation consistent with
the model and eliminating errors due to human factors, which inevitably occur
if these changes are done manually. We have anticipated code quality
improvement, since coding guidelines for generated code are enforced by
templates and improvements in templates are immediately reflected on all
generated code.
Hand-written code still needs to be maintained manually, which may lead
to errors caused by misalignment to the generated code. However, using
statical code analysis offered by contemporary integrated development
environments, as well as test-driven development techniques, many bugs
can be identified and eliminated quickly.
DOMMLite is designed from the ground up to be simple to use and simple
to extend. By implementing its extension mechanism, it is possible to extend
the language semantics on the model level without changing the metamodel
and source code generator. This mechanism is fully supported by the eclipse
editor with code completion and constraint validation for newly defined
constraint types.
The development of DSLs and DSMLs is nowadays significantly simplified
with the appearance of generator frameworks such as openArchitectureWare,
which permit languages to be designed and supporting editors and compilers
to be prototyped more quickly.
Further research and development is focused on extending the language
and the functionality of the supporting tools. We plan to: (1) – extend the
language to support behavioral elements (operation semantics), (2) – define
the visual syntax of the language, as well as a supporting graphical editor, (3)
– support additional target platforms, (4) – implement support for model
version control, (5) – implement support for model and language evolution.
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Abstract. The paper describes a redesign project undertaken in a short
period to adapt a software system to user needs. Additional goals of the
project included a shift to Open Source software and the selection of
technology to enable sustainable system development. The paper
chronologically describes all phases of the project and provides reasons
for all decisions taken during the development process. The paper
concludes with a discussion of the merits of the redesign methodology.
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1.

Introduction

System redesign is the process of changing the structure of a system while
preserving its external behavior. In the field of software development this
process is referred as ‘model refactoring’ [1] as distinct from the term
‘refactoring’ [2], which focuses on the modification of software code. The term
‘redesign’ is used in this paper to emphasize the architectural point of view
and to highlight dilemmas and decisions that go beyond software
construction.
The main intention of the redesign task was the development of an agile or
“change resistant” system [3]. The experience with the first system
demonstrated that users are not able to clearly identify their requirements
before they start to use the software. Further, the rate of change in software
technology is so rapid that no one can expect that a system will hold to the
same technology for its lifetime.
Since the time frame for the project was short, it was necessary to find a
method that would allow the reuse of existing components. This goal has a
major impact on achieving deadlines since it enables the adoption of a
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sustainable design methodology. The redesign philosophy was organized
around the notion that both the design process and the resulting software
should be amenable to repeatable change cycles and yet enable the reuse of
existing components. One way to achieve these requirements is strict
adherence to standards and rejection of all non-standard extensions to the
technologies.
The sections in the paper are organized in a sequence that reflects the
chronological progression of the redesign process as accurately as possible.
Yet, the linear nature of the exposition prevents illustration of many decision
loops that were part of the process.

2.

Former System

Welder’s Passport (WP) 1.0 was a commercial implementation of the concept
demonstration software developed as part of the E!2774 project. The
EUREKA E!2774 project involved numerous institutions from European
countries. The application domain was a computer information system that
would enable the monitoring of a welder’s career from the beginning of his/her
training, through gaining certification and during his/her professional carrier
until the end of welding activities. The main result of the project was a data
model that encompasses all necessary information. The model gained
endorsement from all parties in the international welding industry [4].
The WP 1.0 system inherited Oracle as the DBMS from the demonstration
software. The choice of all other technologies was driven by the decision to
use JDeveloper as the integrated development environment (IDE). Struts was
the main development paradigm supported in JDeveloper at the time of the
implementation. All other technologies that were applied in the project were
those provided as default IDE settings: Oracle ADF, OC4J, and JSP. CSS
and JavaScript technologies were included in the final development phase, as
the ad hoc solution to the client’s need for a more flexible user interface [5].
The E!2774 project supported only the certification scheme approved by
the European Federation for welding, joining and cutting (EWF) [6]. Since in
Serbia and the surrounding region various certification schemes exist in
parallel, it was necessary to include additional data that would enable
management of other certification schemes in addition to the approved
certification scheme.
The system consists of three separate web interfaces connected to a
central database (Fig. 1). The Company interface enables management of the
information regarding welders, welding engineers and their certificates. The
ATB interface is dedicated to accredited training bodies and enables them to
manage information regarding training courses. The ANB interface is
designed for accredited national bodies and enables management of the
certification process that a particular ANB supervises.
The main criticism was that the WP 1.0 system was driven by the futuristic
vision of the joined multinational market in which welders freely move from
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one project to another. The reality of the market is diverse. Companies that
employ welders usually treat their personnel and their knowledge as the
company’s competitive advantage. They are frightened by the notion that data
about welders and their certificates are kept on some computer server located
outside the premises of the company, no matter how much the security of the
underlying software system is promised. A second criticism voiced by all
organizations was that the whole certification process was an unnecessary
system feature. Everyone wanted a system that would provide an advantage
for their company, and the concept that a system’s functionality should
depend on all stakeholders was inconceivable. A third criticism was the high
cost of the Oracle (database management system (DBMS)) license that was
considered prohibitive by companies that insisted on implementing the system
in their premises.

Fig. 1. Structure of the certification scheme

3.

System Redesign

The main intent of the system redesign was the inclusion of the system
architect in the development team. The development team responsible for the
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WP 1.0 system included programmers and welding specialists. Unfortunately,
they did not undertake any market research, but based their decisions on the
expectations that a maximum level of improvement and change would be
welcomed by all users and that technology is a remedy for all problems. The
failure of the final product in the market puzzled them because of the positive
reactions to their E!2774 research results.
The first phase in the system redesign focused on changing the
expectations and habits of all team members. Welding specialists were fond
of the certification scheme implementation. It was necessary to conduct a few
specially prepared WP 1.0 demonstrations to potential users to persuade
welding specialists that the certification scheme implementation was an
unnecessary feature. When asked about feature that was of greatest interest
to them, the potential users pointed to the process of certification
management (i.e., creating, editing, and using). Even ATBs and ANBs
perceived certification management as the best feature of the system. All
other aspects were seen either as unnecessary or as a potential threat to their
business. The programmers had a different set of prejudices. They were
proud of their achievement in implementing the complex structure of the
certification scheme, and thought that the users should be willing to adapt
their usual way of working to the software. Accordingly, they perceived the
rejection of the certification scheme as an insult, and it took a great deal of
effort to persuade them that the design of a system that is more responsive to
user needs will create enough programming challenges.

Fig. 2. Structure of the WP 2.0 system

Once the development team was persuaded, the design of WP 2.0 system
was outlined. The decision was made that only the certification management
process would be implemented as the application running on the stand-alone
computer (Fig. 2). In addition it was decided that the full scope of the WP 1.0
database would be implemented, thus preserving compatibility with all of the
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certification schemes. Also, instead of a single computer application, the full
client server technology would be implemented, although hidden from the
user. These decisions were taken to enable the evolution of the system as the
user needs increase. It is easy to foresee that once a system has been
accepted a need for more workstations will quickly surface and, in the not so
distant future, there will be an increasing desire by users to access the
database from different locations. By implementing a client-server architecture
in the first place, the system will easily satisfy all future expansion needs.
Also, by preserving a full database structure, the system will support
certification schemes once such a need arises.
In this way the development methodology shifted from a strictly sequential
model to an iterative model [7]. WP 2.0 was conceived from the start as an
ever-changing system. Some changes were easy to predict, like the
expansion of the scope of the system and the inevitable change of the
underlying technologies. Others, which will occur during the system’s lifetime
cannot be predicted in advance. Under these circumstances the only solution
is to design an adaptive system and adopt an adaptive software development
methodology [8]. Accordingly, the term ‘change’ became a high priority
criterion in the whole decision-making process of WP 2.0. All considerations
made during system development were finally evaluated in regard to their
ability to adapt to the change, and only those solutions that were scored by all
development team members as most adaptable were accepted.

4.

Selection of the Technology

In answer to the high cost of software licenses, a shift to Open Source
software was proposed. At first sight this appeared to be an easy task since
all necessary replacement technologies existed as Open Source software.
However, this initial optimism quickly vanished as we were faced with the
selection of the most appropriate software from the vast amount of available
technologies. It soon became obvious that the selection of the proper
technologies would be crucial for the success of the redesign project. Since
the project had only three months to deliver the new system, it was decided
that two months should be allocated for the selection of the technology, since
all of the team members were new to the domain of Open Source software.
The selection of the DBMS was based on the positive experience that the
whole Open Source community appeared to have had with the MySQL
DBMS. Since the maximum size of the MySQL database was not a limiting
factor and the support for Unicode existed, it was decided to use this DBMS
technology without considering other options. Since MySQL is mature and
well-supported technology and is used by many development teams, it was
estimated that it would facilitate the software system to be adapted to all
future changes.
The decisions on the programming language and the platform for server
programming was also straightforward. The same technologies as in WP 1.0
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were selected, namely Java and Java Enterprise Edition (JEE). Both Java and
JEE are well supported and are clearly among the most adaptable
technologies on the market.
The next technology that was taken into consideration was IDE. Although
programmers opted for JDeveloper, an environment with which they where
already familiar, it was precisely this familiarity that led to the rejection of this
technology. In the previous project, the team had been accustomed to adopt
any Oracle technology that the JDeveloper system provided as a default. The
rejection of JDeveloper was clear sign to them that the new system should not
have any resemblance to the old one. In addition, the programmers admitted
that every time a new version of JDeveloper arrived they had many problems
to migrate the existing version of the system to the new software version.
After this decision was taken, two IDEs were considered: Eclipse and
NetBeans. Both were seen to provide the same functionality as JDeveloper,
and they both seemed to have the same level of adaptability based on the
number of supporting companies. The final decision, in favor of Eclipse, was
taken much later after the persistence technology had been chosen, since
Eclipse had slightly better support for EJB 3.0.
The programmers’ tendency to include, somewhat unsystematically, all
kinds of technologies in their IDE required some preventative measures. The
system architect had a separate development system on which only selected
technologies were installed, and used that system to regularly test if he could
replicate the programmers results. This precaution prevented programmers
from finding easier paths and applying methods that differed from accepted
standards. During the development of the system an inconsistency was
detected only once, when programmers made their own decision on the
inclusion of the technology for PDF creation.
The selection of version control technology was also undertaken with a
view to controlling the activities of the programmers. In the WP 1.0 system the
programmers had attempted to use CVS technology but had found some
inexplicable errors that probably reflected their unwillingness to be controlled.
For that reason, the Subversion version control technology was selected
without consultation of the programmers. The rationale behind this selection
was that it is a new technology developed to overcome the shortcomings
inherent in CVS. That fact forestalled any arguments about errors in CVS. At
the time of selection Subversion was not among the default version control
technologies used in any IDE, but the strength of supporting companies
promised its adaptability. This proved to be good forecast since today
Subversion is included as a default version control system in all major IDEs.
Once Subversion was introduced as the version control technology, a
VisualSVN Server 1.1 [9] was installed as a central repository and Subversive
[10] was selected as the Eclipse client. Subversion proved itself as a robust
technology and the programmers accepted it and were pleased with its
automatic merging features. Only once did a problem with synchronization
occur, when a programmer took a copy of the whole system, moved it to his
home computer, and returned with a modified version. This situation served
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as a good example that strict adherence to specified technologies is the single
most important means to achieve good results.
Because we decided to use a traditional relational DBMS for data storage
in combination with Java-based object-oriented technology to access data,
the issue of selecting an object-relational mapping technology became an
important topic. Two technologies where considered, Hibernate 3.0 and
Enterprise JavaBeans 3.0 (EJB 3.0). EJB was the first attempt to provide a
standard solution to problems of persistence, transactional integrity, and
security. Regardless of the fact that IBM and Sun Microsystems backed this
technology, it was perceived to be too complex. Hibernate is one among
several technologies developed as an answer to the shortcomings of earlier
EJB versions. The technology gained widespread acceptance, and for some
time was considered as the best persistence technology. As part of the EJB
3.0 development (JSR 220), the Java Persistence API (JPA) standard was
developed as the merger of expertise from TopLink, Hibernate, JDO, and EJB
developers. Since JPA accumulates the best properties of all previous
persistence technologies and is supported by largest software companies, we
decided to select EJB 3.0 as the persistence technology for our project.
TopLink Essential [11] was selected as the persistence provider (JPA
implementation) because it was the EJB 3.0 reference implementation.
Selection of the web application framework took most of the time allocated
for the technology selection process. The number of available technologies is
large and any one technology can have several implementations offering
different functionality, thus making the selection a challenging task. To reduce
complexity we sorted out only those frameworks that are based on the Java
programming language. From those, based on popularity in the developer
community, we considered the following frameworks: JavaServer Faces,
JBoss Seam, Apache Struts, Spring Framework, and Tapestry. After a first
round of consideration, Spring and Tapestry were rejected because their
compatibility with already selected technologies was not straightforward.
Finally, JavaServer Faces was selected as the technology that offers just
enough necessary functionality and does not goes into unnecessary
extensions. In addition, it offers the cleanest integration with the set of already
selected technologies. Once a technology was selected, we had to decide on
a particular implementation. This task was particularly difficult because each
implementer typically adds their particular component libraries in addition to
the basic ones. Fortunately, a live demonstration for each technology can be
found on the Internet, and the required functionality can be compared with the
actual one. To accomplish this task we used paper and pencil to draw the
required user interface. Then, using live demonstrations, we investigated
whether a particular implementation could render all necessary components.
We finished with two technologies ICEfaces [12] and RichFaces [13] as
providing all of the necessary components. The final decision was based on
the development of prototype WP systems using both technologies. Both of
the prototype systems provided all of the necessary functionality, with similar
ease of use. Finally, a slight delay in supporting the latest version of the
development technology offered by ICEfaces decided in favor of RichFaces.
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The final decision on the application server took into account all of the
selected technologies. The GlassFish server [14] (GlassFish Project - V2 UR2
Final Build) was seen to provide the appropriate combination of support for
the selected technologies and appeared to guarantee that its technology
would accommodate future changes.
The complete technology selection process took almost two thirds of the
time allocated for the project and proved to be a most challenging task. The
Open Source community offers many alternative technologies that cover the
same functionality and services. To accomplish the selection task, we relied
on three types of criteria: a) whether the technology provides all of the
required functionality, b) the degree of market acceptance, and c) market
strength of the company supporting the particular technology. Those criteria
combined with different levels of technology research (information found on
the Internet, technical documents, demonstration versions) proved to be
sufficient in all cases.

5.

GUI Redesign

The WP 1.0 system used a default graphical user interface (GUI) provided by
JDeveloper. It was based on tables, bitmap tabs and buttons. The developers
did not consider ease of use and system look and feel as important features.
Instead, they placed all of their efforts on functionality, with the belief that this
is what the market is waiting for. After the first users struggled to enter their
data, it became obvious that a more flexible GUI was needed. The user
interface in WP 1.0 supported synchronous loading of content. This was often
a frustrating experience for the user, because incorrectly entered data were
detected only after all of the data had been entered and an attempt was made
to submit the data to the database. In addition, a system or communication
error during a data entry process required all of the data to be entered again
from the beginning.
When the final decision to develop the WP 2.0 system was made, the need
for a new GUI was considered as important a feature as the transition to Open
Source technologies. By that time it had become obvious that to gain the
approval of the users a Web-based application would need to look and feel as
any other OS-based computer application. The main GUI change was
rejection of the single level tab-based interface (Fig. 3). Instead, a visually
recognizable, hierarchical interface based on windows and dialog boxes was
adopted (Fig. 4). This design provides clear navigation. At any point in time,
the users know on which type of data they are working. This is important
because the user needs to consult many external documents to gather data
required for entry into the database. During that process, the users are likely
to turn away from the computer screen, and sometimes even need to leave
their workstation. It is important for maintaining productivity that the users
have a clear understanding of the data elements on which they are working
upon returning their attention to the computer screen. The selected JSF
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technology and RichFaces implementation enabled us to meet that
requirement.

Fig. 3. Visually linear nature of the WP 1.0 interface
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Fig. 4. Visually hierarchical nature of the WP 2.0 interface

The next major change was adoption of more flexible interface methods. In
the WP 1.0 system, an ad hoc inclusion of CSS and JavaScript was applied.
In WP 2.0, a more systematic approach in the form of Ajax was applied,
particularly the way Ajax is implemented in RichFaces in the form of the
Ajax4jsf framework. The main objective was to speed up the data entry
process by automating it. It is irritating for any user to have to enter the same
data repeatedly. For example, in WP 1.0 the name of the city for every person
living in the same town had to be entered repeatedly, because the interface
had only HTML input fields or dropdown lists. An interface based on Ajax
provides input fields with various data suggestion mechanisms based on
asynchronous data retrieval methods that make data entry a less frustrating
experience.
A very important feature of RichFaces is ‘skinnability’ – the ability to quickly
change graphical appearance of the GUI. The look of the application is not a
superficial system property. Users often have problems to shift their manual
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work process to a computer-based process if the computer-based process
does not resemble the previous work environment. At this time it appears that
the WP 2.0 users have accepted the new GUI, but we have already received
a few suggestions that the printed-paper version of the certificate should
precisely match the existing certificate form if we wish a company to start
considering our system.

6.

Database Reimplementation

The database reimplementation process was straightforward. The database
structure in the WP 1.0 system was defined using the SQL language. So, for
the new version the same code was used with minor modifications relating to
data types (Table 1). During data import into the MySQL DBMS, a maximum
row size error emerged as the problem. After reviewing the database structure
it was revealed that the programmers were too comfortable in Oracle DBMS
environment and had defined unnecessarily large fields. After reducing their
size, a new database was implemented without any loss in functionality.
Table 1. Data type differences in the WP 1.0 and WP 2.0 systems

WP 1.0
Oracle
NUMBER
NVARCHAR2
ORDIMAGE, ORDDOC

WP 2.0
MySQL
INT, FLOAT
VARCHAR
LONGBLOB

Another point in using MySQL technology is Unicode support. The default
system installation does not support Unicode. It is necessary to define
Unicode support during the installation process and afterward to manually
change a few .ini files. After that the Unicode support worked flawlessly.

7.

Code Reimplementation

The actual code implementation exploited much of the code from the previous
software version. Fortunately, the composition of the programming team was
the same in both projects. During the technology selection process, the team
recognized many similarities between the old and new technologies,
particularly on the code level, and they used their findings to reuse as much
code as possible. While in the previous project the programmers applied code
that suited their needs and used many non-standard extensions, the
restriction that only code conforming with standard definitions could be
applied was imposed for the development of WP 2.0. The principal reason for
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this decision was to ensure the creation of the code that would be adaptable
to future changes.
The programmers established an analogy between the systems based on
the Model–View–Controller (MVC) pattern (Fig. 5). The Model part consisted
of the Oracle ADF Business Component in the WP 1.0 system and of the EJB
3.0 JPA in the WP 2.0 system (Table 2). The first phase of the code
reimplementation consisted of building the JPA entities. This process is
automated in Eclipse IDE and requires the programmer to point to appropriate
tables in the database for the creation of all relevant classes. Some
modifications were necessary in the case of the int data type that needed
modification to integer to support a null value. The timestamp data type
needed manual conversion. Session bean functionality was written from
scratch. Since the SQL code was located in the core of the software structure,
the programmers established an analogy with the WP 1.0 code and managed
to reuse it. The lack of the View object in the EJB 3.0 implementation required
additional effort in programming entity objects that combined the data from
different tables. Much of the Java code relating to business rules, as well as
logical and numeric control was reused in the new system.

Fig. 5. Model–View–Controller (MVC) pattern of the WP 1.0 and WP 2.0 systems

On the view-controller side of the system, an analogy between Struts and
JSF was established. This phase of the code reimplementation required a
great deal of new programming.
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8.

Design Method

The redesign process shares many similarities with the design process. The
main difference is that the design process starts from the need for a new
system, while the redesign process is the consequence of dissatisfaction with
the existing system. However, in respect to methodology, the same method
can be applied in both cases.
The initial software design method depicted the process as the linear
sequence of activities [15]. This is known as the “waterfall model”. Main
phases (i.e., analysis, design, coding, testing, and operation) followed each
other and continuation with the next phase was allowed only after the
previous phase has been complete. Although this method guaranties an
excellent final product, it was recognized that often it is impossible to define all
of the requirements in advance because the users cannot fully describe their
needs before they have had some preliminary experience with the software
system.
The next generation of design methods has adopted iterative and
incremental development as their foundation [16]. The main process phases
have remained same. However, instead of progressing from phase to phase,
during any particular iteration a usable part of the software is provided to
users so that the designers can include any feedback in the next cycle. The
learning occurs both during the development and during the use of the
system. In this way a system evolves toward full implementation.
A further advance in software design methods is the Model-Driven
Architecture (MDA) [17] concept. The basic notion of MDA is to separate the
design process from the definition of the software architecture and
implementation technology. User requirements are defined using a
computation independent model (CIM). CIM describes the problem and the
proposed solution without reference to the software technology that will be
used. CIM serves as the foundation for the platform independent model (PIM)
concept. PIM describes the software model but does not specify a concrete
software platform. In the next phase the platform specific model (PSM) is
defined, serving as a basis for the implementation model that guides the
actual coding.
The most recent design methodology, referred to as agile software
development [3], derives from the iterative model. It represents a family of
methods that define a conceptual framework for software development. The
methods are organized around a central set of basic principles such as
communication, simplicity, feedback, courage, and respect. Communication
and respect imply that communication, participation, respect, and trust must
exist among stakeholders in the software development process. These
principles play a crucial role during the user requirements definition phase.
For the sake of simplicity the communication among participants must be
effortless, comprehensible, and based on models that all team members
understand. The feedback is based on the use of models and visual
representations that enable prompt comments on particular ideas and their
rapid adaptation to real needs. Courage involves the ability of the
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development team members to make prompt decisions. They need to have
sufficient courage to completely change the development direction or
abandon particular ideas if they lead to unacceptable results.
This paper describes the decisions and actions that were taken during the
system redesign as a linear sequence. However, the actual process was far
from linear. It was marked by many decision loops. Frequently, final
assessments forced us to reconsider our initial assumptions. In one case, a
daring decision was required to terminate an endless loop. As a method, the
redesign process was more similar to a technique referred to as “cooperative
gaming of invention and communication” [18] then any of the design methods
described above.
We had three objectives as a goal: a) to deliver software, b) to create
software amenable to change, and c) to create an adaptable redesign
methodology. We spent two thirds of the allocated time to achieve the second
and third goal, and as a result managed to achieve the first goal in one third of
the allocated time. A crucial success factor was the improved understanding
among project members that came as the result of the technology selection
process. In addition, daring decisions were made each time a system
architect recognized that the decision loop was entering a third cycle. In that
case, a technology that appeared most promising was selected, but the
decision was not forced onto the other team members. Instead, the entire
decision cycle was described to all of the team members, and the reasons for
the selection of the particular technology were presented. At that point,
suggestions from other team members were accepted only if they proposed
arguments that would result in the immediate acceptance of another
technology (i.e., arguments yielding to a new decision cycle were rejected).
Communication played a major role in the redesign process. In the
development of the WP 1.0 system, both programmers and welding
specialists forced to express their viewpoints. As a consequence, the system
grew too large and too complex. The system architect assumed a role in this
project that architects traditionally have in building design – the role of the
mediator between interacting parties. Having had training and experience as
both an engineer and software developer, he understood that engineers and
programmers often use the same words to represent different concepts. In
that way, he largely increased the speed with which information moved
between the welding specialists and the programmers. He also used his
understanding of both disciplines to effectively emphasize by analogy to
building design and construction that the WP 2.0 system should serve people
instead of forcing users to become servants of the technology, even if that
requires a large effort on the part of the engineers and programmers. In the
communication process, no deadlocks were allowed: if one approach to a
team member did not succeed, then another approach was devised until a
shared understanding among the team members was achieved.
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9.

Conclusion

In retrospect we can say that we succeeded in producing usable software and
preparing for the inevitable future software changes in the available period.
The software is now in the deployment phase in two companies in Serbia, and
under consideration for use in a few companies in Romania. The main
problem that is still delaying widespread use is the need to maintain both the
manual and the computer-based certification management processes during
the deployment phase.
We have no evidence that our preparation for future software changes has
been effective. Only case, so far, requiring change was the development of
the system’s demonstration version. Since it is quite difficult to explain to
probable users how to install the SQL server, web server, and all of the Java
libraries and code, we decided that the creation of a working USB
demonstration version was an appropriate solution. Since the development
was conducted in the Microsoft Windows environment, the live USB
implementation required the WP 2.0 system to work under the Linux OS. The
whole implementation took one day to complete, providing us with mild
optimism that our system will be able to adapt to future changes.
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Abstract. Software testing provides a means to reduce errors, cut
maintenance and overall software costs. Numerous software
development and testing methodologies, tools, and techniques have
emerged over the last few decades promising to enhance software
quality. While it can be argued that there has been some improvement
it is apparent that many of the techniques and tools are isolated to a
specific lifecycle phase or functional area. This paper presents a set of
best practice models and techniques integrated in optimized and
quantitatively managed software testing process (OptimalSQM),
expanding testing throughout the SDLC. Further, we explained how can
Quantitative Defect Management Model be enhanced to be practically
useful for determining which activities need to be addressed to improve
the degree of early and cost-effective software fault detection with
assured confidence is proposed. To enable software designers to
achieve a higher quality for their design, a better insight into quality
predictions for their design choices, test plans improvement using
Simulated Defect Removal Cost Savings model is offered in this paper.
Keywords: Software Testing; Defect Management; Optimization.

1.

Introduction

This paper presents some research results of ongoing project [5-7]1, designed
to study software defect data as a means toward identifying where resources
should be allocated most effectively to provide the highest quality of software
product while reducing the overall cost of software testing. The software
development industry spends more than half of its budget on maintenance
related activities. Software testing provides a means to reduce errors, cut
maintenance and overall software costs. The importance of software testing
has been emphasized more and more, as the quality of software affects its
1

This work has been done within the project „Integrated and Optimized Software
Testing and Maintenance Process‟, supported in part by the Ministry of Science and
Technological Development of the Republic of Serbia under Project No. TR-13018.
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benefit to companies significantly [1-4]. The identification and removal of
software defects constitutes the basis of the software testing process a fact
which inevitably places increased emphasis on defect related software
measurements. Early in the history of software development, testing was
confined to testing the finished code, but, testing is more of a quality control
mechanism. Avoidable rework consumes a large part of development
projects, i.e. 20-80 percent depending on the maturity of the organization and
the complexity of the products [9]. High amounts of avoidable rework
commonly occur when having many faults left to correct in late stages of a
project. In fact, research studies indicate that the cost of rework could be
decreased by up to 50 percent by finding more faults earlier [2, 5, 9].
Numerous software development and testing methodologies, tools, and
techniques have emerged over the last few decades promising to enhance
software quality. While it can be argued that there has been some
improvement it is apparent that many of the techniques and tools are isolated
to a specific lifecycle phase or functional area.
This paper focuses on software testing and the measurements which allow
for the quantitative evaluation of this critical software development process.
The software testing process requires practical measurements for the
quantification of all software testing phases. Software product quality and
software testing process (STP) improvement commence with addressing the
testing process in a quantitative manner [7]. The continuous monitoring of the
testing process allows for establishing an adequate level of confidence for the
release of software products and for the quantification of software risks,
elements which traditionally have plagued the software industry. The
mechanism for this study is development of a series of simulation models to
improve STP [7,8].
In this paper, Quality and Efficiency in Software Testing by our
OptimalSQM framework is described and its components defined and
exemplified. It also discusses practical applications of OptimalSQM and
research model for investigating its antecedents and impacts is presented.
OptimalSQM provide alignment between testing and development which has
been raised as an issue for successful systems development. Missing
however have been actionable how to methodologies for assessing and
enhancing such alignment [12,13,16]. This paper attempts to fill this gap by
describing a systematic methodology, a development-testing alignment
(DTA) methodology which posits that such alignment leads to beneficial
effects such as lower costs and shorter time of development, greater system
quality, fewer errors and a better relationship between the corporate IT units.
Systematic mechanisms for tying testing strategy and capabilities to
development strategies and capabilities are also discussed. This paper
presents a set of best practice models and techniques integrated in optimized
and quantitatively managed software testing process, expanding testing
throughout the SDLC. It includes best practice from Design of Experiments,
Modeling & Simulation, integrated practical software measurement, Six
Sigma strategy, Earned (Economic) Value Management (EVM) and Risk
Management (RM) methodology through simulation-based software testing
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scenarios at various abstraction levels of the SUT to manage stable
(predictable and controllable) software testing process at lowest risk, at an
affordable price and time.
To enable software designers to achieve a higher quality for their design, a
better insight into quality predictions for their design choices, test plans
improvement using Simulated Defect Removal Cost Savings model is
offered in this paper. Much rather we aim to define a simulation method with
which it is possible to assist the test manager in evaluating test plan
alternatives and adjusting test process improvement decisions in a
systematic manner.

2.

Need for Research

Cost to an organization (both in dollars and in image) is significant when
software defects are identified after installation at a client site. This project
intends to identify areas where improvements in software testing resource
allocations would provide added value to the organization.

Fig. 1. Average Cost Of Defect Removal [10]

This paper proposes a development-testing alignment (DTA) methodology
which posits that such alignment leads to beneficial effects such as lower
costs and shorter time of development, greater system quality, fewer errors
and a better relationship between the corporate IT units and customers in
business functions who have commissioned new systems (see Fig. 2).
Alignment models and measurements have been studied in other related
contexts [16] but never within corporate IT units and specifically between the
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development and testing functions. The paper therefore decomposes DT
alignment into a series of aspects for the purpose of assessing and analyzing
each of the construct. These aspects are drawn from the overarching
framework developed initially from prior literature [8,16]. The DTA
methodology will allow IT managers to improve the effectiveness of testing
and development by both synergistically integrating testing in the
development process and by aligning the testing and development units in
terms of strategy and execution capability.

Fig. 2. Alignment model for testing and development (adapted from [13])

Organizations that engage in software development and testing benefit
significantly if their management team has tools to assist them in determining
the most effective use of financial resources that might result in the fewest
software errors in delivered systems [2-10,20-24]. To be most effective, this
tool needs to be developed after a thorough review of the specific
organization‟s testing data [17,24]. Once developed, the tool will identify the
specific phases and processes during the development life cycle where
additional resources would provide the best return on investment and highest
software quality. The use of this tool will provide a major reduction in the
number and severity of software defects that exist after software testing. It
will also reduce the overall cost of software testing by focusing on the
appropriate process for a specific organizational environment [7,9,17-19,24].
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To summarize, the purpose of this research is to increase software quality
and reduce overall costs of software testing by focusing resources where they
provide the most value. According to Gartner [14], on average, 7% of
software functionality that was paid for is actually used, while 85% of IT
projects failing to meet objectives (32% being cancelled outright). Dhaliwal
and Onita [13] posit that many of these development failures are a result of
poorly executed development process. These employ either inadequate
development models or flawed implementation due, in part, to the lack of
proper testing and effective collaborative mechanisms between testers and
developers. These issues have not yet found a proper solution, due, in part,
to a lack of a methodology that would allow the analysis and correction of
software development processes. A review of the testing and development
literature reveals that relations between the development and testing
functions are lacking for projects of medium and large magnitude, where
testing is separate from the development activities [12,15].

2.1.

Research Questions

Based on the outcome of the evaluation of related work conducted in the
previous subsection, the our project has identified some challenges to
address. The challenges can be broken down into five sub-questions to
address in this paper. The initial main research question that was posed for
the complete research in this project was:
RQ1 or Main Research Question: How can software testing be
performed efficiently and effectively i.e. Optimal, that is, do we have a
framework model targeted specific software testing domains or problem
classes described below in RQ2 to RQ5?
To be able to address the main research question several other research
questions needed to be answered first (RQ2–RQ5). The first question that
needed an answer, after the main research question was formulated, was:
RQ2: Which metric or set of metrics can assess effectiveness of test
detecting techniques and what is the potential in combining different software
testing techniques with respect to effectiveness (and to some extent
efficiency)?
The answer to this research question is to be found in Section 3 and 4
together with an analysis of how software testing is used in different types of
projects. To begin with, the research aimed at exploring the factor of defect
detection and removing effectiveness (DRE) during SDLC while later
focusing on early aspects of software cost of quality. In order to examine if
the current practice in software development projects was satisfactory for
developing software with sufficient quality and budget constraint, RQ3
evolved into:
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RQ3: Which metric or set of metrics can identify and prioritize software
quality attributes, can assess cost of software quality management process in
a specific project i.e. how to optimize software quality to pay off investment in
STP improvement (ROI)?
To enable software designers to achieve a higher quality for their design, a
better insight into quality predictions for their design choices that evolved to
the RQ4:
RQ4: Which metric or set of metrics can identify and prioritize
improvements to achieve early and cost-effective software fault detection,
can assess the improvements potential of improving the degree of early and
cost-effective software fault detection?
A systematic model which enables to minimize the cost of switching
between test plan alternatives, when the current choice cannot fulfill the
quality constraints, is proposed in this paper as one answer to the RQ4. This
is main concern and contribution of this paper which is described in Section
5. New kinds of STP improvement is introduced and hence indirectly led to
Research Question 5:
RQ5: How should a software development organization apply the metric(s)
suggested above for assessing ongoing and finished projects with an
Dynamic Control Model view i.e. What are optimality and stability criteria of
very complex STP dynamics problem control?
Section 5 explain how can Quantitative Defect Management (QDM) Model
be enhanced (as one solution to RQ4) to be practically useful for determining
which activities need to be addressed to improve the degree of early and
cost-effective software fault detection with assured confidence, optimality and
stability criteria of very complex STP dynamics problem control which is
partially solved in our paper [19].
To be able to implement all proposed solutions, one must choose a
research methodology. Iterative approaches for improvement exist in the
quality management area. The PDCA (plan-do-check-act) or “Shewhart
Cycle”, the WV (or zigzag) framework and the DMAIC (define-measureanalyze-improve-control) cycles are analogous methods to capture a generic
framework for the improvement of a process or system [1,3,8]. A similar
model, the “simulate-test-evaluate process” iterative experimentation cycle
was developed by the office of the US Secretary of Defense, called the
Simulation, Test and Evaluation Process (DoD STEP framework) to integrate
M&S into the test and evaluation process of the system/software under test
(SUT) [17]. Long design iteration loops with late feedback drive cost and
schedule overruns in SDP-STP requires further research of this stability
criteria of very complex STP dynamics problem control.
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3.

Integrated, quantitatively managed and optimized
software testing process - OptimalSQM solution

When design and testing activities are not coupled, the information testing
provides on product design is delivered at a wrong point in the process. This
late information is either not useful any more or shows design problems too
late, causing undesired late rework. Thus, iteration cycles should be kept
short and rapid.
To address the research questions stated above, multiple studies have
been conducted [5-8] about alignment between the development and testing
functions which can be defined as the strategic and operational fit between
the development and testing functions on components of strategy and
capabilities [13-16]. Since systems development as well as systems testing is
integral parts of the corporate technology acquisition strategy, they too have
to be aligned to ensure business success. In many organizations, there is a
gap, or misalignment, at the strategic and/or execution level, between the
development and testing groups as well as between individual testers and
developers. To correct these misalignments, this paper proposes a
methodology, grouped under the DTA model [13] that draws upon the
strategic alignment model initially proposed in [16]. This DTA model focuses
on the fit between the development and testing functions. A high level of
integration of business and IT plans facilitates communication and
collaboration [16]. Integration represents the level of linkage between
development and testing, while correspondence represents how closely their
capabilities mirror and complement each other. Varying levels of alignment
can either promote or hinder integration and correspondence. This is a
common characteristic of all alignment models in the literature as verified by
Dhaliwal, J. and Onita C. in their work [13]. Figure 2 details the key structural
and flow components of the DT alignment model for development and testing
within the corporate IT unit. This model decomposes the alignment of the
development and testing functions along three key flow dimensions: 1)
strategic alignment, 2) capabilities alignment, and 3) strategy-execution
alignment.
Based on our study in [8], a methodology for achieving DT Alignment
through Collaborative Techniques & Technology, enables OptimalSQM to be
realised. The methodology is derived from a survey of the literature from
Strategic Alignment [13-16] Testing [1-4], [8-10] to Project Management and
Information Systems development methods [10-16]. To improve the reliability
and validity of this methodology, alignment case studies and field studies
were conducted and real life examples are given to improve the applicability
of the methodology. A list of techniques is also mapped onto each step of the
methodology.
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3.1.

Integrated and Optimized Software Testing Process (IOSTP)
framework - OptimalSQM solution

To answer the main research question (RQ1) we applied DTA model,
described above, in OptimalSQM framework which combine best practice
from Design of Experiments, Modeling & Simulation, integrated practical
software measurement, Six Sigma strategy, Earned (Economic) Value
Management (EVM) and Risk Management (RM) methodology through
simulation-based software testing scenarios at various abstraction levels of
the software under test (SUT) to manage stable (predictable and controllable)
software testing process at lowest risk, at an affordable price and time [8,9],
[17,18] as depicted in Fig. 3. Unlike conventional approaches to software
testing (e.g. structural and functional testing) which are applied to the
software under test without an explicit optimization goal, the IOSTP with
embedded Risk Based Optimized STP (RBOSTP) approach designs an
optimal testing strategy to achieve an explicit optimization goal, given a priori
[8,17]. This leads to an adaptive software testing strategy. A non-adaptive
software testing strategy specifies what test suite or what next test case
should be generated, e.g. random testing methods, whereas an adaptive
software testing strategy specifies what testing policy should be employed
next and thus, in turn, what test suite or test case should be generated next in
accordance with the new testing policy to maximize test activity efficacy and
efficiency subject to time-schedule and budget constraints.

Fig. 3. Integrated and optimized software testing process (IOSTP) framework, core
of OptimalSQM framework [17]

The use of state-of-the-art methods and tools for planning, information,
management, design, cost trade-off analysis, and modeling and simulation,
Six Sigma strategy significantly improves STP effectiveness as in Fig. 3
which graphically illustrates a generic IOSTP framework that makes core of
the OptimalSQM framework [17].
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The main components of IOSTP with embedded RBOSTP approach to
STP:
 Integrate testing into the entire development process
 Implement test planning early in the life cycle via Simulation based
assessment of test scenarios
 Automate testing, where practical to increase testing efficiency
 Measure and manage testing process to maximize risk reduction
 Exploit Design of Experiments techniques (optimized design plans,
Orthogonal Arrays etc.)
 Apply Modeling and Simulation combined with Prototyping
 Continually improve testing process by pro-active, preventive (failure
mode analysis) Six Sigma DMAIC model
 Continually
monitor
Cost-Performance
Trade-Offs
(Risk-based
Optimization model, Economic Value and ROI driven STP).
In order to significantly improve software testing efficiency and
effectiveness for the detection and removal of requirements and design
defects in our framework of IOSTP, during 3 years of the IOSTP framework
deployment to STP of embedded-software critical system such as Automated
Target Tracking Radar System (ATTRS) [17], we calculated overall value
returned on each dollar invested i.e. ROI of 100:1 .

4.

Optimum DDTs combination selection and optimization
study in OptimalSQM

The research question - RQ2 divided the research, as presented in this
paper, into two areas covering effectiveness in software testing techniques
(defect detection techniques – DDT) and efficiency in software testing with
development-testing alignment (DTA) methodology [5-9]. Such alignment
leads to beneficial effects such as lower costs and shorter time of
development, greater system quality, fewer errors and a better relationship
between the corporate IT unit and customers in business functions who have
commissioned new systems. To begin with RQ2, the research aimed at
exploring the factor of defect detection and removing effectiveness (DRE)
during SDLC is answered in our work [6]. Here is brief description of main
ideas of RQ2 answer.

4.1.

Statement Of the Problem - Defect removal effectiveness

A key metric for measuring and benchmarking the software testing efficacy is
by measuring the percentage of possible defects removed from the product
at any point in time. Both a project and process metric – can measure
effectiveness of quality activities or the quality of a all over project by:
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DRE = E/(E+D)

(1)

Where E is the number of errors found before delivery to the end user, and
D is the number of errors found after delivery. The goal is to have DRE close
to 100%. The same approach is applied to every test phase denoted wit i as
shown on Fig. 4:
DREi = Ei / ( Ei+ Ei+1)

(2)

Where Ei is the number of errors found in a software engineering activity i,
and Ei+1 is the number of errors that were traceable to errors that were not
discovered in software engineering activity i. The goal is to have this DREi
approach to 100% as well i.e., errors are filtered out before they reach the
next activity. Projects that use the same team and the same development
processes can reasonably expect that the DRE from one project to the next
are similar. For example, if on the previous project, you removed 80% of the
possible requirements defects using inspections, then you can expect to
remove ~80% on the next project. Or if you know that your historical data
shows that you typically remove 90% before shipment, and for this project,
you‟ve used the same process, met the same kind of release criteria, and
have found 400 defects so far, then there probably are ~50 defects that you
will find after you release. How to combine Defect Detection Technique to
achieve high DRE, let say >85%, as a threshold for IOSTP required
effectiveness [2-5], is explained in this section, which describe optimum
combination of software defect detection techniques choices.

Fig. 4. Fault Injection and Fixing Model
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Note that the defects discussed in this section include all severity levels,
ranging from severity 1: activity stoppers, down to severity 4. Obviously, it is
important to measure defect severity levels as well as recording numbers of
defects.

4.2.

The optimum combination of software defect detection
techniques choices determination

Planning, managing, executing, and documenting testing as a key process
activity during all stages of development is an incredibly difficult process.
There is strong demand for software testing effectiveness and efficiency
increases. Software/System testing effectiveness is mainly measured by
percentage of defect detection and defect leakage (containment), i.e. late
defect discovery. Software testing efficiency is mainly measured by dollars
spent per defect found and hours spent per defect found. The first step of test
strategy definition is to decide what to test in the SDP process as described in
[3,20,23]. The requirements verification matrix method supports this goal by
cross-referencing each product requirement with suitable verification
methods (inspection, analysis, demonstration, or test), verification classes
(design proof, first article, or production), and special verification procedures
(e.g., Failure Mode and Effect Analysis, Design of Experiments, Finite
Element Method, etc.). Product requirements with high priority are the critical
requirements, where test planning has to concentrate its resources.
The process is a building block approach designed to build upon the
strengths and minimize the weakness of each testing technique and available
resources. Main task was to develop a versatile optimization model [8] for
assessing the cost, duration and effectiveness of alternative test scenario
through feasible series of experiments: software test method, field test,
through simulation, or through a combination, which represent sequence of
test events.
Such scenarios are invaluable for determining where testing resources
should be spent at the beginning of software development project. With an
optimized testing solution, you can create what-if scenarios to help users
understand the impact of changing risks, cycle attributes and requirements as
priorities change. This insight proves invaluable when a testing organization
is trying to determine the best way to balance quality with cost and schedule.
By understanding the impact of different factors on testing, IT managers can
identify the right balance.
We applied the End-to-End (E2E) Test strategy in our IOSTP framework
[6,17]. End-to-End Architecture Testing is essentially a "gray box" approach
to testing - a combination of the strengths of white box and black box testing.
In determining the best source of data to support analyses, IOSTP with
embedded RBOSTP considers credibility and cost of each test scenario i.e.
concept. Resources for simulations and software test events are weighed
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against desired confidence levels and the limitations of both the resources
and the analysis methods.
Our study [6] focuses on rapid multidisciplinary analysis and evaluation-ona-DRE maximum-basis for DDT combination choices selection for each test
phase activities in an traditional SDP i.e. P1- software requirement, P2- High
level design, P3- Low Level Design, P4- code under test, P5- integration test,
P6- system under test and finally P7- Acceptance test. Recall section 4, in
our work [6], for Different Defect Detection Strategy and Techniques options,
together with critical STP variables performance characteristics (e.g. DRE,
cost, duration), in which we are studied to optimize design, development, test
and evaluation cost using orthogonal arrays for computer experiments. The
optimum combination of software defect detection techniques choices were
determined applying orthogonal arrays constructed for post mortem designed
experiment with collected defect data of a real project. First, we applied
adapted Borda voting method, on similar way, to rank all used Defect
Detection Techniques through software development life cycle from most-toleast performance and quality characteristics of DDT in revealing software
faults (bugs, errors). In this way we reduced huge possible number of DDTs,
in particular, the DDT with the highest Borda Count is the best DDT according
to testers Performance and Quality multi-criteria assessment [6], the DDT
with the second highest count is the next DDT with highest score, and so forth
to only three most ranked DDT. According to testers assessment of 5 most
frequently used DDT in IOSTP [6,]: DDT1= Inspection – DBR, DDT2= PBR,
DDT3= CEG+BOR+MI, DDT4= M&S, DDT5= Hybrid (Category Partition,
Boundary value analysis, Path testing etc.) three of DDTs have the highest
rank 0 i.e. DDT1=DDT2=DDT4=0, then DDT3= CEG+BOR+MI is next ranked
and the last was DDT5. Because of that we will group those three DDT with
highest rank 0, call them Static Test Techniques – TT1 and treat all three
DDTs as one factor in optimization experiment applying Orthogonal Arrays as
Optimization Strategy. Next high Borda ranked DDT4= CEG+BOR+MI we
designate with TT2 and the last ranked DDT5 as TT3.
In this study, design of maximum DRE percentage of STP optimization
problem solving with best DDT choice combination in each phase P1 to P7 as
controlled variables values is determined by designed experiment plan using
orthogonal arrays designed for this computer experiment. Seven major test
phases - P1 to P7, for accounting maximum DRE percentage all over STP
fault injection and removal model (see Fig. 4, 7 and 8 below) for DDT
candidate selection in each test phase were determined. These were the
Static Test Techniques – TT1 (consisting of three DDTs as one factor in
optimization experiment applying Orthogonal Arrays as Optimization
Strategy), the TT2 i.e. DDT4= CEG+BOR+MI and TT3 – Hybrid Detection
Technique= DDT5 (consisting of Category Partition, Boundary value analysis,
Path testing etc.). The objective of this investigation was then to determine
the best combination of Test Techniques (TTi , i=1,2 and 3) options for the
seven major test phase activities sections optimized for maximum DRE
percentage under cost and time constraints [6,pages 1333-1335].
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As the next step, least squares regression analysis is used to fit the second
order approximation model given by equation (3) to the DRE data in terms
of the seven design variables Pi , i=1 to 7. This parametric model accounts
for the response surface curvature (square terms) and two factor interactions
(cross terms):
DRE (%) = 111.71 - 2.58 *P1 + 1.22*P2 -1.95*P3 - 7.61*P4 - 0.69*P5 +
0.94*P6 -13.04*P7 - 0.36*P22 + 1.46*P42 + 0.79*P52 - 0.36P62 +
3.15*P72

(3)

Note that, in this response surface approximation model, the parameter
values for Pi design variables are restricted to 1 (TT1), or 2 (TT2), or 3 (TT3).
In Table 1, a Maximum DRE (%) value and corresponding Test Techniques
choices (TT1,TT2 and TT2) per test phase solution is given.
Table 1. Maximum DRE (%) value and corresponding Test Techniques choices per
test phase solution [6, page 1335]

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

TT1

TT2 TT1 TT1 TT3

TT2

TT2

DRE
[%]
94.3

At these levels, the IOSTP DRE was predicted to be 94.03 % using a
second order prediction model (3). As a next step, a verification analysis was
performed. The DRE (%) of an IOSTP calculated from these test techniques
choices, according to the post-mortem real project data using optimized DDT
choices from Table 1, we computed DRE (%) to be 93.43 % . Difference is
0.6%=94.03%-93.43% that is acceptable to validate our prediction model for
DRE (%) in equation (3) for optimal DDT combination choice given in Table
1.
Optimal combination of DDT choices per phase P given in Table 1 made
increase of about 6 %, compared to un-optimized DDTs combination per
each test phase we used in our real project in which we achieved DRE of
87.43 % in our case study.

5.

Advanced Quantitative Defect Management (AQDM)
Model

The investment in software quality, particularly in software testing, like any
investment has an immediate cost, with an expected net payback. There is
where Quality Cost Analysis could be used as effective tool to make them
understand the ROI. In our paper [19], we defined techniques to analyze and
interpret return on the testing investment (ROTI) values: Financial ROI and
Schedule Benefits as one possible answer to RQ3 based on our studies
[5,18,19] i.e. which metric or set of metrics can identify and prioritize software
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quality attributes, can assess cost of software quality management process in
a specific project i.e. how to optimize software quality?
In our work [19] we proposed a model that traces design decisions and the
possible alternatives. With this model it is possible to minimize the cost of
switching between design alternatives, when the current choice cannot fulfill
the quality constraints.

5.1.

Faults-Slip-Through (FST) Model

The partial answer to RQ5 can be found in our work [19], too. In this section
we explain how can Quantitative Defect Management (QDM) Model be
enhanced (as answer to RQ4) to be practically useful for determining which
activities need to be addressed to improve the degree of early and costeffective software fault detection with assured confidence.
The main objective of the case study presented in this section was to
investigate how fault statistics could be used for removing unnecessary
rework in the software development process. This was achieved through a
measure called Faults-Slip-Through (FST) [9, Section 2], i.e. the measure tells
which faults that would have been more cost-effective to find in earlier
phases.

5.2.

The defect containment measure

An error in an activity of development phase Pi (i=1 to N) is made that causes
a failure (see Fig. 10-13). The failure leads to a reported anomaly. When the
reported anomaly is analyzed, the fault(s) causing the failure is found and
corrected. Rework is about revising an existing piece of software or related
artifact. Therefore, a typical rework activity is to correct reported anomalies.
Rework can be divided into two primary types of corrective work [9]:
 Avoidable rework is work that would not have been needed if the
previous work would have been correct, complete, and consistent. Such
rework consists of the effort spent on detecting and fixing software
difficulties that could have been discovered earlier or avoided altogether
[2,5].
 Unavoidable rework is work that could not have been avoided because
the developers were not aware of or could not foresee the change when
developing the software, e.g. changed user requirements or
environmental constraints [9].
This section describes the selected method for how to achieve the
objectives stated in the previous section. The method can be divided into the
following three steps:
1. Determine which faults that should have been avoided or at least found
earlier,
2. Determine the average cost of finding faults in different phases,
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3.

Determine the improvement potential from the results in (1) and (2).
The three sub-sections below describe how to perform each of the three
steps.

5.3.

The raw defect containment data

This section is dedicated to a model for assessing a plan for SQA defectremoval effectiveness and cost. The model, a multiple filtering model as
shown on Fig. 4, is based on data acquired from a survey of defect origins,
percentages of defect removal achieved by various quality assurance
activities, and the defect-removal costs incurred at the various development
phases. The model enables quantitative comparison of quality assurance
policies as realized in quality assurance plans. The application of the
proposed model is based on three types of data, described under the
following headings from [1, pages 135-142].

5.4.

Defects removal improvement potential

Fig. 5. Example of Fault Latency and FST

As previously mentioned, FST measurement was used for determining this,
i.e. it evaluates whether each fault slipped through the phase where it should
have been found or not. The main difference between FST measurement and
other related measurements is when a fault is introduced in a certain phase
but it is not efficient to find in the same phase. For example, a certain test
technique might be required to simulate the behaviour of the function. Then it
is not a fault slippage. Figure 5, further, illustrates this difference. A
consequence of how FST is measured, a definition must be created to
support the measurement, i.e. a definition that specifies which faults that
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should be found in which phase. To be able to specify this, the organization
must first determine what should be tested in which phase. Therefore, this
can be seen as test strategy work. Thus, experienced developers, testers and
managers should be involved in the creation of the definition. The results of
the case study in Section 5.5 further exemplify how to create such a
definition.
When having all the faults categorized, the next step is to estimate the
cost of finding faults in different phases. From the measure, the improvement
potential of different parts of the development process is estimated by
calculating the cost of the faults that slipped through the phase where they
should have been found (see Fig. 12 and 13 below). The usefulness of the
method was demonstrated by applying it on two completed development
projects [1] and [2]. The results determined that the implementation phase
had the largest improvement potential since it caused the largest FST cost to
later phases, i.e. from 56 to 87 percent of the total improvement potential in
the two studied project scenarios. It is assumed that the filtering effectiveness
of accumulated defects of each quality assurance activity is not less than
40% (i.e., an activity removes at least 40% of the incoming defects). Typical
average defect filtering effectiveness rates for the various quality assurance
activities, by development phase, based on Galin, D. [1] and 11. Boehm, B.
et al [11], are listed in Table 2.
Data collected about development project costs show that the cost of
removal of detected defects varies by development phase, while costs rise
substantially as the development process proceeds. For example, removal of
a design defect detected in the design phase may require an investment of
2.5 working days; removal of the same defect may require 40 working days
during the acceptance tests. Estimates of effectiveness of software quality
assurance tools and relative costs of defect removal are provided by
McConnell [10]. Although defect removal data are quite rare, professionals
agree that the proportional costs of defect removal have remained constant
since the surveys conducted in the 1970s and 1980s. Instead of average per
phase defect removal cost we propose average relative defect-removal costs
injected in phase Pi (i=1 to 7) and detected and removed latter in downstream
phases Pj , j>i up to the operation phase (j=7) as shown in Table 3.
The improvement potential (IP) is determined by calculating the
difference between the cost of faults in relation to what the fault cost would
have been if none of them would have had slipped through the phase where
they were supposed to be found. Figure 6. provides the elements of matrix,
with corresponding formulas, for making such a calculation and the
improvement potential can be calculated in a two-dimensional matrix. The
formulae for calculating the improvement potential for each cell IPir is:
IPir  No _ faults _ in _ P(i, r) * AverCDR (r, i)  No _ faults _ in _ P(i, r) * AverCDR (i, i)

for i=1 to 7, and r  i correspond to a cell in phase removed/originated matrix.
AverCDR(r,i) is average cost of faults originated in i and removed in r as
shown in Table 3. IPi total and IPi are calculated by summarizing the
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corresponding row/column. In order to demonstrate how to use and interpret
the matrix, Figure 12 provides an example calculation by applying the
previous formula on the values in the table in the Fig. 10. The most
interesting cells are those in the rightmost column that summarizes the total
cost of faults in relation to fault belonging and the bottom row that
summarizes the total unnecessary cost of faults in relation to phase found.
For example, the largest improvement potential is in the LL Design test
phase, i.e. the phase triggered 30661 [cu] of unnecessary costs in later
phases due to a large FST from faults injected in Requirement phase.
Therefore, the primary usage of the values is to serve as input to an
expected ROI calculation when prioritizing possible improvement actions
according to formula:
ROI=

5.5.

(CostToFixOld - CostToFixNew) /CostToFixOld=39.2%.

Qunatitative Defect Removal Model

The model is based on the following assumptions:
■ The development process is linear and sequential, following the waterfall
model of CMM Level 5. Software size is aproximately 100FP (1 injected
defect/FP) i.e. for Java implementation about 50KLOC of source code [4].

Fig. 6. Matrix Formula for Calculation of Improvement Potential

■ A number of “new” defects are introduced in each development phase.
For their distributions, see Fig. 8 and 9.
■ Review and test software quality assurance activities serve as filters,
removing a percentage of the entering defects and letting the rest pass tothe
next development phase. For example, if the number of incoming defects is
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30, and the filtering efficiency is 60%, then 18 defects will beremoved, while
12 defects will remain and pass to be detected by the next quality assurance
activity. Typical filtering effectiveness rates for the Standard quality
assurance activities are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Average filtering (defect removal - DR) effectiveness by Standard quality
assurance activities plan, adapted from [1, pages 136-138]

No. Quality assurance activity

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Requirement specification review
Design review
Unit test – code
Integration test
Documentation review
System test
Operation phase

Defect removal Average Cost of
effectiveness
removing
a
detected defect
(cost units)
50%
1
50%
2.5
50%
6.5
50%
16
50%
16
50%
40
100%
110

■ At each phase, the incoming defects are the sum of defects not removed
by the former quality assurance activity together with the “new” defects
introduced (created) in the current development phase.
■ The cost of defect removal is calculated for each quality assurance
activity by multiplying the number of defects removed by the relative cost of
removing a defect (see Table 3, 3rd column).
■ The remaining defects, unfortunately passed to the customer, will be
detected by him or her. In these circumstances, full removal entails the
heaviest of defect-removal costs. In this model, each of the quality assurance
activities is represented by a filter unit, as shown for Design in Fig. 7. The
model presents the following quantities:
■ POD = Phase Originated Defects (from Fig. 8)
■ PD = Passed Defects (from former phase or former quality assurance
activity)
■ %FE = % of Filtering Effectiveness (also termed % screening
effectiveness) (from Table 2)
■ RD = Removed Defects
■ CDR = Average Cost of Defect Removal (from Table 2)
■ TRC = Total Removal Cost: TRC = RD ×CDR.
The illustration in Fig. 8 of the model applies to a standard quality
assurance plan (“standard defects filtering system”) that is composed of six
quality assurance activities (six filters), as shown in Table 2.
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Table 3. Representative average relative defect-removal costs and fixing multiplier
because FST
No.

Quality
assurance
activity

1

Requir.
specification
review
Design
review
Unit test –
code
Integration
test
Documentation review
System test
Operation
phase

2
3
4
5
6
7

Average
Cost
of DR
[cost
units]

Fixing
multiplier
(CM)
P1→
P7

Fixing
multiplier
(CM)
P2→
P7

Fixing
multiplier
(CM)
P3→
P7

Fixing
multiplier
(CM)
P4→
P7

Fixing
multiplier
(CM)
P5→
P7

Fixing
multiplier
(CM)
P6→
P7

1

1

2.5

5

1

6.5

10

2

1

16

50

10

5

1

16

130

26

13

3

1

40

368

64

37

7

3

1

110

400

75

40

20

15

10

A comprehensive quality assurance (QA) plan (“comprehensive defects
filtering system”) achieves the following:
(1) Adds two quality assurance activities, so that the two are performed in
the design phase as well as in the coding phase;
(2) Improves the “filtering” effectiveness of other quality assurance
activities. The comprehensive quality assurance plan can be characterized as
shown in Table 4.
The main conclusions drawn from the comparison are:
(1) The standard plan successfully removes only 57.6% (28.8 defects out of
50) of the defects originated in the requirements and design phase,
compared to 92.0% (46 defects out of 50) for the comprehensive plan,
before coding begins.
(2) The comprehensive plan, as a whole, is much more economical than the
standard plan as it saves 41% of total resources invested in defect
removal, compared to the standard plan.
(3) Compared to the standard plan, the comprehensive plan makes a greater
contribution to customer satisfaction by drastically reducing the rate of
defects detected during regular operations (from 6.9 % to 3 %).
The comparison also supports the belief that additional investments in
quality assurance activities yield substantial savings in defect removal costs.
Alternative models dealing with the cumulative effects of several
qualityassurance activities are discussed by [2,5,9] as described below. A
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process-oriented illustration of the comprehensive quality assurance plan and
model of the process of removing 100 defects is provided in Fig. 9. A
comparison of the outcomes of the standard software quality plan versus the
comprehensive plan is revealing as shown in Table 5.

Fig. 7. A filter unit for defect-removal effectiveness: example (100 defects) from [1]

Table 4. Average filtering (defect removal) effectiveness by Comprehensive quality
assurance activities plan [1, page 140]

No. Quality assurance activity

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Requirement specification review
Design inspection
Design review
Code inspection
Unit test – code
Integration test
Documentation review
System test
Operation phase

Defect removal Cost in [cu] of
effectiveness
removing a
detected defect
60%
1
70%
2.5
60%
2.5
70%
6.5
40%
6.5
60%
16
60%
16
60%
40
100%
110
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Table 5. Comparison of the standard and comprehensive QA plans [1, page 142]

No. Quality assurance Standad plan
activity

Comprehensive plan

Percentage of Cost of
removed
removing a
defects
detected
defect
(cost units)
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

5.6.

Requirement
specification
review
Design inspection
Design review
Code inspection
Unit test – code
Integration test
Documentation
review
System test
Total for internal
QA activities
Defects detected
during operation
Total

Percentage
of
removed
defects

Cost of
removing a
detected
defect
(cost units)

7.5%

7.5

9%

9

21.3%
25..6%
17.8%

53.2
166.4
284.8

28.7%
7.4%
24.4%
4.2%
9.8%

71.8
18.5
158.6
27.3
156.8

13.9%

222.4

9.9%

158.4

7.0%

280

4%

160

93.1%

1014.3

97.4%

760.4

6.9%

759

2.6%

286

100.0%

1773.3

100.0%

1046.4

Simulation results of AQDM improvement

Unlike conventional approaches to software testing which are applied to the
software under test without an explicit optimization goal, as described above,
the OptimalSQM approach designs an optimal testing strategy to achieve an
explicit optimization goal, given a priori [5,6]. Improvement of original project
data from [2] given in Fig. 10 (Note: original Defect Removal Efficiency [%],
shown on Fig. 11 is less then Standard quality assurance activities plan,
Scenario 1 in Table 2).
Also, comprehensive quality assurance plan (Scenario 2) which is realised
through feasible series of experiments: software test method, field test,
through simulation, or through a combination, represent new test sequence
determined by Simulated Defect Removal Cost Savings model.
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Fig. 8. DRE and costs of Standard QA plan and model of the process of removing
100 defects [1, page 139]
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Fig. 9. DRE of Comprehensive QA plan and model of the process of removing 100
defects [1]

The Simulated Defect Removal Cost Savings model, uses net savings
approach that is calculated using this formula:

NS  IPr r 1  FSTPrPr 1 * (CM r r 1  CM r r )

, r=1..6.

For the given large (~11300 FP, Java implementation about 600KLOC of
source code) project example from [2], and for original data of process defect
removal effectiveness given in Fig. 11, and simulated calculations of two
Scenarios 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 12, Fig.13 and Fig. 14.
Calculated Matrix of Improvement Potential calculation for Scenario 2 is
given in Fig 12. From Fig. 13 and 14, we can easy find maximal
improvement potential point to be in phase P3.
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Fig. 10. Original Software Process Defect Containment Matrix [2]

Fig. 11. Software Defect Containment Percentage Matrix – PCE
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Fig. 12. Matrix with Calculation of Improvement Potential for Scenario 1

Fig. 13. Calculated Defect Containment Percentage Matrix – for original and anlized
scenarios 1 and 2
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Fig. 14. Graph with calculation of Improvement Potential in [cu] for Scenario 1 and 2

We described ind this section, as answer to the RQ4 and RQ5, a Software
Quality Optimization strategy of OptimalSQM framework, which is a
continuous, iterative process throughout the application lifecycle resulting in
zero-defect software that delivers value from the moment it goes live, with
Simulated Defect Removal Cost Savings model.

6.

Conclusion

The initial main research question that was posed for the complete research
in this project was: How can software testing be performed efficiently and
effectively i.e. Optimal, that is, do we have a framework model targeted
specific software testing domains or problem classes described in the paper?
To be able to address the main research question several other research
questions needed to be answered first (RQ2–RQ5). Thus, since this project is
based upon the main research question, it was worthwhile taking the time to
examine the current practice in different projects and see how software
quality is measured and, especially, software testing was practiced [1-8] as
we described in Section 2. In Section 3 and 4 we described our OptimalSQM
framework which presents a set of best practice models and techniques
integrated in optimized and quantitatively managed software testing process
(OptimalSQM), expanding testing throughout the SDLC. In Section 5, we
explained how can Advanced Quantitative Defect Management (AQDM)
Model be enhanced (as answer to RQ4 and RQ5) is practically useful for
determining which activities need to be addressed to improve the degree of
early and cost-effective software fault detection. To enable software
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designers to achieve a higher quality for their design, a better insight into
quality predictions for their design choices, test plans improvement using
Simulated Defect Removal Cost Savings model is offered in paper.
Finally, this paper presents and validates a method for measuring the
efficiency of the software test process to achieve early and cost-effective
software fault detection. That is, it determines how fault statistics can be used
for assessing a test process and then quantify the improvement potential of
changing the process. The described method assesses a software
development organization through the following three steps:
1.
Determine which faults that could have been avoided or at least
found earlier, i.e. FST.
2.
Determine the average cost of faults found in different phases.
3.
Determine the improvement potential from the metrics obtained in (1)
and (2), i.e. measure the cost of not finding the faults in the right
phase.
The practical applicability of the method was determined by applying it on
two industrial software development projects. In the studied projects, potential
improvements were foremost identified in the the largest improvement
potential is in the LL Design test phase, i.e. the phase triggered 30661 [cu]
of unnecessary costs in later phases due to a large FST from faults injected
in Requirement phase. Therefore, the primary usage of the values is to serve
as input to an expected ROI calculation according to given formula, when
prioritizing possible improvement actions we can improve DRE cost for
ROI=39.2%. That is, the LL Design phase inserted, or did not capture faults
present at least, too many faults that slipped through to later phases.
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Abstract: Business processes managed by information systems rarely
operate according to the pre defined scenario. Exceptions to the pre
defined workflows occur frequently. This especially applies to the
production processes, which are very complex and require a constant
human involvement. Workflow management systems should be
capable of responding adequately to the exceptions caused by the
process environment. Moreover, the response should be automatic, if
possible, i.e. the workflow should automatically adapt to the new
situation, or otherwise, the system administrator should be informed,
so that he could take appropriate actions. This paper presents workflow
management system MD, which is capable of offering a satisfying
solution to the detected exceptions.
Keywords: Workflow Management Systems; Exception Handling.

1.

Introduction

Workflow can be defined as the automation of a business process, as a
whole or in parts, which passes documents, information or tasks from one
participant to another, according to a set of procedural rules.
Workflows are managed by Workflow Management Systems. Workflow
Management System (WfMS) is the system that defines, creates and
manages the execution of workflows through the use of software running on
one or more workflow engines, which are capable of interpreting the process
definition, interacting with workflow participants and, when required, capable
of invoking the use of other IT tools and applications [25].
Developing a workflow definition which completely encompasses all the
variations and features of a business process is very difficult, sometimes
even impossible, because of unpredictable events. Workflow definitions are

D. Mišić, D. Domazet, M. Trajanović, M. Manić and M. Zdravković

usually developed on a higher, conceptual level. Since the processes defined
in such a way are executed in real changing environment, situations in which
the execution deviates from the basic business case occur very frequently.
Workflow model, which has been defined in advance, represents the basic,
standard business case. Workflow management system should be capable of
responding to exceptions, which, in fact, are deviations from the standard
(designed) business case.
Some exceptions are predictable since they are known to appear
periodically. The solution to that kind of exceptions is known at the moment
of developing a business process definition. Other exceptions are
unpredictable and they occur due to the unpredictable changes in working
environment.
Much research [5, 9, 4, 14, 3] has focused on handling exceptions in
workflow management systems. Research has mostly been done in handling
predictable exceptions. In order to make the basic process logic clear,
exceptions aren’t usually integrated into the standard business process
definition. Therefore, many different ways of defining and handling those
exceptions separately have been suggested.
One of the flaws of existing exception handling systems is the result of
exception processing. Actions taken in that case are very rudimentary, and
are usually reduced to informing users, exception ignoring, making new
attempts to execute the same activity or skipping the activity. Actions leading
to the change of the business process definition, such as inserting new
activities or deleting the old ones, are rarely supported. Moreover, handling
exceptions usually refers to handling run – time exceptions. The
consequences that an exception might have on future activities are very
rarely taken into consideration [15].
The existing workflow management systems are usually applied in well
organized environments, such as banks, insurance companies, hospitals, etc.
The advantages of such environments are well defined processes through
which usually flow documents presented in a digital form.
Workflow management systems are very rarely used in manufacturing
environments. Exceptions are known to occur almost regularly in
manufacturing environments (material is not in accordance with specification,
machine is out of order, a worker hasn’t come to work etc.). According to the
workflow definition, the production of a mechanical part is closely connected
with the occurrences of various unpredictable situations, which are dealt with
on the basis of the engineers’ experience. Such processes are very suitable
for applying the artificial intelligence tools and expert system, which can
naturally model the expert knowledge of the area.
This paper presents the concept of MD WfMS, which is being developed in
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Nish. This workflow management
system is intended for use in production environment. The system is capable
of handling the exceptions in a workflow. The system core is the workflow
engine. The part which refers to handling exceptions is managed by expert
system whose rules are invoked at the moment of exception detection. The
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work of expert system can result in the modification of either the workflow
definition or workflow instance definition.
The old definition will be changed if it has been concluded that it is no
longer suitable for the new situation or, in other words, if all the future
instances based on it need to be changed. An example of such a situation is
when it has been decided that a part of an assembly should be procured from
a business partner rather than produced in the factory.
If the exception is only temporary, then for the sake of overcoming it, the
process instance rather than the process definition is changed. An example of
such a case might be the situation when a casting needs repair, or when a
very important machine is out of order so that it is necessary to produce
temporarily that part using outsourcing.
The system, in certain situations, is capable of responding to exceptions in
advance, i.e. of performing necessary adjustments before the activity in
which the exception will occur is taken on.
An example of an exception of this kind might be the case when the
machine that is going to be used in future activities, and which is otherwise
irreplaceable, is out of order. We shouldn’t wait for the activity to come. On
the contrary, we should take steps to adapt the system in advance. In MD
system, the procedure for handling the exception starts immediately after the
exception has been detected (or has been concluded that the machine is out
of order), although there is enough time left until the actual occurrence of the
exception.

2.

Exception Handling Problems and Related Work

An exception in the workflow can be defined as an event which prevents an
activity from its being executed properly.
Different workflow management systems handle the exceptions in different
ways. In general, methods for exception handling can be divided into:
 methods which have the predictable exceptions built in the process
definition
 methods which handle the exceptions by the well structured system
The first method, which is capable of handling exceptions that can be
foreseen in advance, is based on the fact that the person who is in charge of
a process definition modifies it according to the exceptional situations known
at workflow build time. If, for example, an exception occurs during a process,
the process control flow is diverted to the attached activities that control the
new situation. This approach is good in cases with small number of possible
exceptions. A direct specification of many exceptions leads to the complexity
of a process model. The question is whether these cases can be considered
exception handling processes since the exceptions are built in the process
definition. In that case, it is more apt to call these processes well-structured
and totally pre defined workflow processes. This kind of approach is used in
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the WAMO [5, 6] system. For exception handling Sagas [8] and flexible
transactions are used. WfMS Opera [9] for exception handling uses
programming language primitives (mechanism is similar to exception
handling in object oriented programming languages, as Java).
Handling exceptions according to pre defined rules requires the use of a
rule-based language. This language is used for exception specification. The
rules are usually in the form of ECA (event condition action) rules. The event
part defines exception symptoms. The condition part compares these
symptoms with the real situation, while the action part defines what it is
necessary to do in that case. The existing exception handling systems usually
use some special rule based languages, designed specially to satisfy the
needs of a particular system. For example, WfMS system WIDE [3] uses
language Chimera-Exc. ADOME [4] uses similar approach for its language.
METEOR [14] uses the so called "Justified ECA rules (JECA)" where justified
refers to defining a special context in which ECA rules for exception handling
are applied.
On the level of active rules application, research has been carried out in
temporal ECA rules. For example, Active TFL is used for defining rules in
Agent Work [18] system. Active rules are applied in assembling e-service [1]
(these rules are applied to XML documents). In [20] temporal ECA rules are
used for defining E- business software architecture.
Some researchers are trying to apply the previous experiences in handling
the similar exceptions [22, 11]. In that case, it is the most natural to use
Case-Based Reasoning. One of the problems when using Case-Based
Reasoning is how to determine the degree of similarity between the old cases
and the new ones [2].
Based on previous analysis it can be concluded that the majority of
existing workflow management systems use special languages for exception
handling. These languages have been designed to satisfy the needs of
particular systems. On the other hand, there are several organizations which
deal with the process management system, the best known of which is
Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC). This coalition has designed a
special language for the definition and specification of a workflow process–
XPDL [23] (Xml Process Definition Language). This language defines a Meta
model that is used for defining types of constituent components of a process
definition. However, XPDL does not contain all elements needed for
exception definition.
MD WfMS, uses extended XPDL as the basic language for process
definition. The term extended refers to extensions i.e. language constructions
which are capable of exception handling. Those constructions are inserted
into the standard XPDL. For the core of the system, open source system
Shark [7], which had been developed in Java programming language, was
chosen. Shark was used for the basic part of this WfMS system i.e. for
execution engine. This system was chosen since the process is defined in
XPDL which had been recommended by WfMC coalition and which is
standard in the area of modeling workflows. The system also uses OMG
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(ObjectManagementGroup) recommendations regarding the interface which
workflow management system should implement.
The extended version of the basic XPDL, however, encompasses the
constructions which are capable of handling exceptions. The extensions are
predominantly related to exception detection. After the exception has been
detected, the whole process definition is being sent to the expert system
whose task is to propose a solution to the detected problem. That solution
may be:
 a new changed process definition
 the modification of the process instance or
 the modification of the particular activity.
The process definition is modified when it is necessary to make essential
changes, not the temporary ones. An example of such a situation is when the
organization decides to procure a part of an assembly from a supplier, and
intends to do so in the future, instead of producing the part itself.
The process instance is modified when an exception occurs as a result of
sudden circumstances, which do not affect other instances derived from the
same process definition. An example of this type which describes the
functioning of MD system will be given later in this paper.
Modifying the activity actually means modifying the data of that activity
itself. In essence, this kind of modification is the subtype of the process
instance modification since neither the new activities are added nor the old
ones are deleted. Therefore, the workflow remains unchanged.
The existing workflow management systems are not usually capable of
handling the exceptions properly. The primary goal of such systems is
defining and managing processes that flow without any exceptions. If the
exception handling mechanism is the constituent part of the system, then it
means that the whole system has originally been designed to be capable of
handling the exceptions. MD system is an example of how a system, which
has not been designed to respond to exceptions, can be extended and linked
with another system, in this case the expert system in order to handle the
exceptions successfully.

3.

System Architecture

In MD WfMS (figure 1), workflows are defined by a process manager, i.e. the
manager who is responsible for planning and managing the process.
Workflows are defined by a person who is in charge of them, usually a
business process manager i.e. the manager who is responsible for planning
and managing the process. According to that definition, the system
administrator with the assistance of an editor enters the process model. If the
structure of the organization allows that, it is possible for the process
manager to enter the process definitions himself. The definition is entered by
means of graphic process editor. Workflow definition doesn’t contain the
activities that should be carried out in case of unpredictable exceptions.
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Therefore, the workflow definition is not loaded with numerous additional
activities, which will be carried out in case of an unpredictable situation.
Database
Administrator
Process
definitions

Process
instances

Business
data

Rules
Process editor

Expert
system

System core
XPDL
Exception

Process
manager

MD System users

Meta
rules

Knowledge
engineer

Business environment
Knowledge
acquisiton

Fig. 1. MD WfMS architecture.

4.

4.1.

Exception Types, detection and handling

Exception types

According to the possibility of detection in the MD system, we divided the
exceptions as following:
 exceptions related to data
 exceptions related to time (violation of deadlines)
 exceptions related to resources
 exceptions signalized by people.
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Exceptions related to data are exceptions arising from data values that
participate in the processes.
These exceptions can be further divided into complex and simple.
Complex exceptions related to data are exceptions that can only be detected
tracking several values.
Simple exceptions are the exceptions that can be detected based on only
one value. An example is when the value of some parameter does not lie
within a previously determined range.
Exceptions related to time are the exceptions that can be detected by
measuring time. If the definition of process defines a specific time when
certain activity must be done, measuring time enables checking whether
those deadlines are met, which can be considered as an exception.
Depending on the type of time measurements used, these exceptions can
be divided as following:
 Exceptions based on exceeding the duration of an activity
 Exceptions based on exceeding the deadline of an activity
 Exceptions based on exceeding the waiting time for execution of an
activity
 Exceptions based on exceeding the duration of the whole process, or a
group of activities
 Exceptions based on exceeding the deadline of the process, or a group of
activities
Exceptions based on resources are probably the exceptions that most
frequently appear in a workflow. Resources are material resources (machines
and equipment necessary for some activities) and human resources.
Exceptions signaled by people: Beside various automatic ways of
exception detection, the system will often report situations when it is not able
to automatically detect the exception. In such situations human intervention is
needed.

4.2.

Exception Detection

One of the problems which arise during the application of the exception
handling system is how to detect an exception. MD system can detect data
exceptions, time limit exceptions with regard to exceeding time limitations,
and resource exceptions.
Exceptions related to data can be detected in two ways. Simple exceptions
are detected by checking the value of particular data after they have been
entered by a system user or calculated by the system.
Complex exceptions related to data are the ones that are the most difficult
to detect. These exceptions are the most general type of exceptions, since
values and presence of different data and information can in certain
situations represent the exception, in some others not, which is very hard to
find out. MD system uses ASM [19] (Active Semantic Model) for the detection
of these exceptions.
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Linking the ASM system with MD system, as well as the way of exception
detection, is described in detail in [16]. At this point, we will just mention that
at the moment of entering the new information in the system (which does not
exist in the model), a conclusion mechanism of ASM [27] (based on artificial
intelligence), which is capable of classifying a new situation as an exception,
is activated. Therefore, if a certain situation has been classified as an
exception, data are sent to the expert system which afterwards makes a
decision about the actions that should be taken.
Time exceptions are detected by measuring activity duration, or measuring
the time that has passed until the available activity is taken on. Temporal
ECA rules might have been used for the description of exceptions related to
time, but, since the events whose occurrence is monitored here are quite
simple (exceeding the defined duration), there has been no need to define
complex conditions related to time intervals. These rules might be included
later in further work on the development of this system.
Time limitations that should be monitored are defined by, Limit and
Deadline, the elements of XPDL scheme. SimulationInformation is another
element within the scope of XPDL scheme which stores information related to
the simulation of workflows that are being monitored. According to the
original plan, such information should be used by the module for the
simulation of the workflow process. Since Shark does not contain this kind of
module, SimulationInformation element was used for defining the estimated
duration of the activity (element Duration) and estimated waiting time for the
activity to be taken on by human resources. These two elements, Duration
and Waiting Time, are a part of Time Estimation element. XPDL definitions
of these elements are:
<xsd:element name="SimulationInformation">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element ref=“xpdl:Cost"/>
<xsd:element ref=“xpdl:TimeEstimation"/>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="Instantiation">
<xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:NMTOKEN">
<xsd:enumeration value="ONCE"/>
<xsd:enumeration value="MULTIPLE"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
</xsd:attribute>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element name="TimeEstimation">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element ref=“xpdl:WaitingTime" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element ref=“xpdl:WorkingTime" minOccurs="0"/>
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<xsd:element ref=“xpdl:Duration" minOccurs="0"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
Previously mentioned time limitations are monitored by means of time
management module which is the constituent part of MD system. This
module functions on the basis of checking violations of time limitations at
regular time intervals. A time interval is adjustable.
Besides the information entered at the modeling time of the workflow, MD
system uses the information obtained during the execution of the workflow
process. Execution time and the acceptance time are monitored for each
activity and the data are then stored in the database. At the moment of
checking whether an activity has violated the predefined time limit, besides
the time defined in the model, the times previously stored in the database
(real times) are used too. The mean value of the times from the database is
compared with current time.
In case the anticipated time has passed, it is considered that an exception
has arisen.
Exceptions related to resources are detected by means of a special
resource management module, which is linked with MD system. In case that
a resource is no longer available, the resource management module
immediately sends an appropriate message to MD system. MD system will
automatically check whether that resource is used by any activities in the
current process instances. If there is such an activity, it is considered that an
exception occurs and the mechanism for its handling is activated. Resources
in the process are defined by means of MdResource element, which is
integrated in XPDL scheme. This element is a part of Activity element. XPDL
definitions of added elements are:
<xsd:element name="Activity">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
...
<xsd:element ref="xpdl:MdResources"
minOccurs="0"/>
</xsd:sequence>
...
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element name="MdResources">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element ref="xpdl:MdResource" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
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<xsd:element name="MdResource">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element ref="xpdl:Description" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element ref="xpdl:MdResourceAttributes"
minOccurs="0"/>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="Id" type="xsd:NMTOKEN"
use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Name" type="xsd:string"/>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>

4.3.

Exception Handling

XPDL definition, which has been created by graphical process editor, is sent
to the system core (execution engine). The system core is responsible for
creating process instance (based on the process definition), and also for the
process execution i.e. forwarding activities to corresponding resources.
As soon as an exception is detected, both the process definition and the
exception cause are sent to the expert system. We use expert system
created via JESS expert system shell [12]. This is the Java rule based
system, created in Sandia National Laboratories, from Livermore, California.
In the expert system Meta rules come first.
WfMS system can administer processes from different application
domains, such as government, hospitals or manufacturing. Since the
domains can be diverse, the predefined rules for solving the run time
exceptions needn’t be the constituent parts of the expert system. According
to that, there are Meta rules which are to decide whether there is the domain
knowledge for a particular exceptional case or not.
If an exception related to data is in question, it can happen that a system
does not contain enough data for the expert system to draw a conclusion. In
such cases the user is granted the right to enter additional data. In such
situations, the system user is asked certain questions by defined domain
rules. Answering the questions, the user provides the expert system with
information necessary for drawing a conclusion. Since the questions are
domain specific, certain rules are invoked only if the domain they are defined
for is in question.
Considering the casting machining, there are certain rules which are
capable of handling exceptions which occur due to the irregularities in casting
structure. Therefore, the first question that is posed is whether it is the
irregularity of the casting structure. If that is the case, the further questions
which enable a more detailed exception description are posed. On the basis
of the answers obtained, the expert system is capable of solving the problem.
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If an exception has been detected by means of a control parameter, it may
become necessary that a human participant enters some additional data,
which provides a more detailed description of a particular exception.
Therefore, certain rules are developed for asking process specific questions
that a human participant has to answer.
Since the expert system is linked with WfMS, the human participant is not
even aware of this internal communication. The user is asked questions only
if the expert system does not contain enough information to draw a
conclusion. If the expert system contains rules for solving a certain problem,
then the facts necessary for drawing conclusions are known. The questioning
mechanism is devised to enable entering such facts.
The expert system encompasses two defined classes (defftemplate):
question (representing questions which the user is asked), and answer (for
user's answers).
(deftemplate question
(slot type)
(slot text)
(slot ident)
(multislot valid)
)
(deftemplate answer
(slot ident)
(slot text)
)
Both the set of posed questions and the set of offered answers depend on
the problem that is being solved. For example, in order to demonstrate the
application of MD system (pump making), the following questions out of the
set of questions were posed:
(defrule is-a-hole
=>
(assert (question (type yes-no) (text "Is it a
cavity?") (ident cavity) (valid yes no)))
)
(defrule porousness
(answer (ident cavity) (text ?d))
=>
(if (eq ?d yes) then
(assert (question (type multi) (text "How
large is porousness?") (ident porous) (valid large
medium small)))
else
(assert (answer (ident no-solution) (text
no-solution)))
)
)
(defrule load-pump-rules
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(answer (ident cavity) (text yes))
(answer (ident porousness) (text ?por))
=>
(clear)
(batch pump_rules.clp)
)
These questions are posed during the cast processing if a user detects a
hole which can’t be repaired by further lathe processing.
If the expert system has the domain knowledge for this kind of exception,
then the whole process definition (Java objects) is sent to it. These objects
are recorded into the facts base of the expert system. In addition to the
process definition, expert system receives the data related to the specific
process instance within which the exception occurred, as well as the
exception description, no matter whether it was generated automatically or by
a user.
The expert system offers two types of solutions: the first type of solutions
refers to the specific process instance and the second type of solutions refers
to process definition.
Disregarding the solution type, the expert system creates a new process
definition. This definition, conditioned by a particular problem, may contain
some new activities added by the expert system, or may delete some old
ones. The fact that the exception can affect future activities within the same
workflow may be also taken into consideration. New process definition is sent
back to the WfMS system. Together with the process definition, expert
system forwards data defined for particular process instance.
The workflow instance, within which an exception has occurred, is in the
meantime suspended, and its execution stopped. The new process instance
is automatically created on the basis of the new process definition coming
from the expert system. The new process instance is automatically processed
to the workflow part within which the exception has occurred. From then on
the execution of the workflow continues according to the new workflow
definition.
If the newly created solution affects the remaining process instances (for
example, the machine that is going to be used in further activities is out of
order), then the remaining process instances derived from the old process
definition are modified too. This happens only if the particular process
instance hasn’t come yet to the activity within which the problems are
detected. If that activity has already been executed, the modification of the
process definition is not necessary.
The old process definition remains the constituent part of the WfMS and
may be used later. Whether the new process definition or the old one will be
used depends both on the type of exception and the expert system
conclusions. These conclusions are stored in the data base. The data base
also contains the new process definition and the old one, information whether
the changes are to be applied only to the current process instance, all the
new instances or to the instances whose execution has not come to a
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particular activity yet. The transfer of the information from the expert system
to MD system is performed by means of a special class which contains
previously mentioned data.
New rules for solving some new problems can be defined within the expert
system at any time. New rules can be added to the rule database
independently from the WfMS because they are not directly related to the
system. Consequently, the WFMS can be applied in new domains and the
knowledge about the predictable problems within the system can be modified
and adjusted.
The set of solutions which the expert system proposes will grow in time in
accordance with the extension of the knowledge domain. In spite of that, new
exceptions, for which the solution does not exist, will arise. In that case,
WfMS allows the system user to offer a solution himself.
If the problem for which the Expert System doesn’t have the solution
occurs, the graphic process editor is opened and the actual process definition
is automatically loaded. In that case, the user is granted the right to modify
the process in order to find a solution to the problem. The procedure after the
new process has been defined in this way is similar to the one after the
solution has been offered by an Expert system. The new process definition is
sent back to the WfMS, which automatically applies new process instance
(derived from the new process definition), and the data from the earlier
process instance are still present.
Let’s take a look at the example of processing mechanical part of great
dimensions. Let’s assume that there is only one machine available in the
factory for processing such a big part. If that machine were out of order, an
exception in the process would occur since the activity of lathe processing
couldn’t be performed. In that case solutions can be different, ranging from
waiting for the mechanical part to be repaired, to sending the part to a
business partner to process it. If there aren’t rules in the system which will
handle this exception, the user can choose the option of opening the editor
with process definition. Then the user, at his own discretion, can change the
process. Since the process instance that is being executed is in question, the
activity that is being performed is marked in the open process. It is up to the
user to adjust the process to new circumstances. In this case it means that
the new activities related to processing the part by a business partner will be
added. After he has devised a new process definition, the user should also
define the data related to the application of the new process definition. These
data are the ones that the expert system issues at the moment of automatic
problem solution (whether the new definition applies to all the instances or
just to the current one).

5.

An example

As an example we will observe pump making process in the pump factory.
The simplified schema of the whole process is shown in the figure 2.
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The pump impeller is usually made from the casting, which is afterwards
processed on cutting machine tools until the final form is obtained. A problem
in pump making process can occur due to the inappropriate casting process,
which may result in obtaining the casting with cavities. Manufacturing the
pump from such a casting cannot be continued until some corrections have
been made. Corrections (if it is possible for the part to be corrected) are
made by filling the cavities by welding.
Visual irregularity detection in the casting structure is not usually possible
until the process comes to cutting. Only after the removing of material layers
has started, the irregularities can be detected. In that case the cutting process
stops.
Depending on the material porosity, an engineer makes a decision whether
the part will be overhauled or declared as waste.
The following activities can be used for overhauling the part: inserting a
new element, welding, filling the cavities with glass water or multimetal.
The decision regarding which of the aforementioned activities will be used
depends on the cavities dimension and conditions of utilization.

Start

Entering
characteirstics

Material
supplying

Cutting

Requirement
receiving

Customer
confirmation

Completing

Requirement
for production

Milling

.......

Fig. 2. Example of a pump making process.

Welding process is preceded by digging the material i.e. broadening the
hole. This means that two new activities, digging and welding, are added
before lathe process. Therefore, the original process is extended with two
new activities. After these two activities, the execution of the workflow
continues according to the previous plan (figure 3).
Consequently, the XPDL process definition is modified and sent back to
the system core which continues the execution of the process according to
the new process definition. The new process definition is applied only in that
particular instance without affecting other instances of the same process.
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The following example refers to exception detection using the control
parameter whose value is entered by a user. After the exception has been
detected, the questioning mechanism, enabling a more detailed description of
the situation, is activated. According to that, in the cavity case, the user first
marks that the cavity has been detected, and then he is questioned about its
dimension. On the basis of the information obtained, the new rules, which
decide the way the problem will be solved, are applied. The modified process
definition is sent back to WfMS according to the scheme which has already
been presented.

Start
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Entering
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Material
supplying

Requirement
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Customer
confirmation

Completing

Requirement
for production

Cutting

Milling

.......

Fig. 3. Changed pump making process.

Knowledge base for resolving this problem is:
(defrule welding1 "porousness corrects by welding”
?f <- (answer (ident cavity) (text yes)); entered by
user
(answer (ident porousness) (text large)); entered by
user
(answer (ident place) (text accessible));entered by
user
(Process-data (fluid-type ?type) (temperature ?t))
(test (or (and (eq ?type water) (> ?t 120)) (eq
?type acid)))
=>
(assert (action welding))
(assert (place before current))
(retract ?f)
)
(defrule welding2 " porousness corrects by welding"
?f <(answer (ident cavity) (text yes)) ;entered by
user
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(answer (ident porousness) (text large))
;entered by user
(answer (ident place) (text accessible))
;entered by user
(answer (ident part-type) (text rotational))
;entered by user
=>
(assert (action welding))
(assert (place before current))
(retract ?f)
)
(defrule navarivanje3 "porousness corrects by welding"
?f <(answer (ident cavity) (text yes)) ;entered by
user
(answer (ident porousness) (text large))
;entered by user
(answer (ident place) (text accessible))
;entered by user
(answer (ident stress) (text dynamical))
;entered by user
=>
(assert (action welding))
(assert (place before current))
(retract ?f)
)
(defrule reject1
(answer (ident cavity) (text yes))
(answer (ident porousness) (text large))
(answer (ident stress) (text dynamical))
(answer (ident place) (text inaccessible))
=>
(assert (answer (ident reject) (text part-rejected)))
)
(defrule welding-change-process
(action welding)
(place before current);place for inserting new
activities.
(current-activity ?x); current activity id
(process-definition-id ?processDefId);process Id from
XPDL definition
=>
(bind ?prevAct (get-previous-activities ?x));list of
previous activities
(bind ?packageDefinition (fetch PackageDefinition));
XPDL package definition
(bind ?activities (get-activities-from-process
?processDefId)); all process activities (list of Java
classes(
(bind ?process (get-process-from-definition
?processDefId)); Java object of process
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(bind ?transitions (call ?process get
"Transitions")); list of Java objects with transitions
between acitivities
(bind ?currentAct (call ?activities getActivity (getactivity-definition-id ?x))); Java object with current
acitivity
(bind ?prevActObject (call ?activities getActivity
?prevAct)) ;Java object with previous activity
(bind ?b1 (call org.enhydra.jawe.MisicProba
createActivity "raskopavanje" "raskopavanje"
?activities ?process "Opis" 1 ""
"FreeTextExpressionParticipant" 1 1 "" "" ""
nil));Java object for new activity
(bind ?b2 (call org.enhydra.jawe.MisicProba
createActivity "navarivanje" "navarivanje"
?activities ?process "Opis" 1 ""
"FreeTextExpressionParticipant" 1 1 "" "" "" nil))
;Java object for new activity
(call ?activities add ?b1)
(call ?activities add ?b2)
(bind ?tNew1 (call Utility createTransition
?transitions ?prevActObject ?b1)); new transition
(bind ?tNew2 (call Utility createTransition
?transitions ?b1 ?b2)) ; new transition
(bind ?tNew3 (call Utility createTransition
?transitions ?b2 ?currentAct)) ; new transition
(call ?transitions add ?tNew1); adding new transition
to list of all transitions
(call ?transitions add ?tNew2)
(call ?transitions add ?tNew3)
(call Utility removeTransition ?prevActObject
?currentAct ?transitions); removing unnecessary
transition
(bind ?strategy (call org.enhydra.jawe.MisicProba
createStrategyClass ?processDefId ?process
?currentProcess ?currentActivity "change"
"CURRENT_INSTANCE_ONLY")); creating an object of class
;strategy with information about using new process
;instance. Attributes are: old XPDL process definition,
;new XPDL process definition, Java object with current
;process instance, java object with current activity
;instance, change type, and fact that new process
;definition should apply to current instance only
)
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6.

Conclusion

Today's workflow management systems are not so robust because they lack
the capability to handle exceptions which lead to the deviation of the
workflow from the pre defined workflow model. If a workflow management
system is capable of handling the exceptions, it means that the exceptions
have become the constituent part of it at build time of workflow definition.
Such systems use special process defining languages which have the
constructions for exceptions handling built in.
MD system, which is presented in this paper, treats the exception handling
a little differently. We have tried to extend the existing WfMS without
changing it radically. Therefore, we have linked the system core to the
separate expert shell capable of defining rules for handling exceptions. Any
system can be extended in similar way.
Now it is possible to define exceptions independently from the main
workflow. Consequently, the workflow is no longer overloaded with redundant
information. Furthermore, since WfMS can be applied to different
environments, it has become easy to add new rules for handling the
exceptions under new conditions, and this contributes to scalability of the
system. On the other hand, the practical application of the WfMS will lead to
the extension of the existing exception handling knowledge. The proposed
workflow model makes the extension of the existing system possible without
affecting the WfMS core. In that way, the system acquires modularity which
enables it to be applicable in various domains. When applying the WfMS in a
completely new domain, it is necessary only to define the knowledge base of
the Expert system. Modification of the knowledge domain does not affect the
system core.
The exception handling system can resolve controversial situations in
different ways. Depending on its expert knowledge, the WfMS can be
extended in such a way that it becomes capable of handling various
exceptions. Therefore, some new activities can be added, or the existing
ones modified or deleted. The thorough analysis of the workflow enables us
not only to predict the influence the exception will have on future activities,
but also to make proper corrective actions in advance.
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Abstract. Negative-positive-neutral logic provides an alternative
framework for fuzzy cognitive maps development and decision
analysis. This paper reviews basic notion of NPN logic and NPN
relations and proposes adaptive approach to causality weights
assessment. It employs linguistic models of causality weights activated
by measurement-based fuzzy cognitive maps’ concepts values. These
models allow for quasi-dynamical adaptation to the change of concepts
values, providing deeper understanding of possible side effects. Since
in the real-world environments almost every decision has its
consequences, presenting very valuable portion of information upon
which we also make our decisions, the knowledge about the side
effects enables more reliable decision analysis and directs actions of
decision maker.
Keywords: Fuzzy Cognitive Maps; Negative-Positive-Neutral Logic;
Linguistic Preferences; Decision Analysis.

1.

Introduction

In the mid-seventies Axelrod [1] proposed representational framework for
causal knowledge, namely cognitive maps (CM). Although essentially
important this framework has relatively rigid structure. This is due to the fixed
(“minus-plus”: (-, 0, +) or (-1, 0, +1)) causality measures between concepts.
Such structure hardly could capture dynamical behavior of the systems.
Further progress in this field provided Kosko in the mid-eighties [2], proposing
non-rigid measures of concepts causality. Basic causal relationship between
concepts can be described not only as “increasing” or “decreasing”, what
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“plus” and “minus” means in original cognitive maps setting, but also as
“increasing to some degree” and “decreasing to some degree”. These
measures can be expressed and assessed by human experts in numbers as
well as by words (with deeper meaning), depending on subjective experience,
beliefs and practice. In the most cases this kind of measures usually obey
certain mathematical laws which classify them as fuzzy measures. Hence,
such framework with non-rigid structure for causal knowledge representation
is called fuzzy cognitive maps (FCM). These causal schemes, which allow
propagation of causality, represent a system behavior in an adaptive way,
depicting situations in given environment more realistic.
In general, systems modeling requires high level of expertise to properly
identify and represent complex interrelationships between their elements in
order to achieve stable operation. Such state represents equilibrium of the
system. One of the well known approach to aggregating multicriteria to
provide an overall decision function on system behavior includes diferent
classes of ordered weighted aggregation (OWA) operators [8]. However,
OWA operators in their definition suggest ordered, permuted position of the
weights, instead of direct association with each particular criteria (attribute,
system variable). Although reaching equilibrium in the physical system may
resemble an aggregation of different criteria, which provides the sort of
"optimal balance" of the system, it does not assume an arbitrary layout and
interconnection of the system's elements and their corresponding weighted
links. In other words, systems are connected sets of elements that behave as
a whole, and therefore causally dependent. Furthermore, according to the
nature of the physical systems and, consequently, their behavior, the
sequence of parameters tuning requires more or less strict interdependent
order, which does not assume property of symmetry. Also, the system's
components are interlinked, and links represent their weighted dependency,
described by so-called connection matrix, where the sum of (all) weights is
not necessarily equal to one (wi  1). In such situation FCM's
representational framework can provide necessary multicriteria analysis of a
(complex) systems.
Since FCMs model systems, we cannot expect that precise tuning of one
element will not, in some sense, negatively effect other elements disabling
their perfect tuning. That is, we can only approximately or more or less
accurately for the best, tune the elements in order to achieve optimal
operation of a system as a whole. Therefore, it is of a big importance to
measure such effects that “negatively” affect the elements (concepts) of a
system, directing our actions toward achieving optimality and balance. By the
end of eighties of the last century, Zhang et al. [3] presented generic
approach to cognitive map development and decision analysis and
introduced negative-positive-neutral (NPN) logic, which provide the basics for
reasoning with logic values from [-1, 1] interval and modeling of negative or,
so-called, “side effect” of decisions.
In the original setting of FCMs theory it is stated that causal weights
between concepts are constant and only the concepts values change in time
[2], [4]. This holds even in the case of concepts that are difficult to measure,
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such as social, socioeconomic, geographical, medical, military, political, etc.
Values of these mostly perception-based concepts also change in time.
However, the strength of influence of one concept over another may change
in time as well. This fact represents the leading motivation for the research
work directed to develop more adaptive framework of FCMs (based on NPN
logic). Such more realistic FCM based model of system behavior should
include preferential and time-dependent causal weights. For instance,
engineering problems usually deal with measurement-based concepts, some
of which are time-varying. But independently of their dynamics and direction
of causal relationships, intensity of causal dependence may have its own
dynamics too. This issue is recognized as the crucial one for adaptive and
reliable behavior of decision making [5-8], [27], [29-31], control problems [9],
[10] and agent systems [11]. Several approaches are proposed, which include
modifications of the Pool2 algorithm [9], [10], [12], neural networks [13-15]
and genetic algorithms [13], [16], [17].
This paper presents more adaptive application of FCMs based on NPN
logic modeling framework. The approach itself combines NPN logic based
FCMs with linguistic models of causality weights to achieve their quasidynamical adaptation to the change of measurement-based values of FCM
concepts. Next section briefly reviews notion of NPN logic and NPN relations.
The third section introduces fuzzy models of FCM causality weights and
incorporates them in the framework of NPN logic based reasoning. Finally, a
short discussion of presented approach is provided.

2.

Theory of NPN logic and NPN relations

We recall that FCMs are signed, fuzzy weighted and directed graphs with
feedback [2], [4]. The concept nodes Ci are fuzzy sets or even fuzzy systems.
In general, FCM’s concept nodes may stand for states, variables, events,
actions, goals, values, trends of the system it models. The links, or edges,
define rules or causal flows between the concept nodes. The modeling
framework is based on determination of meaningful concepts, connecting
them to form a network, and evaluating the direction of effect of target
concept excited by the cause concept. In such networks (graphs) the directed
link (edge) wij, from causal concept Ci to target (effect) concept Cj, measures
how much Ci causes Cj. Connection n-by-n matrix W contains weights of all
edges, representing weighted causation rules of system behavior. The edges
wij take values in the fuzzy causal interval [-1, +1]. When FCM models a
physical system (for instance, machining process planning, hydroelectric
power station, scoliotic deformity, etc.) each concept node is characterized by
a number in the interval 0, 1. Such concept values are the result either of
the normalization of the real value of the system’s characteristics or
membership degree of the real value (sensory readings, actual
measurements) to the fuzzy set which describes the system’s characteristics
[18]. The latter holds for the concept nodes that represent fuzzy systems, as
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well. However, one of the most essential parts in a FCM modeling is
determination of causal links between the nodes, including their strengths.
One must have in mind that initially set weights, acquired in different ways
(e.g. assessed by experts), may change and different weight sets can
produce the same equilibrium situation [9], [29].
(F)CMs draw causal relationships between system’s nodes, describing their
mutual dependability and enabling what-if inference on a given situation.
When value of one or more concept (reference, input) nodes changes, the
map is excited and starts adjusting the values of all other nodes, according to
the selected threshold function, until it settles down to equilibrium [4], [9],
[10], [19]. This updating process uses both, concept values and causal
weights.
In the real-world environments almost every decision has its
consequences, presenting very valuable portion of information upon which
we also make our decisions. FCM modeling framework involves negative
edge weights as well, usually in multivalent [-1, +1] interval. In order to
measure the magnitude of consequences we need more than three trivalent
interval values -1, 0, +1 of logic variables [1], [20]. NPN fuzzy logic theory
is multi-valued logic based on six classes of values [3], [21]. Three individual
classes assume values from [-1,0), {0}, and (0,+1] intervals, and three
compound classes of values: (0, P) indicates there is no induced negative
relationship and positive relationship has a strength P, (N, 0) indicates there
is no induced positive relationship and negative relationship has a strength N,
and (N, P) indicates that object i has both positive and negative relationships
to object j with negative relationship of a strength N, and positive relationship
of a strength P. The third compound value pair (a, b) is the most
informational and fully describes the side effect, which measures under what
mutual conditions between concepts FCM settles down in equilibrium.
Any NPN logic value can be represented as an ordered pair in [-1, 1]  [-1,
1]. The NEG, AND, and OR functions for both NPN crisp and fuzzy logics can
be compactly described by the following three logic equations:
NEG(x, y) = (NEG(y), NEG(x)) ,
(x, y)  (u, v) = (min(x  u, x  v, y  u, y  v),

(1)

max(x  u, x  v, y  u, y  v)) ,

(2)

(x, y) OR (u, v) = (min(x, u), max(y, v)) .

(3)

The star operator () in (2) stands for a general conjunction operator that
may be any T-norm extended from the interval [0, 1] to [-1, 1]. The extension
is made as follows:
x  y = sign(x) sign(y)(x  y) ,

(4)

where x and y are singleton NPN values (fuzzy or crisp).
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For the sake of briefness we will introduce the following definitions of NPN
fuzzy relations, their transitivity and (heuristic) transitive closure, which play
important role in reasoning with NPN relations, and skip some other formal
definitions, which one can look for in [3], [22-25].
The following definition is an extension of classical fuzzy (binary) relation
[22-25], which ensures assigning of NPN compound logic values to a NPN
fuzzy (binary) relation as an ordered pair of negative, positive or neutral
values:
Definition: An NPN fuzzy (binary) relation R in X  Y, where X =
xi and Y = yj are finite sets, is a collection of ordered pairs or
a subset of X  Y characterized by a membership function R (xi ,
yj) that associates with each ordered pair (xi , yj) a strength of
relation between xi and yj using an NPN fuzzy logic value.
One of the very important sources of imprecision in complex systems is
related to a transition behavior [4]. The effect of (imprecise) information
propagation through a system may have significant influence on final
decision-making, depending on weights of connections between concept
nodes of a system’s network. Next definition provides formal description of
max- transitivity property of NPN relations:
Definition: An NPN relation R (crisp or fuzzy) in X  X, where X
= x1 , x2 , ..., x n is finite set, is NPN (max-) transitive iff, for all
i, j, and k, 0 < i, j, k  n,

R (xi , xk)  max (R (xi , xj)  R (xj , xk)) .

(5)

xj

Since the connections between system’s concepts can be established by
different relations we need to compose two or more relations in order to
model information propagation, in FCMs usually represented by a fuzzy chain
[2], [22-24] , [26]. The (max-) composition of two NPN relations R  X  Y
and Q  Y  Z, denoted by R  Q , is defined by:

μR

Q

 max (R (x, y)  Q (y, z)), x  X, y  Y, z  Z ,

(6)

y

and can be extended to n-fold composition denoted as R n = R  R  ...  R .



Definition: The transitive closure R of an NPN relation R (crisp
or fuzzy) in X, is the smallest (max-) transitive NPN relation
containing R . Since the NPN logics used for transitive closure
computation can be considered as a set of rules (heuristics),
such closure is called a heuristic transitive closure (HTC) of R .
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Using an heuristic path searching algorithm [3] we can find the possible
and the most effective paths from one concept to another. That means, we
can find the paths between elements (concept nodes) of FCM with the
strongest negative and positive side effects that constrain decision making,
according to the above two definitions.

3.

Fuzzy Modeling of Causal Weights

When dealing with physical systems concepts’ values usually are
measurement-based. In certain cases experts rely on their experience and
perception of current situation, assessing the concepts’ values in imprecise
manner (e.g. "approximately 5"). Also, some of precisely measured, obtained
or assessed concepts values experts use to convert to less precise
classification groups assigning to it descriptive degree of belonging. On the
other side, the degrees of causal dependence between concepts in practice
are almost with no exceptions qualitatively assessed. The meaning of the
words of natural language used for degrees of causal relationships depend on
context, domain, and nature of the related concepts. In the most cases just a
few words are used to quantify a causal dependence (e.g., weak, medium,
strong) and a couple of words for modifiers (e.g., very, extremely, a little,
not_so, fairly).
Let W be a set of linguistic labels used for quantification of causal weights,
namely W = (W1, W2, ..., Wk), defined over domain X, i.e., Wi  P (X), i  Nk,
where P (X) denote a power set of X. Each fuzzy set Wi, i  Nk is defined by
its membership function W(x): X  [0,1]. Also, let M = (M1, M2, ..., Mr) be a
set of modifiers, i.e. unary operators (acting on a fuzzy set, transforming a
fuzzy set into another one in the same universe), which may modify linguistic
weights Wi  P (X), i  Nk for each x  X by the equation:
M

W(x) = M(W(x)) ,

(7)

where MW  P (X) denotes linguistic value obtained by applying modifier M to
the weight W. The set of all modified weights is denoted as M W. Typically,
modifier “very” is defined as M(a) = a2, and “a little” or “not_so” or “fairly” as
M(a) = a , where a  [0,1]. Of course, for such modifiers we can use other
appropriate operators instead. Generally, modifier is called strong if M(a) < a,
weak if M(a) > a, and identity modifier if M(a) = a, for a  [0,1]. Thus, each
linguistic weight is a subset of M W, i.e., W  M W , and has a following
structure:
S = W, M .
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We may assume that there exist a mapping between values of the concept
Ci and the concept Cj. It may be a functional dependency between cause
concept Ci and target concept Cj of the form Cj=f(Ci). Function f may have
very complex form, empirically defined or unknown. Also, it may be a
relational dependency between cause concept Ci and target concept Cj of the
form Cj=R(Ci), where relation R may be crisp or fuzzy. Experts usually do not
provide the definition of such mapping, no matter whether they know it or not.
Quite often they rely on recommendation, provided in the form of tables, and
to the great extent on their personal experience and belief. Therefore,
functional or relational dependence between concepts experts apt to causally
describe using linguistic weights. Such linguistic weights are context
dependent and often of quasi-dynamic nature. In some cases, while certain
value resides within one particular interval of its domain expert will evaluate
in one way, but he or she will use different quantifier when concept changes
its state to another interval (Fig.1). That is, to achieve the preferred goals of
the (physical) system, represented by the equilibrium point (state), causal
weights need to be feasibly updated according to the function and operational
characteristics of the system.

Fig. 1. Possible types of mappings between FCM concept nodes

When deal with measurement-based concept values we usually can gather
enough data from direct measurements, archives or recommendation to
create data patterns. Also, permissible sets of concepts’ values are known. In
order to establish fuzzy models of causal weights between concepts we are
supposed to cluster given sets of data patterns into classes [25]. The number
of classes should be the same as the number of basic linguistic quantifiers
which experts use to evaluate system’s causal relationships (Fig.1). If
needed, basic linguistic quantifiers can be modified by appropriate modifier
during any stage of decision analysis process. Thus, the number of clustering
classes is c = W , and the number of possible linguistic labels in a term set
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T = M W is t = M W . Schematically, (type-1) fuzzy model based causal
effect of concept node Ci to concept node Cj is shown in Figure 2, for both
increasing or positive (Fig.2(a)) and decreasing or negative (Fig.2(b)) causal
relationship.
Total effect of concept Ci to concept Cj is achieved via all paths from Ci to
Cj. The sequence of concepts C = (Ci, C1, C2, ..., Cj) is called chain, namely,
NPN fuzzy chain (Fig.3). The strength of the chain is defined by *composition of chain elements strength, i.e. by *-composition of pairs (Ck,
Ck+1), kNn-1:

C (x) = (C1, C2) * (C2, C3) * ... * (Ck-1, Ck) .

(9)

Fig. 2. Fuzzy model based causal weigh

Fig. 3. Fuzzy model based NPN fuzzy chain

Since more than one chain (path) can be established between two nodes in
FCM, in general case (Fig.4), for the most important, in the sense of the most
causally effective path, we choose the strongest one defined by max-*
composition (Eq.6).
The causal connection between concepts is established by fuzzy models,
which are fuzzy rules. Therefore we apply the same reasoning mechanism as
for SISO (single input, single output) systems [25], [28]. Each causal
linguistically weighted link is the fuzzy rule of the form:
IF
THEN
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where C is crisp variable represented by a FCM concept defined over domain
DC, and V is a value (current state) of variable and V  DC ; DC denotes a
fuzzified domain obtained upon permissible set of concepts’ real values.
Rules (10) are relations R k, k Nq in a space DC  X, defined as:

Fig. 4. Fuzzy model based NPN fuzzy multiple chains

R k(DC, X) = {(Vk, Wk), Vk  DC , Wk  M W },
M

M

(11)

and membership function

R k (v, x) = M(W k (v, x)) ,
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defines a strength of causal link, where M is modifying unary operator.
The strength of the NPN fuzzy chain (individual causal path P) defined by
Eq.(9) is *-composition of partial relations (11):
R

(P)

q

=  Rk ,

(13)

k 1

and corresponding membership function is:

R

(P)

(Ci , Cj) =  (R
t

k

(Ci, Ct ), R

k

(C t , C j )) .

(14)

The global relation R represents the strongest individual causal path of
concept Ci to concept Cj defined by max-composition (denoted by ):
r

R =  R
j 1

(P )
j

(15)

,

of the total strength:
m

R (Ci , Cj) =  R
k 1

(P)

(Ci , Cj) .

(16)

k

As the result of fuzzy relation R we obtain the lower and the upper bound
value of NPN logic value pair (a, b), which count side-effect that defines
conditions of equilibrium in a system.

Illustrative example
Let's suppose that a physical system is modeled by the FCM shown in Figure
5. Its concept nodes represent distinctive measurement-based
characteristics. Also, mutual dependence between two causal nodes may be
of different nature, assuming that representational schemes include
functional, relational and empirical modes. Consequently, fuzzification
algorithms may vary, respecting the basic requirement to produce a term set
of a linguistic causal weights, in this case W = (Low, Medium, High). We
adopt the following set of modifiers: M = (Very, Fairly, I), with usual
definitions for modifiers Very and Fairly, where Very(a) = a2 and Fairly(a) =

a , a  [0,1], and I represents identity modifier I (a) = a, for a  [0,1].
The corresponding term set is T = M W . For the sake of simplicity, without
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the loss of generality, the most of the causal weights in the Figure 5 are
shown as resulting membership grades, rather than fuzzy models.

Fig. 5. NPN FCM with linguistic causal weights assessment

Also, let concept node C1 be a reference (input) node, and concept node
C2 be an output node. Assuming that we are interesting in making a decision
on control action over concept node C2 when excite concept node C1, we
start "what-if" analysis by identifying the fuzzy chains which describe the
possible paths from C1 to C2 using heuristic path searching algorithm [3].
Among all these paths we calculate the most effective one that provides the
largest side effect by applying Eqs.(11)-(16). For the given physical system
corresponding connection matrix is:
In this case we have chosen max-prod (max-dot) transitivity composition
for the output node, defined by Eqs. (5) and (6). Identified the most effective
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heuristic paths are shown in the Table 1 and the compound values of
heuristic transitive max-prod closure are shown in the Table 2. If we are
interested how to most effectively increase the value (i.e. to perform a control
or decision action) of concept node C2, which can be thought as increasing
the speed or temperature, then we conclude that the most effective is the
path 1-6-4-2, which provides the highest positive compound value 0.140, with
the strongest side effect -0.084, caused through the chain 1-6-4-3-2.

W

0
0
0  0.2  0.7 
 0


0
0
0
0.8
  0.2 0


0
.
5

0
.
6
0
0
0
.
1
0



 0.6  0.5  0.5 0
0
0 
 0

0.3
0
0
0
 0.5


0
0
0.4
0
0 
 0

.

(17
)

The change of the initial concept nodes' values, affects causal weights to
modify according to their mutual physical dependency. Such changes may
generate new causal weights using the approach described above. That is,
connection matrix (17) changes using the set of modifiers M, as presented by
matrix (18). The most effective heuristic paths changed, as well as the
compound values of heuristic transitive max-prod closure (Tables 3 and 4).

W

0
0
0
0
 0.2  Fairly(0.7)  0.84 



0
0
0
0
0.8
  Very (0.2)  0.04



 0.5
 Very (0.6)  0.36
0
0
0.1
0
 

0.6
 0.5
 0.5
0
0
0


0
Fairly(0.3)  0.55
0
0
0
 Fairly(0.5)  0.71



0
0
0
Fairly(0.4)  0.63
0
0



(18)

.
Now we can notice that performing a control or decision action over the
concept node C2 is again the most effective through the path 1-6-4-2, but with
increased overall benefits. The positive compound value is increased for
almost 90% and reached 0.265, while the side effect, increased for about
31% at level of -0.110, is caused through the another path, 1-5-2. In the first
setting of the hypothetical physical system the desired effect is caused before
the side effect, since the side effect chain is longer, but in the modified
setting the side effect is caused before the desired effect, for the same
reason.
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4.

Conclusions

We have presented some of preliminary results of the research work related
to the adaptive causality weights assessment. It is based on application of
linguistic preferences and their fuzzy models. In this approach system
behavior analysis uses linguistic causality weights constructed upon
measurement-based concepts values and their known dependences. This
way causality weights are assessed indirectly, activating fuzzy models by
current state concepts values. In this approach the nature of concept
dependency is captured by clustering measurement-based data into
appropriate groups. To each group we assign a label of expert’s linguistic
preference used to describe the system behavior. Linguistic models quasidynamically tune the causation weights and allow for their propagation
through NPN logic fuzzy chains. The lower and upper bound of NPN logic
compound values enable measurement of side effect, which in turn provides
the basis for deeper understanding of system behavior and more reliable
decision analysis.
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Abstract. This paper describes a testing conducted on a private
IP/MPLS network of a Telecom operator during service introduction.
We have applied DiffServ and E-LSP policies for bandwidth allocation
for predefined classes of service (voice, video, data and VPN). We
used a traffic generator to create the worst possible situations during
the testing, and measured QoS for individual services. UML
considerations about NGN structure and packet networks traffic testing
are also presented using the deployment, class and state diagrams.
Testing results are given in tabular and graphical forms, and the
conclusions derived will be subsequently used as a basis for defining
the stochastic traffic generator/simulator.
Keywords: Network testing; IP/MPLS; DiffServ; Traffic generator;
Worst case; UML.

1.

Introduction

Development of telecommunication market and technologies caused
transformation of networks specialized for dedicated service into multiservice
networks (voice, video, data, L2 and L3 virtual private networks-VPNs)
across the common infrastructure and unique service handling. Decisive
influence to this transformation had the implementation of new technologies
in the networks of telecommunication operators (see Fig. 1) and adoption of
internet protocol (IP) core in next generation networks (NGN).
Real-time network services, e.g. telephony, video or multimedia service,
which will prevail in the near future, are very dependent on variation of
quality of service (QoS) parameters (delay, jitter and packet loss). The NGN
convergence toward an unique network architecture offers capability of a
flexible, on-demand and dynamic, bandwidth allocation for specific service
classes. This fact means that there is no need to oversize bandwidth
allocated for voice and video traffic, while the data service bandwidth suffers
from deficiency of network resources [1].

Živko Bojović, Emil Šećerov, and Vlado Delić

MGW - media gateway
Fig. 1. An example of NGN implementation

QoS and costs are determining factors during network design and
implementation, implying that desired QoS should be obtained at minimum
possible costs. Per service costs should be optimized according to the usage
of network resources. Specific service QoS, which network operators offer to
the end users, is the basis for Service Level Agreement (SLA) contracts
between the operators and end users. In actual IP networks, the prerequisite
for QoS policy is implementation of Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)
mechanism for bandwidth allocation. Commonly used MPLS supplied with
Traffic Engineering (TE) extension enable precise control, including the
bandwidth allocation, of network established information paths [2]. MPLS
bandwidth control mechanism prevents traffic overload condition that leads
toward increasing the delay, jitter and packet loss. TE MPLS extension
efficiently uses network resources and supports regular and balanced per
service bandwidth allocation. Efficient, on demand and dynamic, bandwidth
usage anticipates and prevents from network overload caused by burst
nature of NGN traffic. Finally, it also can guarantee QoS agreed by SLA.
However, standard MPLS-TE does not reserve per service class
bandwidth. Bandwidth allocation policy is used for aggregated services traffic
flows. Since that network operators commonly use IETF (Internet Engineering
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Task Force) Differentiated Service (DiffServ) standard that supports much
wider Class of Services (CoS) than MPLS-TE [3]. MPLS DiffServ–TE
combine advantages of both MPLS extensions (DiffServ and TE) to achieve
strict QoS guaranties while optimizing the network resources. MPLS DiffServTE aware the network with CoS configuration enabling per service class
resource reservation, service granularity for end user and QoS guaranties
defined in SLA.
Today, Class of Service support has become an indispensable function in
many of the large service provider networks because of the competitive
nature of the Internet and the diversity in customer needs. CoS support in
traditional IP routed cores has been provided by a variety of queuing and
scheduling mechanisms. This paper presents some experience in testing CoS
translation in IP/MPLS based packet network. Effects of relative and fixed
bandwidth allocation for different CoS in the bursty traffic conditions are
discussed based on experimental results. Paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives short overview of related work in the area of
telecommunication traffic and sources for the proposed UML (Unified
Modeling Language) view of the network. Section 3 is the continuation of the
introduction and presents an overview UML specification of NGN. Section 4
outlines some of the techniques put forth by the IP network to MPLS CoS
mapping over arbitrary layer-2 technology. Sections 5 describe the traffic
classes in the network that is the subject of the experiment. Section 6
describes the test environment, the tools used in conducting the experiments
and shows the results of experiments. It also gives the UML view of test
network topology and state diagram for statistical MUX that is important for
understanding the dynamics of packet networks scheduling process. Section
7 is the conclusion with some final comments.

2.

Related Work

The first papers in this field of IP communication were written with the aim to
improve the knowledge of MPLS concepts, installation, migration, operation,
inspection and troubleshooting in accordance with applicable RFC documents
[1], [2]. The effort was made to make a general review of MPLS and to
explain its functioning in telecommunication networks. In other words, the
intention was to point out all aspects of implementation, integration and
installation of MPLS infrastructure in the networks of telecom operators. The
next group of papers was based on implementation of Quality of Service
mechanisms as a critical element to solving the problems of handling the
increasing volume and disparate types of traffic seen on today's public and
private networks [3]. Whenever a mission critical application - whether voice,
video, or data - is being delivered over a network, Quality of Service traffic
shaping and policing can assist network managers in maintaining the best
network performance and good-put for applications during periods of network
congestion [7].
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As far as we know in this moment there are no available papers or other
sources of knowledge that propose UML view for the telecommunication
networks structure and behavior. According to this we are trying to initiate
work in this ICT( Information and Communication Technologies) convergence
field and the main UML sources for this paper were [4], [5] and [6].
QoS offers the following core principles: Classification and Marking,
Policing, Queuing and Dropping. Class of Service is Quality of Service
method used to manage the network during congestion as implemented in
Junos (Juniper Operating System) software [8]. It allows the network
administrator to identify the order of priority that the incoming traffic should
be processed for transmission when the switch or network is congested. As
an example, a weighted round robin (WRR) method prevents head-of-line
blocking. Juniper routers, with implemented Junos, are reliable, highperformance network operating system for routing, switching and security
features [9]. Starting from the previously mentioned, the desire of the authors
was that, in the vibrant MPLS network with a specific configuration and
implemented in the Junos software within the JUNIPER routers, examine the
behavior of these networks in some critical cases. In that sense, we made the
test scenarios whose contents and results will be listed below the text block.

3.

UML Specification of NGN

In the figure 2 there are two compartments: above is the provider core
network (CN), while below is access network (AN). In the CN there are four
types of nodes: Media Gateway (MGW), Edge Router, Core Router and
Softswitch. MGW is basically realized in hardware and its purpose is media
traffic conversion and maintaining connections (between two users or
conference call). It supports different media types for voice (PCM, ADPCM,
CELP, etc.) and video (MPEG2, MPEG4, etc.) and has the access
functionality. It also collects different user traffic and signaling from internet
data traffic (WEB, ftp, e-mail, etc.), IP phones, IPTV and circuit switched
network (analog, ISDN-Integrated Services Digital Network and GSM-Global
System for Mobile-phones). Edge router is the IP network front end
communication node used to shape users traffic demands. Core router is
traffic switch whose throughput is determined with provider traffic forecast
and Qos guarantied by the network. Softswitch is common name for access
node of pure IP users. Although in the figure 2 Softswitch is represented as a
single node it is typically realized as several hardware and software building
blocks. Communication paths between MGW, Edge router and Softswitch are
IP/gigabit Ethernet, where several routers can be connected to single MGW.
Edge router is also connected to at least two Core routers. With this
redundant connectivity two engineering goals are achieved: reliability and
load sharing. For the purpose of maximal reliability core routers are fully
connected, that is marked with cardinality “all” in the figure 2. Access network
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supports all of the today available user devices, but it is expected that IP
access will prevail in the near future.
deployment IP/MPLS Netw ork

IP/MPLS/ge
network

«IP/ge»

1..*

«device»
Edge Router
M320

1..*

«MPLS/IP/ge»

1..*

2..*

«device»
Core Router
T640
all

all

«IP/ge»
1..*

1

«device»
Softsw itch

«device»
MGW
IAD

IP Access

1
IPphone/IPTV/data
«ADSL»
0..*

«MPLS/IP/ge»

SDH

1

1
IPphone/IPTV/data
«ADSL»

«TDM»

«device» IAD
:IP phone/IPTV/data

Access
network

1
SDH
0..*

«device»
:IP phone/IPTV/data

Switched
circuit network

«device»
TDM Exchange

IAD

1
«copper wire»
IP access

1..*
«device»
Analog phone

1

«copper wire»
1..*
«device»
ISDN access

1
«air interface»
1..*
«device»
GSM phone

Fig. 2. Deployment diagram of the considered IP/MPLS network topology

Figure 3 shows the M320 Edge Router Device with it components and
gigabit Ethernet Port. Software heart is Scheduler (IP packets scheduler),
that relies on Junos and MPLS/IP networking components, realizes selected
scheduler algorithm (e.g. deficit round robin) supplied with user defined
parameters in SchedulerPolicy table. This table, as shown in fig. 3, has only
rudimentary data, while in the real application besides the scheduling queues
(BE_Queue, etc.), CoS parameters (latency, packet loss, bandwidth
parameters and time constraint) should be defined.
Figure 4 is the deployment diagram for the media Gateway. Components
that converts user TDM (Time Division Multiplex) to IP traffic are organized
around Packetizing module, while SignalingConversion component converts
SS7 (Signaling System No. 7) into SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) signaling.
IP streaming component supports different media types for data, voice and
video IP traffic. The communication paths between Scheduler, gigabit
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Fig. 3. Deployment diagram for the Edge router
deployment Media Gatew ay

«device»
MGW
«Networking protocols»
:MPLS/IP

«Operating System»
User Data
«vice,video,data»

«executable»
:Packetizing

«device»
ge Port

SCTP

UDP

:IP Streaming
Output Path
«SIP Signaling»

Input Path
«SIP Signaling»
«interface»
:TDM_Data

«executable»
:SignalingConv ersion

PCM data
«executable»
:SS7 Signalling

«device»
:TDM Port

«executable»
:SIP Signalling

SS7 link

Fig. 4. Deployment diag ram for the media gateway
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Ethernet interface and IP streaming should be consider in details for more
realistic operating system component meaning that media gateways can be
purchased from different manufactures. That is opposite to M320 and T640
routers in figure 3, where Junipers routers were assumed. Connectivity
between devices from different manufacturers should be guaranteed by open
standards for Ethernet, MPLS/IP and signaling protocols.

4.

CoS Policy Implementation

One of the basic trends in communications is network and service
convergence, i.e. a unique network architecture that simultaneously offers
different types of services: voice, video, data, VPNs and others. The different
types of service need different QoS requirements considering delay, jitter,
and packet loss. In order to provide quality of service from end to end,
providers usually apply model based upon IETF DiffServ standard, since it
supports a vast number of classes of service [7]. For this reason, the CoS
mechanisms are implemented into routers, implying the following steps (Fig.
5):

BA Classifier

Multifield Classifier

Forwarding Policy Options

Scheduler

Policer

Rewrite Marker

Fig. 5. The steps in implementation of CoS mechanism

packet classification (Behavior Aggregate and Multifield) at input interface;
policing application for the traffic flow (Policer);
policing application for the traffic transmission according to the CoS attributes
(Forwarding Class Policer);
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scheduling the transmission at the output interface (Scheduler);
marking the bits at the output interface (Rewrite Marker).
Figure 6 is the black box approach for deployed routers combined with
some assumption details about QoS policy implementation. It extends
Scheduler stub from figure 3 and it is based on CoS steps shown in figure 5.
Input port (Rx IP Driver) is at the left top corner and Output port (Tx IP
Driver) is in the down right corner suggesting MPLS/IP packets traverse
through the scheduler modules/classes. There is one input queue and four
output queues for each CoS, aggregated in OutputTrafficQueue. Traffic
scheduler is an active class (thread) activated in router power on procedure.
It uses other classes (BE and Multifield Classification, Policer and
RewriteMaker) in successive packet scheduling steps. Classification of
packets has two stages: BA (Behaviour Aggregate) and Multifield
Classification. Data part in figure 6 is defined in CoS_Attributes and
RoutingTable. Although it is not shown in the figure 6, to avoid overpolution
with shapes, CoS_Attributes class should be instantiated for each of the
traffic class (EF, AF, NC and BE). RoutingTable data depends on routing
algorithm and actual traffic paths.

Fig. 6. Black box view of router QoS implementation
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5.

Traffic Classes in the Network that is the Subject of
Experiment

As it is well known, IP traffic from the aspect of MPLS network and core
routers can be classified into: EF (Expedited Forwarding), NC (Network
Control), AF (Assured Forwarding) and BE (Best Effort) traffic classes [8].
These classes have their own forwarding requirements in each of the network
routers. In the testing process itself, every packet should be assigned to one
of four predefined data forwarding classes (FCs):
EF class provides the lowest values of packet loss, delay and jitter. It also
secures the bandwidth for services in this class, end to end. Voice and video
packets, with real-time traffic requirements, belong to this class.
AF class allows the definition of group values for certain traffic subclasses,
including three different packet rejection possibilities. Traffic packets from
layer-2 and layer-3 VPNs belong to this service class.
BE class does not provide reliable types of service profiles; it usually applies
a more aggressive packet rejection profile, e.g. random early detection
(RED). It encompasses data packets.
NC class usually has a high priority since it supports network control protocols
operation.
Each of the listed classes is suitable for a specific service category. For
the transfer of traffic sensitive to delays, jitters and losses, such as voice and
video transmission in real time, it is necessary to assign EF service class. For
common Internet traffic, BE class offers a satisfactory service, whereas
transmission of higher priority traffic should be assigned the AF class. NC
service category should be chosen for the exchange of packets necessary for
the operation of routing protocol in the network.
There are several different methods of packet classification, i.e. assigning
packets to different service classes based on the value contained in the CoS
fields or based on the conditions examining the values of other fields within
the packet header. In our case the router shall not undergo any configuration
adjustments, but rather a BA classifier shall be implemented in the traffic
generator.
The considered network contains the Juniper Networks routers (M320 and
M10i in Fig. 7) configured to support up to 4 FCs (Forwarding Classes) [9].
The FCs configuration with Junos software is listed at listing 1:
[edit class-of-service forwarding-class]
user@RouterA# show
queue 0 BE;
queue 1 EF;
queue 2 AF;
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queue 3 NC;
Listing 1. Network routers scheduling configuration

It can be seen that traffic is grouped into four scheduling queues that support
FSs explained earlier.

6.

QoS/CoS Test Environment

The goal of the testing was to observe the quality of transmission, the
transmission priorities and packet rejection rate in a case of traffic
congestion. For the previously mentioned CoS configuration, it is necessary
to demonstrate the scheduler shape for different classes, so the router
scheduler print-out is shown in Fig. 8. The measurements are done using the
part of the considered network whose topology is presented in Fig. 7. The
reasons of such a topology are as follows:
The capacity of particular interfaces: the Agilent Router Tester is
connected to the edge routers via GE (Gigabit Ethernet) interface, while the
traffic was supposed to be routed over the link of lesser capacity (STM-1 155Mbps), in order to simulate the congestion and analyze the provoked
packet rejection in the router,

Fig. 7. Test topology

The test topology is made as simple as possible, since the structure of
other considered network elements (routers and links) is designed following
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the same pattern and the same results would be obtained in any part of the
network.

Fig. 8. The router scheduler print-out

6.1.

UML Specification of test network

Test network, whose topology is in the figure 9, deploys three routers, one
M320 and two M10. M10 router is Juniper router that has similar traffic
capabilities as T640 core router. Assumption made about this topology: this
small network has the basic traffic properties like the IP/MPLS network in
figure 1. STM-1 link, with 155Mbps capacity is used to provoke overload
condition (traffic congestion) with available tester (Agilent Router Tester)
whose traffic is limited with 1 gigabit Ethernet interfaces. Test Scenario (left
down corner) script defines traffic load for different CoS classes as it will be
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explained in the paper sections that follows for different QoS tests. Rx Traffic
Measurements object collects QoS of traffic that passed the communication
route defined by test topology. The difference between the measured QoS
and CoS attributes in fig. 6 is in CoS time constraint attribute used in traffic
scheduling but without significance for end users.

Fig. 9. Topology of test network

6.2.

Specification of MUX

In packet networks traffic distribution is stochastic in time and packet length.
Figure 10 is a possible specification of statistical MUX, consisted of two
concurrent threads: Listening and Sending. They communicate via
InputQueue shared data supplied with PutPacket and GetPacket methods.
Output port is simple serial interface to communication link, e.g. optical line.
InputPort is e.g. optical line interface, while InputHW(input Hardware) block
can be realized as DMA(Direct Memory Access) device that triggers listening
thread each time when end of packet is detected.
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stm StateMachine

Initial
Busy
[Listening]
Listening
InputPort
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Interrupt
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+

Get() : Packet
Put(packet :Packet) : void

PacketArrived
/PutPacketInTheQueue
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EndOfTransmission
[InputQueueEmpty]

[InputQueueNotEmpty]
/StartSending
Sending
InputQueueNotEmpty [InputQueueNotEmpty]
Packet
«flow»
EndOfTransmision [InputQueueNotEmpty]
/StartSending

BitStream
«flow»

Output

Fig. 10. Statistical MUX

The traffic generator was Agilent Router Tester that generates different
classes of traffic with the predefined traffic distribution and with fixed packet
length of 1000 bytes. At the same time Agilent router tester measured the
output traffic on Rx traffic link shown in Fig. 7. The aim was to approve the
expected performances of CoS mechanism in a case of congestion: EF class
(voice traffic) should not show evidence of delay and packet loss, nor its
excessive traffic should affect AF and NC classes; on the other hand, the
excessive amount of AF and/or BE class should not affect EF class in the
case of congested link, not even if the EF traffic itself is oversized. Each of
the GE links, including the Agilent generated input traffic link, had the
allocated bandwidth distribution network routers, as follows:
NC - 50Mbps - 5%;
AF - 400Mbps - 40%;
BE - 275Mbps - 27.5%;
EF - 275Mbps - 27.5%.

6.3.

QoS/CoS – Test 1

The first test compares the priorities forwarding policy of EF and BE classes
that occupy 55% of the whole bandwidth. Considering the link of lesser
capacity (STM-1, 155Mbps bandwidth), between the M10iB and M320 routers
that is a cause of congestion, network overload was provoked. EF and BE
classes were allocated, in M10iB and M320 routers, for 40Mbps of bandwidth
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each, with a possibility to extend to any part of temporary unused bandwidth
of other classes. Also, EF class can use the BE bandwidth at any time. In
order to provoke the congestion, 140Mbps of BE and EF maximal traffic were
generated by Agilent router tester. Packets were generated with constant
packet interarrival time (PIAT), fixed length (1000 bytes) and linear increase
of input traffic load. The results are shown in Fig. 11 and Table 1. As
expected, due to high priority class, no EF packet is lost, while BE packet
suffer a high rejection ratio of 92%. Obtained results clearly lead to the
conclusion that router scheduling policy is properly implemented for this
traffic condition.
Table 1. Test 1 results: EF and BE priority classes traffic

Fig. 11. Test 1 result: EF and BE priority classes traffic

6.4.

QoS/CoS – Test 2

The second test compares the priorities of AF and BE classes in a case of
congestion. AF class occupies 40% of effective bandwidth or 60Mbps in the
case of STM-1 link while the bandwidth of BE class was set to 140Mbps.
Again, the results were as expected: only the BE packets suffered from the
rejection (Fig. 12 and Table 2).
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Table 2. Results of QoS/CoS test 2 for the AF=60Mbps and BE=140Mbps

Fig. 12. Results of QoS/CoS test 2 for the AF=60Mbps and BE=140Mbps

Fig. 13. Results of QoS/CoS test 2 for the AF=150Mbps and BE=50Mbps

An opposite scenario is shown in Fig.13 and Table 3: 150Mbps of AF class
and 50Mbps of BE priority class was allocated at STM1 link. Since BE does
not exceed its predefined limits, it suffers minimal but inevitable losses since
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AF shares part of its bandwidth. On the other hand, AF suffers considerable
losses, since it exceeds the link limits.
Table 3. Results of QoS/CoS test 2 for the AF=150Mbps and BE=50Mbps

6.5.

QoS/CoS – Test 3

The aim of the third test is to compare AF and EF classes of service.
Although EF CoS is of high priority, it cannot disturb AF class if the latter
remains within its own allocated bandwidth. To approve this, two scenarios
were tested. For the first one (Fig. 14 and Table 4) the parameters were
AF=150Mbps and EF=50Mbps of generated input traffic; results of the test
show that only AF class packets out of predefined bandwidth were rejected.
Table 4: Results of QoS/CoS test 3 for the AF=150Mbps and EF=50Mbps

Fig. 14. Results of QoS/CoS test 3 for the AF=150Mbps and EF=50Mbps
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The second set of parameters was AF=50Mbps and EF=150Mbps (Fig. 15
and Table 5). In spite of high priority class, the EF packets were rejected as
the maximal allocated bandwidth (80Mbps) was exceeded.
Table 5. Results of QoS/CoS test 3 for the AF=50Mbps and EF=150Mbps

Fig. 15. Results of QoS/CoS test 3 for the AF=50Mbps and EF=150Mbps

6.6.

QoS/CoS – Test 4

The aim of this test is to observe the network congestion in case of three
classes of traffic, EF, AF and BE. The test has approved the expected results
that AF class is not affected within its own bandwidth, that while EF and BE
classes share the remaining resources, and also that EF class is not affected
by any class, nor it can affect any other class, except BE. The testing input
traffic load parameters were: EF=80Mbps, AF=80Mbps and BE=80Mbps.
From Fig. 16 it could be noticed that EF packets are not rejected, that AF
packet are not rejected within its own predefined bandwidth and that only the
remaining part of full STM-1 bandwidth is allocated to BE.
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Table 6. Results of QoS/CoS test4 for EF=AF=BE=80Mbps

Fig. 16. Results of QoS/CoS test 4 for the EF=AF=BE=80Mbps

6.7.

Voice Packet Latency Test

The delay time is essential for QoS of the voice traffic. For this reason,
average delay time of a packet is measured - for a single router and along
the STM-1 path. 250 Mb voice traffic was generated, with packet length that
equals to 64 byte. The Agilent Router Tester was employed again, at the
network test topology shown at Fig. 7. Two tests were executed. In first one
the propagation time along the three successive routers M10iB → GE →
M10iA → GE → M320 directly coupled implementing an optical link yielded
delay time of 30μs, as it can be seen in the table 7. Each router equally
contributes to the delay time, so it may be concluded that the delay time for a
single router is 10μs.
In the second test we used the same path was, but routers were connected
with GE over STM-1 links. The total propagation time measured along the
path M10iB → STM-1 → M10iA → STM-1 → M320, yielded a delay time that
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is less than 2ms (table 8), well below the standard recommendation values
for voice signal (50ms).
Table 7. Results of measurements for the voice packet latency test 1

Table 8. Results of measurements for the voice packet latency test 2

7.

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a number of tests conducted in public IP/MPLS
network and presented the obtained results. The aim was to verify the policy
by which different bandwidths would be allocated to different classes of
services in the IP/MPLS network. Namely, we generated different traffic
cases that increased the probability of overloading the network with ensuing
increase of packet loss rate. The tests were conducted partially in specific
parts of the network, but since configured policy for bandwidth allocation is
replicated in all routers, the assumption regarding testing is that the same
results would be obtained in testing of the whole network. Completed tests
include user traffic (EF, AF and BE service class), whereas control traffic (NC
service class) is not included in the tests.
IP/MPLS network testing, described in this paper, was based on Telecom
operator experiences in circuit switching network and packet networks (X.25,
frame relay and IP data network). Proposed worst case test set exhausts all
of the combinations for the EF, AF and BE traffic that can cause network
congestions. Heuristic assertion for the network behavior in real IP traffic
conditions is that the bandwidth allocation will be proper and expectable if it is
same in the worst case traffic conditions. Besides the traffic overload tests we
conducted latency test that verifies QoS for VoIP service.
During the testing, commercially available generators for input traffic load
with the following characteristics were used: fixed packet length, constant
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packet, interarrival time and linear increase of traffic load. In the analysis of
the obtained results this is a restrictive factor because in the real traffic
network load implies variable packet length, packet interarrival time and burst
traffic generating. For achieving more realistic results which will represent the
policy adopted in the network in greater quality, it is necessary to use a
generator that generates input traffic with variable lengths, packet interarrival
times and burst periods. It is certain that each operator has its own business
case, which implies that besides basic service classes such as voice, video,
data and VPNs, other service classes are also created (e.g. emergency
calls). In other words, this means that further research should be extended to
the testing of all 8 service classes which would include testing of all potentials
of the IP/MPLS network. Experience obtained in described IP network testing
and verification of network bandwidth allocation policy is a sufficient basis to
define IP traffic simulator and/or traffic generator. Idea for this is explained in
section 4.2 that describes statistical MUX specification. It can be expected
that more realistic results would be accomplished if the simulator/generator
had a possibility to produce traffic with stochastic features, packet interarrival
time and packet length. In the future work the traffic generator should support
typical traffic shapes, with stochastic features, for different network services,
e.g. VoIP (Voice over IP), IPTV (IP television), web browsing, etc.
At the end we want to emphasize that, besides the above fact, executed
tests and measurements procedures give sufficient information about
considered IP/MPLS network behavior in the overload traffic condition, since
they represent the worst case of input traffic load.
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Abstract. Scheduling meetings among agents can be represented as
a game - the Meetings Scheduling Game (MSG). In its simplest form,
the two-person MSG is shown to have a price of anarchy (PoA) which is
bounded by 0.5. The PoA bound provides a measure on the efficiency of
the worst Nash Equilibrium in social (or global) terms. The approach taken
by the present paper introduces the Cost of Cooperation (CoC) for games.
The CoC is defined with respect to different global objective functions and
provides a measure on the efficiency of a solution for each participant
(personal). Applying an “egalitarian” objective, that maximizes the minimal gain among all participating agents, on our simple example results in
a CoC which is non positive for all agents. This makes the MSG a cooperation game. The concepts are defined and examples are given within the
context of the MSG.
Although not all games are cooperation games, a game may be revised
by adding a mediator (or with a slight change of its mechanism) so that
it behaves as a cooperation game. Rational participants can cooperate
(by taking part in a distributed optimization protocol) and receive a payoff which will be at least as high as the worst gain expected by a game
theoretic equilibrium point.
Keywords: Multi-Agent Systems, Cooperation, Meeting Scheduling.

1.

Introduction

Scheduling meetings between two or more people is a difficult task. Despite the
advances offered by modern world electronic calendars these are often limited
and serve as passive information repositories. As a result, a dedicated person
is usually hired to handle this task. Previous attempts to automate the meetings
scheduling problem (MSP) employ one of two extreme approaches: the cooperative approach and the competitive one. Cooperative methods for solving MSPs
perform a distributed search for an optimum of a global objective [8]. The competitive approach investigates game theoretic equilibria of suitable games and
designs strategies for the competitive agents [2]. One previous attempt to combine the two approaches was introduced in [4], which empirically attempted to
introduce selfishness into a cooperative protocol for the Meetings Scheduling
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Problem (MSP). Instead of searching for a solution which is socially optimal
and potentially harmful for some agents, alternative global objectives were examined. Such solutions maintain an important goal - they provide acceptable
gains to each one of the agents [4].
The present paper attempts to introduce cooperation into a self interested
scenario by using a simplified meetings scheduling game (MSG). The use of
game theory for studying self interested interactions provides a sound mathematical basis for the analysis of strategic situations under a set of (commonly)
acceptable axioms (cf. [12]). A fundamental result of game theory is the existence of equilibrium points which define an action (or strategy) profile that is
stable (i.e., no participant can gain by deviating from this profile). There are
many definitions of various types of stable points, and unless otherwise specified we will assume the common “pure strategy Nash Equilibrium” (PSNE, or
simply NE). A NE is a set of actions (assignments), one for each agent, in which
no agent can gain by unilaterally changing its value [12].
Investigating the simple MSG, one shows that the NE of the MSG may be
different than its optimal points. This is similar to routing games (cf. [15]). Consequently, the widely accepted efficiency measure, known as the Price of Anarchy (Stability) [7, 13, 16, 12, 15], is different than unity for the simple MSG. For
scheduling meetings and its underlying game, we present user oriented criteria,
and formulate a game property based upon it - the Cost of Cooperation (CoC).
This property can motivate selfish users to cooperate by presenting each one
of the players a guaranteed cooperative gain which is higher than its worst
equilibrium value.

2.

Meetings Scheduling by Agents

The Meeting Scheduling Problem (MSP) involves a (usually large) set of users
with personal schedules and a set of meetings connecting these users. It is an
interesting and difficult problem from many aspects. In the real world, agents
have a dual role. They are expected to be both self interested (i.e. seek the
best possible personal schedule) but also cooperative (otherwise meetings will
not be scheduled).
MSP users have personal calendars which are connected by constraints
that arise from the fact that multiple groups of the overall set of users need
to participate in meetings. Meetings involve groups of users and each meeting
includes at least two participants. Meetings can take place in different places
and carry a different significance for their participants. All participants have their
personal schedules and need to coordinate their meetings. Each user is represented by an agent and the set of agents coordinate and schedule all meetings
of all users. The final result of such an interaction is a set of updated personal
schedules for all agents/users (a global calendar). In this work we use utilities to
represent the significance that users attach to meetings and to certain features
of the resulting schedule.
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Two very different approaches were studied for solving MSPs. The first employs Distributed Constraints Satisfaction (DCSPs) and Optimization (DCOPs) [8,
10, 19]. In these studies, agents are expected to be fully cooperative and follow
the protocol (algorithm) regardless of their private gains. The outcome of such
protocols is a solution whose global utility is optimal (or consistent in the case
of a DCSP). The global utility does not necessarily account for the quality of the
personal schedules of the participants. Indeed, due to the combinatorial nature
of the MSP it is often the case that a globally optimal solution includes a low
quality solution for at least one participant [4].
An alternative approach is offered by researchers in the field of Game theory. Here, agents are rational, self-interested, entities which have different (and
often conflicting) utility functions (cf. [12]). A large share of the game theoretic
research related to MSPs emphasizes the underlying mechanism of the interaction [3, 2, 14]. The basic assumption of these studies is that the gain of agents
from their scheduled meetings can be represented by some universal currency.
Moreover, the assumption accepts a uniform exchange rate for some monetary
means and unscheduled meetings. These fundamental assumptions seem very
unrealistic for scheduling meetings among people. However, if one is ready to
accept this monetary model many game theoretic results and mechanisms can
be applied. One important example is that mechanisms for discouraging cheating, that are known for combinatorial auctions, can possibly be used for agents
that schedule meetings [14].
The approach of the present study examines simple game theoretic mechanisms to restrict or predict agents behaviors in an inherently cooperative environment.

3.

The meetings scheduling game (MSG)

Imagine a pair of self-interested users, each with her own preferences about her
personal schedule. Many agreements need to be reached in order to generate
a viable and consistent schedule. One way to enforce agreements is to pose the
problem as a game with rules that enforce schedules that are then accepted by
the participants. In a way, this is analogous to routing by a player that accepts
the delay as a given result of the route it selected. One can think of this as the
mechanism of the game.
An equilibrium point is defined with respect to a given game, so we begin by defining a simple MSG. The game includes two players coordinating
a meeting. The meeting can be scheduled in the morning or in the evening.
Each player places her bid for scheduling by specifying her preferences (or expected gains) from each schedule. This list of bids takes the form of a tuple bi =
hx, yi∈ {0, 1, ...B} × {0, 1, ...B} for the two time slots, where the first value (x)
corresponds to the morning time slot and the second number (y) corresponds
to the evening time slot. A higher number indicates a higher preference towards
having the meeting at the corresponding time slot (a stronger desire to meet
at that time slot). Note that the bids made by the players do not necessarily
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represent a player’s real preference. That is, players may act strategically and
attempt to “deceive” their opponent into an action which may result in a better or
stable personal outcome. As we shall soon demonstrate, in the case of our simple example, bidding “truthfully” is a dominating action (the action that results in
the best payoff for every action taken by the opponent).
Once both bids are presented, a time slot is selected by the game’s mechanism according to its decision rule, and the participants are informed of the
decision. There are many possible decision rules, but for now we use the “utilitarian” approach [12] - the time slot selected is the one with the highest sum of
bids on it (or when sums are equal, outcomes have equal probabilities). In other
words, the selected time slot has the highest total (reported) gain for the players. The end payoff of each participant is defined by the player’s utility function
(preference) for a time-slot.
We limit ourselves to the case where players are never indifferent to the
results, i.e., they will always prefer some time slot over the other. Any bid of the
form hx, xi is thus excluded (it results in a scheduling based on the opponent’s
preference).
The first approximation of the MSG assumes that when the meeting is held
at a time that is not preferred by a player, her gain from it will equal zero. We
will later remove this assumption. We distinguish between the payoffs of players
when the meeting is held at the player’s most desired time, and say that player
1’s payoff in such a case is m, while player 2’s payoff for an analogous case is
k. This enables us to treat users that are essentially different.
Figure 1 depicts the simplest possible MSG for two players - the “rows”
player (player 1) and the “columns” player (player 2). The outcome of a joint
bid is composed of two values: the left hand value represents player 1’s gain
while the right hand value represents player 2’s gain from the joint action. The
descriptive power of a strategy is limited to two values of preference, either 0
or 1 (preferred). In this example player 1 prefers to have the meeting in the
morning. When player 2 also prefers the morning time-slot both players have
the same dominant strategy - h1, 0i. That is, bidding h1, 0i will always yield a
higher payoff for both players. Such a strategy profile is said to be stable since
no player has an incentive to deviate from her bid.
When player 2 prefers the evening time-slot her dominant strategy becomes
h0, 1i (player 1’s dominant strategy remains h1, 0i). This can immediately be
translated into an equilibrium point resulting from playing the dominant strategy.
When the desires of both players are the same, the equilibrium payoff is m, k,
k
and when these desires conflict the equilibrium payoff is m
2 , 2 (i.e., expected
values).
If a NE, or a stable point, is the expected outcome of an interaction, a valid
question to ask would be “How globally efficient or inefficient is this solution?”.
This question is the focus of a large body of work on “the Price of Anarchy”
(PoA) [12, 13, 7, 16, 15]. The PoA is a measure of the inefficiency of an equilibrium point, and is defined as the ratio between the cost of the globally worst
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p1

p2

h0, 1i h1, 0i

p1

p2

h0, 1i h1, 0i

h0, 1i 0, 0

m k
2, 2

h0, 1i 0, k

m k
2, 2

m k
2, 2

m, k

h1, 0i

m k
2, 2

m, 0

h1, 0i
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: Payoff matrices of a simple MSG. Player 1 (Rows) prefers a morning meeting,
and player 2 (Columns) preferences can be either the same (a), or the opposite (b)

NE, to the cost of the globally optimal solution. Studies of the price of anarchy
originate with routing games (cf. [15]).
It is interesting to see that the same question can be formulated for MSGs.
What is the PoA for MSGs ? In reality, a player does not know her opponent’s
private preferences and this uncertainty should be reflected in our analysis.
However, we will consider the above simple example as two different games for
the sake of simplicity. In the first game the desires of both opponents align and in
the unique equilibrium point the payoffs are m, k. If one is to examine the overall
satisfaction of a solution then the global utility in this case is m + k. Clearly this
is also the optimal solution’s utility when considering a cooperative mechanism
(optimizing the sum of gains depicted in the payoff bi-matrix). Hence, P oA = 1.
When the desires of the opponents conflict, the global gain in the unique
equilibrium point is m+k
2 . This is not necessarily the optimal solution: when m <
k the optimal solution’s global utility is k. In this case the PoA moves further
away from unity as k increases, 1 and we have:
P oA =

m
1
+
2k 2

That is, the Price of Anarchy for the simplest MSG is bounded by 12 .
This behavior is also expected in more realistic forms of the two-players two
time-slots MSG in which the players may express their strategies in terms of
multiple preference values. In such a case, the limit on the maximal preference
of each player - the value B - is greater than 1. The resulting MSG has at least
one equilibrium point and one can find the worst possible value that it can have.
Next, comes the formulation of these results in the form of lemmas and the
outlines of their proofs.
Lemma 1. Every participant in the MSG described above has one dominating
strategy, or bid, which is composed of the value B for the preferred time slot,
and 0 for the remaining time slot.
1

Unlike the routing minimization problem [15, 16], MSP is a maximization problem,
hence the PoA is always smaller than 1. This may lead to some confusion with readers
already familiar with the PoA but is consistent with previous work
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The proof is simple and requires showing that if an agent assigns B to the
preferred time slot and 0 otherwise (i.e., each player’s action would be either
hB, 0i or h0, Bi), her opponent can at most force a draw, which will result in
a fair toss of coin. If both players assign this action, no unilateral deviation will
result in a higher payoff.u
t
Lemma 2. There are only two possible equilibrium outcome values to the above
k
MSG, (m, k) and ( m
2 , 2)
By examining all five possible outcome values, and noting that a player can
always impose a draw, one can easily rule out unstable assignments which lead
k
u
to (0, 0), (m, 0) or (0, k). Thus we are left with (m, k) and ( m
2 , 2 ). t
From these two simple lemmas, it is clear that when preferences coincide,
the worst equilibrium payoff is (m, k). In this case the price of anarchy (PoA) is
1. In fact, this is the only equilibrium value due to the dominance of strategies.
When the preferences for time slot of the two players are in conflict, the worst
k
equilibrium payoff of both players is ( m
2 , 2 ). If (without loss of generality) m < k,
then the PoA decreases to a value lower than 1 as k increases (and is bounded
below by 12 ).
We now proceed to generalize this game, and allow players to assign any
non-negative gain when their less preferred time slot is selected by the game
mechanism. More specifically, we define for player one the payoff for a non
optimal time slot as 0 ≤ x ≤ m, and for player two 0 ≤ y ≤ k, as demonstrated
in the example in figure 2.

p1

p2

h0, 1i

h0, 2i

h1, 0i

h1, 2i

h2, 0i

h2, 1i

m, y
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m+x k+y
, 2
2

m, y

m, y

m+x k+y
, 2
2

m, y

x, k

x, k

m+x
,
2

k+y
2

h0, 1i

m, y

m, y

h0, 2i

m, y

m, y

h1, 0i

m+x k+y
, 2
2

m, y

x, k

m+x k+y
, 2
2

h1, 2i

m, y

m, y

m+x k+y
, 2
2

m, y

x, k

m+x k+y
, 2
2

h2, 0i

x, k

m+x k+y
, 2
2

x, k

x, k

x, k

x, k

h2, 1i

m+x k+y
, 2
2

x, k

m+x k+y
, 2
2

x, k

x, k

m, y

Fig. 2: Payoff matrix for a more general MSG with B=2. Player 1 prefers an evening
meeting, and player 2 prefers a morning meeting.

The lemmas hold in this case (the tie’s payoff is slightly revised). This can
easily be understood by noticing that the best response to an opponent’s strategy basically remains the same. Just as before, ties which result in a random
selection by the mechanism (coin flip) and a value of m+x
or k+y
2
2 , are always
preferred over losing (x or y respectively).
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As a result, when the preferences of the two agents are the same, the worst
NE (which is also the best) has a value of m + k which is also optimal - leading
to a PoA of 1. When preferences contradict, the value of the stable point is
k+y
m+x
m−x
< k−y
2 + 2 . This is not necessarily optimal. For example, if
2
2 than the
optimal result can be x + k, resulting in
P oA =

m+y
1
+
2(x + k) 2

Combining these results we reach several intermediate conclusions. The
first is that when players have contradicting preferences, the PoA is bounded
below by 12 , and depends on the relationship between the players payoffs. The
second conclusion is that when the two players have the same preferences,
the PoA is 1. Our analysis also indicates that the PoA for the MSG depends on
several factors:
– The agents’ private payoffs (i.e. m, k, x, y). This motivates the use of a
mechanism which maps payoffs to a uniform or universal scale which can
further bound this value. Such a scale can be the quality of a schedule as
described in [4]. Indeed, when the individual payoffs are equal, the PoA
becomes unity.
– The mechanism of the MSG. While Figure 2 depicts an MSG with a “utilitarian” mechanism an “egalitarian” one which selects a time slot that maximizes the minimal bid is depicted in Figure 3. The different mechanisms
leads to different games, with different stable solutions.
– The PoA may also be affected by the designer ’s perception of optimality. For
k−y
example, given the MSG of Figure 2 and m−x
2 < 2 , the solutions yielding the
gain hx, ki are optimal when considering the “utilitarian” approach (maximal combined payoffs), and the resulting PoA is the same as described
above. If, however, one’s perception of optimality is that it maximizes the
lowest gain (e.g.,“egalitarian”), then the optimal solution gain for this MSG
k+y
(Figure 3) is h m+x
2 , 2 i and the PoA becomes unity. Optimizing different
objective functions can produce substantially “better” results [4].
The MSG toy example can become more realistic along several dimensions:
1. The maximal preference bid (B) - while this value increases the assignment
space of each player, we have shown that it does not affect the behavior of
the two-players, two-time-slots game.
2. The number of participants. Although not presented here, adding more players does not change the fact that these have a (possibly weak) dominant
strategy.
3. The number of time slots. Adding more time slots requires several modifications to the game described above (for example, in case of a tie, will the
mechanism randomly pick any of the possible time slots? just those that
were tied? Can two time slots receive the same bid value? etc). Even after
adding the required adjustment, finding the PoA still relies on the utility that
each agent associates with a time slot.
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Fig. 3: Payoff matrix for the same MSG as the one depicted in figure 2 with a different
decision rule (an “egalitarian” mechanism).

4. The number of meetings. Note that the natural scenario of incremental addition of meetings defines a different game which is an iterated game.
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Fig. 4: Payoff matrix of the row player (p1 ) in a three time slot max-sum MSG. The
player’s ordinal preferences are evening > morning > noon

As an example of a simple change consider a three time slot MSG, with a
Max-Sum mechanism. Let us assume that users are allowed to add any bid
representing different preferences (that is, bids which have at least two different
values such as hB, 0, 0i). Let us also assume that in the case of a tie over
several time slots, the mechanism uniformly selects one of the tied slots. Figure
4 depicts the gains of the row player (p1 ) in such a game. The player prefers
to have the meeting in the evening, and if that is not possible she would rather
have it in the morning. She least prefers to have it at noon. That is, the agent’s
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utility from a meeting will be z for the least preferred time slot, x for the most
preferred time slot, and y for the remaining time slot.
It can be shown that if both of the following conditions are satisfied for such
an MSG:
• x + z > 2y
• x + y > 2z
Then, the bid assigning B to the preferred time slot and 0 to the remaining time
slots (denoted b) is a (possibly weak) dominant strategy for the players.
Proof. Similarly to our previous lemmas, one can see that any player playing
the suggested bid will divert the game towards some sort of tie involving her
most preferred time slot, or towards the time slot itself (her opponent will never
exceed the value B on any of her other time slots). Following our requirements
on payoffs we can sort the possible outcomes:
z<

x+y+z
x+z
x+y
y+z
<y<
<
<
<x
2
3
2
2

Since the highest outcomes are those involving the required time slot, to complete our proof one needs only to show that for any given bid by the opponent,
playing the suggested bid will result in the highest outcome (or at least as high
as any other outcome). This, however, is immediate by the bids structure: If a
three slots tie exist, any bid other than b will break the tie resulting in a worst
outcome for the player (one of its less preferred time slot). Similarly, if a two
slots tie exists then changing b will either result in a three slots tie (which produces a lower quality solution for the player), or worst yet, it will result in a less
preferred “pure” outcome.
Thus, playing b is always a (possibly weak) dominant strategy in the MSG described above.
One can think of a “real” MSG as a graphical game [6], in which each participant is connected with others who have at least one common meeting with her.
While this formulation provides a more detailed view of a large scale interaction,
it provides little theoretical insights. Furthermore, finding an optimum of such a
graphical game is a task which received little attention until only recently [5].

4.

The Cost of Cooperation

Following this detailed tour of the Price of Anarchy for MSGs, an interesting
question arises: what exactly is the meaning of the PoA for MSGs? In other
words, what is the meaning of “anarchy” in the context of MSGs. After all, “anarchy” for an MSG is the natural situation because agents want their best possible
personal calendar. The “cooperative” method of optimizing some global goal is
not very natural. Why would self interested users wish to optimize some global
objective ? There is no sense of “public savings” or “minimization of overall
cost”, as in the case of routing games. Players in an MSG are only interested in
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cooperation as a form of mediation between them. This implies that examining
efficiency in terms of some global value does not fit the agent’s point of view.
The present paper proposes a different measure. Instead of addressing the
“social” cost, the focus here is to quantify the cost (or gain) of a single agent,
from participating in any cooperative protocol.
Definition 1. An agent’s Cost of Cooperation(CoC) with respect to f (x) is defined as the difference between the lowest gain the agent can have in any of
the NEs of the underlying game (if any, otherwise zero) and the lowest gain an
agent receives from a (cooperative) protocol’s solution x that maximizes f (x).
The intuition behind this definition is quite simple. A user about to interact
with other users can expect that the combined spontaneous action taken by
all participants will result in a NE. Since there can be more than one such
stable points the user anticipates the worst case for herself, i.e., the personal
lowest gaining NE. For her to join a cooperative protocol (and use a multi user
distributed optimizing protocol), she uses knowledge about her possible payoffs.
This information is provided by the CoC. When the CoC value is negative, the
user knows that she stands to gain from joining the cooperative protocol.
As a simple example, consider the famous Prisoners’ Dilemma game as depicted in Figure 5. In this problem, a single stable action profile exists - hD, Di.
When both participants select this action, each has a gain of 1. If one examines
the socially optimal solution that maximizes the overall gain (e.g., the sum of
all personal gains) - hC, Ci - the gain for each agent is 4. This corresponds
to a CoC of −3 for each participant, which implies that both agents gain from
following this cooperative solution.

p1

p2

Cooperate
Defect

Cooperate Defect
4, 4
0, 6
6, 0
1, 1

Fig. 5: The Prisoners’ Dilemma game matrix

We define the f (x)-CoC for a set of users as a tuple, in which every element
CoCi corresponds to the CoC of agent Ai . Defining the CoC for an entire system
can be used to motivate the participation of users in the cooperative protocol. A
negative CoC (i.e., gain), provides a self-interested user with a strong incentive
to join the cooperative protocol. One may even venture to think of this as a form
of Individual Rationality [12].
4.1.

Cooperation Games

Let us define special strategic situations in which the CoC vector of all participants has non positive values (we shall refer to these as CoC solutions).
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Definition 2. A game is a Cooperation game2 if there exists a solution (strategy
profile) to the game in which each player’s payoff is as high as its worst equilibrium payoff. That is, there exists a solution for which the CoC (with respect to
some f (x)) of all agents is non positive.
Note that if there exists a solution to the game in which each player’s payoff
is as high as its worst equilibrium payoff, the objective function one may optimize
will simply accept solutions in which the gains of each agent are higher than the
worst NE gains, and reject all other solutions.
As an example consider the simple MSG of Figure 2. It is a cooperation
game. If a cooperative mechanism optimizing the Max-Min objective function
is used, all agents are guaranteed to have a non positive CoC (although this
scenario may be treated as a degenerate one - all CoC values are zero).
Our definition of a cooperation game implies that any game with at least one
PSNE is also a cooperation game (one can always take one of the worst NEs
and present it as a solution with non positive CoC). However, we will usually
focus on games in which the CoC is negative for all players.
It is important to note that a CoC solution does not imply stability. This can
easily be understood by examining the prisoners’ dilemma in Figure 5. An allnon-positive CoC solution in this case corresponds to the tuple hC, Ci. However, game theory does not treat this solution as a viable one since each player
has a strong incentive to deviate from it. If on the other hand, players are treated
as agents which follow a protocol (may not deviate from it) one need not worry
about the stability of the solution. In this case, the agents’ underlying users simply accept the cooperative framework since it guarantees a solution which is
at least as good as that achieved by “playing out” the interaction for each and
every one of them.
Figure 6 provides a visual representation of these ideas. In this figure, the
space of possible outcomes of a given game is drawn. Each dot represents a
possible outcome of the game along with the payoff each participant associates
with that outcome. The social choice solution which maximizes the overall gain
to participants is indicated in the bottom right corner (“Max-Sum”), while the set
of all pareto efficient solutions is indicated by a line connecting these. A non
positive CoC solution is any outcome situated in the colored area (it is easy
to see why there always exists at least one pareto efficient solution within this
area).
Although every game admits at least one (possibly mixed) stable point some
games are not cooperation games. Consider for example the game in Figure 7.
In this game, there exists only one stable solution (the mixed strategy 31 , 12 ).
The expected outcome of each player in this mixed solution results in a payoff
of 3 to each participant. However, there is no outcome with the desired property
of non positive CoC to both players in this game.
Given a general game, one may want to change it into a cooperation game
(if it is not one already). This can be achieved by changing the mechanism of
2

Not to be confused with cooperative games
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Fig. 6: A cooperation game
p2

Left Right
Up 2, 5 4, 1
Down 6, 1 0, 3
p1

Fig. 7: A simple game. This game is not a cooperation game - the worst (expected)
equilibrium outcome for each player is 3 and 73 , and no outcome can satisfy a non
positive CoC tuple.

the interaction itself, or by adding an interested party to the interaction (that
is, modify the interaction to introduce at least one PSNE). Some work in the
direction of the latter approach that uses mediators was recently reported in
[17, 11]. Mediators are introduced as parties wishing to influence the choice of
action (e.g., strategy) of participants which are not under their control. Mediators
cannot enforce payments by the agents or prohibit strategies, but can influence
the outcome of an interaction by offering to play on behalf of some (or all) of the
participants. By doing so a mediator commits to a pre-specified behavior [17].
An interesting property of Routing mediators [17] is that they are capable of
possessing information about the actions taken by agents. While the authors
of [11] apply mediators for the sake of a strong equilibrium, in our two player
strategic situation, one may use the following routing mediator to generate a
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simple PSNE. The mediated game includes mediated actions and each agent
may either play its game as before, or let the mediator play for it.
The following mediator is then used: the mediator may receive a message
from the user asking it to play for her or not. When the mediator plays for an
agent, it will always choose to assign the bid which will result in the minimal
payoff to the agent’s opponent. If both agents use the mediator, the mediator
assigns the interaction which results in the lowest value that is at least as high
as any value that results from the play of the agent’s opponent.A player may always choose not to use the mediator (apply one of the original actions available
to her).
p2

Left Right Med
Up 2, 5 4, 1 2, 5
Down 6, 1 0, 3 0, 3
Med 6, 1 4, 1 4, 1
p1

Fig. 8: A mediated version of the game in Figure 7

Figure 8 depicts the result of applying the above mediator to the game of
Figure 7. In the new mediated game there are three new PSNE - hM ed, Lef ti,
hM ed, Righti and hM ed, M edi. Furthermore, since the new worst gains for the
participant are 4 to player 1, and 1 to player two, the solution hDown, Lef ti has
a non positive CoC tuple (player 1 gain’s from the interaction is higher than her
“expected” NE gain, while player 2’s gain is not lower than her expected worst
gain). The proposed mediator will always add at least one PSNE:
Theorem 1. When applying the mediator described above to a two player game,
the transformed interaction will include at least one PSNE in the strategy profile
hM, M i.
Proof. The mediator described above always uses the lowest value to the opponent. Thus, the “M” column (row) is based on the lowest value of the row
(column) player. Once the values are inserted to each cell but the last - hM, M i
- one needs to show that there exists a joint action which has a left hand value
as high as the highest value in all the left hand values of the “M” column, and a
right hand value as high as the highest right hand value in the “M” row.
Let r be the row in the “M” column with the highest left hand value, and
let us denote that value with x. Similarly, let c be the column in the “M” row
with the highest right hand value - y. By the construction of the “M” column we
know that x is the lowest value in row r. The same is true for y - according to
the construction of row “M” we know that it is the lowest value in the column
c. Examining the values in the intersection of row r and column c we conclude
that the left hand value must be at least as high as x and the right hand value
must be at least as high as y.
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Since x and y are the highest values in the “M” column and row (respectively), the left (right) hand value of hr, ci is higher than all other values in
the “M” column (row). As a result, adding these values to the cell indicated by
hM, M i, we receive a PSNE in that joint interaction.u
t
4.2.

CoC solutions

As mentioned in the previous section, a CoC solution does not imply stability
and should not be confused with solution concepts such as Aumann’s strong
Nash equilibrium [1]. A strong Nash equilibrium strives to achieve a solution
which is deviation proof by any possible coalition of players. While such a concept has many desired properties it requires agents to rationalize over outcomes, does not provide any guarantees to individual players (except having
lower gains in case of a deviation) and rarely occurs in most games. A CoC solution on the other hand is unstable in the game theoretic sense but as demonstrated in the previous section often exists in a multi agent interaction.
The approach taken by the present paper introduces cooperation, or a cooperative protocol, to a self interested interaction. This approach is different than
that taken by previous works. Specifically, the attempt to introduce a party to a
given game is extensively discussed in [11]. Although the mediator presented
by Monderer and Tennenholtz is limited, its presence alters the initial interaction
(as demonstrated). The changes introduced by a mediator alter the very course
of the game. While a simple MSG includes two phases: action selection and
payoff collection the introduction of a mediator can be translated as an additional interim phase. In this phase, the players wishing to employ the mediator
notify it, a calculation is made by the mediator, and this information is sent onward to the game mechanism along with the rest of actions selected by those
players who have not used the mediator. The game’s mechanism then selects
the time of the meetings. Using a cooperative protocol on the other hand is
equivalent to stating that the players have no knowledge on how to choose their
actions and are only interested in a solution which provides some guarantees to
the quality of the solution. As such, they request the game mechanism to make
its choice for them.
Providing guarantees to participants was also discussed in [18]. There, the
author defines a mixed strategy t as a C competitive safety level strategy if the
ratio between the expected payoff of the agent in a Nash equilibrium to its expected payoff in t is bounded by C. While we share the idea of providing a guarantee to participating agents, our approach examines a cooperative, multi agent
approach which does not require stability. This is in contrast to the competitive
safety level strategy introduced in [18] which provides a sound recommendation
to each one of the participants separately.
Finally, it should be noted that the concept of CoC defines a subspace of the
original search space. In this subspace (colored area of Figure 6) there may be
several CoC solutions. That is, one may use existing solution concepts (such
as the pareto front) over this area and still provide a strong incentive for players
to join.
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5.

Related work

Research into distributed cooperative optimization has seen a growing interest
in the past decade. Specifically, the large body of work on distributed algorithms
for Distributed Constraint Optimization Problems (DCOPs) (cf. [9]) makes this
approach suitable and widely accepted for formulating and solving many diverse MAS problems ([4, 20, 8]). DCOP agents exchange messages pretaining
to their state and their valuation of it. The end goal of the agents is a globally
optimal solution (a set of all agents’ states). These agents are cooperative and
will refrain from changing their state even if some consider it sub optimal (i.e.,
can improve their personal gain by changing their local state). A recent paper introduced a variation of DCOPs - Asymmetric DCOPs (ADCOP) [5] - which may
be even better suited to problems such as the one discussed in our work. ADCOPs form a richer framework for cooperative optimization and allows search
in game-like structures such as the one presented in Figures 4 and 8.
Cooperative optimization provides a rich set of algorithms for solving many
problems, however, it is deemed ill fitting to many problems in which agents
are mainly interested in their personal gain. In such cases, Game Theory is
invoked (cf. [12]). It allows one to mathematically define a stable solution to an
interaction involving a set of rational self interested agents. However, there has
been very little work on distributed algorithms for finding such stable solutions
[6].
The present work attempts to draw upon the advantages of both of these
approaches. Although it considers a set of cooperative agents which may be
thought of as a coalition (of all players), it is quite different from the coalitions
discussed by Aumann’s strong Nash equilibrium [1]. A strong Nash equilibrium
strives to achieve a solution which is deviation proof by any possible coalition of
players, but rarely exist. CoC solutions, on the other hand, provide no such guranatee, but are often present in many problems. Moreover, unlike other cooperative optimization approaches, CoC solutions maintain some form of Individual
Rationality (IR).
An interesting approach is provided by Monderer and Tennenholtz in [11],
who propose to alter a given interaction through a trusted third party - the mediator. Agents may communicate with the mediator which in turn provides some
form of limited cooperation. However, unlike the present work which attempt
to provide guarantees to participants, their work attempts to enrich the set of
situations where stability against deviations by coalitions may be obtained.
Tennenholtz also attempts to provide guarantees to participants in [18]. Examining the ratio between the expected payoff in a NE to the expected payoff
from a mixed strategy, a C competitive safety level strategy is defined. However,
the end goal of this analysis provides a recommendation to each self interested
participant. The method proposed by the present study assumes a cooperative
protocol and is not limited to stable solutions.
The cooperative approach to MSPs attempts to maximize (minimze) a given
objective function [19, 8, 10] and does not attempt to provide any guarantee on
the outcome (or provide IR). In contrast, the competitive approach to MSPs at-
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tempts to design the mechanism of the interaction so that some stable solution
is acheived [3, 2]. It assumes agents will interact in a selfish manner and end
up in a stable state, although how agents may do so is not discussed and is often ignored. The method of the present paper is not limited to stable solutions,
apply known cooperative algorithms, and provide some subjective guarantee to
each participant.

6.

Discussion

The present paper discusses two opposite extreme approaches that are inherent to many multi agent scenarios - cooperation and competition. In order to
investigate these, a simple scheduling problem was formulated in the form of
a simple game and analyzed. The maximal preference bid and general payoffs
were incrementally added and their impact on the stable points and the PoA of
the interactions were examined.
The analysis of a simple MSG leads naturally to a new measure that quantifies the cost/gain to agents from participating in a cooperative protocol. The
Cost of Cooperation (CoC) as defined in the present paper further defines a
game property that is termed “Cooperation game”. Participants in a cooperation game may be better off cooperating in a search protocol for an optimal
solution than playing (selfishly) out the game.
These ideas may be applied to a large range of problems where participants
are competitive but may need to reach some agreement. One may consider
voting games, for example. In voting games, each agent has prefrences over the
set of outcomes and a set of actions (votes for candidate solutions). A candidate
solution is selected by the game mechanism based on a pre defined rule. The
candidate solution which maximizes the overall utility (often referred to as the
“social choice”) may also be one in which some agents receive a very low utility.
Being self interested, agents will always choose to deviate from such solutions.
On the other hand, stable solutions may result in a rather low overall satisfaction
(utility). A CoC solution can be used to maximize the overall utility in a manner
which assures agents’ gains are at least as high as those acheived in a fully
competitive environment.
In the future our ideas can be used to identify classes of problems for which
a simple objective function guarantees a non positive CoC for all players. Thus,
one may use a distributed protocol for MAS and achieve better personal results
than either letting participants play out the game, or search for a NE for them.
We hope that through the CoC ideas we may be able to devise new objective
functions which can provide guarantees on a wide set of problems.
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Abstract. This article presents a case study of a theoretical multi-agent
system designed to clean up ecological disasters. It focuses on the interactions within a heterogeneous team of agents, outlines their goals and
plans, and establishes the necessary distribution of information and commitment throughout the team, including its sub-teams. These aspects of
teamwork are presented in the T EAM L OG formalism [20], based on multimodal logic, in which collective informational and motivational attitudes
are first-class citizens. Complex team attitudes are justified to be necessary in the course of teamwork. The article shows how to make a bridge
between theoretical foundations of T EAM L OG and an application and illustrates how to tune T EAM L OG to the case study by establishing sufficient,
but still minimal levels for the team attitudes.
Keywords: T EAM L OG, motivational attitudes, multi-agent modelling.

1.

Defining teamwork

When modeling complex automated systems it is often easier to think of them
as a collection of agents, each capable of making its own decisions, rather than
collections of modules with multiple, often unclear interdependencies. The notion of agency that is essential in the field of multi-agent systems (MAS) allows
the designer to skip over the complexities of relationships between components,
?
??
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while still having the possibility to prove all required characteristics of the system, for example liveness and correctness. One of the most advanced models
is the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model of agency.
The BDI agent model comprises agents’ individual beliefs, goals, and intentions. However, when a group of agents needs to work together in a planned and
coherent way, agents’ individual attitudes are not sufficient; the team needs to
present a collective attitude over and above individual ones. Therefore, when
constructing BDI systems, firstly a model of an agent as an individual, autonomous entity [35] has to be constructed. Then, a key point is to organize
agents’ cooperation in a way allowing the achievement of their common goal,
while preserving, at least partly, their individual autonomy (see [31, 28, 42, 14,
16, 25, 34, 20] for some logical approaches to teamwork).
1.1.

T EAM L OG applied

As a static, descriptive theory of collective motivational attitudes, T EAM L OG has
been formed on the basis of individual goals, beliefs and intentions of strictly
cooperative agents [14, 16, 22, 20]. It addresses the question what it means for
a group of agents to have a collective intention, and then a collective commitment to achieve a common goal. While collective intention transforms a looselycoupled group into a strictly cooperating team, collective commitment leads to
team action, i.e., to coordinated realization of individual actions by committed
agents according to a plan. The social plan can be constructed from first principles, or may be chosen from a repository of pre-constructed plans. Both collective intentions and collective commitments allow to fully express the potential of
strictly cooperative teams [14, 16]. The bilateral and collective notions cannot
be viewed as a sort of sum of individual ones.
In this case study we focus on disaster response and, more specifically,
on decontamination of a certain polluted area. Our goal is to illustrate how to
adjust a multi-agent system model created using the T EAM L OG theory to this
specific use-case, with a focus on the theoretical performance of a potential implementation. Our contribution is to show how the costly infinitary definitions of
collective attitudes can be reduced in a real-world situation, while maintaining
the team cohesion necessary to achieve the goals. Whence the title “T EAM L OG
in action” and the focus on full cooperation, also in a complex case, reflected in
agents’ individual, social (i.e. bilateral) and collective attitudes. Cases of competition are explicitly excluded by T EAM L OG definitions.
A theory of individual and group beliefs has been formalized in terms of
epistemic logic [23, 32, 33]. General, common, and distributed knowledge and
belief were defined in terms of agents’ individual knowledge and belief. Different
axiom systems express various properties of knowledge and belief, while the
corresponding semantics naturally reflect these properties.
When modeling group attitudes, agents’ awareness about the overall situation needs to be taken into account. Awareness is understood here as a
limited form of consciousness: in a way typical for MAS, it refers to the state
of an agent’s beliefs about itself (intra-personal), about others (inter-personal)
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and about the environment (group awareness). Thus, various epistemic logics
and different gradations of group information (from distributed belief to common
knowledge) are adequate to formalize agents’ awareness [23, 16, 33].
In T EAM L OG, group awareness is naturally expressed in terms of common
belief (C-BELG ), fully reflecting collective aspects of agents’ behavior. Due to
its infinitary flavor, this concept has a high complexity: its satisfiability problem
is EXPTIME-complete [22]. There are general ways to reduce the complexity by
restricting the language, by allowing only a small set of atomic propositions or
restricting the modal context in formulas, as proved in [22, 21]. However, when
building MAS applications, it may be more profitable to use domain-specific
means to tailor T EAM L OG to the circumstances in question, calling for weaker
forms of awareness [18]. In this case study we will show how to adjust team
attitudes to ensure a lower complexity.
Collective intention constitutes a basis for preparing a plan, reflected finally
in collective commitment. Various versions of collective commitments are applicable in different situations, dependent on organizational structure, communicative and observational possibilities and so on. These cause differences in
agents’ awareness both with respect to the aspects of teamwork of which they
are aware, and the kind of awareness present within a team, ranging from distributed and individual belief, up to common knowledge. In this context, plan
representation is a separate issue. It is assumed that any method of describing plans is acceptable, as long as it states the sequences of actions to be
performed and allows us to project these actions onto individual agents. While
a formal definition of social plan is available in T EAM L OG, the syntax used in
the case study is considerably richer, and still very intuitive. It can easily be
translated into combinations of definitions presented in [19, 15].
1.2.

From real-world data to teamwork

Formal approaches to multi-agent systems are concerned with equipping software agents with functionalities for reasoning and acting. The starting point of
most of them is the layer of beliefs, in the case of T EAM L OG extended by goals,
intentions and commitments. These attitudes are usually represented in a symbolic, qualitative way. However, one should view this as an idealization. After all,
agent attitudes originate from real-world data, gathered by a variety of sources
at the object level of the system. Mostly, the data is derived from sensors responsible for perception, but also from hardware, different software platforms,
and last but not least, from people observing their environment. The point is
that this information is inherently quantitative. Therefore one deals with a metalevel duality: sensors provide quantitative characteristics, while reasoning tasks
performed at the meta-level require the use of symbolic representations and
inference mechanisms.
Research in the framework of T EAM L OG is structured along the lines depicted in Figure 1. The object-level information is assumed to be summarized in
queries returning Boolean values. This way it is possible to abstract from a variety of formalisms and techniques applicable in the course of reasoning about
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Fig. 1. The object- and meta-level view on teamwork

real-world data. This abstraction is essential, since the focus of T EAM L OG is on
the meta-level, including formal specification and reasoning about teamwork.
This paper is structured into several sections. The first one introduces T EAM L OG and the problem in general terms. Next, in section 2, some definitions and
assumptions regarding the environment are presented, including an outline of
the interactions within a team and between sub-teams. This is followed in section 3 by definitions of social plans to be executed. In section 4 we take a closer
look at the actions defined in our plan library and automated planning. In section 5 the T EAM L OG theory is presented. In section 6 we explore the minimal
requirements for successful teamwork arising from the case study. Section 7
discusses related work, followed by a conclusion which sums up the article.

2.

The case study: ecological disasters

Disaster management is a broad discipline related to dealing with and avoiding
risks [41]. This involves several important tasks: preparing for disaster before
it occurs, disaster response (e.g. emergency evacuation and decontamination),
and restoration after natural or human-made disasters have occurred. In general, disaster management is the continuous process by which all individuals,
groups, and communities manage hazards in an effort to avoid or ameliorate the
impact of disasters resulting from them. Actions taken depend in part on per-
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ceptions of risk of those exposed [6]. Activities at each level (individual, group,
community) affect the other levels.
The case study deals with response to ecological disasters caused by specific poisons, by means of heterogeneous multi-agent teams. The use-case is
theoretical, in order to focus on those aspects of the problem that influence
team action. The teams work in situations where time is critical and resources
are scarce; it has been shown that teams consisting of software agents, robots
and humans are a good choice in such critical situations [30, 37]. The example
has been constructed by the authors, who took inspiration from the literature on
disaster response [6, 41], heterogenous teams [30, 37], and unmanned aerial
vehicles [8, 7].
Here, the main goal (safe) of teamwork is maintaining a given region REG
safe or to return it to safety if it is in danger. The possible threats are two kinds of
poison, X1 and X2 , which are dangerous in high concentrations. The situation
when both toxins mix is extremely hazardous, because if their concentration
is high enough, they will react to form a chemical compound. This compound
(X1 ⊕ X2 ), once created, may explode if temperature and air pressure are high.
Three functions f1 , f2 and f3 reflect the influence of temperature t(A), air pressure p(A) and concentrations c1 (A) and c2 (A) of poisons X1 and X2 at location
A on the possible danger level at that location. The function ranges are divided
into three intervals, as follows:
The first poison X1 :
– safe1 iff f1 (p(A), t(A), c1 (A)) ∈ [0, v1 ];
– risky1 iff f1 (p(A), t(A), c1 (A)) ∈ (v1 , n1 ];
– dangerous1 iff f1 (p(A), t(A), c1 (A)) ∈ (n1 , ∞);
The second poison X2 :
– safe2 iff f2 (p(A), t(A), c2 (A)) ∈ [0, v2 ];
– risky2 iff f2 (p(A), t(A), c2 (A)) ∈ (v2 , n2 ];
– dangerous2 iff f2 (p(A), t(A), c2 (A)) ∈ (n2 , ∞);
The chemical compound X1 ⊕ X2 :
– safe3 iff f3 (p(A), t(A), c1 (A), c2 (A)) ∈ [0, v3 ];
– risky3 iff f3 (p(A), t(A), c1 (A), c2 (A)) ∈ (v3 , n3 ];
– explosive iff f3 (p(A), t(A), c1 (A), c2 (A)) ∈ (n3 , ∞);
The proposition safe is defined as safe := safe1 ∧ safe2 ∧ safe3 and is also referred to as a goal. There are also thresholds 1 and 2 : when the concentration
of a poison Xi exceeds i , the respective function fi is computed.
2.1.

Starting point: the agents

This model reflects cooperation between humans, software agents, robots, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) as discussed in [8, 7], and a helicopter steered
by a pilot.
The whole process is controlled by one coordinator , who initiates cooperation, coordinates teamwork between different sub-teams of the full team G, is
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responsible for dividing the disaster zone into sectors and assigning a sub-team
to each sector to perform clean-up. Several sub-teams G1 , . . . Gk ⊆ G of similar
make-up work in parallel, aiming to prevent or neutralize a contamination. Each
of these sub-teams Gi consists of:
– one UAVi - responsible to the coordinator for keeping assigned sectors
safe. This agent cannot carry a heavy load, but it carries a computer, therefore it has considerable computational capabilities for planning and is capable of observing and mapping the terrain;
– ni identical neutralizing robots rob i1 , . . . , rob ini - responsible to their UAVi
for cleaning up a zone.
Next to the sub-teams there is a rather independent member of G:
– one regular helicopter steered by the human pilot, who can independently
choose the order of cleaning up assigned areas, is directly accountable to
the coordinator and can communicate as an equal with the UAVs.
See Figure 2 for the team structure.

Fig. 2. Hierarchical team structure of the ecological disaster management team G.

2.2.

Cooperation between sub-teams

The entire disaster zone is divided into sectors by the coordinator, based on
terrain type, sub-team size, population density and hot spots known in advance
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(see Figure 3). Sub-teams are responsible for (possibly many) sectors. The
leader UAVi of a sub-team Gi prepares a plan to keep its sectors safe. Each
plan is judged based on a fitting function fit, which takes into account:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

available robots, including their current task, load, capacity and position;
whether the plan relies on the help from other sub-teams;
task priorities;
the minimum amount of time it takes to implement;
the minimum number of robots it requires.

Fig. 3. Example terrain split, with base for robots B marked.
The darkest regions consist of water and are an obstacle to the cleanup robots.

The UAVs communicate and cooperate with one another. If performing tasks
requires more robots than are currently available in their own sub-team Gi , its
leader UAVi can call for reinforcements from another UAVj , for j ≤ k, j 6= i.
Of course for UAV j in question, fulfilling its own sub-team Gj ’s objectives has
priority over helping others from Gi .
2.3.

A bird’s-eye view on cases

To maintain the goal safe, the situation is monitored by the coordinator and the
UAVs on a regular basis with frequency freq. During situation recognition, in
the risky cases monitoring is performed twice as frequently. Depending on the
mixture and density of poisons in a location, some general cases followed by the
relevant procedures are established. All remedial actions are to be performed
relative to the contaminated area:
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Case safe: True −→ situation recognition
Case dangerous1 : rain −→ liquid L1 to be poured on the soil
normal or dry −→ liquid L2 to be sprayed from the air
Case dangerous2 : rain −→ solid S1 to be spread, followed by
liquid catalyst K1 to be poured
normal or dry −→ solid S1 to be spread
Case explosive: before explosion −→ evacuation
after explosion −→ rescue action

3.

Global plans

While team planning is a very interesting problem, the algorithms for solving
it are exponential for most cases. For performance reasons it was decided to
use a pre-compiled plan library (consisting of plans devised by us) in the case
study. Please observe that while the existence of such a library simplifies planning, it doesn’t eliminate the need for it. Some actions (e.g. move) presented in
the plan library are complex, and can only be solved with specialized planning
techniques.
The ad-hoc notation representing high-level plans can easily be translated
into basic definitions introduced in [19, 15]. The only requirement in T EAM L OG is
that the plan describes the order of actions and their performers. Furthermore,
T EAM L OG doesn’t enforce any representation of time in plans. A sensible implementation of a planner designed to work in a physical environment will have
to synchronize agents’ actions, but the specific representation of time is not an
issue at the level of abstraction used here. Clearly, the planner will be able to
obtain temporal dependencies between actions from the presented description.
In order to control the amount of interactions and decrease the time needed
to establish beliefs, we introduce a hierarchical team model. The coordinator
views a sub-team Gi as a single entity, even though the UAVs manage the
work of many autonomous neutralizing robots. All agents are initially located
at a base B, which also houses chemicals required for decontamination. It
may interact with agents via communication protocols that would guarantee that
agents do not compete for resources such as decontaminants.
3.1.

The social plan hCleanupi

The global social plan for which the coordinator and UAVs are responsible, is
designed with respect to location A. It is a while-loop, in which observation is
interleaved with treatment of current dangers by level of priority, from most to
least dangerous. The goal (denoted as Clean) is to keep locations in a safe
state. All subplans mentioned in hCleanupi, namely h Plan SRi, h Plan E i,
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h Plan D1 R i, h Plan D1 N i, h Plan D2 R i, and h Plan D2 N i are described more
precisely in the subsequent subsections.
begin
freq := a;
{f req - interval between two checks of the environment}
while true do
h Plan SRi {Assess the situation at A, with frequency freq}
if explosive then do h Plan E i end;
elif dangerous1 and rain then do h Plan D1 R i end;
elif dangerous1 then do h Plan D1 N i end;
elif dangerous2 and rain then do h Plan D2 R i end;
elif dangerous2 then do h Plan D2 N i end;
elif risky1 ∨ risky2 ∨ risky3 then freq := a2 end
else {safe situation} freq := a end;
end
end.
Here, a represents the default frequency of checking the environment. This
interval is shortened when a risky situation is encountered, to handle such a
case with more caution. Dividing the interval by 2 is done to make the example
specific; it is easy to adapt the plan to frequency adjustments applicable in a
real-world scenario.

3.2.

The social plan hSRi

This plan performs situation recognition at location A. One of the UAVs, for
example UAV1 , is responsible for monitoring. Alternatively, this task could be
assigned as a joint responsibility to UAV1 , . . . , UAVk . However, that solution
would require information fusion which is in general a very complex process.
begin
C1 := c1 (A) {C1 is the measured concentration of poison X1 at A}
C2 := c2 (A) {C2 is the measured concentration of poison X2 at A}
T := t(A) {T is the measured temperature at A}
P := p(A) {P is the measured air pressure at A}
{Computation of the situation at A}
if C1 > 1 then compute f1 (C1 , T, P ) end;
if C2 > 2 then compute f2 (C2 , T, P ) end;
if C1 > 1 and C2 > 2 then compute f3 (C1 , C2 , T, P ) end;
end.
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3.3.

The social plan hEi

After an explosion, evacuation and rescue of people should take place. This
subject is discussed in many studies [6, 41, 30] and will not be elaborated here.
Instead, other subplans included in hCleanupi are presented.
3.4.

The social plan hD1 Ri

This plan is applicable when dangerous1 occurs under weather condition rain.
Each UAVi may be allocated this social plan for a given location as decided by
the coordinator.
Goal ψ1 (L1 ): to apply liquid L1 on all areas contaminated with poison X1 .
{Assumption: One portion of L1 neutralizes poison X1 at a single location.}
while contaminated -area 6= emptyset do
begin
A := calculate(UAVi , {rob ij });
{UAVi finds region A for rob ij to clean up}
get(rob ij , L1 , B); {rob ij retrieves a tank with liquid L1 from location B}
path := get path(UAVi , rob ij , B, A); {rob ij requests a path to follow}
move(rob ij , path); {rob ij moves from location B to location A}
pour (rob ij , L1 , A);
contaminated -area := contaminated -area \ A;
return path := get path(UAVi , rob ij , A, B);
move(rob ij , return path);
end.
Here and in subsequent social plans, the assumption about needing a single
portion of a liquid (or of solid and catalyst, respectively) per location is meant
as an illustrative example. Functions computing the needed amounts of these
substances from the measured concentrations of poisons could be used in a
real-world case. It is also assumed that UAVi establishes priorities of locations
to be cleaned when planning the robots’ routes, taking into account that some
robots should start clearing certain paths such that other robots can then safely
traverse these.
3.5.

The social plan hD1 N i

This plan is applicable when dangerous1 occurs under weather condition normal or dry. The spraying is usually performed by the pilot on request from one
of the UAVs. In the plan below, UAV stands for any of UAV1 , . . . , UAVk .
Goal ψ2 (L2 ): to spray liquid L2 on areas contaminated with poison X1 .
{Assumption: One portion of L2 neutralizes poison X1 at a single location.}
{Assumption: The helicopter can transport k portions of liquid L2 .}
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while contaminated -area 6= emptyset do
begin
request(UAV , coordinator , pilot, ψ(L2 ));
confirm(pilot, UAV , coordinator , ψ(L2 ));
request(pilot, UAV , list1 , k);
send (UAV , pilot, list1 ); {list1 has at most k contaminated areas}
upload (helicopter , L2 , |list1 |); {pilot retrieves required amount of liquid L2 }
take-off (helicopter , B); {pilot takes off from location B}
do hplan-for -spraying(helicopter , L2 , list1 )i;
{pilot sprays L2 using his own invented plan}
confirm(pilot, UAV , done(plan-for -spraying(helicopter , L2 , list1 ));
contaminated -area := contaminated -area \ list1 ;
landing(helicopter , B);
free(pilot, coordinator );
end.
3.6.

The social plan hD2 Ri

This plan is applicable when dangerous2 occurs under weather condition rain.
Goal ψ3 (S1 , K1 ): to spread solid S1 on all areas contaminated with poison X2 ,
followed by applying catalyst K1 to all areas where S1 is present.
{Assumption: One portion of S1 and K1 neutralize poison X2 at a single location.}
while contaminated -area 6= emptyset do
begin
A := calculate(UAVi , {rob ij , rob il });
{UAVi finds region for rob ij and rob il to spread solid and catalyst,
respectively.}
begin parallel {two main operations are done in parallel:
applying a solid to the area, and pouring a catalyst on it }
{a plan similar to hD1 Ri, but using S1 :}
get(rob ij , S1 , B); {rob ij retrieves a portion of solid S1 from location B}
path := get path(UAVi , rob ij , B, A); {rob ij requests a path to follow}
move(rob ij , path); {rob ij moves from location B to location A}
pour (rob ij , S1 , A);
return path := get path(UAVi , rob ij , A, B);
move(rob ij , return path);
||
get(rob il , K1 , B);
path := get path(UAVi , rob il , B, A);
move(rob il , path);
wait for (spread(S1 , A)); {rob il waits for someone to spread S1 in A}
pour (rob il , K1 , A);
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return path := get path(UAV , rob il , A, B);
move(rob il , return path);
end parallel
contaminated -area := contaminated -area \ A;
end.
The planner executed by UAVi computes the paths in such a way that the
robots’ movements are synchronized, so that they arrive in area A almost simultaneously.
3.7.

Plan hD2 N i

This plan, very similar to hD1 Ri, is applicable when dangerous2 occurs under
weather condition normal or dry. Each UAVi may be allocated hD2 N i for a
given location as decided by the coordinator. Goal ψ1 (S1 ) is to apply solid S1
on all areas contaminated with poison X2 .
{Assumption: One portion of S1 neutralizes poison X2 at a single location.}
while contaminated -area 6= emptyset do
begin
A := calculate(UAVi , {rob ij }); {UAVi finds region A for rob ij to clean up}
get(rob ij , S1 , B); {rob ij retrieves a portion of solid S1 from location B}
path := get path(UAVi , rob ij , B, A); {rob ij requests a path to follow}
move(rob ij , path); {rob ij moves from location B to location A}
pour (rob ij , S1 , A);
contaminated -area := contaminated -area \ A;
return path := get path(UAVi , rob ij , A, B);
move(rob ij , return path);
end.
The decontamination action is usually successful. Unfortunately, its effects
may not be immediately visible, therefore the plans don’t check contamination
levels right after applying chemicals.
Even though h D1 R i, h D1 N i, h D2 R i, and h D2 N i do not contain explicit
actions to check the success of decontamination, such checks are part and
parcel of the main hCleanupi plan, so the coordinator and UAVs can re-plan
accordingly if decontamination does not succeed.

4.

Defining actions

The actions are defined using the standard STRIPS syntax and semantics:
1. For every i ∈ G, Ai is S
the set of actions that agent i is capable of performing;
2. Each action a ∈ A = i∈G Ai is a tuple hα, β, γ, δi, where:
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α is the set of all conditions that must be true for the action to be executable;
β is the set of all conditions that must be false for the action to be executable;
γ is the set of all conditions that become true as a result of this action;
δ is the set of all conditions that become false as a result of this action.
4.1.

Actions in the case study

Some actions are complex and require further planning. Definitions of the robots’
actions are as follows:
– get(Ag, Ob, F rom) =
h{at(Ag, F rom), at(Ob, F rom), available(Ob), capable of lif ting(Ag, Ob)},
∅, {has(Ag, Ob)}, {available(Ob), at(Ob, F rom)}i
– move(Ag, F rom, Direction) =
h{at(Ag, F rom), in direction(F rom, Direction, X), can enter(Ag, X)},
∅, {at(Ag, X)}, {at(Ag, F rom)}i
– wait f or(Cond) = h∅, ∅, {Cond}, ∅i
– pour (Ag, Chem, Loc) =
h{at(Ag, Loc), contains(Ob, Chem), has(Ag, Ob)}, ∅, ∅, {has(Ag, Ob)}i
The complex action move(Ag, F rom, T o) results from planning performed
by agent Ag (it might request terrain information from its controlling UAV in
the process). It will be implemented as a series of atomic actions of the form
move(Ag, F rom, Direction).
Definitions of the pilot’s actions:
– upload (helicopter , Chem, N um) =
h{at(helicopter , B)},
{airborne(helicopter )}, {has(helicopter , Chem, N um)}, ∅i
– take-off (helicopter , Loc) =
h{at(helicopter , Loc)},
{airborne(helicopter )}, {airborne(helicopter )}, ∅i
– landing(helicopter , Loc) =
h{at(helicopter , Loc), airborne(helicopter )},
∅, ∅, {airborne(helicopter )}i
– plan-for -spraying(helicopter , Chem, list1 ) =
h{has(helicopter , Chem, X), X ≥ |list1 |,
capable of lif ting(helicopter , Chem, |list1 |), airborne(helicopter )},
∅, {has(helicopter , Chem, X)}, {has(helicopter , Chem, Y ), Y ≡ X − |list1 |}i
Here plan-for -spraying(helicopter , Chem, list1 ) is considered an atomic action by the planner, as the pilot is an independent agent planning for himself.
Notation |list1 | stands for the length of list1 .
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4.2.

Plans and plan projections

A social plan is defined as a composition of simple social plan expressions.
SP1 ha, ii is a (simple) social plan expression iff i ∈ G ∧ a ∈ Ai
SP2 if α and β are social plan expressions and ϕ is any true/false statement
then:
– hα; βi is a (compound) social plan expression (sequential execution)
– hα||βi is a (compound) social plan expression (parallel execution)
– h if ϕ then do α end i is a (compound) social plan expression (an if-then
statement)
The notation ξ is used to refer to an empty plan:
hα; ξi ≡ α
hξ; βi ≡ β
hα||ξi ≡ α
hξ||βi ≡ β
h if ϕ then do ξ end i ≡ ξ

–
–
–
–
–

A plan is written for roles to be adopted by agents. Each role has requirements assuring, for example, that a robot cannot assume the role of a pilot
(since it is not capable of flying a helicopter). A plan projection for agent i can
be understood as the individual view of the plan, where some of the roles have
been adopted by agent i. An agent i’s projection of a social plan P (denoted
P |i ) is defined as:
ha, ii|j ≡ ha, ii iff i = j
ha, ii|j ≡ ξ iff i 6= j
hα; βi|i ≡ hα|i ; β|i i
hα||βi|i ≡ hα|i ||β|i i
h if ϕ then do α end i|i ≡ h if ϕ then do α|i end i

–
–
–
–
–

A projection of a social plan P for a group G of agents can be defined in a
similar fashion, using i ∈ G instead of i = j.
4.3.

Plan projections in the case study

Agents naturally commit to their controlling UAV which acts as a ‘middle manager’ on behalf of the coordinator. Each UAV is committed to the coordinator
with regard to the task of keeping all assigned regions in a safe state.
Each agent has its own projection of the overall plan.
– The coordinator is aware of the hCleanupi plan in the context of all regions;
– UAVs need a projection of the hCleanupi plan in all areas to which they are
assigned;
– Robots need to have a projection of the hCleanupi plan only regarding actions which they may take part in.
Projections for the pilot are not considered here, since he works independently.
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5.

T EAM L OG: a logical theory for teamwork

Due to the space limit, only the relevant fragment of T EAM L OG will be presented
here. For extensive explanation and discussion see [14–16, 20].
5.1.

Beliefs in T EAM L OG

For the individual part, a standard KD45n system for n agents has been adopted,
governing the individual belief operator BEL, as explained in [23]. Additionally,
for group beliefs, with a group G ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, as in [23]:
V
C1 E-BELG (ϕ) ↔ i∈G BEL(i, ϕ) (general belief: “everyone believes”)
More general iterated form for k ≥ 2:
1
E-BELkG (ϕ) ↔ E-BELk−1
G (E-BELG (ϕ)), where E-BELG (ϕ) ≡ E-BELG (ϕ)

A very strong and heavily used notion in T EAM L OG is that of common belief:
C-BELG (ϕ) - “it is common belief in the group G that ϕ is true”:
C2 C-BELG (ϕ) ↔ E-BELG (ϕ ∧ C-BELG (ϕ))
RC1 From ϕ → E-BELG (ψ ∧ ϕ) infer ϕ → C-BELG (ψ) (induction)
Common belief is a very powerful notion. For example, if C-BELG (ϕ) holds
then C-BELG (ψ) holds as well with ψ being any logical consequence of ϕ. This
ensures that agents reach the same conclusions from ϕ and commonly believe
in them.
5.2.

Tuning collective attitudes

Collective notions from T EAM L OG ensure the calibration of agents’ awareness.
In this case study the strength of collective attitudes is adjusted to a specific
domain, while group attitudes are set at the minimal level ensuring effective
team operation. In general, the question regarding the level of awareness about
each specific aspect of teamwork needs to be addressed.
Instances of awareness G in T EAM L OG definitions can be anything from ∅,
through individual beliefs, different levels of E-BELkG , to common belief C-BELG .
Stronger levels of belief require increased communication to ensure their proper
propagation. It has been argued that in ideal teamwork, awareness G is taken to
be C-BELG [14]. Assuming that the communication medium is perfect, it is possible to attain this. In practical implementations in an asynchronous, uncertain
medium, common knowledge (C-KNOWG ) has been proven to be impossible
to achieve [29], and common belief (C-BELG ) only under extremely restricted
constraints [17]. Alternatively, in realistic circumstances, one can apply communication protocols that establish ever higher approximations of common belief
within a group [4, 2]. These protocols are less efficient because the required
number of messages passed back and forth between the initiator and other
agents grows linearly with the desired level of iteration. However, the underlying assumptions are much easier to guarantee.
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5.3.

Intentions in T EAM L OG

For the individual intention INT, the T EAM L OG axioms comprise the system
KDn , including the intention consistency axiom D. In addition, the system developer may choose whether to add negative introspection of intentions (see [14]).
It is certainly not sufficient that all members of the team G have the associated individual intention INT(i, ϕ) to achieve ϕ, i.e. a general intention. To exclude competition, all agents should intend all members to have the associated
individual intention, as well as the intention that all members have the individual
intention, and so on; this is called a mutual intention (M-INTG (ϕ)). Furthermore,
all team members are aware of this mutual intention: awareness G (M-INTG (ϕ)).
Please note that team members remain autonomous in maintaining their other
motivational attitudes, and may compete about other issues.
V
M1 E-INTG (ϕ) ↔ i∈G INT(i, ϕ) (general intention: “everyone intends”)
E-INTkG is also defined iteratively, similarly to higher-order general beliefs, for
k ≥ 2:
k−1
M10 E-INTkG (ϕ) ↔ E-INTG
(E-INTG (ϕ)), where E-INT1G (ϕ) ≡ E-INTG (ϕ)

Mutual and collective intentions are governed by:
M2 M-INTG (ϕ) ↔ E-INTG (ϕ ∧ M-INTG (ϕ)) (mutual intention)
RM1 From ϕ → E-INTG (ψ ∧ ϕ) infer ϕ → M-INTG (ψ) (induction)
M3 C-INTG (ϕ) ↔ M-INTG (ϕ) ∧ awareness G (M-INTG (ϕ)) (collective intention)
5.4.

Collective commitment in T EAM L OG

After a group is constituted via collective intention, a collective commitment
between the team members needs to be established. While a collective intention is an inspiration for team activity, the plan-based collective commitment
expresses the case-specific details provided by planning and action allocation.
It is reflected in bilateral commitments towards individual actions. A bilateral
commitment from agent i towards agent j to perform action α is represented
as COMM(i, j, α). In this article, bilateral commitment is viewed as a primitive
notion, but see [16] for its characterization and governing axiom.
5.5.

Collective commitment schema

A flexible tuning schema for collective commitments is presented in [16]. In summary, group G has a collective commitment to achieve goal ϕ based on social
plan P (C-COMMG,P (ϕ)) iff all of the following hold (in the corresponding definition below, parts between curly brackets may or may not be present): The
group mutually intends ϕ (with or without being aware of this); moreover, successful execution of social plan P leads to ϕ (cons(ϕ, P )) (again, with or without
the group being aware of this); and finally, for every action α from plan P , there
is one agent in the group who is bilaterally committed to another agent in the
group to fulfil that action (COMM(i, j, α)) (with or without the group being aware
of this):
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C-COMMG,P (ϕ) ↔ M-INTG (ϕ) ∧ {awareness G (M-INTG (ϕ))} ∧
cons(ϕ,
V
WP ) ∧ {awareness G (cons(ϕ, P ))} ∧ V
W
α∈P
i,j∈G COMM(i, j, α) ∧ {awareness G ( α∈P
i,j∈G COMM(i, j, α))}
Strong collective commitment Different types of collective commitments related to different organizational structures and environments have been introduced in terms of a ‘tuning machine’ [16]. One instantiation of the above scheme
is the strong collective commitment [16]. In this case, the team knows the overall
goal, collectively believes that the social plan is correct (C-BELG (cons(ϕ, P )))
and that things are under control. However, team members do not need to know
exactly who is responsible for each task.
Strong collective commitment is applicable in teams with no collective responsibility:
S-COMMG,P (ϕ) ↔ C-INTG (ϕ)
P) ∧
V ∧ cons(ϕ,
W
awareness G (cons(ϕ,
P
))
∧
α∈P
i,j∈G COMM(i, j, α) ∧
V
W
awareness G ( α∈P i,j∈G COMM(i, j, α))
Weak collective commitment In weak collective commitment [16], the team
knows the overall goal, but doesn’t know the details of the plan: there is no
collective awareness of the plan’s correctness, even though actions have been
appropriately allocated.
Weak collective commitment is applicable in teams with a dedicated planner,
who takes care of the proper planning reflected in cons(ϕ, P ):
W-COMM
∧
V
WG,P (ϕ) ↔ C-INTG (ϕ) ∧ cons(ϕ, P ) V
W
COMM(i,
j,
α)
∧
awareness
(
G
α∈P
i,j∈G
α∈P
i,j∈G COMM(i, j, α))
Team commitment A further weakening of the group commitment results in
the team commitment [16]. This case differs from weak collective commitment
including solely obligatory elements of collective commitment, without the team
being aware of them. Therefore, agents can’t infer if any action they take will
result in completion of plan P .
Team commitment is applicable in teams where agents only receive orders
and don’t help each other unless specifically told what to do.
V
W
T-COMMG,P (ϕ) ↔ C-INTG (ϕ) ∧ cons(ϕ, P ) ∧ α∈P i,j∈G COMM(i, j, α)

6.

Adjusting the T EAM L OG notions to the case study

6.1. C-COMMG on the sub-team level
Within a sub-team Gi , the UAV i has the highest level of awareness as it knows
the entire hCleanupi plan for a particular region. There is no need for others to
know the details of that plan.
The strength of the collective commitment depends on the assumptions regarding cooperation between cleanup robots. There are two possible scenarios:
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– Robots help one another only when their UAV orders them to.
In this case, robots from Gi need a quite limited awareness of the plan. For
example, they need to know the partially instantiated subplans applicable
in dangerous situations (hD1 Ri, hD2 Ri or hD2 N i). In the relevant weather
conditions, they may need to carry out one of these subplans for a region
assigned by the UAVi . This UAVi also assigns roles to robots, who do not
know the shares of others. Thus, team commitment is sufficient on the subteam level.
– Robots help each other voluntarily.
In this case, they will also need to be aware about the partially instantiated
plans of nearby robots from Gi in order to assist and assume a role that one
of its colleagues fails to perform. With regard to the hCleanupi plan, this corresponds to
VweakWcollective commitment on the sub-team level. In addition,
it requires α∈P m,n∈Gi E-BELGi (COMM(m, n, α)). That specific belief is
necessary if agents are to pitch in for one another.
6.2. C-COMMG on the team level
In team G the coordinator has the highest awareness; for example, it is in
charge of the global planning, as explained in section 2.2. The UAVs in its
team only need to know their projection of the overall plan, and believe that the
entire plan has been shared among them. The coordinator knows both the plan
and action allocation. The coordinator, the pilot and and all UAVs are aware
that cons(safe, Cleanup) holds.
With regard to the hCleanupi plan, this corresponds to strong collective commitment on the top team level, where all UAVs and the pilot make social commitments to the coordinator. Taking G0 = {coordinator , pilot, UAV 1 , . . . , UAV k }
and putting the awareness G0 dial at common belief, we have:
S-COMMG0 ,Cleanup (safe) ↔ C-INTG0 (safe) ∧ cons(safe, Cleanup) ∧
C-BELG0 (cons(safe,
Cleanup)) ∧
V
W
COMM(i,
coordinator , α) ∧
0
α∈Cleanup
V i∈G
W
C-BELG0 ( α∈Cleanup i∈G0 COMM(i, coordinator , α))
The dialogues taking place between the coordinator and its direct subordinates during the creation of collective commitments ensure that the necessary
awareness is established (see [20, Chapter 8]).
6.3.

Organization structure: who is socially committed to whom?

Commitments in the team follow the organizational structure of Figure 2. The
coordinator is socially committed to achieving the overall goal, with respect to
the main social plan. Other agents are committed to their projection of that plan.
The coordinator is committed towards itself and towards the relevant control
authority, for example, the national environmental agency for which it works.
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Each UAV i for i = 1, . . . , k is committed towards the coordinator with respect to achieving its part of the plan, namely keeping specified regions safe.
The robots in Gi for i = 1, . . . , k commit to perform their share to their leading UAV i , which has the power to uncommit them. There is a clear hierarchy
where the coordinator is the leader of the team G as a whole, while the UAVs
are ‘middle-managers’ of sub-teams. The UAVs also sometimes commit to a
colleague UAV when some of their robots are temporarily delegated to the
other’s sub-team.
The human pilot has a somewhat special role in that he does not manage
any sub-team. Instead, he directly commits to the coordinator, or sometimes to
UAVs if they request his assistance.
6.4.

Minimal levels of group intention and awareness

What are the minimal levels of awareness and group intention needed for the
agents on both sub-team and team levels?
The robots - two cases are applicable
1. They act only individually; this is the most limited (and economical) case;
2. They perform a limited form of cooperation, for example, they work together
to clean up areas faster (e.g., by suitably combining the application of cleaning solids and catalysts), or pitch in for other robots when these turn out to
be unable to perform their share of labor.
Both cases will be considered separately while investigating group attitudes
of different types of agents involved in achieving a maintenance goal to keep
the region safe.
The level of intention
1. In case 1, the robots need a general intention E-INTGi about the goals.
2. In case 2, E-INT2Gi will be enough to allow forming two-robot teams that
are not competitive internally. (But see [14] for a counter-example showing
that a two-level intention is not sufficient to preclude competition among
two-agent coalitions). If agents are supposed to be strictly cooperative, a
two-level definition is also sufficient for larger teams: all agents intend to
achieve the goal in cooperation with the others included in their team.
Although robots sometimes individually compete for resources, in our field of
application where fast real-time team reaction to dangers is needed, we opt for
strictly cooperative robots that use fixed protocols to load up on resources. The
cleanup robots do not communicate with robots from other teams, and therefore
do not need to have any beliefs, intentions and commitments regarding them.
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The level of belief
1. In case 1, to act individually each robot i needs an individual belief about
every group intention (BEL(i, E-INTG (ϕ))). This way, a general belief
E-BELG (E-INTG (ϕ)) is in place and it suffices. Moreover, each robot in Gi
should believe that the distribution of
V labor
W by means of bilateral commitments is done properly (E-BELGi ( α∈P n,m∈Gi COMM(n, m, α))). This
allows deliberation on actions of other robots from the same team. It may
also prevent robots from doing all the work by themselves.
2. In case 2, E-BEL2Gi will be enough to allow deliberation about other robots’
intentions and beliefs (especially E-BEL2Gi (E-INT2Gi (ϕ))). To see this, one
may consider a pair of robots. With E-BEL2Gi , both robots have the same
intention (E-INTGi (ϕ)), believe they have the same intention (the first-order
belief E-BELGi (E-INTGi (ϕ))), and believe that the other believes this (the
second-order belief E-BELGi (E-BELGi (E-INTGi (ϕ))). Therefore, the robots
can reason about the beliefs and intentions of their partner.
In both cases, it is assumed that the robots are incapable of forming coalitions of cardinality ≥ 2. This allows us to build a sufficiently strong collective
intention based on a low degree of nesting of general intentions [13]. In case 2,
the robots will also need to be aware of plan projections of their neighbours, in
order to be able to notice when they can help.
The UAVs The UAVs must sometimes work with one another. This requires
at least E-BEL2G of other UAVs’ intentions.

The level of intention - sub-team level Within each sub-team Gi consisting of
an UAV and robots, UAV i must make sure that all agents are motivated to do
their tasks. Therefore:
– in case 1, INT(UAV i , E-INTGi (ϕ)) is required with respect to the sub-team
intention E-INTGi (ϕ),
– in case 2, INT(UAV i , E-INT2Gi (ϕ)) is required with respect to the sub-team
intention E-INT2Gi (ϕ). The UAV i ’s intention is that all the robots in its team
not only do their work, but also have the intention of helping each other in
two-robot teams.
The level of belief - sub-team level Within each sub-team Gi consisting of UAV i
and robots rob i1 , . . . , rob ini , the UAV i has the highest level of awareness, and
acts as a coordinator. In order to facilitate this (make plans and reason correctly), it will require one level of belief more than its agents:
– in case 1, BEL(UAV i , E-BELGi (E-INTGi (ϕ))) is required with respect to
the sub-team intentionV
E-INTGi (ϕ)Was well as:
BEL(UAV i , E-BELGi ( α∈Cleanup i,j∈Gi COMM(i, j, α))),
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– in case 2 BEL(UAV i , E-BEL2Gi (E-INT2Gi (ϕ))) is required with respect to
the sub-team intention E-INT2Gi (ϕ) as well as:
V
W
BEL(UAV i , E-BEL2Gi ( α∈Cleanup i,j∈Gi COMM(i, j, α))).
The level of intention - team level There are situations when two UAVs create
coalitions of cardinality ≤ 2. In order not to be competitive internally, all UAVs
must have at least E-INT2G (ϕ) with respect to every goal ϕ.
The level of belief - team level Cooperation between UAVs requires at least
E-BEL2G of other UAVs’ intentions.
The coordinator The role of coordinator is to manage the team as a whole
(see Figure 2), including all sub-teams and the pilot. Therefore he needs to
know not only the global plan but also all the subplans.
The level of intention Similarly as in the relation of a UAV viz-a-viz its robots,
the coordinator has one level of intention more than the UAVs it manages,
therefore INT(coordinator , E-INT2G (ϕ)) is required.
The level of belief One extra level of belief allows the coordinator introspection
and reasoning about the joint effort of all UAVs. Therefore, since teams are cooperative in a limited way, BEL(coordinator , E-BEL2G (E-INT2G (ϕ))) is required
with respect to every group intention E-INT2G (ϕ). Again, an analogical level of
awareness is required with V
regard to distribution
of bilateral commitments:
W
BEL(coordinator , E-BEL2G ( α∈Cleanup i,j∈G COMM(i, j, α))).
Commands from the coordinator overrule temporary contracts between subteams. The coordinator does not only know the plan, but also keeps track of all
relevant environmental conditions. It is assumed that even in the safe situation,
the robots, the UAVs and the pilot are prepared to take action at any moment.
The pilot The pilot’s own awareness about the team level is similar to the
UAVs’, except that he usually does not need precise awareness about the
robots’ actions. Additionally, as a human team member he has a special position and we do not want to impose on him a straight-jacket of awareness from
others. The only exception is that the coordinator is aware of the pilot’s share of
labor and his commitments and if applicable, some UAVs are aware of actions
the pilot commits to perform for them.
6.5.

Complexity of the language without collective attitudes

It seems that in the environmental case study, the language used is richer than
propositional modal logic due to the use of continuous ranges, functions, and
a theoretically unlimited number of agents and teams. Fortunately, most of the
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relevant part can be reduced to a fixed finite number of propositional atoms
(that may be combined and be the subject of attitudes), based on finitely many
predicates and constants, as follows:
–
–
–
–
–

a fixed number of relevant environmental states;
a fixed number of pre-named locations;
a fixed finite number of agents and teams;
a fixed finite number of other objects (liquids, solids, catalyst, helicopter);
a fixed number of relevant thresholds n1 , n2 , n3 , 1 , 2 .

The only possible source of unbounded complexity is the use of continuous
intervals and real-valued functions f1 , f2 , f3 , fit appearing in Section 2. Recall
that the architecture proposed in Section 1.2 allows us to query external entities. These concern data stored in databases and sensed from the environment, which are represented in the lower layer of the system. For example, the
functions f1 , f2 , f3 and fit are part of this lower layer. Therefore, even though
the underlying structures are represented by first-order formulas, one extracts
only propositional information from them to use in the upper layer of propositional T EAM L OG reasoning. In fact, one can obtain answers true or false about
queries such as
f3 (p(A), t(A), c1 (A), c2 (A)) ∈ (v3 , n3 ]?
from the lower layer, without needing to resort to a first-order language in the
upper layer of the system.

7.

Discussion of related approaches

One of the most influential theories of teamwork is the one of Wooldridge and
Jennings [42]. The actual formal frameworks of their papers is quite different
from ours. Wooldridge and Jennings define joint commitment towards ϕ in a
more dynamic way than collective intentions defined in T EAM L OG: according
to [42], initially the agents do not believe ϕ, and subsequently have ϕ as a goal
until the termination condition is satisfied, including (as conventions) conditions
on the agents to turn their eventual beliefs that termination is warranted into
common beliefs. Subsequently, they define having a joint intention to do α as
“having a joint commitment that α will happen next, and then α happens next”.
In contrast, agreeing with [5], we view collective commitments as stronger than
collective intentions, and base the collective commitment on a specific social
plan meant to realize the collective intention.
The emphasis on establishing appropriate collective attitudes for teamwork
is shared with the SharedPlans approach of Grosz and Kraus [28, 27]. Nevertheless, the intentional component in their definition of collective plans is weaker
than our collective intention: Grosz and Kraus’ agents involved in a collective
plan have individual intentions towards the overall goal and a common belief about these intentions; intentions with respect to the other agents play a
part only at the level of individual sub-actions of the collective plan. We stress,
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however, that team members’ intentions about their colleagues’ motivation to
achieve the overall goal play an important role in keeping the team on track
even if their plan has to be changed radically due to a changing environment.
Similarly to [28, 27], Rao, Georgeff and Sonenberg [36] use a much weaker
definition of joint intention than our collective intention: theirs is only one-level,
being defined as “everyone has the individual intention, and there is a common
belief about this”. Thus, their definition does not preclude cases of coercion
and competition. We have shown in the case study that, even though the full
infinitary flavor of collective intention is not always needed, even among truly
cooperative agents effective teamwork in disaster response demands at least a
second level of general intentions (see section 6.4).
Another theory of teamwork, by Levesque, Cohen and Nunes [31], does
incorporate higher-level intentions in its joint intention. Also, common belief is
an integral part of a group’s intention in both [31, 36], which may be problematic
because creating common beliefs is costly in terms of communication and often
impossible if the communication medium is untrustworthy [17, 4, 2]. Problematic
communication was one of the reasons for restricting to minimal levels of belief
in section 6.4. Additionally, in contrast to T EAM L OG, Levesque and colleagues
assume a homogeneous group and the absence of social structure. Accounting
for a group’s social structure is crucial in a theory of teamwork, and in fact it is
employed in our investigation of collective commitments in the case study.
Some approaches to collective commitments introduce other aspects, not
treated here. For example, Aldewereld et al. add constraints about goal adoption and achievement to their definitions of joint motivational attitudes [1]. We
have chosen to incorporate solely vital aspects of the defined attitudes, leaving room for any case-specific extensions. If needed, these extensions may be
added by extra axioms. Note that in contrast to approaches such as [42, 31], our
collective commitment is not iron-clad: it may vary in order to adapt to changing
circumstances, in such a way that the collective intention on which it is based
can still be reached.
In the logical MAS literature some phenomena such as the dynamics of attitude revision during reconfiguration have received scant attention (but see [38,
39]). Our notion of collective commitment ensures efficiency of reconfiguration
in two ways. Unlike in [42], our approach to group commitments is formalized in
a non-recursive way. This allows for a straightforward revision. Next, because
only social commitments to individual actions appear, it often suffices to revise
just some of them. That way it is possible to avoid involving the whole team in
replanning. Thus, teamwork axioms may serve a system designer as a highlevel specification at design-time. During run-time, formal verification methods
may be applied to check the correctness of the system behavior.
In conclusion, our logical theory T EAM L OG has been developed against the
background of Bratman’s four criteria for shared cooperative activity [3]:
– mutual responsiveness;
– commitment to the joint activity;
– commitment to mutual support;
– formation of subplans that mesh with one another.
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Kraus and colleagues [25] apply an illuminating comparison in the light of Bratman’s criteria to six approaches to teamwork, including an early version of
T EAM L OG [14] and some of those theories mentioned above [42, 28, 27, 31,
36] as well as [26]. They base their analysis on a very simple example of cooperation, where two agents move an object together. It would be interesting to
compare all six theories on a complex time-critical example such as the present
disaster management case study, but this would require a book-length study
and is out of the scope of this paper.

8.

Conclusion

In the case study we have shown how to implement teamwork within a strictly
cooperative, but still heterogenous group of agents in T EAM L OG. The heterogeneity is taken seriously here, as advocated in [24]. Natural differences in
agents’ shares, opportunities and capabilities when acting together, have been
reflected in different levels of agents’ awareness about various aspects of their
behaviour. The study dealt especially with cooperation and coordination. Having very generic definitions of common motivational and informational attitudes
in T EAM L OG, it is challenging to choose the proper level of their complexity.
We have shown that this is possible, by illustrating how to tailor complex definitions of intentions and commitments to a specific environment. Our focus was
on building beliefs, intentions and, finally, commitments of all agents involved in
teamwork on an adequate, but still minimal level. Therefore, even though not all
aspects of teamwork have been shown, a bridge between theory and practice
of teamwork has been constructed for this exemplary application, under the assumptions of fully cooperative agents and a hierarchical organization. It would
be interesting to investigate the influence of relaxing both assumptions as well
as to incorporate the dynamics of team dialogue and reconfiguration in the case
study, according to the dynamic theory T EAM L OGdyn [20, Chapters 5,6,8].
Future work will be to embed T EAM L OG into a form of approximate reasoning suitable for modeling perception. Similarity-based approximate reasoning,
with its intuitive semantics compatible with that of T EAM L OG, is a promising
candidate [9, 12, 10, 11].
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Abstract. Multi-agent cooperation can in several cases be used in order
to mitigate problems relating to task sharing within physical processes. In
this paper we apply agent based solutions to a class of problems defined
by their property of being predictable from a macroscopic perspective
while being highly stochastic when viewed at a microscopic level. These
characteristic properties can be found in several industrial processes and
applications, e.g. within the energy market where the production and distribution of electricity follow this pattern. Another defining problem characteristic is that the supply is usually limited as well as consisting of several layers of differentiating production costs. We evaluate and compare
the performance of the agent system in three different scenarios, and for
each such scenario it is shown to what degree the optimization system is
dependent on the level of availability of sensor data.
Keywords: agent co-operation, team work

1.

Introduction

Schemes for sustaining cooperative behavior among agents are often dependent on a certain level of communication in order to establish and maintain a
reciprocal sense of trust. However, in real-life applications it is not always possible to uphold the desired level of availability and quality of data being communicated among the agents, thus causing suboptimal cooperative behavior. In
this paper we focus on a problem domain where multi-agent task sharing cooperative behavior is applied. However, as practical implementations within this
domain often are spread geographically over a wide area and lack dedicated
network communication infrastructure, there are often practical limitations on
the availability and quality of sensor data which in turn limits the effectiveness
of the multi-agent system cooperative behavior.
For agents to effectively coordinate their actions, the agents normally need
to share information. Information sharing, i.e. communication and its effect on
overall performance is a well established area and has been studied by several
researchers [6], [7] and [13]. Also,the area of multi-sensor networks and sensor
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data quality and fusion has received a fair amount of interest [4], [10] and [8].
However, the quality of information in combination with information sharing has
so far, to our knowledge, only received little attention.
1.1.

Problem Domain

The problem domain is characterised by being predictable from a macroscopic
perspective while being stochastic when viewed at a microscopic level. As the
macroscopic behaviour is a reflection of a collection of highly stochastic microscopic events which in themselves cannot be predicted, it follows that although
a process control system is able to foresee general trends and tendencies within
the process, it must be able to handle the stochastic behaviour in order to actually manipulate the process. For example, although it is possible to foresee the
overall heating demand within a building being higher tomorrow as the weather
prognosis shows a drop in outdoor temperature, it is not possible to predict
when individual residents will take a shower, thus creating peaks in the total
energy demand when combining usage of hot tap water and space heating. Basically these processes are driven by one or more producers supplying some
kind of utility and one or more consumers acting to satisfy their own demand of
the utility.
When optimizing the operational production one tries to determine the financially and operationally most efficient way to combine the production resources,
while satisfying the consumer needs. This problem is often formalized by using the Economic Dispatch Problem (EDP) and the Unit Commitment Problem
(UCP) [5]. By solving the EDP we find out how much load to generate by each
of the different available production units at a given time. Since most production
units in real life settings cannot be turned on and off at the blink of an eye, it is
important to plan ahead of time and determine which units need to be started,
when they need to be started and how long they should be committed to being
in use, i.e. solving the UCP. These problems are related to each other and are
solved using similar optimization techniques. A complicating factor when optimizing production is that the production costs usually display non-linear patterns, due to physical processes like valve effects and the usage of differently
priced fuels in production. This leads to objective functions with discontinuous
and non-differentiable points, which means that it is generally more appropriate to treat the cost function as a set of piecewise quadratic functions [9], [3].
As demand rises the producing entity is forced to engage increasingly costly
production units, and eventually the production costs exceed the possible sale
price of the utility. The only way for the producer to mitigate such a situation is
to manipulate consumption in order to lower the demand.
By solving the UCP and EDP the producer finds an optimal production strategy for a given time frame, e.g. the next twenty-four hours. This means that the
producer wants the consumption to be as close to this strategy as possible; if
the consumption falls to low it will result in unnecessarily low income, while a too
high consumption will necessitate starting costly peak-load production units. In
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order to achieve and uphold the desired production strategy multi agent systems and other distributed systems can be used to manage the consumption.
We evaluate the success of such systems by measuring their ability to stick to
the production strategy in question, while at the same time satisfying consumer
demand.
Typically the consumer entity has a wanted state which it tries to uphold
at all times. This wanted state is dependent on the physical environment in
which the system is functioning, e.g. maintaining comfortable indoor climate in
a district heating system. Often, however, a consumer agent can accept smaller
deviations from this wanted state during shorter periods of time. This is what
makes it possible for a control system to manage the society of consumers in
order to achieve some local or global goals. By measuring the deviation from
the wanted state it is possible to evaluate the impact of change in the overall
system caused by individual consumers.
1.2.

Problem Description

The consumption, and thus the production, follows certain patterns which are
predictable to some extent from a system wide perspective. These patterns are
generated by a composition of highly stochastic microscopic behaviour among
consumer entities, which, as long as their demand is fulfilled, are oblivious to
their surroundings or any other part of the larger system. By reacting on these
individual microscopic events and controlling and limiting the effect of them,
the overall system can achieve several benefits for both the consumers and
the suppliers of the utility. Trying to control the consumption in such a way is
generally called Demand Side Management (DSM), and can in many cases be
achieved by using agent technology or other distributed control schemes [14],
[2] and [11]. The reason agent technology is useful in DSM, is that there is no
need for any centralized entity supervising the Quality of Service (QoS) among
the consumers as each consumer is assigned an agent responsible for this
task. Each agent will participate in achieving the overall goal set by the DSM
strategy, only as long as sufficient QoS can be upheld. This makes the system
highly scalable and easy to maintain.
In theory this a school book example for an agent system to solve. The
problem is that the agent based solutions proposed for solving DSM in such environments are dependent on the availability of high-quality sensor data, which
in practice can be hard to achieve due to limitations in underlying hardware
and communication solutions. That an agent system will perform at its best in
a domain were high quality sensor data and communication solutions are readily available is not in question, and it is not the intent of this paper to compare
different agent based resource allocation schemes within such a high quality
domain. The point of this paper is instead to develop an understanding of how
different levels of availability of sensor data influence the behaviour of the agent
system in a practical setting. Normally there are practical limitations on the sensor data infrastructure and communication set-up which leads to situations far
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from any high quality scenario. Investing in modern sensor data and communication solutions can be expensive and there is an apparent need to quantify the
performance benefits within different scenarios. In Figure 1 this is visualized.

Fig. 1. Comparing availability of sensor data using three different scenarios

Within this study three different scenarios are used to represent different
levels of availability of sensor data, i.e global, partial and local. The global level
corresponds to a scenario with full access to high quality sensor data while
the partial and local scenarios display various levels of deteriorating access to
sensor data. There are several ways to coordinate resource allocation within a
multi agent system, e.g. contract nets, different auction processes or distributed
optimization models. In this study we have used an auction process in order to
compare the different scenarios according to Figure 1.

2.

The Agent System

The agent system we study in this paper is used to implement DSM strategies
within district heating systems and its function has been described in previous
work [14]. In district heating systems one or several production plants heat water which is then pumped through a pipe network throughout a city in order
to heat buildings and tap water. Every building has a substation with heat exchangers which transfer the heat energy from the primary pipe network into the
buildings secondary piping system. The agent system is based on distributed
cooperative entities with an overall goal of combining the production and consumption in an optimal manner.
2.1.

Agents

Every producer and consumer entity in the system is represented by an agent. A
producer agent will try to minimize its own supply cost function while supplying
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enough utility to satisfy consumer demand. When a producer agent deems it
necessary to implement an DSM action it will try to do so by sharing the task
among the consumer agents in order to minimize the side effects of DSM on
any individual consumer agent. A consumer agent will seek to implement these
requests as long as its internal comfort constraints allow for this.
Producer Agent The producer agent is responsible for supervising the continuous utility consumption and also for instigating and distributing DSM tasks
when the measured consumption deviates from the desired DSM level. The task
sharing is done by first decomposing the initial task into smaller tasks. This is
done since the optimization action as a whole is usually too large for one single
consumer agent to handle. The tasks are then allocated through a series of auctions. The DSM level is found beforehand by solving the optimization problem
relating to the production units, and this is then used as input to the production
agent. In larger agent systems it is possible to use cluster agents which act as
mediators between a producer agent and a group of consumer agents. This
eases the computational load in the producer agent when handling large scale
auctions.
The producer agent needs to know the wanted consumption level in order
to implement DSM. This is found by solving the EDP and the UCP. These solutions are then used as decision basis for the DSM strategy for the following
time frame, normally the next twenty-four hour period. In order to solve the EDP
the agent uses an objective function which is found in the smooth function described in Equations 1 and 2.
Minimize

∑

Fi (Pi )

(1)

Fi (Pi ) = αi + βi Pi + γPi

(2)

i∈I

This is simply a summation of the utility cost in all supply units [1]. The value
of α describes a fixed cost for starting and running the production unit, while
the values of β and γ describe costs dependant on the level of production. The
accompanying equality constraint is the utility balance which should be satisfied
accordingly:
∑
Pi = D + Ploss
(3)
i∈I

where D represent the utility demand and Ploss indicates any production and
distribution losses. The inequality constraints describes the production units
working within their respective limits:
Pi , min ≤ Pi ≤, max

∀i ∈ I

(4)

In practical settings these functions are normally not sufficient to describe
many situations in utility production. Normally the production entity will have
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to treat the cost function as a set of piecewise quadratic functions which are
defined as [9], [3]:

αi1 + βi1 Pi + γi1 Pi
if Pimin ≤ Pi ≤ Pi1




αi2 + βi2 Pi + γi2 Pi
if Pi2 ≤ Pi ≤ Pi2



.
.
Fi (Pi ) =
(5)
.
.




.
.



αim + βim Pi + γim Pi
if Pim − 1 ≤ Pi ≤ Pimax
This behaviour is due to the fact that a utility provider usually has a range
of different production units, using differently priced fuels. From a economical
point of view there is no smooth transition when switching between the different
fuels, which makes the resulting function non-differentiable.
The producer also has to solve the UCP. The UCP is interconnected with
the EDP and uses similar optimization methods. The UCP is used to determine
which production units to commit to usage and which ones not to use at any
given time. In a real world scenario a production unit cannot be turned on and off
with a simple switch. It takes a substantial amount of time to start and stop such
units, and the cost related to these processes should be kept at a minimum.
By solving the above systems for each relevant point in time it is possible to
identify a wanted system wide consumption level within the studied time frame.
Consumer Agent Each consumer unit is controlled by a consumer agent which
is responsible for contributing to achieving the overall DSM strategies while
maintaining a sufficient level of local comfort. The consumer agents act locally
in order to monitor any deviations from the wanted comfort state. The amount of
deviation from the optimal comfort state is used as currency when a consumer
agent participates in an auction process, i.e the more the consumer agent is
straying from its desired comfort state, the less likely it will be to win any auction.
The consumer agents are cooperative in the sense that they do not lie about
their cost for participating in a DSM task, since this could possibly jeopardize
their internal comfort levels. A positive side effect from using the comfort state
as currency, is that these calculations are made by the consumer agent in any
case and thus the computational effort for valuation and information gathering
in regards to the auctioning is kept at a minimum.
2.2.

Agent Goal

For every consumer agent there is at any time a wanted comfort level which is
dependent on the level of local consumption. Since the physical nature of the
process introduces a delay in the dependency between the comfort level and
the local consumption level a time frame is created within which it is possible
to manipulate the local consumption while still keeping the local comfort level
within its constraints. An example of this phenomena is that it will take some
time before people notice if you shut off the radiators in a building, i.e. there is a
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delay before the people start to freeze even though the energy consumption is
reduced directly. Combining the local consumption from each consumer agent
will yield the total actual consumption. The goal for the agent system is then; for
each point in time to achieve a total actual consumption as close as possible to
the total wanted consumption while keeping all local comfort levels within their
individual constraints.
In a steady state system this could be seen as a traditional optimization
problem, i.e. to find a optimum between two conflicting objective functions. However, since we are dealing with a dynamic system the aspects of adaptation and
re-planning becomes important, which requires a more sophisticated solution.

2.3.

Auction Process

Whenever a producer agent needs to implement a DSM action it will distribute
this by using a private value first priced, sealed bid auction process. For the
consumer agent the value is to implement as much DSM tasks as possible,
and the currency used is the amount of deviation from the optimal comfort state
possible without affecting the local QoS. This type of auction based multi agent
system has previously been successfully implemented in district heating networks in order to achieve DSM [15]. Strategic decisions are made based on
global or local views within the environment, and the specific optimization actions rely on continuous sensor data. Global knowledge is needed in order to
identify individual consumer agents able and willing to participate in local task
accomplishment. Without sufficient communication abilities the auction process
is not able to function, thus making it more difficult to distribute DSM tasks while
taking into account the local consumer agent comfort state. By using an action
process it is possible to distribute the complexity and computational effort, since
all reasoning and planning about the delivered QoS is done by the consumer
agents. This leads to a more scalable and extendable system.

2.4.

Levels of Agent Knowledge

In the described DSM system the agents are able to communicate freely among
their peers, in order to continuously propagate system status based on available
sensor data and perform coordinated task sharing when needed. In this study
we compare the performance of such a fully functional system with two other
systems displaying increasingly worse availability of sensor data. These three
different scenarios are based on the level of system wide knowledge available
to the participating agents; global, partial and local. We choose to compare
these specific three levels of system wide knowledge because they correspond
to infrastructural prerequisites which can normally be found in actual physical
systems, and because they display a broad and clear view of the problem discussed.
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Global Knowledge This is the normal operational view for the MAS used to
operate the DSM strategies. The producer agents are able to continuously supervise the use of production utility and are able to instigate DSM actions as
need arises. Each DSM action is divided into control tasks which can be distributed throughout the network of consumer agents by system wide auctions.
The consumer agents are able to uphold their individual QoS by deciding when
and how to participate in these auctions, i.e. a DSM task is never forced upon
a consumer agent against its will.
Partial Knowledge The producer agents are able to supervise the consumption of production utility, but they are not able to communicate local sensory
data with consumer agents. This means that cooperative behaviour through
auctioning is not possible. A producer agent is, however, still able to instigate
uninformed DSM actions. This is normally done by using predefined activation
lists, which force consumer agents to implement DSM tasks in a round-robin
fashion. Since no communication of consumer sensor data is available it is not
possible for the producer agents to gain any feedback about the impact of these
DSM tasks on the QoS delivered to the local consumer. The local consumer
agent is still working to uphold its own QoS, and it might decide not to implement the DSM task appointed to it. Either way, as the consumer sensor data
communication is impaired, the producer agent will never gain any knowledge
about what decision the consumer agent takes.
Local Knowledge In this scenario the producer agents have little or no knowledge about the continuous consumption of production utility, and they do not
have any possibility at all to implement any DSM actions, either by cooperation
or force. The consumer agents still have access to their own local sensor data
but they cannot successfully communicate this to other agents within the MAS.
This basically means that they act oblivious to the state of any other agent. In
such a system the consumer agents are often assigned the task of keeping the
local utility use to a minimum while upholding the desired QoS. Depending on
the situation such behaviour might or might not be for the good of the global
system state, but the consumer agent will never know anything about this.

3.

The Experiment

In this study we investigate the effects of different levels of availability of sensor
data within an operational agent based control system. Under normal circumstances the agent system is based on cooperative behaviour which is in turn
heavily dependent on functioning and reliable communication of high quality
sensor data. Performance of the multi-agent system will deteriorate if the availability or quality of sensor data declines. We have studied how extensive this
deterioration will be in a practical setting, i.e. how will the quality of the communication underlying the decision-making affect the overall performance from a
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system wide perspective. The case study is based on operational data from an
agent based control system operational in a district heating network in the town
of Karlshamn in the south of Sweden [14], [15]. This data is used as input when
simulating the various scenarios described in the previous sections.

3.1.

Reference Data

District heating networks are good examples of the described problem domain
as they display most, if not all, of the mentioned characteristics. The reference
data in question is collected during a twenty-four hour period with no DSM strategy active, i.e. no external control is applied to the consumers. The data is
representative of normal usage during wintertime when the heating demand is
substantial. The energy consumption in a district heating system is measured
by combining the flow of the water with the primary supply temperature of the
water. During the course of a single day the primary supply temperature in this
district heating network is rather constant so the flow is a good estimate of the
total energy use.
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Fig. 2. Reference data (dotted) and wanted DSM level (dashed)

Figure 2 shows the flow data from the Karlshamn district heating network
during a full twenty-four hour time period. The straight dashed line shows the
calculated wanted level of energy consumption which the producer agent uses
as a benchmark during this specific day. This level of consumption is based on a
solution of the Economic Dispatch Problem and the Unit Commitment Problem.
The peaks above the dashed line represents peak loads which would need
to be satisfied by using financially and environmentally unsound fossil fuel. In
other words, the global goal of the agent system is to keep the consumption as
close to the straight dashed line as possible.
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3.2.

Utility Evalution

The consumer agents all have different comfort constraints based on a function
of size, shape and material of the individual building, i.e. the amount of thermal buffer available [12]. In the operational system each consumer agent has
access to sensor and actuator data through an I/O hardware platform, which
enables the agent to measure the physical behaviour of the heating system
within the building as well as the outdoor temperature. Based on this data the
agent can calculate the indoor temperature which is then used as the basis for
the agents own comfort evaluation. Each agent has a value of wanted indoor climate, and constantly tries to minimize all deviation from this value. However, in
order to participate in achieving the global system goal an individual consumer
agent can accept smaller deviations from this value under shorter periods of
time, as this will not affect the indoor climate to a degree where the inhabitants
will notice it. The consumer agent has two basic values to consider, namely the
comfort level and the buffer level. These are connected with a delay, so that it
is possible to adjust the level of the energy buffer during shorter periods of time
without the comfort level having the time to react. It is possible for the consumer
agent to use more than the available buffer, but then the comfort level will start
to fall. Under normal circumstances a consumer agent will be very unwilling to
use more the available buffer, although it might do so during shorter periods of
time in order to achieve some global goal. When a consumer agent responds
to an auction it will use its currently available buffer level as the price it is willing
pay for implementing a single DSM task. This process will ensure that only the
consumer agent which is best suited at any given time, i.e will be least in risk
of compromising its comfort level, will be appointed the DSM task in question.
We evaluate the performance of the consumer agents by measuring how they
choose to use their individual buffers.
The producer agent in the system use the energy delivered to the area as
input for its calculations concerning the need for DSM actions. The optimization strategy used in this experiment is that of peak shedding, i.e. at any given
moment when the total energy use exceeds a certain threshold the producer
agent will try to convince the consumer agents to lower their local energy usage in a coordinated fashion. When implementing this strategy the producer
wants to limit the utility consumption down to the wanted threshold, as forcing
the consumption down even further than the threshold will reduce sale of utility
produced by economically viable production supplies. Therefore we measure
the success of these system wide optimization actions by measuring any deviations between the wanted fluid flow value and the resulting actual flow level.
By analyzing these values it is possible to evaluate to what extent the overall
agent system accomplishes its objective, i.e. to uphold the wanted DSM strategy level without jeopardizing the comfort among the consumer agents. If the
agent system is to be considered successful in its endeavors it will have to fulfill
both these requirements.
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3.3.

Availability of Sensor Data

The agents within the Karlshamn district heating area communicate through a
LAN network and have direct access to high quality sensor data. In this sense
they are extremely spoiled, as this kind of communication solution is rarely part
of the hardware set-up in similar real-world environments. As building a physical network and sensory infrastructure can be costly, similar agent systems are
usually limited to using communication techniques such as GSM-modems, radio link or standard limited master/slave networks to evaluate operational data.
With such solutions there is often limitations in regards to communication bandwidth and temporary sensor breakdowns are not uncommon. In this experiment
we evaluate the impact of such system deterioration by simulating different levels of availability of the sensor data. In order to do this we model the three
previously described scenarios, i.e. global knowledge, partial knowledge and
local knowledge.
In the global scenario the producer agent and the consumer agents are
allowed to communicate freely throughout every time step in the simulation. The
producer agent can instigate auction processes according to its own desires,
and the consumer agents are able to respond to this.
During the partial scenario there is only one-way communication possible
from the producer agent to the consumer agents. The producer agent can distribute DSM tasks, and does so according to a previously defined static list. The
producer agent can distribute several DSM individual tasks during each time
step. A consumer agent might implement such a DSM task or it might not, depending on the current level of its internal buffer. Any which way, the producer
agent will not receive any response about this.
In the local scenario there is no communication what so ever between the
agents. The consumer agents can perform local load control, but this is done
purely based on local knowledge. The local load is made up of a combination of
energy used for space heating and tap water heating. During local load control,
the consumer agent will try to limit local space heating when there is local tap
water usage. The tap water usage is randomized within the simulation.
3.4.

Simulation

We use real operational data from the Karlshamn district heating network as
input into the simulation model, where actual flow data is used as initial values
for the calculations. The implemented agent system is functioning according to
the same principles as previously described. In the simulation there are fourteen
active agents; one producer agent and thirteen consumer agents. By simulating
the described levels of agent knowledge we can evaluate the performance of
the agent system during different scenarios.
A simulation run begins by calculating specific solutions to the Economic
Dispatch Problem and the Unit Commitment Problem. These solutions yield a
wanted system wide consumption level for each time step throughout the day.
This wanted consumption level is then used by the producer agent as a decision
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basis, when deciding when and how to instigate DSM actions throughout each
time step. The consumer agents starts the simulation with full available buffer
levels. This buffer level is then adjusted through each time step as they perform
DSM tasks, which in turn makes it possible to calculate the comfort levels for
each time step.
For each time step the producer agent then decides if there is any need
for DSM actions based on the current flow level in relation to the wanted flow
level. If it deems this necessary it will try to distribute individual DSM tasks.
Depending on the specific scenario this will be achieved differently. The system
wide consumption is then calculated and used as input into the next time step.

4.

Results

We evaluate the different scenarios according to how well they manage to
achieve the DSM strategy in question while staying within the comfort constraints set by the consumer agents. We present how well the agent system
upholds the DSM strategy within the three different scenarios, and then we
show how well the system manages to keep itself within the available energy
buffer, and thus the consumer comfort constraints during these same scenarios.
4.1.

Control Strategy

The control strategy is evaluated by measuring the flow of hot water into the
area. Energy usage in a district heating network is measured by combining the
temperature of the water with the flow. Since the supply water temperature in
the primary network is more or less stable throughout a single day the flow in
itself gives a good estimation of the energy usage within all the buildings. Figure
2 in the previous section shows the reference data without any DSM strategy
active, i.e. this is what the overall consumption pattern looks like in a district
heating network without any agent system installed. In Figure 3, Figure 4 and
Figure 5 we show the flow data achieved during the three different scenarios in
relation to the wanted DSM strategy.
It is clearly visible that the flow value in the global scenario (Figure 3) most
closely resembles the desired DSM strategy, with the partial scenario (Figure
4) being somewhat worse, and finally the local scenario (Figure 5) showing a
distinct lack in ability to achieve the desired level of consumption. To make these
results clearer we also summarize the deviation of the scenarios for every time
frame throughout the simulation. This value has a theoretical optimum at zero,
i.e no deviation from the desired DSM level what so ever. The values are then
normalized around the value achieved by the global scenario. These results are
shown graphically in Figure 6 and the actual numbers in Table 1.
4.2.

Agent Buffer Usage

The level of comfort is dependent on the buffer used by each individual consumer agent. Every agent has an maximum allowed buffer usage of 1, with a
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Fig. 3. Global scenario. Agent performance (continuous), reference data (dotted) and wanted DSM level (dashed)
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Fig. 4. Partial scenario. Agent performance (continuous), reference data (dotted) and wanted DSM level (dashed)

Table 1. DSM strategy deviation values
Scenario
Global
Partial
Local
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Value
1
6.75
11.07
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Fig. 5. Local scenario. Agent performance (continuous), reference data (dotted)
and wanted DSM level (dashed)
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Fig. 6. DSM strategy deviation. Global scenario (black), partial scenario (dark
grey) and local scenario (light grey)
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minimum of 0. The level of comfort will not be negatively effected by a usage
between 1 and 0. If the buffer usage is above 1 the consumer agent has used
more than the allowed buffer and the comfort can be in jeopardy if such a status
is allowed to continue for a longer period of time. In other words a consumer
agent has an optimal buffer usage of 1, i.e. the agent participates in achieving
the global goal as much as possible but does this without sacrificing its desired
comfort level. The values for the individual consumer agents are shown in Figure 7, together with a theoretical optimum of 1. The numerical values are then
showed in Table 2.

1,2
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0,6

0,4

0,2

0

Fig. 7. Individual buffer usage. Theoretical optimum (black), global scenario
(dark grey), partial scenario (grey) and local scenario (light grey)

Table 2. Agent comfort and buffer usage for each individual consumer agent
Scenario
Optimum
Global
Partial
Local

Value
1
1.01
0.54
0.29

Figure 8 shows the dynamic system wide buffer usage during the whole
time period. The range on the y axis is dependent on the amount of consumer
agents, since every such agent has a optimal buffer usage of one. In this case
study we have thirteen agents, so an optimal usage of the system wide buffer
would obviously be 13. In the global and partial scenarios the buffer usage
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clearly follows the reference data as the agents continuously try to counter the
varying consumption.
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Fig. 8. Total buffer usage. Global scenario (dotted), partial scenario (dashed)
and local scenario (continuous)

5.

Discussion

Multi-agent system solutions being applied to the physical processes described
in this paper are heavily dependent on the availability of high-quality sensor
data to function properly. This study quantifies the way system performance
rapidly deteriorates as the availability of high-quality sensor data is reduced.
The evaluation is based on the systems ability to adhere to the wanted control
level while maintaining an acceptable level of agent comfort. By combining the
control strategy and agent comfort values it is then possible to evaluate the
performance.
It is important to factor in both the DSM strategy and the consumer agent
comfort value when evaluating an implementation for handling DSM within the
problem domain. If a system is only evaluated on the basis of its ability to adhere
to the DSM strategy it might give rise to problems on the consumer side as no
consideration is given to upholding a sufficient level of QoS.
The notion of what is an acceptable level of the control strategy value is
dependant on the process in question. In a district heating network there are
several benefits of having the ability to perform load control, the most apparent
being the ability to shed peak loads in order to avoid using expensive and environmentally unsound peak load fuels. In our case the global scenario would be
considered acceptable since it manages to shed the peaks.
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6.

Conclusions

The local scenario is similar to a type of control system that is often implemented in both electrical grids and district heating networks, as a local uninformed optimization technique. This study indicates that such systems have
little global effect in regards to overall production optimization strategies. As
Figure 5 and Figure 8 clearly shows the local scenario is inadequate in order to
handle any system wide DSM strategy. The reason that the local scenario never
goes beyond a certain level in Figure 8 is that the consumer agents are only reacting to their own local peak loads, which are well beyond their own capacity
to handle. This is due to the fact that individual peaks are much larger than any
individual buffer, so in the local scenario some agents are always maximizing
their use of their individual buffer, but without the ability to somehow distribute
the load through the producer agents their efforts will always fall short on a
system wide scale. This shows a clear advantage of the two distributed DMS
solutions in relation to any local efforts, which can never hope to counter system
wide peaks.
Figure 8 also shows that producer agent knowledge is needed in order to
dynamically counter the user demand in regards to the DSM strategy. This is
also the buffer usage, which shows that the partial scenario is not able to fully
use the available buffer. This is due to the fact that the agents cannot perform
cooperative work. The difference between the global and partial scenarios in
Figure 8 basically shows the superiority of agent cooperation versus centralized enforcement. The lower use of available buffer of the partial scenario is
caused by the fact that although the consumer agent is handed a DSM task, it
can choose not to implement the task if the agent considers it to jeopardize its
internal QoS level. Since the producer agent never receives any feedback about
this, it will not be able to distribute the task to another consumer better suited
for the task, and hence the system will on average not utilize the maximum of
the available buffer.
Figure 8 shows that the global scenario is close to using the maximum available buffer on several occasions, while neither the partial or the local scenarios
are close to utilizing their full DSM potential. The global scenario is rather close
to achieving the DSM strategy, but it does not manage to fully adhere to the
wanted level. To achieve this would require the system to continuously foresee
and counter highly stochastic microscopic behaviour within the process, which
is not feasible in a practical setting.
In this paper we have shown that distributed multi agent systems based
on cooperative auctioning are able to achieve the studied DSM strategy, while
maintaining an acceptable level of QoS. As the availability and quality of the
sensor data diminishes the system performance deteriorates, first into the equivalence of static distributed models and then into the equivalence of simple local
optimization models. This shows that real-time cooperative behaviour among
communicating agent nodes is needed in order to successfully implement DMS
in real world applications, and that indirect methods, like differentiable taxation,
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or uninformed local optimization is not able to produce the coordinated systemwide behaviour required.

7.

Future Work

This paper is the result of an case study in regards to sensor data utilization
within industrial multi-agent system applications. In the future we will use this as
groundwork while incorporating the financial factors underlying the discussion,
in order to further study the economical effects found within such systems.
According to Figure 1 we have only used an action process in order to evaluate the the different scenarios. In the future we intend to expand this study by
using other collaboration techniques within the different scenarios.
Another issue is the formalization of a model for the follow-up of DSM actions. Sometimes actions are taken when there is no need for them, and other
times actions are needed without them being implemented. By improving our
understanding and control of this process it should be possible to better utilize
the individual consumer agent buffer. This could be used when combining the
multi agent system with a continuous optimization model in order to dynamically
follow the process.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a framework for fusing approximate
knowledge obtained from various distributed, heterogenous knowledge
sources. This issue is substantial in modeling multi-agent systems,
where a group of loosely coupled heterogeneous agents cooperate in
achieving a common goal. In paper [5] we have focused on defining general mechanism for knowledge fusion. Next, the techniques ensuring
tractability of fusing knowledge expressed as a Horn subset of propositional dynamic logic were developed in [13,16].
Propositional logics may seem too weak to be useful in real-world
applications. On the other hand, propositional languages may be viewed
as sublanguages of first-order logics which serve as a natural tool to
define concepts in the spirit of description logics [2]. These notions may
be further used to define various ontologies, like e.g. those applicable in
the Semantic Web. Taking this step, we propose a framework, in which
our Horn subset of dynamic logic is combined with deductive database
technology. This synthesis is formally implemented in the framework of
HSP DL architecture. The resulting knowledge fusion rules are naturally
applicable to real-world data.
Keywords: knowledge fusion, multi-agent systems, approximate reasoning, rule-based systems.

1.

Introduction

In this paper we investigate a framework for fusing approximate knowledge obtained from various distributed, heterogenous knowledge sources. This issue
is substantial in modeling multiagent systems, where a group of loosely coupled heterogeneous and autonomous agents cooperate in achieving a common
⋆
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goal. Information exchange, leading ultimately to knowledge fusion, is a natural
and vital ingredient of cooperation, coordination and negotiations, which constitute paradigmatic activities of advanced multiagent systems. This is particularly
visible, when environment model an agent has access to and from which it can
reason is assumed to be limited by inherent perceptual limitations. There are
many reasons why approximate approaches are needed in this context, including the following:
– sensor measurements, video streams, etc. are always approximate in their
very nature – in fact one can never expect precise, accurate data from such
sources
– even in the case of idealized perfect perception agents may draw substantially different conclusions, based on their circumstances. For example, due
to different camera angles and light reflections one agent may draw a conclusion that a given object is red while another agent may classify the object
to be brown. As this is highly contextual, probabilistic sensor models may
be of little help and qualitative approximate reasoning may be needed.
As discussed in [7], in the past several years attempts have been made to
broaden the traditional definition of data fusion as state estimation via aggregation of multiple sensor streams. There is still a need to broaden the definition
to include the many additional processes used in all aspects of data and information fusion identified in large scale distributed systems. One of the more
successful proposals for providing a framework and model for this broadened
notion of data fusion is the data fusion model [33] and its revisions [29,21].
In [29] for example, data fusion is defined as “the process of combining data or
information to estimate or predict entity states” and the data fusion problem “becomes that of achieving a consistent, comprehensive estimate and prediction
of some relevant portion of the world state”.
There is a variety of possibilities to model approximate knowledge
[6,11,10,9,20,23,28,34,35,36]. In this presentation we have chosen a generalization of rough sets and relations [27]. In contrast to [27] where only equivalence relations are considered, our approach depends on allowing arbitrary
similarity relations. In order to construct approximations, a covering of the underlying domain by similarity-based neighborhoods is used here. Resulting approximations have been shown to be useful in applications requiring approximate knowledge structures [6].
There are many choices as to possible constraints to be placed on the similarity relation used to define approximations. The basic requirement is that the
lower approximation is included in the upper one of any set/relation. This is
equivalent to the seriality of similarity relations (see [8]), which we set as the
only requirement. On the other hand, one might not want the relation be transitive since similar objects do not naturally chain in a transitive manner (see,
e.g., [4,14,6,22,31]). Similarity measures on sets that could be adapted to the
context of approximate reasoning we deal with have been intensively studied in
the area of computer vision and fuzzy sets (see, e.g., [17,32]).
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The focus of this paper is approximate knowledge fusion based on the idea
of approximations. Our starting point is [5], where a framework for knowledge
fusion in multi-agent systems is introduced. Agent’s individual perceptual capabilities are represented by similarity relations, further aggregated to express
joint capabilities of teams. The aggregation expressing a shift from individual
to social level of agents’ activity has been formalized by means of dynamic
logic. The approach of [5], as using the full propositional dynamic logic, does
not guarantee tractability of reasoning [18]. To overcome this constraint we
adapt the techniques of [24,25,26] to provide an engine for tractable approximate database querying restricted to a Horn fragment of serial propositional
dynamic logic, denoted by HSP DL .
1.1.

Contributions of the Paper

In this paper we substantially extend our work presented in [13], where we
have concentrated on techniques allowing one to query HSP DL databases
in a tractable manner. Propositional logics have a very limited expressivity
and may seem too weak to be useful in real-world applications. For example,
one cannot express rules using even very basic arithmetics, like in rules (12)
and (13) of Section 5. On the other hand, propositional languages may be
viewed as sublanguages of first-order logics which serve as a natural tool to
define concepts in the spirit of description logics [2]. Additionally, allowing one
to query other modules of the system, not necessarily propositional (but returning Boolean values), provides a powerful tool. Taking this step, we propose
a framework, in which our Horn subset of dynamic logic is combined with deductive database technology [1], allowing one to express an advanced knowledge
fusion applicable in real-world data.
The synthesis of the two formalisms naturally leads to a layered architecture, with the lowest layer containing raw data and basic knowledge structures,
the middle one allowing to express rules specifying knowledge fusion, new
concepts and their approximations, and the upper level providing the resulting
knowledge database. We provide this architecture with both the formal semantics and tractable querying machinery. This makes the framework a pragmatic,
rich formalism to be directly used in the chosen application domain.
The framework we propose can also be adapted to other propositional logics
designed as a specification and computation tool, e.g., for multiagent systems
as well as other robotics and software systems. This bridges the gap between
propositional languages and real-world, usually non-propositional data.
1.2.

The HSP DL Architecture

There are three main layers of HSP DL architecture (see Figure 1):
– the lower layer consisting of perception data, knowledge databases, results
of classifiers, etc.
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– the middle layer containing HSP DL rules to define new concepts and their
approximations
– the upper layer using the data resulting from the lower layers, i.e., fused
concepts and approximations, to define new advanced rules and obtain new
facts.

Deductive database

y

fused
knowledge

queries

666
fused concepts
approximations =
HSP DL rules

666


666

concepts
similarities
other relations
.....



Deductive database ..... Deductive database
Fig. 1. The HSP DL architecture.

The architecture is highly independent of a particular technology. They can
be founded, e.g., on S QL databases or any other software systems.4 We only
make the following assumptions:
– the lower layer is conceptually a database storing relations (but, as indicated, not necessarily a relational database)
– the lower layer provides a programming interface allowing:
• the middle layer to ask queries about concepts (unary relations) and
similarity relations (binary relations)
• the upper layer to ask queries about any relations represented in the
lower layer.
– the lower (respectively, upper) layer computes answers to queries in time
polynomial in the size of its domain.
The context in which the middle layer rules appear may be very expressive.
It might be the case that all tractable knowledge fusion procedures become
4

In this paper we shall mainly focus on deductive databases technology using Datalog
as its query language (see, e.g., [1]).
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expressible without using HSP DL . However, we insist that the introduction of
HSP DL rules in the middle layer is both well motivated and intuitively appealing.
In the first place, some middle layer constructs are not expressible in many
database technologies, including standard S QL and Datalog. Otherwise, the
resulting rules happen to be indirect and lead to programs difficult to understand
and analyze, while HSP DL rules are fully declarative,
Layered architectures in similar but substantially different contexts have
been considered, e.g., in [15,31].
1.3.

The Paper Structure

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we recall the serial propositional dynamic logic. Computational aspects of its Horn fragment HSP DL are
discussed in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to combining HSP DL with Datalog.
Section 5 illustrates possible applications of the introduced framework on an
example. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2.
2.1.

Serial Propositional Dynamic Logic
Language and Semantics of SP DL

Let us define serial propositional dynamic logic (SP DL ). The key idea is to provide calculus on similarity relations rather than on programs. This somehow
unusual move allows us to reason about similarities using the whole apparatus
of dynamic logic, where “programs” are replaced by similarity relations.
Let SNames denote the set of similarity relation symbols, CNames denote
the set of concept names (i.e., propositions), and INames denote the set of
individuals. We assume that INames is finite and non-empty. We use letters like
σ to indicate elements of SNames, use letters like p, q to indicate elements of
CNames, and use letters like a, b, c to indicate elements of INames.
Definition 1. Formulas and similarity expressions (of SP DL ) are respectively
defined by the two following B NF grammar rules:
ϕ ::= ⊤ | p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ → ϕ | hαiϕ | [α]ϕ
α ::= σ | α; α | α ∪ α | α∗ | ϕ?
Operator ; is called the composition, ∪ the union,
operator.

∗

the iteration and ϕ? the test
⊳

We use letters like α, β to denote similarity expressions, and use letters like
ϕ, ψ to denote formulas.
Intuitively,
– α1 ; α2 stands for a set-theoretical composition of relations α1 and α2
– α1 ∪ α2 stands for set-theoretical union of relations α1 and α2
– α∗ stands for the reflexive and transitive closure of α
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– ϕ? stands for the test operator.
Operators hαi and [α] are modal operators of the dynamic logic with the following intended meaning:
– hαiϕ: “there is an object similar w.r.t. α to a given object and satisfying
formula ϕ”
– [α]ϕ: “all objects similar w.r.t. α to a given object satisfy ϕ”.
The following definitions naturally capture these intuitions. Observe, however, that rather than possible worlds or states, objects are used as elements of
domains of Kripke structures.
Definition 2. A Kripke structure is a pair I = h∆I , ·I i, where ∆I is a non-empty
set of objects, and ·I is an interpretation function that maps each individual a
to an element aI of ∆I , each concept name p to a subset pI of ∆I , and each
similarity relation symbol σ to a binary relation σ I on ∆I .
⊳
The interpretation function is extended for all formulas and similarity expressions as follows:
⊤I = ∆I
(ϕ ∧ ψ)I = ϕI ∩ ψ I

(¬ϕ)I = ∆I \ ϕI
(ϕ ∨ ψ)I = ϕI ∪ ψ I

(ϕ → ψ)I = (¬ϕ ∨ ψ)I

(hαiϕ)I = {x ∈ ∆I | ∃y [αI (x, y) ∧ ϕI (y)]}
([α]ϕ)I = {x ∈ ∆I | ∀y [αI (x, y) → ϕI (y)]}
(α; β)I = αI ◦ β I = {(x, y) | ∃z [αI (x, z) ∧ β I (z, y)]}
(α ∪ β)I = αI ∪ β I
(α∗ )I = (αI )∗
(ϕ?)I = {(x, x) | ϕI (x)}.
We sometimes write I, x |= ϕ to denote x ∈ ϕI . For a set Γ of formulas, we
write I, x |= Γ to denote that I, x |= ϕ for all ϕ ∈ Γ . If I, x |= Γ for all x ∈ ∆I
then we call I a model of Γ . If ϕI = ∆I then we say that ϕ is valid in I.
When dealing with the data complexity of the instance checking problem,
without loss of generality we can assume that both the sets SNames and
CNames are finite and fixed.
Definition 3. The size of a Kripke structure I is defined to be
|∆I | + Σp∈CNames |pI | + Σσ∈SNames |σ I |.
The length of a formula is the number of symbols occurring in it. The size of
a set of formulas is defined to be the sum of the lengths of its formulas.
⊳
Lemma 1. Given a Kripke structure I with domain of size n and a formula ϕ
with length m, the set ϕI can be computed in O(m × n3 ) steps.
Proof. Just notice that the complexity of computing the transitive closure of a binary relation is O(n3 ) (see, e.g., [3]).
⊳
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For every σ ∈ SNames, we adopt the axioms
[σ]ϕ → hσiϕ

(1)

(or hσi⊤, equivalently). It is well known (see, e.g., [8,30]) that (1) corresponds
to the seriality property:
∀x∃y σ I (x, y).

(2)

Therefore we have the following definition.
Definition 4. By an admissible interpretation for SP DL we understand any
Kripke structure I with all similarities σ ∈ SNames satisfying (2). We call such
Kripke structures serial.
⊳
Note that we do not require a serial Kripke structure to satisfy the seriality
condition ∀x∃y αI (x, y) for every similarity expression α. This condition holds
when α does not contain the test operator, but does not hold, e.g., for α =
((¬⊤)?).
2.2.

Expressing Approximations in SP DL

Let us now explain how SP DL is used as a query language involving approximate concepts. First, observe that interpretations assign sets of objects to formulas. Therefore, it is natural to identify any formula with a query selecting all
objects satisfying this formula.
In order to explain the role of similarities and modal operators, let us first
recall the notion of approximations.
Definition 5. Let ∆ be a set of objects and α be a similarity expression representing a serial binary relation on ∆. For a ∈ ∆, by the neighborhood of a w.r.t.
def
α, we understand the set of elements similar to a : nα = {b ∈ ∆ | α(a, b)}.
For A ⊆ ∆, the lower and upper approximations of A w.r.t. α, denoted re+
⊕
spectively by Aα and Aα , are defined by
+

Aα = {a ∈ ∆ | nα (a) ⊆ A}
⊕
Aα = {a ∈ ∆ | nα (a) ∩ A 6= ∅}.

⊳

The meaning of those approximations is illustrated in Figure 2. Intuitively,
assuming that the perception of an agent is modeled by similarity expression α,
+

– a ∈ Aα means that all objects indiscernible from a are in A
⊕
– a ∈ Aα means that there are objects indiscernible from a which are in A.
Note that seriality guarantees that the lower approximation of a set is included in its upper approximation. In fact, this is the weakest requirement regarding approximations. The following is often desirable in many applications
+

⊕

Aα ⊆ A ⊆ Aα ,

(3)

as, in fact, shown in Figure 2. This property corresponds to the reflexivity of
the similarity relation expressed by α (see, e.g., [8,37,30]) and guarantees the
following:
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⊕

Aα




A

+

Aα
+

⊕

Fig. 2. Lower approximation Aα and upper approximation Aα of a set A.
+

– a ∈ Aα means that, from the point of view of the agent, a surely is in A,
since all objects indiscernible from a are in A
⊕
– a ∈ Aα means that, from the point of view of the agent, a possibly is in A,
since there are objects indiscernible from a which are in A.
Unfortunately, in some applications the set A is given solely via its approximations, so constraints (3) cannot be checked automatically. This is often the
case of vague concepts lack precise definitions or lead to definitions unacceptable in applications due to its complexity or other issues. For example one could
define a concept of a “dog” via genetic code what is not that much of help when
classifying dogs in everyday life. Also, machine learned concepts are often approximated, as e.g., in version spaces (see [12]).
As an immediate consequence of Definitions 5 and 2 we have that:
+

[α]A expresses the lower approximation of A w.r.t. α, i.e., Aα ,
⊕
hαiA expresses the upper approximation of A w.r.t. α, i.e., Aα .

(4)
(5)

Remark 1. In the view of (4) and (5), axiom (1) expresses the property that the
lower approximation of a set A w.r.t. any similarity expression α is included in
its upper approximation. As indicated before, axiom (1) is equivalent to seriality
expressed by (2). This justifies seriality to be the key requirement based on
approximations.
⊳
2.3.

The Horn Fragment HSP DL

In order to express tractable queries we restrict the query language to the Horn
fragment HSP DL , defined below.
Definition 6. Positive formulas (of P DL ), ϕpos , are defined by the following BNF
grammar:
ϕpos ::= ⊤ | p | ϕpos ∧ ϕpos | ϕpos ∨ ϕpos | hαpos3 iϕpos | [αpos2 ]ϕpos
αpos3 ::= σ | αpos3 ; αpos3 | αpos3 ∪ αpos3 | α∗pos3 | ϕpos ?
αpos2 ::= σ | αpos2 ; αpos2 | αpos2 ∪ αpos2 | α∗pos2 | (¬ ϕpos )?
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HSP DL program clauses, ϕprog , are defined by the following BNF grammar:5
ϕprog ::= ⊤ | p | ϕpos → ϕprog | ϕprog ∧ ϕprog | hαprog3 iϕprog | [αprog2 ]ϕprog
αprog3 ::= σ | αprog3 ; αprog3 | ϕprog ?
αprog2 ::= σ | αprog2 ; αprog2 | αprog2 ∪ αprog2 | α∗prog2 | ϕpos ?
An HSP DL logic program is a finite set of HSP DL program clauses. The Horn
fragment HSP DL for the problem of checking whether hP, Ai |=s ϕ(a) consists
of HSP DL logic programs for P and positive formulas for ϕ.
⊳
Example 1. The following formulas are HSP DL program clauses:
p∧q∧r →s
[σ1 ]p ∧ hσ2 iq → hσ3 i(r ∧ [σ4 ]s)

[(σ1 ∪ σ2 )∗ ] h(σ3 ∪ σ4 )∗ i(p ∨ q) → [σ3 ]hσ4 ir ,
while the following formulas are not:
p∧q →r∨s
p → hσ1 ∨ σ2 iq
p → hσ ∗ iq.

⊳

Let us now formally link SP DL with databases.
Definition 7.
– A concept assertion is an expression of the form p(a), where p is a concept
name and a is an individual. A similarity assertion is an expression of the
form σ(a, b), where σ is a similarity relation symbol and a, b are individuals.6
An ABox is a finite set of concept assertions and similarity assertions.7 The
size of an ABox is the number of its assertions.
– Given a Kripke structure I and an ABox A, we say that I is a model of A,
denoted by I |= A, if aI ∈ pI for every concept assertion p(a) ∈ A and
(aI , bI ) ∈ σ I for every similarity assertion σ(a, b) ∈ A.
– Given an HSP DL logic program P and an ABox A, we call the pair hP, Ai
an HSP DL database, with A as the extensional database and P as the
intensional part. An SP DL model of hP, Ai is a serial Kripke structure that
is a model of both P and A.
– Let hP, Ai be an HSP DL database, ϕ be a positive formula, and a be an
individual. We say that a has the property ϕ w.r.t. hP, Ai in SP DL (or ϕ(a)
is a logical consequence of hP, Ai in SP DL ), denoted by hP, Ai |=s ϕ(a), if
aI ∈ ϕI for every SP DL model I of hP, Ai.
⊳
By the instance checking problem for HSP DL we mean the problem of
checking whether hP, Ai |=s ϕ(a). The data complexity of this problem is measured when P, ϕ and a are fixed (and compose a query), while A varies as
input data.
5

6
7

Notice the two occurrences of ϕpos in the grammar. We do not allow formulas of the
form hα ∪ βiϕ or hα∗ iϕ to be HSP DL program clauses because they cause nondeterminism.
Similarity assertions correspond to role assertions of description logic.
In [19], such an ABox is said to be extensionally reduced.
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3.
3.1.

Computational Aspects of HSP DL
Ordering Kripke Structures

To construct least models for HSP DL we need the following definitions.
Definition 8. A Kripke structure I = h∆I , ·I i is said to be less than or equal
′
′
to I ′ = h∆I , ·I i, denoted by I ≤ I ′ , if for every positive formula ϕ and every
′
′
individual a, aI ∈ ϕI implies aI ∈ ϕI .
⊳
′

′

Definition 9. Given Kripke structures I = h∆I , ·I i and I ′ = h∆I , ·I i and
′
a binary relation r ⊆ ∆I × ∆I , we say that I is less than or equal to I ′ w.r.t. r,
denoted by I ≤r I ′ , if the following conditions hold for every individual a, every
similarity relation symbol σ, and every concept name p :
1.
2.
3.
4.

′

r(aI , aI )

′
∀x, x′ , y [σ I (x, y) ∧ r(x, x′ )] → ∃y ′ [σ I (x′ , y ′ ) ∧ r(y, y ′ )]


′
∀x, x′ , y ′ [σ I (x′ , y ′ ) ∧ r(x, x′ )] → ∃y [σ I (x, y) ∧ r(y, y ′ )]
′
∀x, x′ [r(x, x′ ) → (x ∈ pI → x′ ∈ pI )].

⊳

In Definition 9, the first three conditions state that r is a kind of bisimulation between the frames of I and I ′ . Intuitively, r(x, x′ ) states that x has fewer
positive properties than x′ .
The following lemma is proved in [16].
′

′

Lemma 2. Let I = h∆I , ·I i and I ′ = h∆I , ·I i be Kripke structures, and r ⊆
′
∆I × ∆I be a relation that satisfies conditions 2, 3, 4 of Definition 9. If r(x, x′ )
′
holds then, for every positive formula ϕ, x ∈ ϕI implies x′ ∈ ϕI .
⊳
Corollary 1. Let I and I ′ be Kripke structures such that I ≤r I ′ for some r.
Then I ≤ I ′ .
⊳
We are now ready to define the least SP DL model of a HSP DL database.
Definition 10. Let hP, Ai be an HSP DL database. We say that a Kripke structure I is a least SP DL model of hP, Ai if I is an SP DL model of hP, Ai and for
any other SP DL model I ′ of hP, Ai we have that I ≤ I ′ .
⊳
3.2.

Constructing Least SP DL Models for HSP DL Databases

Now, we are ready to present an algorithm that constructs a finite least SP DL
model for a given HSP DL database hP, Ai. During execution, the algorithm
constructs the following data structures:
– ∆ is a set of objects. We distinguish the subset ∆0 of ∆ that consists of all
individuals (from INames).
– H is a mapping that maps every x ∈ ∆ to a set of formulas, which are the
properties that should hold for x. When the elements of ∆ are treated as
states, H(x) denotes the contents of the state x.
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– N ext is a mapping such that, for x ∈ ∆ and hσiϕ ∈ H(x), we have
N ext(x, hσiϕ) ∈ ∆. The meaning of N ext(x, hσiϕ) = y is that:
• hσiϕ ∈ H(x) and ϕ ∈ H(y),
• the “requirement” hσiϕ is realized for x by going to y via a σ-transition.
We call the tuple h∆, H, N exti a model graph.
Using the above data structures, we define a Kripke structure I such that:
–
–
–
–

∆I = ∆,
aI = a for every a ∈ INames,
pI = {x ∈ ∆ | p ∈ H(x)} for every p ∈ CNames,
σ I = {(a, b) | σ(a, b) ∈ A} ∪ {(x, y) | N ext(x, hσiϕ) = y for some ϕ} for
every σ ∈ SNames.

Definition 11. For x, y ∈ ∆, we say that y is reachable from x if there exists
a word σ1 . . . σk such that (σ1 . . . σk )I (x, y) holds. We say that y is reachable
from ∆0 if it is reachable from some x ∈ ∆0 .
⊳
Definition 12. The saturation of a set Γ of formulas, denoted by Sat(Γ ), is
defined to be the smallest superset of Γ such that:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

⊤ ∈ Sat(Γ ) and hσi⊤ ∈ Sat(Γ ) for all σ ∈ SNames,
if ϕ ∧ ψ ∈ Sat(Γ ) or hϕ?iψ ∈ Sat(Γ ) then ϕ ∈ Sat(Γ ) and ψ ∈ Sat(Γ ),
if hα; βiϕ ∈ Sat(Γ ) then hαihβiϕ ∈ Sat(Γ ),
if [α; β]ϕ ∈ Sat(Γ ) then [α][β]ϕ ∈ Sat(Γ ),
if [α ∪ β]ϕ ∈ Sat(Γ ) then [α]ϕ ∈ Sat(Γ ) and [β]ϕ ∈ Sat(Γ ),
if [α∗ ]ϕ ∈ Sat(Γ ) then ϕ ∈ Sat(Γ ) and [α][α∗ ]ϕ ∈ Sat(Γ ),
if [ϕ?]ψ ∈ Sat(Γ ) then (ϕ → ψ) ∈ Sat(Γ ).

⊳

Observe that Sat(Γ ) is finite when Γ is finite. It can be shown that the size
of Sat(Γ ) is quadratic in the size of Γ (cf. Lemma 6.3 in [18]).
Definition 13. The transfer of Γ through σ is defined by:
def

Trans(Γ, σ) = Sat({ϕ | [σ]ϕ ∈ Γ }).

⊳

We use procedure Find(Γ ) defined as:
if there exists x ∈ ∆ \ ∆0 with H(x) = Γ then return x,
else add a new object x to ∆ with H(x) = Γ and return x.
Algorithm 1 shown in Figure 3 constructs a least SP DL model for an HSP DL
database hP, Ai as follows. At the beginning, ∆ starts from ∆0 = INames with
H(x), for x ∈ ∆0 , being the saturation of P ∪ {p | p(x) ∈ A}. Then for each
x ∈ ∆ reachable from ∆0 and for each formula ϕ ∈ H(x) that does not hold for
x, the algorithm makes a change to satisfy ϕ for x.
There are three relevant forms of ϕ:8
8

The other possible forms of ϕ are dealt with by the saturation operator Sat.
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Algorithm 1
Input: An HSP DL database hP, Ai.
Output: A least SP DL model I of hP, Ai.
1. set ∆0 := INames, ∆ := ∆0 , P ′ := Sat(P)
for x ∈ ∆, set H(x) := P ′ ∪ {p | p(x) ∈ A}
2. for every x ∈ ∆ reachable from ∆0 and for every formula ϕ ∈ H(x)
(a) case ϕ = hσiψ : if N ext(x, hσiψ) is not defined then
N ext(x, hσiψ) := Find(Sat({ψ}) ∪ Trans(H(x), σ) ∪ P ′ )
(b) case ϕ = [σ]ψ :
i. for every y ∈ ∆0 such that σ I (x, y) holds and ψ ∈
/ H(y)
H(y) := H(y) ∪ Sat({ψ})
ii. for every y ∈ ∆ \ ∆0 such that σ I (x, y) holds and ψ ∈
/ H(y)
A. y∗ := Find(H(y) ∪ Sat({ψ}))
B. for every ξ such that N ext(x, hσiξ) = y
N ext(x, hσiξ) := y∗
(c) case ϕ = (ψ → ξ) : if x ∈ ψ I and N ext(y, hσi⊤) is defined for every y
reachable from x and every σ ∈ SNames then
i. if x ∈ ∆0 then H(x) := H(x) ∪ Sat({ξ})
ii. else
A. x∗ := Find(H(x) ∪ Sat({ξ}))
B. for every y, σ, ζ such that N ext(y, hσiζ) = x
N ext(y, hσiζ) := x∗
3. if some change occurred, go to Step 2
4. delete from ∆ every x unreachable from ∆0 and delete from H and N ext
all elements related to such an x.
Fig. 3. Constructing a least SP DL model for an HSP DL database.

1. ϕ is of the form hσiψ:
To satisfy ϕ for x, we connect x via a σ-transition to an object y ∈ ∆ \ ∆0
with
H(y) = Sat({ψ} ∪ {ξ | [σ]ξ ∈ H(x)} ∪ P)
by setting N ext(x, hσiψ) := y.
2. ϕ is of the form [σ]ψ:
We intend to add ψ to H(y) for every y such that σ I (x, y). We do this for
the case when y ∈ ∆0 . However, for y ∈ ∆ \ ∆0 modifying H(y) has two
drawbacks:
– first, other objects connected to y will be affected (e.g., if p is added to
H(y) and σ2I (z, y) holds, then hσ2 ip becomes satisfied for z, while x and
z may be independent)
– second, modifying H(y) may cause H(y) = H(y ′ ) for some y ′ ∈ ∆ \ ∆0
different from y, which we try to avoid.
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As a solution, instead of modifying H(y) we replace σ-transitions (x, y) by
σ-transitions (x, y∗ ), where y∗ is the object such that
H(y∗ ) = H(y) ∪ Sat({ψ}).
3. ϕ is of the form ψ → ξ (where ψ is a positive formula):
If ψ “must hold”9 for x then we intend to add ξ to H(x). We do this for the
case x ∈ ∆0 . However, when x ∈ ∆ \ ∆0 , analogously to the case when ϕ
is of the form [σ]ζ, we do not modify H(x), but replace transitions (y, x) by
transitions (y, x∗ ), where x∗ is the object such that
H(x∗ ) = H(x) ∪ Sat({ξ}).
Example 2. Let P = {p → [σ ∗ ]q, [σ ∗ ]q → p} and A = {p(a), s(a), σ(a, b)}. In
Figure 4 we illustrate the construction of a least SP DL model of hP, Ai.
⊳
The proofs of the following lemma and theorem can be found in [16]. For the
theorem we assume that the set of individuals (of INames) that do not occur in
the ABox A is fixed.
Lemma 3. Let I be the model constructed by Algorithm 1 for hP, Ai, and I ′ be
an arbitrary SP DL model of hP, Ai. Let
′

r = {(a, aI ) | a is an individual occurring in A} ∪
′

{(x, x′ ) ∈ ∆I × ∆I | x is not an individual and I ′ , x′ |= H(x)}.
Then I ≤r I ′ .

⊳

Theorem 1. For an input HSP DL database hP, Ai Algorithm 1 runs in polynomial time in the size of A and returns a least SP DL model I of hP, Ai of a size
polynomial in the size of A.
⊳
Remark 2. The above theorem is central for the querying machinery developed
in this paper. According to Definitions 8 and 10, the least model I has the
property that for every positive formula ϕ and for every individual a, we have
that hP, Ai |=s ϕ(a) iff aI ∈ ϕI . The model is then used to compute answers to
queries.
⊳
The following corollary follows from the above theorem and Lemma 1.
Corollary 2. The data complexity of HSP DL is in PT IME .
9

⊳

The statement “ψ must hold for x” intuitively means that “ψ follows from H(x)”. As it
can be seen later, a sufficient condition for the truth of this statement is that x ∈ ψ I
and N ext(y, hσi⊤) is defined for every y reachable from x and every σ ∈ SNames.
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The model graph after the first execution of Step 2 :
a
P, ⊤, hσi⊤, p, s

b
P, ⊤, hσi⊤

c
P, ⊤, hσi⊤
The model graph after the second execution of Step 2 :
a
P, ⊤, hσi⊤, p, s
[σ ∗ ]q, q, [σ][σ ∗ ]q

b
P, ⊤, hσi⊤
[σ ∗ ]q, q, [σ][σ ∗ ]q, p

c
P, ⊤, hσi⊤

d
P, ⊤, hσi⊤
[σ ∗ ]q, q, [σ][σ ∗ ]q

The model graph after the third execution of Step 2 :
a
P, ⊤, hσi⊤, p, s
[σ ∗ ]q, q, [σ][σ ∗ ]q

b
P, ⊤, hσi⊤
[σ ∗ ]q, q, [σ][σ ∗ ]q, p

c
P, ⊤, hσi⊤

d
P, ⊤, hσi⊤
[σ ∗ ]q, q, [σ][σ ∗ ]q

e
P, ⊤, hσi⊤
[σ ∗ ]q, q, [σ][σ ∗ ]q, p

The resulting SP DL model I :
a
p, s, q

b
q, p

e
q, p

Fig. 4. An illustration of the run of Algorithm 1 for P = {p → [σ ∗ ]q, [σ ∗ ]q → p} and
A = {p(a), s(a), σ(a, b)}. We have that ∆0 = {a, b}. In the shown model graphs, an
edge from a node x to a node y means N ext(x, hσi⊤) = y. The edges in the resulting
model I represent the similarity relation σ I .
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3.3.

Important Consequences of the Construction of Least Models for
HSP DL

Some steps of Algorithm 1 add new objects to satisfy certain formulas. This is
a new phenomenon, comparing to more traditional rule languages, where, e.g.,
existential quantification in heads of program clauses is forbidden. Such an addition of new objects sometimes occurs as a result of application of procedure
F ind, e.g., in Step 2a of Algorithm 1. On the other hand, this phenomenon seriously affects similarity relations. The following example illustrates the problem.
Example 3. Consider an ABox {p(a), σ(a, a)} and a rule p → hσiq. In such
a case, during construction of a least model, Algorithm 1 adds to its universe
two new objects, say b and c, for which σ(a, b), σ(a, c), σ(b, c), σ(c, c) and q(b)
additionally hold. Extending the domain by artificially created objects might be
seen as a rather unexpected side-effect of the construction of a least model.
The explanation is that new objects are sometimes added to satisfy certain
rules.
⊳
The above example shows that rules do add new objects which are not
grounded in the ABox of the database. Methodologically, such a situation is
doubtful, as such artificially added objects are not as strongly justified as objects “observed” and directly described in terms of facts. In fact, these artificial
objects are only possible explanations of rules, so have a rather weak status.
We address this point in our layered architecture.
Another important issue is that the construction of a least model provided by
Algorithm 1 may result in unexpected consequences due to identifying certain
new objects. The following example illustrates this problem.
Example 4. Consider the rule σ(a, x) ∧ σ(b, x) → p(a, b), where σ is a similarity
relation. In general p(a, b) may not be a consequence of the rule. However,
Algorithm 1 might have identified two objects, say c, d such that σ(a, c) and
σ(b, d) hold. In such a case p(a, b) would become deducible from the considered
rule.
⊳
Observe that in the light of Theorem 1, Algorithm 1 constructs a least model
for the input program. This means (see Remark 2) that the method we propose
is correct. The above discussion applies to the case when queries of the highest
level directly refer to similarity relations constructed in the middle layer.
Summing up, it is not safe to use similarity relations that have been changed
by the HSP DL layer in higher-level queries. In the following sections we define a query language which allows one to ask only “safe” queries, free of the
unwanted side-effects discussed above and guaranteeing the correctness of
reasoning.

4.

Combining HSPDL With Datalog

In the presence of ABoxes, a concept name can be viewed as a unary predicate, and a similarity relation symbol can be viewed as a binary predicate. In
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this section we extend our language HSP DL with external capabilities offered
by database technologies and/or other software systems. The idea is quite general. However, in what follows we focus on Datalog as a possible instantiation
of the idea. Therefore, in what follows we consider combination of HSP DL and
Datalog and external data types.10
To solve problems discussed in Section 3.3, we introduce a special unary
predicate IName (treated as a concept name) with the semantics that, in every
I
interpretation I, IName consists of all objects which are not assigned to any
individual from INames.
We use two basic types O and D, where O is called the individual type (or
object type) and D is called the data type. We assume that D is a fixed nonempty set, which may be the set of real numbers, the set of natural numbers,
the set of strings, or a mixture of them. For simplicity we do not divide D into
components.
An individual a ∈ INames has type O, a concept name p ∈ CNames ∪
{IName} has type P (O) (the powerset type of O), and a similarity relation symbol σ ∈ SNames has type P (O × O). Apart from CNames and SNames, we
use also a set OPreds of ordinary predicates and a set ECPreds of external
checkable predicates. A k-ary predicate of OPreds has type P (T1 × . . . × Tk ),
where each Ti is either O or D. A k-ary predicate of ECPreds has type P (Dk ).
We assume that each predicate of ECPreds has a fixed interpretation which is
checkable in the sense that, if p is a k-ary predicate of ECPreds and d1 , . . . , dk
are elements of D, then the truth value of p(d1 , . . . , dk ) is fixed and computable.
For example, when D is the type of real numbers, we may want to use the binary
predicates >, ≥, <, ≤ on D with the usual semantics.
We assume that the sets INames, CNames, SNames, OPreds, ECPreds and
D are pairwise disjoint and do not contain IName. Let Preds = CNames ∪
SNames ∪ OPreds ∪ ECPreds ∪ {IName}. It is the set of all predicates of our
language.
Definition 14. An interpretation is a pair I = h∆I , ·I i, where ∆I is a non-empty
set of objects and ·I is an interpretation function that maps each individual a to
I
an element aI of ∆I , maps IName to IName = ∆I \ {aI | a ∈ INames}, and
maps each predicate p ∈ CNames ∪ SNames ∪ OPreds of type P (T1 × . . . × Tk )
to a subset pI of D1 × . . . × Dk , where Di = ∆I if Ti = O, and Di = D if Ti = D,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
⊳
An interpretation I can be treated as a Kripke structure by restricting ·I to
INames∪CNames∪SNames∪{IName}, especially when interpreting formulas of
P DL . Given a formula ϕ of P DL built from concept names of CNames ∪ {IName}
and similarity relation symbols of SNames, the set ϕI ⊆ ∆I is defined as usual.
For a ∈ INames, we write I |= ϕ(a) to denote that aI ∈ ϕI .
10

In the literature (e.g., [1]), Datalog programs consist of an extensional database (facts)
and an intensional database (rules). In this paper we refer to the extensional part of
the database as to its ABox.
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Definition 15. A term is either an individual or an element of D (called a data
constant) or a variable (of type O or D). If p is a predicate of type P (T1 ×. . .×Tk ),
and for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ti is a term of type Ti , then p(t1 , . . . , tk ) is an atomic formula
(also called an atom).
⊳
From now on we use letters like x, y, z to denote variables, and letters like
t to denote terms. We assume that the types of used predicates are given, and
each used variable has a unique type O or D, known from the context.
Definition 16. A variable assignment w.r.t. an interpretation I is a function that
maps each variable of type O to an element of ∆I and maps each variable of
type D to an element of D.
The value of a term t w.r.t. a variable assignment ν is denoted by tν and
defined as follows: if t is a variable then tν = ν(t); if t is an individual then
tν = tI ; if t is a data constant (i.e. t ∈ D) then tν = t.
Let I be an interpretation and ν be a variable assignment w.r.t. I. We say
that an atom p(t1 , . . . , tk ) is satisfied in I using ν, write I, ν |= p(t1 , . . . , tk ), if
(tν1 , . . . , tνk ) ∈ pI for the case p ∈
/ ECPreds, and p(tν1 , . . . , tνk ) holds for the case
p ∈ ECPreds. A ground atom A (i.e. an atom without variables) is satisfied in I,
write I |= A, if I, ν |= A for any ν.
⊳
Definition 17. An ABox (in the extended language) is a finite set of ground
atoms of predicates of CNames ∪ SNames ∪ OPreds. An interpretation I is a
model of an ABox A if all atoms of A are satisfied in I.
⊳
We now define Datalog extended with external checkable predicates.
Definition 18.
– A Datalog program clause is a formula of the form
A1 ∧ . . . ∧ An → B
where n ≥ 0 and A1 , . . . , An , B are atomic formulas with the restriction that:
• B is an atom of a predicate of CNames ∪ SNames ∪ OPreds
• every variable occurring in B occurs also in A1 ∧ . . . ∧ An
• every variable occurring in the clause occurs, amongst others, in an
atom of a predicate not belonging to ECPreds.
The last two restrictions are called the range-restrictedness condition. We
call B the head, and A1 ∧ . . . ∧ An the body of the clause. We omit the
implication sign → when n = 0.
– A Datalog program is a finite set of Datalog program clauses.
– An interpretation I validates a Datalog program clause A1 ∧ . . . ∧ An → B if
for every variable assignment ν, if I, ν |= Ai for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n then I, ν |= B.
An interpretation I is a model of a Datalog program P if it validates all the
clauses of P.
⊳
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We now consider combination of HSP DL and Datalog. In the combined language, a database consists of an ABox A as the extensional part, and a mixed
logic program P of HSP DL and Datalog as the intensional part. We will study
the case when P consists of three layers, as discussed in Section 1.2 and illustrated in Figure 1. To be now more concrete, consider P = hP1 , P2 , P3 i with the
following meaning:
– the lower layer P1 is a Datalog program intended for specifying the most
basic predicates, basic concepts and similarity relations by using the perceptual data of agents and assertions stored in A
– the middle layer P2 is an HSP DL logic program built on top of P1 and A for
specifying advanced concepts by using the concepts and similarity relations
specified in P1 and A
– the upper layer P3 is a Datalog program built on top of P2 , P1 and A for
defining additional ordinary predicates and for completing definition of concepts and ordinary predicates.
The set InPreds(P) (resp. OutPreds(P)) of input predicates (resp. output
predicates) a Datalog program P is the set of all predicates occurring in the
heads (resp. bodies) of program clauses of P.
We define the set OutPreds(ϕ) of output predicates of an HSP DL program
clause ϕ recursively as follows:
OutPreds(⊤) = ∅
OutPreds(p) = {p}
OutPreds(ψ → ξ) = OutPreds(ξ)
OutPreds(ψ ∧ ξ) = OutPreds(ψ) ∪ OutPreds(ξ)
OutPreds(hαiψ) = OutPreds(α) ∪ OutPreds(ψ)
OutPreds([α]ψ) = OutPreds(ψ)
OutPreds(σ) = {σ}
OutPreds(α; β) = OutPreds(α) ∪ OutPreds(β)
OutPreds(ψ?) = OutPreds(ψ)
For example, OutPreds([σ1 ]p → hσ3 i(hσ2 iq → (r ∧ [σ4 ]s))) = {σ3 , r, s}.
The set OutPreds(P)
of output predicates of an HSP DL logic program P is
S
defined to be ϕ∈P OutPreds(ϕ).
Definition 19. A three-layered HSP DL -Datalog program is a tuple hP1 , P2 , P3 i,
where P1 , P3 are Datalog programs and P2 is an HSP DL logic program using
CNames ∪ {IName} as the set of concept names, with the property that:
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OutPreds(P2 ) ∩ InPreds(P1 ) = ∅

(6)

OutPreds(P3 ) ⊆ CNames ∪ OPreds
OutPreds(P3 ) ∩ InPreds(P1 ) = ∅

(7)
(8)

OutPreds(P3 ) ∩ InPreds(P2 ) = ∅

(9)
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OutPreds(P2 ) ∩ SNames ∩ InPreds(P3 ) = ∅
IName ∈
/ OutPreds(P2 )

(10)
(11)

Condition (6) states that the output predicates of P2 are not used as input
predicates of P1 . Conditions (7), (8) and (9) state that the output predicates of
P3 can be only concept names or ordinary predicates which are not used as
input predicates of P1 and P2 . Roughly speaking, these conditions state that
hP1 , P2 , P3 i is well-layered. Additionally, Conditions (10) and (6) guarantee that
the similarity relations specified by P2 are not used as input predicates of P1
and P3 . The reason is that an HSP DL logic program is intended to specify and
minimize only (complex) concepts, but not to minimize similarity relations that
are specified as side effects of existential modal operators. By (11) and the
definition of Datalog program clauses, IName ∈
/ OutPreds(P1 ) ∪ OutPreds(P2 ) ∪
OutPreds(P3 ).
Definition 20. If hP1 , P2 , P3 i is a three-layered HSP DL -Datalog program and
A is an ABox then the tuple hP1 , P2 , P3 , Ai is called a three-layered HSP DL Datalog database (with A as a part of the bottom layer).
⊳
Observe that A is separated as data complexity takes its size as input. Also,
facts from A are accessible to all layers.
In the following definition we accept the well-known Unique Names Assumption (see, e.g., [1]) for individuals from INames. Furthermore, the interpretation
of similarity relations restricted to objects interpreting individuals from INames
is computed and fixed by the first layer P1 using the minimal Herbrand model
semantics.
Definition 21. Let I be an interpretation, hP1 , P2 , P3 i be a three-layered
HSP DL -Datalog program, and A be an ABox. We say that I is a model of the
three-layered HSP DL -Datalog database hP1 , P2 , P3 , Ai if:
– it is a model of P1 , P3 , A and is an SP DL model of P2 (when restricting ·I to
INames ∪ CNames ∪ SNames ∪ {IName})
– for every a 6= b ∈ INames, we have that aI 6= bI
– for every interpretation I ′ satisfying the previous two conditions, for every
′
′
′
σ ∈ SNames and a, b ∈ INames, if (aI , bI ) ∈ σ I then (aI , bI ) ∈ σ I .
⊳
Definition 22. A query to a three-layered HSP DL -Datalog database
hP1 , P2 , P3 , Ai is an atomic formula A of a predicate of CNames ∪ OPreds.
A (correct) answer to such a query is a substitution θ = {x1 /t1 , . . . , xk /tk } such
that:
– x1 , . . . , xk are all the different variables occurring in the query
– for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, if xi is a variable of type O then ti is an individual, else (xi is
a variable of type D and) ti is a data constant of D
– the ground atom Aθ is satisfied in every model of hP1 , P2 , P3 , Ai.
⊳
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Note that more complex queries can be expressed by adding a clause to
the intensional part of the database. For example, if ϕ is a positive formula of
P DL without predicates of OutPreds(P3 ) and a is an individual, then to check
whether aI ∈ ϕI in every model I of a database hP1 , P2 , P3 , Ai we can check
whether {x/a} is a correct answer to the query p(x) w.r.t. the extended database
hP1 , P2 ∪ {ϕ → p}, P3 , Ai, where p is a new concept name. Similarly, if ϕ =
A1 ∧ . . . ∧ An is a formula such that x1 , . . . , xk are all the variables occurring
in ϕ and no predicate of ϕ belongs to OutPreds(P2 ) ∩ SNames, then answers
to the query p(x1 , . . . , xk ) w.r.t. hP1 , P2 , P3 ∪ {ϕ → p(x1 , . . . , xk )}, Ai, where p
is a new predicate of OPreds, are exactly the ground substitutions θ such that
A1 θ, . . . , An θ are satisfied in every model of hP1 , P2 , P3 , Ai.
Definition 23. By the three-layered HSP DL -Datalog query language we refer
to the language of three-layered HSP DL -Datalog databases and their queries.
The data complexity of this language is the complexity of the problem of finding all answers to a given query A w.r.t. a given three-layered HSP DL -Datalog
database hP1 , P2 , P3 , Ai, which is measured in the size of A, when A, P1 , P2
and P3 are fixed.
⊳
The following theorem is the main result of this section, for which we assume
that, given a k-ary predicate p of ECPreds and elements d1 , . . . , dk of D, checking whether p(d1 , . . . , dk ) holds can be done in polynomial time in the number
of bits needed to represent d1 , . . . , dk .
Theorem 2. The three-layered HSP DL -Datalog query language has PT IME
data complexity.
Proof. (sketch) Let a three-layered HSP DL -Datalog database hP1 , P2 , P3 , Ai be
given. First, we compute the minimal Herbrand model I1 of P1 and A. Treating
it as an ABox, we next compute a least model I2 for hP2 , I1 i using Algorithm 1
with the following modification of procedure Find(Γ ):
if there exists x ∈ ∆ \ ∆0 with H(x) = Γ ∪ {IName} then return x,
else add a new object x to ∆ with H(x) = Γ ∪ {IName} and return x.
Treating I2 as an ABox, we now compute the minimal Herbrand model I3 of
P3 and I2 . It can be shown that, for any query A, a ground substitution θ is an
answer to A w.r.t. the database hP1 , P2 , P3 , Ai iff Aθ is satisfied in the interpretation corresponding to I3 . By Theorem 1 and the fact that the data complexity
of Datalog is in PT IME , the above computation runs in time polynomial w.r.t. the
size of A.
⊳

5.
5.1.

Example
The Scenario

Consider safety of UGVs’ movement on a specific surface (UGV is an acronym
for Unmanned Ground Vehicle). For simplicity, we consider two UGVs, denoted
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by UGV1 and UGV2 , operating on the same road segment and exchanging their
knowledge, as well as assume that slipperiness of the road and speed of the
UGV are the only factors that affect their safety.
Assume that the following equipment and data is available:
– there is an external sensor measuring the slipperiness of the road, evaluated by a real number in the range [1, 10]
– each UGV is equipped with sensors detecting its speed, measured in km
h ,
being a real number in [0, 20]
– there is a database of facts about situations that led or did not lead to accidents caused by the UGVs.
The main objects are situations, which form the type O. In this example, the
type D consists of real numbers and we use the following predicates, where
i ∈ {1, 2}:11
– ordinary predicates spd i (speed), slp (slipperiness), dec-spd i (decrease
speed); the intuitive meaning of these predicates is:
• spd i (x, y) holds when the speed of UGVi in situation x is y
• slp(x, y) holds when the slipperiness of the considered road segment in
situation x is y
• dec-spd i (x, y) holds when the speed of UGVi in situation x should be
decreased by y km
h .
– external checkable predicates >, <, ≤ and sim, sim i , where >, <, ≤ have
the standard meaning, as in the arithmetics of reals and
def

sim i (x1 , x2 ) ≡

abs(x1 − x2 )
≤ ǫi ,
max(x1 , x2 )

where ǫi reflects the accuracy of speed measurements of UGVi ; we assume
def
def
def
here that ǫ1 = 0.12 and ǫ2 = 0.09; for sim (non-indexed) we use ǫ = 0.18
– concept names h-spd i (high speed), h-slp (highly slippery), unsafe, unsafe i ,
h-unsafe i (highly unsafe), accident
– similarity relation symbols σi , where the intended meaning of σi (x1 , x2 ) is
that situations x1 and x2 are similar w.r.t. UGVi
– auxiliary similarity relation symbol ̺, used for expressing that one situation
is “safer” then the other w.r.t. both speed and slipperiness.

5.2.

Exemplary Rules

Consider the following layers of the system, where we assume that i ∈ {1, 2}.
11

The index i indicates subjective knowledge of UGVi , while the lack of index indicates
that the respective concepts are related to the external or fused knowledge.
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Rules of the Lower Layer
spd i (x, y) ∧ y > 15 → h-spd i (x)

(12)

slp(x, y) ∧ y > 7 → h-slp(x)
spd i (x1 , y1 ) ∧ slp(x1 , z1 ) ∧ spd i (x2 , y2 ) ∧ slp(x2 , z2 ) ∧
sim i (y1 , y2 ) ∧ sim(z1 , z2 ) → σi (x1 , x2 )

(13)
(14)

spd i (x1 , y1 ) ∧ slp(x1 , z1 ) ∧ spd i (x2 , y2 ) ∧ slp(x2 , z2 ) ∧
y1 < y2 ∧ z1 ≤ z2 → ̺i (x1 , x2 )

(15)

spd i (x1 , y1 ) ∧ slp(x1 , z1 ) ∧ spd i (x2 , y2 ) ∧ slp(x2 , z2 ) ∧
y1 ≤ y2 ∧ z1 < z2 → ̺i (x1 , x2 )

(16)

The meaning of these rules is:
(12): UGV’s speed greater than 15 km
h is considered high
(13): road slipperiness greater than 7 is considered high
(14): two situations are similar w.r.t. σi when speeds and slipperiness in
these situations are similar (w.r.t. sim i )
(15) and (16): ̺i (x1 , x2 ) holds when situation x1 is “safer” than x2 from
the point of view of UGVi .
Rules of the Middle Layer
h-spd i ∧ h-slp → unsafe i

(17)

unsafe i → [̺i ]unsafe i

(18)

[̺i ](IName ∨ hσi iaccident ) → unsafe i

(19)

[̺i ](IName ∨ accident ) → h-unsafe i

(20)

[̺1 ∪ ̺2 ](IName ∨ (unsafe 1 ∧ h-unsafe 2 )) → unsafe

(21)

[̺1 ∪ ̺2 ](IName ∨ (h-unsafe 1 ∧ unsafe 2 )) → unsafe

(22)

Note that a formula of the form (IName ∨ ϕ) represents the set of objects x
such that if x is assigned to some individual of INames then x satisfies the property ϕ. Intuitively, this means that either the situation x is not explicitly presented
in the database12 or it satisfies the property ϕ.
The meaning of the above rules is:
(17): the situation is unsafe whenever both the speed and the slipperiness are high
(18): if situation s is unsafe then also situations with the speed and
slipperiness greater than or equal to those of s, are unsafe
(19): if, for a given situation s, every situation that is explicitly presented
in the database and more dangerous than s (w.r.t. ̺i ) is similar (w.r.t.
σi ) to a situation in which there was an accident, then conclude that
s is also unsafe for UGVi
12

That is, x is added by Algorithm 1.
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(20): if, for a given situation s, in every situation that is explicitly presented in the database and more dangerous than s (w.r.t. ̺i ) there
was an accident, then conclude that s is a highly unsafe situation for
UGVi
(21) and (22): specify unsafeness by fusing similarity relations of both
UGVs.
Rules of the Upper Layer
unsafe i (x) ∧ h-slp(x) → dec-spd i (x, 2)

(23)

h-unsafe i (x) ∧ h-slp(x) → dec-spd i (x, 5)
unsafe(x) → dec-spd i (x, 3)

(24)
(25)

The meaning of these rules is:
(23): if x is an unsafe situation for UGVi in which the road is highly
slippery, then UGVi should decrease its speed by 2 km
h
(24): if x is a highly unsafe situation for UGVi , in which the road is highly
slippery, then UGVi should decrease its speed by 5 km
h
(25): if x is an unsafe situation, then each UGV should decrease its
speed by 3 km
h .
Let
– P1 be the Datalog program consisting of the clauses (12) – (16)
– P2 be the HSP DL program consisting of the clauses (17) – (22)
– P3 be the Datalog program consisting of the clauses (23) – (25).
Thus, hP1 , P2 , P3 i is a three-layered HSP DL -Datalog program.
Exemplary Facts of the Lower Layer
Let A be the exemplary ABox consisting of facts presented below:
situation slp spd 1 spd 2 accident
s0
10 20
20
yes
s1
9 19
17
yes
s2
8 17
18
yes
s3
7 16
17
yes
s4
7 16
16
(no)
s5
6 12
17
(no)
s6
4 18
15
(no)
s7
6 16
16
?
This ABox contains only four facts of predicate accident , with argument s0 ,
s1 , s2 or s3 . In the situations s4 , s5 , s6 , there were no accidents. The situation
s7 is the current situation, for which we want to consider safeness of the UGVs.
With respect to the three-layered HSP DL -Datalog database hP1 , P2 , P3 , Ai, the
query dec-spd 1 (s7 , x) returns answer x = 2.
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6.

Conclusions

In the paper we have addressed the problem of fusing possibly approximate
knowledge from distributed sources. To express fusion rules we have used the
Horn fragment of serial propositional dynamic logic combined with Datalogbased deductive databases machinery. As a framework for such a combination we have proposed a three-layered architecture. This allowed us to provide
a pragmatic framework for knowledge fusion that can be used in many application areas. We have demonstrated the use of our approach on an example.
The paper can also be considered as an advanced case-study of embedding
expressive propositional logics into database environments. Similar methodology can be used for many other logics designed as specification and computational tools for advanced software and robotics systems.
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Abstract. Emergence is a key element in the research of multi-agent
systems. Emergent properties provide higher level features to a system
formed of simpler individuals. So far, emergence has been studied mostly
through systems formed of reactive agents – that are easier to design and
implement. As computational power increases and even small devices
become more capable, cognitive agents become a promising solution for
more complex problems. This paper presents a multi-agent system that
uses cognitive agents and that is designed to manifest emergent properties: a data storage system that assures distribution and replication of
data as emergent properties, without the need for these features to be
controlled in a centralized way.
Keywords: multi-agent system, cognitive agent, emergence, self-organization.

1.

Introduction

Although emergence and self-organization have been the subject of research
for a long time, it is only relatively recently that they have come to attention in
the field of multi-agent systems (MAS). Its role in MAS is crucial, as it is a concept that fits perfectly with the agent-oriented paradigm and leads to important
advantages.
Several definitions of emergence exist [4] but none is yet generally accepted.
Many times emergence is defined by its effect – the spontaneous formation of
patterns in the structure or behaviour of certain systems.
In the context of a large number of agents, forming a complex system, emergence offers the possibility of obtaining a higher level function or property by
using agents with lower level implementations. The use of emergence and selforganization allows for a considerable reduction in the complexity needed for
the individual agents, therefore they can run on simpler and smaller devices.
Moreover, self-organization leads to properties like robustness, flexibility, adaptivity and scalability.
Many recent papers on emergence and multi-agent systems deal with emergent properties and behaviour in systems formed of a large number of reactive
agents. Reactive agents are used because they are simple and need only very
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limited computational capacity, but emergent functions may be more complex
and the structure is robust [3, 20, 38].
Nowadays, the capabilities of even very basic computing devices have considerably increased, allowing for a much more complex internal structure of
agents – the possibility to hold reasonable amounts of data and to have a more
nuanced behaviour. Cognitive agents have knowledge about the surrounding
environment, have goals they desire to fulfill, make plans and take action in order to fulfill them. There is important research on emergence in cognitive agent
systems, but there is still much room for improvement.
One of the domains of application for agent-based self-organizing systems
is Ambient Intelligence (or AmI) [11]. Software agents (particularly cognitive
agents) are considered as a very adequate paradigm for AmI [28], due to the
properties of agents: autonomy, proactivity, reactivity, adaptivity and reasoning.
A system for AmI must deal with a great number of interconnected devices
(sensors, actuators, mobile phones, laptops, desktop computers, ”smart” appliances), and needs to assist the user with daily activities. Most times assistance
is performed by providing the user with interesting information. In the same time,
the system must be robust and resilient to failure, while being decentralized, so
an approach based on self-organization fits the requirements [6, 16, 17].
The purpose of this paper is to study emergent properties in a multi-agent
system formed of cognitive agents, that is, study how such a system should be
designed in order to obtain global, emergent, properties. The long-term goal
of this research is to apply the results to the design of a middleware for AmI
that facilitates the distribution of information through a network of devices, in a
self-organized manner.
A system of cognitive agents used for the storage of data has been designed
and implemented. While treating, at the time, a very specific case, this prototype
makes a good framework for the study of emergent properties. It was designed
with the purpose of manifesting emergent properties like uniform distribution
and availability of data. Individual agents were given local goals that do not
directly imply that the data is uniformly distributed or that data is not completely
lost. No agent has the capability to have a global image on the system or even
on a significant part of it. Knowledge of the agents is limited to beliefs about
their immediate or very close neighbours. Yet the system as a whole keeps
data well replicated and distributed.
This work presents the design of a system that satisfies the requirements
above, using techniques of self-organization and emergent properties. The presented experiments were performed not necessarily to show how the system
performs under heavy loads or if it is resilient to failure (although we expect it
to), but to show a kind of global behaviour that can be obtained by local interaction, in the context of using cognitive agents.
A practical application to the studied system would be, for instance, a network of sensors in a building. The sensors have low computational capabilities
so their behavior must be simple and use little memory. They sense events in
the environment, like temperature or the presence of people. The system is
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completely decentralized, but information must be available for retrieval from
any of the sensing devices. Therefore, sensors aggregate their sensor information into larger chunks of data and ”insert” it into the system, which, by
using only local information and communication between neighbour sensors,
distribute the data and make it uniformly available throughout the building. This
is only an example. The system is generic and was built to fit a greater number
of possible applications.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to related work in
the field of emergence and multi-agent systems. Section 3 presents the main
topic of this paper: a cognitive multi-agent system designed to manifest emergent properties. Section 4 describes the results obtained from experiments. The
last section is dedicated to conclusions.

2.

Related Work

What we know is that emergence appears in the context of complex systems
[1] – systems composed of a large number of interacting individual entities.
Emergence needs two levels of perspective: the inferior, or micro level of the individual entities and the superior, or macro level of the whole system. A simple
definition is that ”emergence is the concept of some new phenomenon arising
in a system that wasn’t in the system’s specification to start with” [36]. A more
elaborated definition is that ”a system exhibits emergence when there are coherent emergents at the macro-level that dynamically arise from the interactions
between the parts at the micro-level. Such emergents are novel with respect to
the individual parts of the system” [8]. An ”emergent” is a notion that can represent a property, a structure or a behaviour that results from emergence.
The essence of emergence is not actually the novelty or the unexpectedness of the emergent – as these will fade at later experiments although the
emergents will stay the same – but the difference between the description of
the individual and the description of the emergent, from the point of view of an
observer [36, 29]. If the minimal description of the individual is taken, it cannot be used to describe the emergents resulting from the system, therefore the
emergent is considered as novel and, potentially, unexpected.
There are a few important features of emergence [8, 13, 18]:
– emergence occurs out of the interactions between the parts of a complex
system;
– emergence is defined in relation with two levels – it is manifested at the
higher level, arising from interactions at the lower level;
– the representation of the emergents cannot be reduced to the specification
of the individuals;
– emergents only arise after a certain time in which the system has evolved;
– once they occurred, emergents will maintain identity over time;
– emergents arise without any centralized or exterior control;
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– the emergent phenomenon is robust and flexible, i.e. it is not influenced by
damage on the system (even if the emergent is temporarily not observable,
it will arise again as the system evolves).
In the field of multi-agents systems, most examples that demonstrate emergent properties use reactive agents [35]. This is because they are easier to
implement and control, and they are suitable for small devices with low computational power. But, more than anything, systems of reactive agents are easier to predict and to design so that they will manifest self-organization or other
emergent properties. Notable examples of emergents in reactive agent systems
relate to the formation of a certain geometrical or geometry-related structure
or behaviour. Self-organization is reached by mechanisms that are usually inspired by nature and the behaviour of animal societies (generally insects) [22].
For example, ”smart dust” uses attraction and repulsion forces and simple
leader election algorithms to dispose individuals in a circular shape, or in a
lobed shape, that is resilient to structural damage [3, 21, 38]; ”spider” agents
roam through the pixels of an image and use stigmergy to mark the different areas of the image [5]; local behaviour can be used for the gathering of resources
in a single area [30], for the foraging of food or the transportation of loads [37];
in a very interesting example of dynamic self-organized behaviour, agents establish, by means of emergent coordination, traffic directions through narrow
corridors for the transportation of resources between two areas [25].
Although reactive agent systems may be very useful, there are many advantages that a cognitive agent has over a reactive agent. First, it is proactive.
Even if there are no signals, perceptions or stimuli from the environment, a cognitive agent may act by itself, taking action according to its objectives. Second,
a cognitive agent is aware of its situation and may reason about it. It is aware
of what it is supposed to fulfill as final goal and is capable of making plans and
taking action towards the realization of its goal. The cognitive agent can use
its experience and information about the environment and the consequences of
past actions to develop a better plan every time a similar situation occurs.
Ricci et al. support the concept of cognitive stigmergy [32], that is inspired
from natural, reactive, self-organization (stigmergy, introduced by Grassé [14])
but is using cognitive agents and a more complex environment. The environment is composed of artifacts that agents are using and in relation to which
they make annotations. The usage of shared resources in the environment by
one agent driven by local goals influences the other agents that have access to
the resource, leading to feedback and eventually to organization. The research
shows encouraging results in applying the concepts from self-organizing reactive architectures to cognitive agent systems.
Other studies of emergent behaviour in cognitive agents exist. Emergence of
norms in a social game is possible through social learning [15, 34]. Gleizes et al
show that local cooperative behaviour of cognitive agents can lead, by means of
emergence, to better system-wide results [12]. The study is continued, using the
AMAS (adaptive multi-agent system) technology as a framework that facilitates
emergent functions based on cooperation [7].
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However, the use of cognitive agents in self-organizing systems is still very
reduced. While, in the present, numerous real-life applications of self-organization exist [27], they are based on reactive behaviour of the individual entities. It
is true that these systems are easier to verify and control, and it is also true that
even in reactive agent systems it is hard to find a good balance between explicitly designed behaviour and implicit, emergent behaviour [26], but the features
of reactive systems are limited by the absence of reasoning in agents.
Besides taking inspiration from biological systems, there is also another approach to the design of self-organization, that is used mostly in wireless sensor
networks. WSNs use simple individual units and, more importantly, need to consume little power. This approach is also many times validated formally, not only
by simulation. It consists of different algorithms used for routing, resource allocation, structure formation, synchronization, power conservation and resilience
[10, 24]. Bernadas et al. demonstrate communication services based on this
type of self-organizing algorithms, with individual agents having a more complex internal behaviour and manifesting features like proactivity and a certain
amount of reasoning [2]. A model for a self-organizing system for communication systems is proposed by Marinescu et al., using cognitive agents that
have local goals and specific available actions. The model is verified formally
and relevant results are shown [23]. However, these models address particular
concerns in the functionality of a system and are not very flexible. It is a considerable problem to build a model that will address more than one concern at
a time, and in a generic manner [23, 24].
It is worth mentioning in this section the related work on holonic systems.
Holonic systems are based on entities that are, at the same time, wholes in
themselves and parts of larger wholes [19]. Self-organization is also present
in holonic multi-agent systems. Moreover, in holonic systems organization may
be present on multiple levels [33]. However, there is little relation between this
work and holonic systems. At present, our goal is to study emergence in a
system that works on a single level, but a closer look to holonic systems will be
considered for future work.
In this paper we present a multi-agent system that uses cognitive agents to
obtain emergent properties. In the design of the system we used techniques
from self-organizing reactive agent systems, but considering the cognitive features of the agents. This resembles the work on cognitive stigmergy [32], but
uses direct interaction instead of stigmergic mechanisms. Different from other
works on emergence in cognitive agent systems, our work, while trying to remain generic, is focused on the exchange and distribution of information through
a multi-agent system. Our goal is not a function that needs to be calculated, nor
a certain well-defined result that must be obtained, but a behaviour that needs
to be achieved. And this by means of cognitive agents, because of the additional features they offer, which will not only favour a more adaptive behaviour
and the possibility to work at the semantic level, but will also reduce the quantity
of needed communication by having knowledge about and reasoning on their
environment.
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3.

A Cognitive Multi-Agent System for the Distribution of
Data

An application has been developed and experiments have been performed in
order to demonstrate how emergents may arise in a system formed of cognitive
agents. The system that was designed models a network for the storage, replication and distribution of data. The purpose is to store pieces of data inserted
into the system and distribute them, as well as provide the user with the data
that is requested.
The requirement that led the design of the system was to use local interaction and local knowledge about the system in order to obtain global emergent
properties. The implementation was to be generic, without referring to a certain
domain of application, this way establishing a more general methodology for
building a system with emergent properties.
The presented experiments were performed with a set of agents placed on
a rectangular grid. Each agent can communicate only with its 8 neighbours.
Each agent has a limited capacity for the storage of data. The agents must
always have some capacity left, ready for data that might be injected from the
environment. However, agents must try to store as much data as possible, in
order to not waste the capacity of the system. The information stored in the
system (the information that is useful to the users) is represented as generic
pieces of data, or, in short, Data.
The desired emergent properties of the system are the replication of data,
uniform distribution and availability. This means that, after letting the system
evolve for some time, the following properties should exist: each piece of data
should be held by more than one agent; any (reasonably small) area of the grid
should contain copies of all pieces of data present in the system; if requested
to, any agent should be able to get hold of any piece of data, i.e. copies of all
pieces of data should exists in the proximity of any agent.
While the experimental setup is simple, the purpose of this research was to
show how a system should be designed in order to obtain emergent properties
like the ones specified. Even if the system is generic (not having requirements
related to a specific setup), there are still many challenges that arise from the full
distribution of the system and from the use of local knowledge and interactions:
the agents must not become overwhelmed with messages or with beliefs, nor
must they become unresponsive or lose all knowledge about them and their
surroundings. All that while keeping the behaviour basic enough to be efficient
on devices with limited capabilities.
To design agents that will lead, by means of local interaction, to global properties, we have followed ideas from previous work on systems with emergent
properties [3, 4, 9, 21, 22, 38]. We apply these ideas to a system of cognitive
agents (as opposed to reactive agents), envisaging a behaviour that relates
to information, rather than more simple concepts. First, the emergent properties cannot be of different nature than the local capacities of the agent. For
example, if the agent can only move around, what we can expect as a global
behaviour of the system would be for the agents to form structures of a certain
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Group of agents (named A to L), before (a) and after (b) the data transfers indicated by the arrows. There are 6 data pieces in the system: D1 to D6.

shape [38]. Local behaviour should reflect the features of the global desired
behaviour. There should also be feedback, that will lead to the stabilization of
formed structures and to the dynamical equilibrium of the system [18].
In our design, a lot of inspiration has been taken from the human behaviour
(as it is with the design of software agents in general), providing the agents
with capabilities that will keep their knowledge bases, goal lists and message
queues at reasonable loads. In order to obtain data replication and distribution,
an agent is ”curious” and, if capacity is available, it will be interested in and it will
request a copy of a piece of data it does not hold. In order to obtain variation and
uniformity in the data distribution pattern, an agent will ”lose interest” in pieces
of data that are already held by most of the neighbour agents and may ”forget”
them. In order for an agent to be able to get hold of pieces of data not held by
itself or any of the neighbours, agents will be able to collaborate for the common
goal of finding a certain piece of data that, since data is well distributed, cannot
be very far away. More on the implementation of these features is presented in
the description of the agent behaviour.
Figure 1 gives an example of a step in the functioning of a group of agents
in the system. In the presented state, there are still many agents that don’t have
any data. Consider, however, every agent has sufficient knowledge about his
vicinity. For example, agent I has the following beliefs about surrounding data:
hI has D1i hI has D2i hI has D4i
hJ has D4i hJ has D5i
hE has D4i hE has D2i hE has D3i hE has D6i
hF has D1i hF has D3i
hG has D5i (knows that from F )
Each agent that has less than 75% of its capacity full will ask for some piece
of data from one of its neighbours. Agent E will discard data D4, as both I and
J also have it (it has to discard something, so it will discard the data that is
most present in its vicinity). Supposing that agent K needs D2 (for example
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Fig. 2. The basic execution cycle of an agent. The main structural components involved
are the knowledge base (KB) and the list of available goals (Goal list)

because there is an external request for it) it will communicate its intentions to
its neighbours and J will collaborate with it and retrieve D2.
The system is using cognitive agents and the implementation is based on
the Beliefs-Desires-Intentions model [31]. There are several reasons for using
cognitive agents. First, considering our long-term AmI-related goal, there is an
obvious necessity for the agents to be cognitive, so that they are capable to aggregate and reason on the information that they hold. But, more important than
that, cognitive agents are more capable and can act better in many situations
[32]. If their behaviour is flexible, they can even run on resource-constrained
devices. Although the behaviour of a cognitive agent system may be harder to
control and to predict, the use of cognitive agents can bring many advantages
in the future, and the study of emergence in such a system is vital for future
research.
The structure of an agent is presented in Figure 2. The working cycle of
an agent is straightforward: the agent processes the messages that it receives
(there are no other types of perceptions – new data is also inserted into the system as messages); revises its beliefs and its current available goals; chooses
a goal and makes a plan for it; executes the actions in the current plan. Details
about these steps and the structures involved are given in the sections below.
3.1.

Agent Beliefs

The information in the agent’s knowledge base (KB) is stored in Facts. In general, a Fact can be either a basic, atomic notion (like Agent or Data) or a relationship between two other facts. The resulting structure is a concept map,
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Fig. 3. Example content for an agent’s knowledge base (here, the knowledge base of the
agent called agent-1). Several relationships are present: knows about, is connected to,
has, knows. This is only an example and actual agent knowledge bases rise to a greater
number of facts.

formed of basic notions and relationships between them. At this point in the development of the system, a simplified approach is used, and a Fact may have
one of these forms:
hAgent, knows about, Agenti
hAgent, is directly connected to, Agenti
hAgent, has, Datai
hAgent, has, Goali
hAgent, knows, F acti
Note that the last definition is recursive, and the recursion must end with
one of the other four forms. Most Facts are of the last three types. Considering
the structure of Goals (described in the next section) and the agent behaviour,
most facts will refer, in the end, to a piece of Data.
An example is presented in Figure 3. We consider that the displayed facts
are in the knowledge base of the agent named agent-1. Relationships of the
type ”knows” link the agent to all facts that it has: the agents that it knows about,
the facts that it knows and what it knows about the knowledge of other agents.
Actually, the ”knows” relationship between the agent and a fact is equivalent
to the fact belonging to the agent’s knowledge base, so there is no need to
represent it explicitly.
Agents may also know about other agent’s goals, so that it is possible for
them to cooperate for the realization of goals. Data are pieces of information
that are not further represented as facts, and that are considered as atomic.
This concept-map-like structure allows agents to represent partial information on the system. It is also possible for agents to easily attach new information
(also represented as a concept map) to their knowledge base, or to send only
parts of their knowledge base to other agents. This representation was chosen
because it is flexible but also does not consume much space. Even if the presented structure allows very long chains and graphs of hAgent, knows, F acti
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relationships, the behaviour of the agent has been designed so that information about farther agents will be discarded sooner. Moreover, forgetting may be
flexible according to the agent’s KB capacity.
3.2.

Agent Goals

Following the ideas presented above, and taking inspiration from existing studies of emergent properties in reactive agent systems, the goals of the agents
have been designed so that they will be local but will, however, reflect the spirit
of the desired global emergents. According to this policy, goals of an agent are
of the following types (in parenthesis – the name of the type in the internal
representation):
– Get interesting data that the agent knows about and fulfill external requests,
if any (GET ).
– Maintain capacity free, ready for potential data injected from the exterior
(FREE).
– Inform neighbour agents about new data (INFORM).
Apart from that, the agent will also respond to requests for data from neighbour agents, if it has the requested data. This is done before treating any other
types of messages, as it does not require any reasoning and is a reactive behaviour.
Goals are represented as pairs of the form hGoal type, Objecti, where the
element Object may be the description of a piece of data (its identifier), in the
case of GET, or a fact about a piece of data, in the case of INFORM.
The goal to free capacity has no Object and is activated when the free capacity reaches a percentage of the total capacity below a certain threshold. In
the experiments presented in this paper, this threshold was 25%. As the pieces
of data had equal size, and an agent had a maximum capacity of 4 pieces of
data, 25% was chosen as a tradeoff between appropriate use of an agent’s
capacity and always having room for one more piece of data.
When the used capacity of an agent is under 75% (free capacity is over
25%), it will choose to get a piece of data that is held by a neighbour but not by
itself. In order to support the replication of data, it will choose the least well represented in the vicinity (i.e. present in the least number of copies in neighbour
agents).
3.3.

Agent Behaviour

The types of goals that are presented above will be instantiated according to
the beliefs of the agent. For example, the first type of goal (called GET ) may be
instantiated as hGET, D3i, meaning that the agent has the goal to get hold of
data D3.
Instantiated goals are generated permanently, based on the information that
the agent receives, and they are put in the list of available goals. This list is
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sorted according to the importance of the goals. Importance is primarily computed depending on the type of the goal. FREE is the most important type.
Then INFORM and GET follow. This way, facts about Data will spread first, and
then the Data itself will spread. Between different INFORM and GET goals,
more important are the goals referring to Data that is closer (i.e. the chain of
Agent knows Agent knows...Agent has Data is shorter). From the Goal list the
most important goal will be chosen and a plan will be built with actions that the
agent expects would lead to the desired result.
In order to fulfill its goals, an agent has the following available actions:
– Send a request for data to a neighbour.
– Discard a piece of data.
– Send a message to a neighbour, containing relevant information (for example that the sending agent has a new piece of data), in the form of facts.
– Send a message to a neighbour, containing a goal of the sending agent,
also in the form of a fact.
Say, for example, that agent A needs to get data D3. If the agent knows
that any of the neighbours have the data, i.e. it has a belief hAgent, has, D3i,
where Agent is a neighbour, then it will send a direct request for data D3. If
Agent is not a neighbour, but A knows that Agent is a neighbour of B, and B
is a neighbour of A, it will plan to first send a message containing information
about its goal hGET, D3i to B, and then put the plan in wait. Eventually it will
be informed that B has acquired data D3. If that doesn’t happen in a certain
amount of time, A will contact B and other neighbours and send them its goal.
Finally, in the case when A does not know of any agent holding data D3, it will
send the message containing its goal to all the neighbours.
The behaviour of an agent, i.e. the stages that an agent goes through during
a step of the system’s evolution, is described below:
– Receive data from and send data to neighbour agents. Data is transmitted
only as a response to previous requests. These operations are simple and
need no reasoning, and that is why they are handled separately and before
any other decision is made.
– Revise beliefs. This is done based on information received from the other
agents. Duplicate facts are found and removed. Also, circular facts are identified and discarded.
– Check waiting plans for completion (was the goal achieved?). In the case
of completion the plan is discarded. Most plans are discarded immediately
after all actions are completed. Plans waiting longer than that exist only for
goals of type GET.
– Make plans. Take the goal with the highest importance. If there is no plan
for it, make a plan composed of the actions needed to be taken and put it in
the list of ongoing plans.
– Execute plans. Take the plan associated with the most important goal and
execute its next action. If there are no more actions to be performed, move
the plan to the list of waiting plans. It will be checked for completion in the
next cycle.
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– Fade memory. Discard old facts and facts that refer to data that is further
away (calculated as described above). To prevent the Goal list from overloading, unimportant goals are also discarded.
In order to keep the system in constant change (away from static equilibrium), which is one of the factors that leads to self-organization [18], when there
are no more available goals the agent will ”lose interest” in a piece of data, the
one that is present in a greater number of copies in the neighbours (at least according to the agent’s beliefs) and it will discard it. Note that even if an agent will
lose interest in data, he is able to regain interest in that data when the data will
become more rare in its vicinity. This, of course, leads to a constant movement
of data through the system, but is also a necessity for dynamic equilibrium,
which in turn helps maintain a robust decentralized system.
Being a complex system (experiments were performed on a system composed of 400 agents), and all agents acting locally, it is clear that the system as
a whole will behave, many times, unpredictably. That is why there are several
tweaks that had to be performed, across many experiments, in order for the
system to function as expected, so that agents do not become overwhelmed
with messages, or with available goals, or with useless facts in their KB. These
tweaks were implemented in the agents’ policies.
First, there must exist a good balance between how fast the agent can learn
new knowledge and revise its beliefs and how often an agent broadcasts its
own knowledge and intentions to its neighbours. If an agent broadcasts all its
knowledge each time it learns something new, all agents will be flooded with
messages they don’t have time to process. If the agents broadcast their knowledge too rarely, this might result in the agents having outdated beliefs about
their neighbours.
Another element that needs good balance is the rate at which an agent
forgets. If an agent forgets too quickly, it might have already forgotten some
important information at the time it is supposed to be using it. If an agent forgets
too slowly, it will have a lot of information that is outdated and of no use anymore.
It is arguable that these tweaks will always depend on the exact application
the system is used for, but it is true that in order to achieve self-organization
and coherent emergent properties, any complex system must be in a delicate
balance between fixed, static equilibrium and chaotic behaviour, so this sort of
tuning will still be necessary (the system is not self-tuning).

4.

Results and Discussion

Many experiments were carried out throughout the development of the system,
first for assuring that the agents were not overwhelmed by messages and actions to perform, second for the actual study of the evolution of the system. The
presented experiments involved a square grid of 400 agents, the pieces of data
in the system were of equal size, and each agent had a capacity of 4 pieces of
data. As said before, data is generic, and is characterized only by an identifier.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 4. The distribution of one piece of data after 150 steps, in a system with agents of
capacity 4 in the context of a total number of pieces of data of: (a) 3, (b) 4, (c) 6, (d) 8.
The simultaneous distributions of 6 pieces of data after 150 steps (e).

The resulting pseudo-stable distributions of data were monitored, but also the
dynamic evolution of the system. The purpose of the experiments was to obtain
a system that distributes data uniformly throughout the system, while using only
local knowledge and interactions.
The system was implemented as a Java application. The execution of the
agents is synchronous – at any moment of time all agents are executing the nth
step of their evolution. Besides the objectives stated above, one other objective
was to make the system run as fast as possible, making the behaviour of individual agents more efficient. This also lead to lower simulation times and the
possibility to perform more experiments. A typical experiment lasted 200-250
steps in the multi-agent system’s time and about 15 seconds in real time on a
machine with an Intel Core 2 Duo 3.33GHz CPU, with 2GB of RAM memory.
Figure 4 (a-d) presents, in several cases, the resulting distribution of a certain piece of data inserted into the system. What changes between the four
distributions is the number of other pieces of data that also exist in the system.
In the first case (Figure 4(a)) there are only 2 other pieces of data in the
system, of equal size. The system is at 75% capacity, so normally all agents
should have all three pieces of data. The image reflects that, however, because
the system is intentionally unstable, and agents have the ability to forget, there
are some agents that do not have the piece of data that was monitored.
In the following two cases (Figure 4(b, c)), featuring other 3, respectively 5
pieces of data in the system, the resulting distribution becomes more scarce,
but nevertheless uniform. In the last case (Figure 4(d)) the distribution is less
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5. The distribution of a certain piece of data over several steps of the system’s
evolution, in a system already holding 4 other pieces of data.

Fig. 6. Each graph corresponds to a piece of data in the system, and represents the
evolution of the number of facts about that piece of data (over the whole system), since
the beginning of the system’s evolution to the current step (step 200). Every image also
contains a quantitative indication of the maximum value of the graph as well as the
current value.

uniform (there is a total of 8 pieces of data in the system), but still the data is in
a range of 3 agents from any agent.
It is also interesting to follow how the distribution of one piece of data evolves
as the system runs. Figure 5 shows the distribution of a piece of data injected
in a system already holding other pieces of data. The distribution grows fairly
slow, and no solid distributions are found.
Figure 6 presents the evolution over time of the number of facts (over the
whole system) about the 5 pieces of data in the system. This number is slightly
larger than the number of agents actually having that data. On these graphs one
can easily follow the way the agents become interested in data and then lose interest and forget many of the facts regarding it. Observe that facts about the different pieces of data do not exist in equal numbers throughout the system. That
is due to the fact that this is a complex system. Feedback and non-deterministic
behaviour result in outcomes that are not fully predictable. However, the numbers are well in the same order of magnitude and considering the little amount
of knowledge that each agent has, the distributions are very uniform.
It is relevant to note that the distributions that are displayed in the figures
are never stable. The ”holes” in the distributions – the agents that do not hold
the data – change all the time, as they lose interest, forget, and become interested again. This instability is also shown in Figure 6, where the curves are not
smooth, but present many small spikes.
Although all the examples presented here involve the same number of agents, this number can be changed easily and the system scales with no prob-
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lem, as every agent interacts only with and has knowledge only about its close
vicinity.
What is important to point out is that very good distributions are obtained
although none of the agents has that as an objective. Moreover, agents are not
capable of measuring in any way the distribution of the data in the system, nor
do they have any perception on the global state of the system. Their objectives
are local and mostly selfish, but a coherent global result is obtained, which is an
emergent property. As shown in the previous section, the system and the agents
have been specifically designed to produce the emergents, by expressing the
desired global result at the local scale of the individual.
The developed system makes a good platform for the study of emergent
properties in a relatively simple cognitive agent system. Over the experiments,
many monitoring tools have been developed, as following in detail the behaviour
and evolution of a system formed by so many agents is not an easy task.
Although the designed system is still very simple, there are important differences between the implemented agents and reactive agents. It must be pointed
out that the agents reason permanently about what data they should get and
what they should keep. A simple form of collaboration has been implemented
– agents are able to share goals. Reactive agents would not have been able
to have beliefs about their neighbours and would not have been able to reason
about what action would be best in the context.

5.

Conclusion

Emergence is an essential notion in the field of multi-agent systems. It provides
the possibility of obtaining a more complex outcome from a system formed of
individuals of lower complexity. Although there are many recent studies concerning emergence, there is yet no clear methodology on how to specifically
design a system so that it would manifest emergence. Moreover, most implementations use reactive agents, that have limited or no cognitive or planning
abilities.
The paper presents a cognitive multi-agent system in which the agents’ interactions allow the emergence of specific properties required for solving the
problem. The system has been designed with the purpose of manifesting emergent properties: the agents have been given local goals that naturally lead to
the global, desired, goal of the system.
As future work, the system will be improved, so that the emergents will be
more nuanced. Data and facts will have certain context measures relating to
their domains of interest and to their importance. Agents will also be able to
have interests in particular domains. New tools for monitoring the system will
be developed and the configuration of the network will be able to change – the
agents that an agent communicates with will change over time, in order to simulate agent mobility and changes in the environment. Closer to the requirements
in Ambient Intelligence, different agents will be able to have different capabilities, different storage capacity and different computing power.
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Abstract. Genetic Algorithms (GA) is a family of search algorithms based
on the mechanics of natural selection and biological evolution. They are
able to efficiently exploit historical information in the evolution process to
look for optimal solutions or approximate them for a given problem, achieving excellent performance in optimization problems that involve a large
set of dependent variables. Despite the excellent results of GAs, their use
may generate new problems. One of them is how to provide a good fitting
in the usually large number of parameters that must be tuned to allow a
good performance.
This paper describes a new platform that is able to extract the Regular
Expression that matches a set of examples, using a supervised learning
and agent-based framework. In order to do that, GA-based agents decompose the GA execution in a distributed sequence of operations performed
by them. The platform has been applied to Language induction problem,
for that reason the experiments are focused on the extraction of the regular expression that matches a set of examples. Finally, the paper shows
the efficiency of the proposed platform (in terms of fitness value) applied
to three case studies: emails, phone numbers and URLs. Moreover, it is
described how the codification of the alphabet affects to the performance
of the platform.
Keywords: Genetic Algorithms, parameter tuning, agents.

1.

Introduction

Sometimes system administrators, programmers or the data mining community
need to retrieve some strings which satisfy a given pattern, for processing logs,
or detecting spam. Instead of review all the information to find those strings,
users can use some pattern matching tools. One of them is called Regular
Expressions, or regex [8]. Although they provide a powerful and flexible notation

David F. Barrero et al.

to define and retrieve patterns from text, the syntax and the grammatical rules
of these regex notations are not easy to use, and even to understand.
Language Induction [10, 20, 5] is a well known problem in Machine Learning
and it consists of learning a grammar from a set of samples. There are several
approaches from the Formal Languages and Theoretical Computer Science
perspectives [23], however it is still an open problem. A recent approach to language induction is provided by the Evolutionary Computation community, where
regex are evolved by means of evolutionary algorithms like Genetic Programming (GP) [15] or Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [19].
In this paper we present a method based on GA able to generate automatically regex from a set of positive and negative samples and we propose a new
chromosome codification based on messy Genetic Algorithms (mGA) [11] and
crossover operators. To carry out with the experimental phase, an existing multiagent framework, named Searchy [3], is adapted to allow the implementation
of ours GA-based agents. This framework has a double goal. On one hand, to
reduce the execution time of the experiments and, on the other hand, to improve the search capacity in the space problem considered, allowing agents to
find better solutions.
The paper is structured as follows. First, a review of Regex, Variable Length
Chromosomes, mGA and MAS is provided. Sections 3 and 4 present the codification and crossover operators respectively. The agent-based framework used
in the experimentation is presented in section 5. Then, they are evaluated in
section 6. Finally, some conclusions and future research lines are outlined.

2.

Introduction

The Intelligent Agents and Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) research fields have
experimented a growing interest from different research communities like Artificial Intelligence (AI), Software Engineering, Psychology, etc... Those research
fields try to solve two distinct goals.
The first goal is to define and design software programs (usually called
agents) which implement several characteristics like autonomy, proactiveness,
coordination, language communication, etc... This goal tries to obtain an adaptive and intelligent program which is able to provide the adequate request to the
inputs received from the environment [14].
The second goal is to create societies of agents. It is possible to coordinate
several of those agents to build complex societies. When considering those societies new issues arise, like social organization, cooperation, knowledge representation, coordination, or negotiation. In this situation it is possible to speak
about Multi-Agent Systems and the previous problems can be studied within
different perspectives [16].
One of the aims of this paper is to study the use of a MAS within a GA framework. The merger of those perspective is not a new research area. There are
some work related with this idea as [22, 17, 18, 9]. Nevertheless, the approach
taken on [17, 18, 9] is quite different from the one of this work. While the aim, in
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the cited work, is the use of a MAS that benefits from a Genetic Algorithm, in
this work the roles are interchanged, and Genetic Algorithm is benefited from
the MAS, to evolve regex.
2.1.

A Brief Introduction to Regular Expressions

Regular Expressions can be described as a particular kind of notation for describing sets of character strings. They provide a compact and expressive notation for describing patterns of text. When a particular string is in the set described by a regex, it is often said that the regex matches the string. Most of
those characters in the pattern simply match themselves in a target string, so
the regular expression ”www” matches that sequence of three letters wherever
it occurs in the target. However, very few characters are used in patterns as
meta-characters to indicate repetition (i.e. +), grouping (i.e. |), or positioning
(i.e. $). The powerful pattern matching facilities provided by regex in different
programming languages such as Perl, PHP, JavaScript, PCRE, Python, Ruby,
or Java have not been conveniently exploited by the programmers or the computer scientists due the difficulty to write and understand the syntax, as well as
the semantic meaning of those regular expressions.
Following the basic wildcards from IEEE POSIX Basic Regular Expressions
(BRE) standard, and POSIX Extended Regular Expressions (ERE) notation,
four wildcards are considered in this work:
– Plus +. Repeats the previous item once or more. Greedy, so as many items
as possible will be matched before trying permutations with less matches
of the preceding item, up to the point where the preceding item is matched
only once.
– Start *. Repeats the previous item zero or more times. Greedy, so as many
items as possible will be matched before trying permutations with less matches
of the preceding item, up to the point where the preceding item is not
matched at all.
– Question mark ?: Makes the preceding item optional. Greedy, so the optional item is included in the match if possible.
– Pipe |: Causes the regex engine to match either the part on the left side, or
the part on the right side. Can be strung together into a series of options.
An example might be useful to better understand regex. The regex pet only
match the string ”pet”, however if the plus symbol is introduced, pet+, the regex
matches strings ”pet” as well as ”pett” and ”petttt”. If the start symbol is used
instead of the plus, the regex pet* matches all the previous strings as well as
”pe”. If the question mark is used, the regex pet? only matches two strings,
”pe” and ”pet”. Finally, the regex ”pet|r” can match ”pet” and ”per”. It should be
noticed that meta-characters only affect the precedent character. In case it is
needed to affect a group of characters, a parenthesis should be used.
The study of extracting the regex that describes a given set of examples is
not new. Some authors have used Genetic Algorithm to perform this task [7],
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[12], [2], nevertheless this work is completely different due to the use of messy
Genetic Algorithm with a Multi Agent platform.
The following table, Table 1, shows an example of a regex that describes
a basic URL. This is a good example the regex contains all the wildcards explained in this section. Table lists some strings matched by the regex and some
other which are not recognized.
Regex
Recognize

Not Recognize

(http(s)?|ftp)://(a-z)+(\.(a-z)+)*\.com
http://myweb.com
https://my.web.is.secure.com
ftp://webftp.com
http://myweb01.com
ftps://.com
ftp://WeBfTp.com
https://my..web.com

Table 1: Example of a regex and the strings that the regex matches and the
strings not recognized.

2.2.

Variable Length Chromosomes and messy GA review

GAs are part of the Evolutionary Computation, a computing paradigm inspired
in the biological process of evolution. It can be considered as a stochastic
search algorithm that represents the solutions of a problem as chromosomes
using some codification. Chromosomes explore the search space through two
genetic operators: mutation and sexual reproduction (crossover). The metric of
how well a chromosome solves a problem is given by a fitness function. The
genetic material contained in the chromosome is named genotype meanwhile
the realization of such genetic material is referred as phenotype.
The number of variables involved in a GA problem is closely related to the
chromosome length. Sometimes it is possible to determine the number of parameters that certain problem requires, and therefore to determine the chromosome length to introduce in the GA. However, there are many problems in
which such approach is not an adequate solution because it is not possible
to limit the size of the solution. The number of nodes in a neural network or
the size of an evolved program in GP [15] are not easy to set prior to the execution of the algorithm. Of course, it is possible to set a maximum number
of variables. But this approach sets an arbitrary limitation to the complexity of
the solution. A more desirable solution is to use an algorithm able to adapt the
size of the chromosome dynamically. This is the goal of the Variable-Length
Genomes (VLGs) [13].
The main difference between fixed-length chromosomes and VLGs is the
crossover operator. The simplest crossover used in VLGs is cut and splice.
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Given two chromosomes (likely with different lengths), this crossover operator
selects a random point in each chromosome and use it to divide them in two
parts, then the parts are interchanged.
An early work in VLGs is the one developed by Goldberg with the messy
GA [11]. It is a variable-length, gene position independent representation. Basically, mGA decouples the position of the genes from the phenotype that they
represent and thus any gene can be placed anywhere within the chromosome.
It is done representing each bit with a tuple (locus, value) where the position,
or locus, of the bit is specified as well as its value. Common genetic operators
such as bit inversion mutation and cut and splice crossover are then applied to
the chromosome constructed in this way.
Codification in mGA may generate two special situations that must be handled. Since the locus is coded within the allele, it might happen that not all
the genes are defined, generating a problem called underspecification. Original
mGA handles this situation by means of templates. A second problem arises
when there are several alleles coding the same gene, i.e., the overspecification.
mGA solves overspecification by means of a first-come-first-served philosophy.
mGA defines three phases: initialization, primordial and juxtapositional phase.
The initialization phase deals with the generation of the initial population that
feed the GA. It is composed by the set of all chromosomes of size k, where k
is the gene size. This algorithm generates an unnecessary number of individuals, so the second phase filters the individuals trying to select individuals with a
high density of good building blocks. The selected individuals are used then as
the initial population in the GA. The generational based evolution is done in the
juxtapositional phase.

3.

Chromosome codification

There are a number of questions that must be answered in order to successfully
implement a GA. One of these questions is how to represent in the chromosome
the problem that is addressed. In this section three codifications able to represent a regex in a binary chromosome are presented: one based on a plain VLG
and two codifications inspired in mGA.
The lexical approach that we have adopted requires an alphabet Σ of atomic
regex xi such as Σ = {x0 , x1 , ..., xN }. Σ is constructed using the positive and
negative samples. Atomic regex are identified applying Lempel-Ziv law [25].
This law states that texts are not composed by a uniform distribution of tokens,
instead, a few tokens appear many times while many tokens have a reduced
weight in the text. We build tokens using a set of symbols to divide the samples
and then, those tokens that appear more times are selected to be part of the
alphabet. The second subset of Σ is composed by a fixed set of symbols. This
is an automatic and domain independent method that can be used with almost
any codification schema.
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3.1.

Plain Variable-Length Genomes

Despite the inherent difficulty to determine a priori the length of the regex, it is
possible to imitate a VLG by means of an island model [1] with immigration of
individuals. It can take benefits of a parallel algorithm implemented with agents,
however the population must be increased and it imposes a maximum length
for the chromosomes. In this context selecting a codification able to deal with
VLG seems to be a natural solution.
A simple way to compose and evolve the set of atomic regex in Σ is the traditional VLG, a binary chromosome of arbitrary length that is recombined using
cut and splice, as it was described in sec. 2.2. The correspondence between
the genes and the atomic regex in Σ is done as follows. Each gene contains
lg bits that code an integer number i < 2lg , then the gene represents the element ximodN of Σ. Initial population has chromosomes randomly created with
lengths uniformly distributed between a minimum chromosome length lmin and
a maximum length lmax . The rest of the paper will use the term plain VLG to
mean the codification schema described in this section.
3.2.

Modified messy GA and biased messy GA

Plain VLG provides a simple variable-length genome coding, however variablelength genomes usually present some problems. One of them is the tendency
to bloat the chromosome length, as Chu observed [4]. Another problem is the
genetic linkage, i.e., the tendency of some alleles to remain joint due, for example, to crossover biases [21]. A solution to genetic linkage is mGA because it
decouples the position of the gene in the chromosome from its semantics. It is
still a simple codification and it seems to be a good choice to study how genetic
linkage affects the regex evolution in VLGs. However, some modifications are
needed in order to use mGA in the context of our work.
Like original mGA does, in our proposal genes are coded as (locus, value),
however value follows the same coding scheme as the one described in 3.1
instead of being a single bit. It represents a symbol xi ∈ Σ. We have integrated
the original mGA initialization and primordial phases into one phase that generates Σ from the data set using Lempel-Ziv law, following the same philosophy
that the used with VLG codification. With this approach there is no need to implement the primordial phase because the building blocks are integrated in Σ.
Initial mGA and revised versions of the algorithm such as fast mGA [6],
do not generate the initial population randomly. There is rather a slight control
about how to initialize them, as it was described in sec. 2.2. We propose also a
modification of the initialization. Given a random number l uniformly distributed
between lmin and lmax , a chromosome with l/lg genes is created. value is filled
with a random value that codes an atomic regex following the same mechanism
than plain VLG, while locus takes a value from 0 to l/lg − 1.
A second modification to the mGA named biased messy GA (bmGA) is also
proposed. The biased messy GA instead of initializing the loci field with positions from 0 to l/lg − 1, they are initialized with a biased loci, and thus their
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values range from bias to l/lg + bias − 1, where bias can take several values.
locus
However, we have used bias = 2l
/2, i.e., alleles begin to be placed in the
middle position.

4. Recombination operators
The main role of the crossover is to recombine good chunks of chromosomes
generating offspring [24] with better genetic information. Some authors have
argued that the crossover performs better when it recombines two similar chromosomes [13], however this point is controversial and there are not a general
consensus in the GA community. In the context of regex evolution, the disruptive properties is crossover is a main issue because of the rough nature of the
fitness, a very small difference in the chromosome might lead to a dramatic
change in the fitness. Following these ideas it seems natural to hypothesize
that using a less destructive crossover operator will increase the performance
of the GA in regex evolution.
The goal of the new crossover mechanism is to use the knowledge about
the codification to recombine chromosomes in a less destructive way compared
with the cut and splice crossover. Crossover is not directly performed with the
chromosomes, instead an intermediate table is constructed. Our crossover proposal is divided in five phases as described.
1. Integer chromosomes construction. Alleles in the chromosomes (including
their loci and values) are transformed into an integer representation. The
order in which the alleles appear is respected.
2. Intermediate table construction. The intermediate table is a table composed
by three columns and as many rows as the sum of not underspecified genes
in the chromosomes. One column contains the sorted loci while the latter
two columns contain each one the values (if any) defined for such locus.
3. Crossover. The intermediate table can be seen as two chromosomes, and
thus any traditional crossover operators (one point, two points and uniform
crossover) can be applied just interchanging the values of the chromosomes
columns in the table.
4. Recombined integer chromosomes construction. Two integer chromosomes
are constructed using the recombined intermediate table, it is the inverse
operation of the phase two. It should be noticed that because of the lack of
genetic linkage the position of the alleles is irrelevant for the crossover and
thus their position can be changed without loss of relevant information.
5. Recombined binary chromosomes construction. The integer chromosomes
are representated with a binary codification.
An example of modified one-point crossover is shown in Fig. 1. Two chromosomes are recombined in the example. Both use seven bits to code each
gene, divided in three bits for the locus and four bits for the value. Chromosome
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Fig. 1: Modified one point crossover example

A is composed by four alleles and chromosome B is composed by five alleles.
Chromosome A and B present overspecification as well as underspecification.
The intermediate table is constructed and, as it can be seen in the figure, underspecified genes correspond to empty cells. On the other hand, overspecified
genes correspond to cells with several sorted values. A random point is used
to interchange cells in the table, generating the recombined chromosomes. Any
other traditional crossover mechanism may also be applied.

5.

The GA evaluation framework

Due to the high number of GA runs that must be performed and the parallel nature of the GA, the set of experiments were run in a MAS that decomposes the
GA evolution in a sequence of operations performed by different agents. This
MAS has been deployed using the Searchy platform [3]. In this way the experimentation can be divided into different simple operations that are composed
and executed in parallel, increasing the performance and the search capability
of the algorithm.
There are six roles defined in the MAS: control, population, crossover, fitness evaluation, codification and alphabet agent. Each role is implemented us-
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ing a specialized agent and there are several agents to implement crossover
and codification. A description of each role is briefly presented.
1. Control Agent. It is responsible for the execution of the experiment, and
has to fulfill some tasks, such as the initialization of Population Agents and
control the execution of the experiments. It also gathers measures from the
populations and generate statistics, averaging the measures of all the GA
executions.
2. Population Agent. This agent contains a population of individuals represented by a binary chromosome. It also performs the generational evolution
of the population using the services provided by the crossover, fitness evaluation and coding agents services.
3. Crossover Agent. A crossover agent is an agent that performs a crossover
between two chromosomes. Actually, there are four different crossover agents
that implement the four crossover operators under study. Cut and splice
crossover can be performed in any codification under study while modified
one, two and any point crossover requires a mGA or bmGA.
4. Fitness Evaluation Agent. This is an agent that, given a string regex is able
to evaluate its extraction capabilities using a training set. It should be noticed that since it takes a string as input, this agent in not affected by the
chromosome codification.
5. Codification Agent. The codification generates the phenotype associated
to a given chromosome, i.e., it transforms a chromosome into a string that
contains a regex. This regex is used by the Population Agent prior to evaluate any individual’s fitness. There are two codification agents, the Plain
VLG Coding Agent and the mGA Coding Agent. Since the only difference
between mGA and bmGA is the initialization of the populations there is no
need to use a bmGA Coding Agent.
6. Alphabet Agent. The alphabet agent takes as input the set of positive examples and using the Lempel-Ziv law identifies a set of tokens that are used to
generate the atomic regex alphabet. The alphabet is used by the Codification Agents to generate the string regex.
Fig. 2 depicts the MAS architecture. First, the Control Agent (1) initializes
several Population Agents (2) and associate each population with a Crossover
Agent (3) and a Codification Agent (4). In this way each Population Agent contains an experiment involving a certain crossover operator and codification.
Once the Population Agents have been initialized they evolve their populations
for a number of generations, then they return to the Control Agent several measures. The Control Agent repeats this process a given number of times and
then averages the measures.
The Alphabet Agent (5) reads the positive examples and generates the alphabet once, then it is provided to the Coding Agents which set a correspondence between each element in the alphabet and the codification used in the
genome. It should be noticed that no agent with the exception of the Coding
Agents need to know how the chromosome is coded, they manipulate the chromosome as a sequence of bits. The only agent that does not require a binary
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Fig. 2: MAS architecture used in the evaluation of the proposed crossover
operators and codifications.
chromosome is the Fitness Agent (6) because it receives the regex in form of
string, instead of a binary chromosome.

6.

Experimental study

This section describes the behaviour and extraction capabilities of the coding
and crossover mechanisms described in sections 3 and 4 using a MAS.
6.1.

Experimental setup

Experiments have been carried out in three phases: parameter tuning, codification and genetic regex. In the first one, several GA runs are performed with
different parameters to select the optimum parameters in order to use them in
the remaining experiments. Then the codification (VLG, mGA and bmGA) and
genetic operators (modified one-point, two-points and uniform crossover) presented in this paper are studied.
Three case studies are used in the experiments where regex able to extract
emails, phone numbers and URLs are evolved. These are three well known
problems in data mining literature. Each case study uses a dataset with positive
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examples that have been divided into a training set and a testing set. Meanwhile
the negative examples are shared among the study cases. Due to the stochastic
nature of the GAs, each experiment has been run one hundred times, and the
data has been averaged.
The fitness evaluation that has been used in all the experiments can take
values from 0 to 1, where 1 is the maximum fitness that any chromosome can
achieve. The calculus of the fitness is performed as follows. For each positive
example the proportion of extracted characters is calculated. Then, the fitness
is calculated subtracting the average proportion of false positives in the negative
example set to the average of the characters correctly extracted. In this way, the
maximum fitness that a chromosome can achieve is one, and it happens when
the phenotype has extracted correctly all the elements of positive examples
while no element of the negative examples has been matched. Let us name it
as ideal individual. Then, an ideal individual is able to extract correctly all the
elements of positive examples while no element of the negative examples is
matched.
6.2.

Experimental results

The first experimental phase is a study about the behaviour of the algorithms
under study under different parameter settings, whose aim is to select the GA
parameters. Results are shown in Table 2. Optimum parameter values are similar for all the investigated algorithms with one notable exception, the mutation
probability. Algorithms that use cut and splice crossover operator (VLG and
bmGA cs) have an optimum mutation probability around one order of magnitude lower than the others algorithms (bmGA with any form of our proposed
crossover). The higher disruptive capabilities of cut and splice operator compared to the proposed crossover operator may explain this difference. Parameters shown in Table 2 are the ones used along the rest of the experimentation
described in this paper.
A second set of experiments were executed to study the performance of the
three described codifications. In order to obtain comparable results, a cut and
splice recombination operator has been used in all the experiments belonging to
this second experimental stage. The three case studies yield similar experimental results, as can be seen in Fig. 3. Results suggest that plain VLGA achieves
higher best fitness, however Fig. 3(b) shows, in generation 60, a slightly higher
fitness for bmGA. In any case, plain VLG increases its best fitness faster than
messy codifications due to its smaller chromosome: plain VLG does not need
to codify the locus.
Compared to mGA, bmGA performs slightly better, specially in the phone
numbers case study (see Fig. 3(b)). The better performance of bmGA compared to mGA in our experiments can be explained by the dynamics of the construction of the phenotype. Using a pure mGA, the first position of an atomic
regex is 0, and thus the regex cannot be expanded to the left because there is
no natural number lower than 0. BmGA places the first regex in bias and thus by
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Table 2: Parameters for the experiments carried out using a basic VLG (VLG),
bmGA with cut and splice crossover (mbGA cs), bmGA with modified
one-point, two-points and uniform crossovers (bmGA one, bmGA two and
bmGA uni)
Settings

VLG

bmGA cs bmGA
one

bmGA
two

bmGA uni

Mutation probability (Pmut )
Population size (n)
Tournament size (t)
Min. chromosome length
(lmin )
Max. chromosome length
(lmax )
Gene length (lg )
Loci length (lloci )
Values length (lvalues )
Crossover probability (P c )

0.005
50
3
4

0.002
50
3
9

0.02
50
3
9

0.01
50
3
9

0.015
50
3
9

40

90

90

90

90

4
-

9
5
4
-

9
5
4
-

9
5
4
-

9
5
4
0.3

Table 3: Comparison of crossover operators for email regex induction: Cut and
splice crossover (cs), modified one-point (one), two-points (two) and uniform
crossovers (uni).
Best fitness
Avg. fitness
Prob. ideal

cs
0.96
0.58
0.86

one
0.94
0.42
0.78

two
0.9
0.58
0.64

uni
0.94
0.46
0.77

Table 4: Comparison of crossover operators for phone number regex
induction: Cut and splice crossover (cs), modified one-point (one), two-points
(two) and uniform crossovers (uni).
Best fitness
Avg. fitness
Prob. ideal
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cs
0.99
0.58
0.90

one
0.97
0.43
0.77

two
0.95
0.6
0.66

uni
0.98
0.43
0.80
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Fig. 3: Comparison of codifications in regex evolution. Best individual and
average fitness are shown.

means of mutation and crossover regex can grow to the left, avoiding premature
convergence.
The third group of experiments deals with the empirical study of several
crossover mechanisms for messy algorithms. Experiments showed that bmGA
performs better than mGA, and therefore bmGA is used in this section to compare several crossover operators, including cut and splice and the proposed
operators described in sec. 4. Tables 3 and 4 show the best fitness, mean fitness and probability of finding an ideal individual for both case studies being
investigated. Results show that the crossover operator has a limited effect in
the fitness. Cut and splice seems to outperform the other operators, however it
would be desirable to use hypothesis contrast to proof it.
The evolution of best and average fitness for the crossover operators under
study are depicted in Fig. 4 for the three study cases: email (a), phone number (b) and URL evolution (c). It can be seen that the crossover operator has a
limited effect the in fitness evolution, cut and splice performs slightly better that
the other operators, however there is a small difference. The operator that per-
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Fig. 4: Dynamics of fitness for crossover operators under study with a bmGA
codification.
forms worse is the two points crossover operator, while there is no substantial
difference between the modified one-point and uniform crossover.

7.

Conclusions and future work

We have presented a method to generate regular expressions using supervised
learning and an agent based testing framework. The distributed testing framework used has been a satisfactory approach due to the enhanced performance
and easy composition of tasks involved in the GA. Additionally a brief empirical analysis of how different codifications and crossover mechanism influence
the evolution of regex has been presented. The set of experiments carried out
showed that the best performance is achieved with a direct codification of the
alphabet using a plain VLG.
These results leads us to conclude that there are some intrinsic limitations
in the evolution of regex regardless of the codification and crossover operator
used. The main one is the linear nature of GAs that incited us to use a lexicographical codification of regex, there is not a trivial way to code regex operators
that affect a groups of characters or nested operators. From this point of view, it
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seems that the use of pure GAs to evolve grammars and languages has serious
constrains.
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